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Rabbi Binyomin Adler 

Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim 
Bamidbar-Shavuos 5776 
Peace Through The Actions Of The Wicked 
Introduction 
This week I was discussing with a friend of mine the name of the leader of 
the tribe of Shimon, Shlumiel Ben Tzurishaddai, whose name is mentioned 
in this week’s parashah (Bamidbar 2:12). I mentioned that the Ohr 
HaChaim (Bamidbar 7:36) writes that one possible reason that he was thus 
called was because his name alludes to the fact that shileim lo Keil al cheit 
Yosef vayeesof oso bamishmar, HaShem paid Shimon back for selling 
Yosef, by having Shimon locked up [when the brothers met Yosef for the 
first time]. Alternatively, writes the Ohr HaChaim, he was thus called 
because sheshileim HaShem bimaasei Zimri tzuri Shaddai, i.e. HaShem 
had Zimri killed by Pinchas, and HaShem’s wrath was appeased, and 
HaShem amar likilyono dai, HaShem allowed the destruction to cease.  
Why would Zimri merit being called Shlumiel, which contains the 
name of HaShem? 
The interpretations of the Ohr HaChaim should lead one to wonder why 
Zimri, who was a sinner, merited having the Name of HaShem, which is 
Shalom, contained in his name. What is even more noteworthy is that 
Pinchas was the one who killed Zimri and brought an end to the plague 
that had been catalyzed by the act of Zimri who sinned when he had a 
relationship with Kazbi, the Midianite woman. Regarding the reward for 
Pinchas, it is said (Bamidbar 25:12) lachein emor hinini nosein lo es brisi 
shalom, therefore, say: behold! I give him my covenant of peace. Thus, 
Pinchas earns a covenant of peace, whereas Zimri is known forever as 
Shlumiel. How are we to understand this phenomenon? 
Through Zimri, HaShem’s Name was restored  
To understand why Zimri is referred to as Shlumiel, it is worth examining 
the act that Zimri performed and its devastating effect on the Jewish 
People. The Gemara (Sanhedrin 106a) states that Balaam suggested to 
Balak that since the G-d of Israel despises immorality, they should cause 
the Jewish People to sin through immorality and then HaShem would 
become angry with the Jewish People. Balak had the Moabite and 
Midianite women sin with the Jewish People, and HaShem was prepared 
to annihilate the Jewish People. Zimri fueled the flames by sinning with 
Kazbi, and Pinchas stepped in and killed Zimri and Kazbi, thus appeasing 
HaShem’s wrath. In a simple sense, Zimri caused HaShem to become 
angry, and Pinchas appeased HaShem’s wrath. On a deeper level, 
however, Pinchas was rectifying the breach that was manifest amongst the 
Jewish People through the sin of immorality. It is said (Mishlei 6:32) noeif 
isha chasar leiv, but he who commits adultery is lacking an 
[understanding] heart. This verse can also be interpreted to mean that one 
who commits an immoral sin causes a deficiency in the heart of the nation. 
Thus, whereas Zimri was bent on breaching the unity of the Jewish People, 
Pinchas was set on mending the breach and allowing the Jewish People to 
once again become unified with HaShem. Perhaps it is for this reason that 
Zimri was referred to as Shlumiel, as through his actions, HaShem allowed 
Pinchas to bring about unity amongst the Jewish People. When wicked 
people exist in the world, it appears that the Name of HaShem is not 
complete, as we find regarding Amalek that the Medrash (Tanchumah end 
of Ki Seitzei) states that as long as Amalek is in existence, HaShem’s 
Name is not complete. Thus, when Pinchas killed Zimri, he allowed for 
HaShem’s Name to become complete again.  

The Shabbos connection 
Throughout the week we struggle with issues of strife and discord, and it is 
only with the onset of Shabbos, which is called Shalom, peace, do all 
harsh judgments depart, and then we can truly experience peace and 
tranquility. HaShem should allow us to overcome our differences with 
others and bring us true peace. With the proper observance of Shabbos, we 
will merit that HaShem will bring us the Final Redemption, speedily, in 
our days. 
Shabbos in the Zemiros 
Shimru Shabsosai 
The composer of this zemer is Shlomo, a name formed by the acrostic of 
the first four stanzas. Nothing definite is known about him, although some 
speculate that he was the famous Shlomo ben Yehudah ibn Gabriol. The 
zemer concentrates on the requirement to honor the Shabbos with culinary 
delights and closes with the assurance that the observance of the Shabbos 
will herald the final Redemption.  

ְוהֹוֵתר ָאכֹול ְלַׁשֵּלם, ַהּקֹוֶנה ִעם ְוִחְׁשבּו , reckon accounts with the Master, Who 
repays what you ate and what you left. One interpretation of this passage is 
that one should prepare an abundance of food for Shabbos and not be 
concerned that there will be leftovers, as HaShem will put it on “His 
account.” Alternatively, the passage means that HaShem will reward the 
Jewish People with even more than they spent. We can suggest a third 
explanation, that this a command to eat and leave over, as it is said that 
one should make extra food for Shabbos to eat during the weekday, as the 
Shabbos food permeates the weekdays with its holiness. 
Shabbos Stories 
The Enthusiasm Of Youth 
Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky writes: A number of years ago a dear friend 
of mine, I’ll call him Dovy, received a knock on the door of his home in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A distinguished looking man stood at Dovy’s 
door. The stranger had a beard and looked at least ten years older than 
Dovy. He appeared to be either a Rebbi in a Yeshiva or a leader of a 
congregation. Dovy went for his checkbook.  
“I just came to your home to say thank you,” he said gratefully. “Thank 
you?” asked my friend in astonishment. “I don’t even know who you are! 
In fact, I don't even think I ever saw you in my life!” “Let me explain,” 
said the visitor in a clear and reassuring tone. “About fifteen or twenty 
years ago, you must have been no more than ten, I visited Pittsburgh. At 
that time, I was totally non-observant. I was facing many paths in my life. 
I lacked vision and direction. I explored returning to my roots, but I was 
not moved. Then I met you.”  
Dovy looked at him incredulously. “Me?” He thought. “What do I have to 
do with this rabbi? And besides I was only about ten years old at the time.”  
The Rabbi continued as if he read Dovy’s mind. “You were about ten 
years old and returning from a ball game. Your tzitzis were flying in every 
direction and beads of sweat were still on your face. And you were 
running.  
“I stopped you to ask where you were going. You told me about Mincha, 
we spoke about what you were learning in your school. To you it was just 
the way of life, normal routine, but to me I saw something else. I saw a 
pure enthusiasm for everything Jewish from prayer to Talmud. All from a 
ten-year-old-kid. I asked for and made a note of your name.  
“I left college to study in Israel. I did well. I am now a teacher in an Israel 
yeshiva. All these years I made sure to remember to thank the little kid 
whose little acts made the biggest impact on my life. You taught me 
something that no teacher had taught me until that time!” 
Torah Study - Pleasure or Responsibility  
Rabbi Eliyahu Hoffman writes: Perusing the Yahrtzeit section of an old 
“HaModia,” I came across the following exceptional description of the 
Yeshiva established by HaRav Yehuda Rosner Hy”d, Rav of Szekelheid. 
While meritorious in its own right, perhaps it will shed light on a section 
of this week’s parasha as well:  
HaRav Rosner opened a yeshiva in Szekelheid, which he headed 
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throughout his years there. Although he was eventually offered rabbinical 
positions in larger towns such as Uhel (Ujehly), he refused them on 
account of his yeshiva. Szekelheid had only 120 Jewish families, and that 
allowed the Rav to dedicate most of his time and attention to the yeshiva, 
which ultimately grew until, in the 1930’s, it housed over 300 bachurim.  
R’ Yehuda ran the yeshiva almost singlehandedly, serving as Rosh 
Yeshiva (dean), mashgiach (supervisor), maggid shiur (teacher), and 
administrator. His Rebbetzin too assisted him devotedly, running the 
yeshiva kitchen, and adding a motherly touch for the bachurim where it 
was needed. The yeshiva was always strapped for funds, and making ends 
meet was always on R' Yehduah’s mind. Often there was not enough 
money to pay for Shabbos meals for the boys; HaRav Rosner’s solution 
was to take the money needed out of his personal salary as town rav. His 
talmidim recall that when his only son married, and received a dowry of 
100,000 lei, the money was used to cover the yeshiva’s deficit.  
Yeshiva in Szekelheid began at 4:30 a.m., when the vecker would go 
around the small town waking up the bachurim at their various lodgings. 
Sometimes the rav would surprise the bachurim by conducting an early- 
morning inspection to assure all had arisen.  
Meanwhile, the Rebbetzin was already busy cooking breakfast for the 
students. Anyone not coming to yeshiva on time was not entitled to 
breakfast, unless of course they were sick, in which case warm, nourishing 
meals were sent to their rooms.  
The learning at the yeshiva in Szekelheid was intense; tests were given 
every day or two. On Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, HaRav 
Rosner delivered a shiur iyun (in-depth lecture) in the mornings and a 
shiur bekius (comprehensive lecture) in the afternoons. The shiur bekius 
progressed at the prodigious rate of three blatt a week.  
On Friday, Shabbos (no days off!) and Sunday, the bachurim studied 
Chumash with Rashi, along with Orach Chaim and Yoreh Deah (two 
sections of Shulchan Aruch, the Code of Jewish Law), on which they were 
tested Sunday evening.  
Every Thursday, a notice was posted with a page of Gemara that the boys 
were obliged to cover on their own, in order to encourage independent 
study. On this too, they were tested, to ensure that they were attaining a 
true understanding of the underlying issues, and to verify that the 
bachurim were using their time efficiently.  
Testing was taken very seriously at the yeshiva. All bachurim were tested, 
although among the advanced bachurim only one boy was tested each 
week. Since the boy to be tested was chosen by lottery immediately before 
the test, every boy in the advanced group always needed to be prepared. 
The rest of the boys were called in to the rav four boys at a time, according 
to a list he had prepared. He would ask them questions; those who were 
clearly fluent with the material were sent off at once, while a weaker 
student might be held for additional questioning to determine where he 
was lacking, and what needed to be reviewed. All this contributed to an 
intense atmosphere that was felt by every bachur in the yeshiva.  
Each bachur was assigned a card, on which the rav would write the results 
of each exam. At the end of the semester, the rav would write each boy a 
letter, along with a copy of his card, summarizing his achievements. The 
most advanced students often received an approbation designating them as 
“chaveir” or “moreinu” - titles of distinction. One would be hard pressed, I 
believe, to find present-day yeshivos where testing and examination is 
taken so seriously and with such intensity. (www.Torah.org) 
Shabbos in Halacha  
Opening Food Packages 
A. קורע -Tearing 
It is an Av Melacha to tear any soft material in a constructive manner, 
Thus, tearing cloth, leather, cardboard, paper, plastic, or any such material 
(in a way which improves the usefulness of the item) is a transgression of 
the melacha of קורע: tearing. 
Tearing in a destructive manner is forbidden by Rabbinic Decree. The 
Sages, however, made an exception to this rule and allowed one to tear in 
a destructive fashion in order to obtain an item needed for the Shabbos 
meals.  
Thus, tearing open a bag, wrapper or cardboard box, even to remove food, 
is forbidden unless the packaging is damaged in the process.  

New Stories - Bamidbar-Shavuos 5776 
The Yiddish Speaking Latino Cop 
Working to protect Rabbi Teitelbaum, he gained insight into the essence 
of the Jewish people. 
by Rabbi Moshe Greene  

Living in New York City is tough on cars. Pot holes and sharp debris on 
the road leads to bent rims and punctured tires. 
One day while driving near my home in Queens, the inevitable happened. 
My tire went flat. I pulled over, took out my cell phone, called AAA, gave 
my location to the dispatcher, and waited. 
About half an hour later a Latino man in his mid-60s pulled his truck 
behind me. He got out, looked at the car and then looked at me. "Hello, my 
name is Donny," he said as he extended his hand. He then began speaking 
in Yiddish. 
"Are you Jewish?" I asked. 
He shook his head smiled and said, "No." 
I laughed and asked the obvious question. "So where did you learn 
Yiddish?" 
"I picked it up many years ago when I was hanging out with one of your 
buddies," he said teasingly. "Rabbi Yoel Teitelbaum from Williamsburg. 
You heard of him?" 
"The great chassidic leader?" I asked in disbelief. 
"That's the one," he replied. 
Donny would dress like a chassid and scan the crowds looking for 
infiltrators. 
Donny explained that he was a retired NYPD cop. While on the force, his 
job was to protect Rabbi Teitelbaum – not only from outsiders but also the 
throngs of chassidim that push to get near him. Donny was assigned as the 
rabbi's bodyguard – at home, in shul and at public gatherings. 
Donny described how he would dress like a chassid – a Latino with beard 
and sidelocks (peyos), scanning the crowds, looking for infiltrators. 
"How could you tell a real chassid from an impersonator?" I asked. 
"You guys are always hunched over your books," he explained. "If 
someone was standing a little too straight I kept my eye on him. He was 
either an outsider... or someone who ain't serious about his studies," he 
laughed. 
Donny reminisced about the kindness of the rabbi's wife, and how she 
supplied him with a steady stream of cholent and kugel. 
Donny then asked if I knew the expression "Yiddishe kup." 
"Of course'" I replied. "It refers to Jews as a smart and clever people." 
Donny became serious, knowing he had me where he wanted. "I heard you 
guys used to live in Israel with your capital in Jerusalem. I heard that you 
had a Temple – a beautiful place where you all got together for the 
holidays – right?" 
I nodded. 
"I also heard that about 2,000 years ago you were exiled because you guys 
didn't get along with each other. True?" 
I nodded again. 
"I also heard that if you guys could just learn to get along with each other, 
God will move you back to Jerusalem and rebuild the Temple." 
Donny then leaned toward me, looked me straight in the eye and said, "So 
if you guys are so smart, how is it that in 2,000 years you haven't figured 
out how to get along?" 
I had no answer. 
The Torah tells us that unity of the Jewish people was a prerequisite for 
the revelation at Mount Sinai. The verse describes the encampment of the 
Jews by the mountain, united as “one person with one heart.” 
It all starts with the realization that while Jews many be different from one 
another; we are all one family. We are part of the same unit, connected at 
the core, sharing the goal of Tikkun Olam, making the world a better 
place. 
The upcoming holiday of Shavuot celebrates the giving of Torah at Mount 
Sinai. Now is an ideal time to work on attaining this consciousness and 
unite as a people. 
Let’s make Donny’s question no longer a question.  
The Arab Informant 
A Palestinian repudiates the Muslim culture of violence and almost loses 
his life in the process. Now he’s becoming Jewish. 
by Isaac Horovitz  
Reprinted with permission from Ami Magazine. 
This is the unbelievable story of Zahir Adel and his personal journey from 
the grazing lands of Nablus to the streets of Bnei Brak. A smiling, baby-
faced man who speaks Hebrew like a native, he rejected the violent Arab 
culture he grew up in and served as an informant for the Israelis for many 
years, at great risk to his life. Many of the military actions he participated 
are still under wraps. Most fascinating, though, is that today he is an expert 
in Jewish law and has been preparing for his conversion to Judaism for the 
past several years. 
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"I was born in 1978 in Azun, a little village near the Tapuach Junction 
between Shechem and Ariel,” he begins. His father was a clothing dealer, 
and Zahir's 14 siblings tended to his flocks of sheep. He received the 
standard Islamic education in school, but even as a child he felt as if he 
didn’t fit in. "I was a regular kid to all appearances, but I always shied 
away from violence. It really bothered me but I couldn’t escape it. 
Violence was such an integral part of our lifestyle. Every time we didn't 
listen to our father or displeased him in some way we were beaten. 
Whoever didn't behave perfectly in school received a beating. Every minor 
quarrel between families or clans in neighboring villages morphed into 
bloodshed. Female family members who didn’t toe the line were brutally 
murdered by relatives. Petty arguments evolved into horrific killings. If 
you skipped a prayer at the mosque or said something offensive, you were 
in for it. 
“I was disturbed by the rampant cruelty in my environment. Later, as a 
teenager, I studied the Koran and was appalled by how much violence it 
contained. We were taught how Muhammad, the founder of Islam, 
massacred thousands of people who refused to follow his path. We learned 
how Islam conquered massive cities by the power of the sword and spread 
its doctrine through wanton slaughter. The whole culture was soaked in 
blood. Then there was the anti-Israel component. We were instilled with a 
hatred of Israel and Israelis and taught to view them as monsters worthy of 
death. From early childhood we were trained to cut down every Israeli and 
settler and fight them to the death. 
"IDF soldiers were the worst. They were the cruel, barbaric conquerors, 
and it was our duty to wipe them out. After school let out, all my friends 
were encouraged to throw stones and firebombs at Jewish cars. 
Throughout my early years I learned by osmosis that Jews, and Israelis in 
particular, are murderers who have no right to live in Israel, and that 
killing them is mandated by the Koran. I was disgusted by these ideas due 
to my aversion to violence and the beatings I received in school, but that's 
how I was brought up. It's hard for outsiders to comprehend the obsession 
of Arab society with violence. It's such an intrinsic part of society.” 
Meeting the Enemy 
Then came the moment that changed Zahir's life: "I was a young teenager, 
and had been beaten for several days in a row because of trivial offenses. I 
was wandering around aimlessly after school, my stomach rumbling, when 
I came across a checkpoint manned by a few Israeli soldiers. They were 
the archenemies, and I knew that I was supposed to hate them and attack, 
but I was curious. I approached the checkpoint to observe the enemy face 
to face, and all I saw was a smiling young man dressed in a khaki uniform. 
The soldier knew some Arabic. He told me not to be afraid and to come 
closer. 
"I was shocked that the enemy was treating me so nicely. He took two 
sandwiches out of his satchel for lunch, asked if I was hungry and offered 
me one. I was ravenous, so I accepted it despite my reservations. As we sat 
and ate together he asked me about my life and told me a little about 
himself, and it occurred to me someone was actually listening to me. After 
a while he and his friends started to play soccer and included me in the 
game. They were very kind – they didn't try to hurt or kill me – and I 
realized that these were not the cruel conquerors I’d been led to believe. It 
was a real eye-opener and I was shaken to the core. All of a sudden I 
understood that the Israelis weren’t brutal monsters. The whole foundation 
of my upbringing, that Jews are the epitome of evil, came crashing down.” 
"From that moment on I began to take an interest in Israelis,” he says. "I 
traveled to Tel Aviv and other cities. I got to know Israelis and was 
stunned to discover that violence is not a fundamental part of Jewish life. I 
visited the city of Ariel, which isn’t far from where I lived in Samaria, and 
everyone treated me well. I helped customers by doing odd jobs and 
earned a modest salary. Amongst the Israelis no one ever insulted me, but 
as soon as I came home the blows began. That brought me back to Ariel, 
but when my friendship with the Israelis became too obvious I began to 
receive threats and even harsher beatings not only from my relatives but 
from friends.” 
Helping Israel 
At the age of 14 Zahir endured a beating that was particularly violent and 
realized that he could not continue to live at home. He packed a few 
belongings, said goodbye to his mother and left, never to return. He settled 
in Rosh Haayin, working in a local supermarket and lodging with one of 
the residents. He has never returned or seen his mother since. 
"Sometimes I ask myself if I miss my mother. Of course I do. I try to 
phone her from time to time, but my relationship with my father is over. 
To be honest, I feel bad for my mother, who is living under a regime of 

fear. It’s the women who bear the brunt of the ingrained violence in Arab 
society. I really miss her, but at a certain point I crossed the line and 
realized that if I returned to the village, I wouldn't emerge alive. Visiting 
my mother would put her in mortal danger as well.” 
For the next several years Zahir, who now goes by Udi, gradually 
integrated into Israeli society, supporting himself by doing odd jobs. Then 
one day when he was 18 some strangers came knocking on his door. They 
were brusque but businesslike, and were familiar with his background: 
where he was born, where he grew up and how many years he'd been 
living in Israel proper. Then they made him an offer he couldn't refuse. 
"They told me that they were from the Shabak, the Israeli security agency, 
and asked me if I would be willing help them prevent terrorist attacks. I 
had always opposed the murder of innocent people, irrespective of their 
nationality. So I told them I was averse to doing anything violent but I'd be 
happy to help prevent attacks, as long as that was my one and only task.” 
That is how Zahir began helping the Israelis, operating mostly on his home 
turf near Shechem. At first his assignments entailed gathering intelligence 
on the terrorists’ targets, which he would then convey to the Israeli 
intelligence services. "I can't go into too many details but I’ll give you a 
typical example,” he says. "One time I was sent to trail a certain person 
suspected of involvement with Hamas. It was during the second Intifada, 
when suicide bombers were blowing themselves up in restaurants and 
crowded public areas all over Israel. Knowing how to blend into the 
crowd, I shadowed the guy and saw him getting into a car wearing an 
explosive belt. I conveyed the information to my superior, and the man 
was arrested before he could do any harm. God knows how many people 
were saved. I also helped expose dangerous organizations. Later, I found 
like-minded fellow Arabs who were also averse to terrorism and they too 
passed on crucial information.” 
Eventually Zahir's activities branched out and he began to accompany the 
elite undercover units known as “mistaarvim” on their assignments in 
Palestinian villages. These are Israeli soldiers who disguise themselves as 
Arabs and blend into the local population. 
"I went with them everywhere, all around Hevron, Jenin and Jerusalem, 
although never in Gaza. I participated in operations all over the West 
Bank. One time some snipers were shooting at Israelis from their hiding 
place up in the hills. One night, disguised as locals, we caught them red-
handed before they could open fire. I even helped capture some dangerous 
fugitives and exposed several terror initiatives by Hamas. I never felt as if 
was doing something that was against the Palestinians’ interests. All I was 
doing was preventing the murder of innocent people.” 
Incremental Death 
Unfortunately, word eventually spread to the Palestinian Authority that 
Zahir was an informant and he started to receive death threats; apparently 
a price had been placed on his head. His time working undercover had run 
out. 
“One day I got a phone call from a Palestinian asking to meet with me so 
he could pass on some information. I wasn't careful enough, and when I 
got there I was attacked by a whole mob of Palestinians who beat me, tied 
me up and threw me into a car. It turned out that my source had been 
discovered and threatened with death if he didn’t help them capture me. I 
was taken to a makeshift prison where I was tortured and interrogated. 
They told me that they had already decided to kill me, not all at once but 
in increments. Every day I would wake up to heavy blows. It was 
agonizing. My whole body was full of scars and burns.” 
After six months of unrelenting torture Zahir was a shadow of his former 
self. Eventually his captors became somewhat less vigilant, as they were 
certain that no one in that condition could ever escape. But Zahir never 
gave up hope and when the opportunity presented itself he seized it with 
both hands. 
"It was Eid al-Fitr, the day marking the end of Ramadan, the Islamic 
month of fasting. The guards had abandoned their posts and gone out to 
feast on a lamb they had roasted over an open fire, leaving just one person 
on the lookout. Then the telephone rang in another room, and I saw him 
walk away to answer it. This was the moment I’d been waiting for. With 
superhuman strength I managed to crawl to the door and let myself out. I 
was surprised to find myself in an area I knew well, Shechem. A few 
minutes later I could hear that my disappearance had been discovered. 
Several shots were fired in my direction, but thanks to the familiar terrain I 
managed to evade them and take cover. With God’s help, I eventually 
reached an IDF post in the Gerizim area above Shechem. ‘I'm a Shabak 
informant! I told them. ‘I was held captive but managed to escape. Please 
let me in!’ The soldiers immediately began to treat my wounds and alerted 
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the regional Shabak coordinator. He had me evacuated me to a clinic in 
Ariel, and from there I was taken straight to Tel Hashomer.” 
I could see the centrality of kindness and compassion in Judaism. I 
resolved to leave Islam and become a Jew. 
It took a long time until Zahir was able to leave the hospital. Diagnosed 
with posttraumatic stress syndrome and severely disabled, his outpatient 
care continues to this very day. And the experience prompted him to sever 
his ties to the Palestinian community for good. “It was the unthinkable 
cruelty displayed by my captors that convinced me to disassociate myself 
once and for all. By contrast, I could see the centrality of kindness and 
compassion in Judaism. I resolved to leave Islam and become a Jew.” 
Outstanding Volunteer 
Following his discharge Zahir changed his name to Udi Ayalon. He was 
also awarded Israeli citizenship to protect him from future kidnappings, 
albeit only after a legal battle. 
“At first, the government did not do its duty,” he says. “While they treated 
me well and I have no complaints in that regard, they initially refused to 
acknowledge me as a Shabak informant in need of rehabilitation.” It 
wasn’t until 2001 that he was officially recognized as entitled to 
subsidized treatment. He was also given rental assistance and a monetary 
stipend to live on. 
Fortunately, Udi has come a long way in his recovery. “Udi received help 
from a lot of people after his release from captivity" says Rav Aharon 
Yiktar, a community activist and longtime volunteer in Tel Hashomer for 
the Atah Imadi organization. "As a Shabak informant he forged many 
connections with members of Knesset and security people who took him 
under their wing. He was actually doing well in business for a while but 
spent all of his money on helping the needy He then fell on hard times and 
found himself in the street until his minimal stipend was restored. Yet 
throughout it all he never stopped volunteering at the hospital.” 
After developing a relationship with several rabbis Udi began to fulfill his 
dream of conversion. He threw himself into studying Jewish subjects and 
is already an expert on the laws of Shabbos. Udi is a familiar figure at Tel 
Hashomer where he is regarded as one of the most outstanding volunteers. 
"There's no one he doesn't help, and many of them don't even know it,” 
Ravi Yiktar says. “For example, an elderly woman once needed her 
doctor’s appointment to be moved up. Then one day she got a call 
informing her that it had magically happened. She had no idea that Udi 
had put in a good word with the hospital director. Udi has connections 
with people from all walks of life, including in the Prime Minister's 
office.” 
The only thing that bothers Udi – and prompted him to give his first-time 
public interview – is the current spate of terror attacks which, in his 
opinion, is not being dealt with properly by the authorities. 
"People say that we can't stop the wave of terror. They insist that the 
situation is too complex and that lone wolves cannot be prevented, but 
they’re making a mistake. The knife intifada can be fought if we want to.” 
While you may have heard the following from others, when Udi says it, 
it's worth listening to: 
"The Israeli government isn’t doing enough,” he insists. “The Palestinian 
Authority encourages terrorism and incites people to stab and kill Jews and 
the government does nothing to stop it. Did you know that every terrorist 
who is arrested automatically receives a bimonthly grant of NIS 1200 as a 
reward from the PA? Astonishingly, this sum is often transferred directly 
by the Israeli Prison Authority so they can buy whatever they want from 
the canteen! It's unbelievable. The PA openly supports terror and the 
Israelis do nothing. If the government meant business they would never 
transfer money to terrorists, and would certainly withhold luxuries in 
prison. The death sentence would be meted out in serious cases, and the 
current situation would not continue.” 
A realist, Udi has no illusions of instant peace. "The problem is the 
Muslim culture,” he explains. "It's a mindset that preaches war, not peace. 
The Arab world suffers from constant turmoil. They murder each other 
because that's what Islam is all about. That's why I laugh when the Israeli 
left talks about making peace. They just don't understand Muslims in 
general and Palestinians in particular. As long as killing remains a central 
component of the Palestinian children’s education, there is no chance of 
peace. We have no choice: we must stay strong and never give up. We 
must continue to destroy terrorists' homes, deport them to Gaza and deny 
citizenship to Israeli Arabs who are involved in incitement and terror. 
There's no other way.” 

In the meantime, Udi continues to study for his conversion. "Next Pesach, 
I hope to be a Jew and sit down to the Seder with the rest of the Jewish 
people.” 
Reprinted with permission from Ami Magazine. (www.aish.com)  
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Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

Meshech Chochmah 
Accessory Mode(1) 
The Leviim shall be Mine – I am Hashem. 
Meshech Chochmah: A well-known halachic distinction differentiates 
between the holiness of objects. It bases that distinction upon their 
proximity to some item of intrinsic kedushah/ holiness.  An accessory to 
kedushah must itself be treated with kedushah and elevated respect. But 
that which serves the accessory – an accessory to an accessory, if you will 
– does not require the reverential treatment of a single or primary 
accessory. The primary accessory cannot be casually disposed of, but 
requires sequestering or burial; the secondary accessory does not. 
Tefillin, for example, possess intrinsic holiness because of the Names of 
G-d they contain, both the scrolls and even the black leather boxes in with 
those scrolls are inserted.(2) A bag designated for tefillin is a primary 
accessory, and is treated itself like a holy object. A second bag into which 
the tefillin bag is placed is a secondary accessory, and not treated with 
kedushah. 
We can make a case for our parshah being the source of this distinction. 
Both Kohanim and Leviim serve in the Mishkan and Beis HaMikdosh, 
places of great intrinsic kedushah. A key difference between them is that 
Kohanim are employed in the direct service of the mishkan. That puts 
them essentially in the position of primary accessories to kedushah. 
Leviim, however, are described as “given to Aharon and his sons,”(3) i.e. 
they are accessories to the Kohanim who are themselves accessories. As 
secondary accessories, they are not treated as possessing kedushah. 
This is exactly how they are treated. The Torah commands, “Holy they 
will be”(4) in reference to the Kohanim.  A kohen’s daughter, possessed of 
this kedushah, becomes disqualified from eating ma’aser if she 
participates in an illicit union. Ironically, a Levi’s daughter who does the 
same does not become disqualified. Tosafos(5) explains that the kedushah 
of the Kohen (and hence his daughter) is one that physically consecrates. 
When this kedushah is sullied and violated, it disappears entirely. She 
becomes disqualified even from eating maaser, which is available even to 
the Levi.  On the other hand, the lesser specialness vouchsafed a Levi is 
hardier. When his daughter violates it, it does not disappear completely.  
The key difference is that the Kohen’s position acts like real kedushah.  As 
a primary accessory to essential kedushah, he enjoys a position that 
behaves like other forms of kedushah . What the Levi enjoys as a 
secondary accessory is not really kedushah in the same sense. It is a 
function of status, not kedushah. It does not vanish when mistreated. 
In transporting the various components of the mishkan – all of which 
enjoyed kedushah – the Leviim generally moved them through wagons. 
Thus, the wagons became primary accessories, but the Leviim did not. The 
Kehas family was the exception. They bore the most important utensils on 
their shoulders – but only after those utensils were placed in covers. Those 
covers became primary accessories, and the Leviim again acted only as 
secondary accessories. 
The strongest indication of that the difference in status of Kohanim and 
Leviim translates into kedushah or lack thereof comes from the way their 
relationship with Hashem is described. G-d is called, “Hashem, their 
Elokim,”(6) regarding the Kohanim; He is simply called “Hashem” when 
speaking of the Leviim. Now, the four-letter Name of G-d does not take a 
possessive. One cannot speak of “my Hashem.” This is not so in regard to 
Elokim/ G-d, where the Torah in fact does utilize phrases like, zeh keli(7) / 
“this is my G-d.” The use of the possessive in relation to the Kohanim 
(“…their Elokim”) tells us of a closer relationship and bond between 
Kohanim and HKBH than can exist with Leviim. That closer relationship 
results in real kedushah. 
1. Based on Meshech Chochmah, Bamidbar 3:45 
2. Those of the head also bear the Name of Hashem, through the letter shin 
emblazoned on them. But even the tefillin of the arm are treated as items 
of intrinsic kedushah.  See Biur Halachah 42:3 s.v. tefillin chad zimna 
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3. Bamidbar 3:9 
4. Vayikra 21:6 
5. Bechoros 47A s.v. de-tanya 
6. Vayikra 20:6 
7. Shemos 15:2 
 

Rabbi Oizer Alport 

Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Bamidbar / Shavuos – Vol. 11, Issue 35 
Attached is an expanded issue of Parsha Potpourri for both Parshas Bamidbar and Shavuos. This week's issue is dedicated l’zecher 
nishmas Yenta bas Yechiel Michel z”l, whose yahrtzeit is on Tuesday (8 Sivan); and l’zecher nishmas Yehudis bas Yosef z”l, whose 
husband Rabbi Yonason Arenias has just published a revised edition of his sefer, “Journey of Faith: From Sinai to Eretz Yisroel – A 
Running Commentary on Sefer Bamidbar,” which is dedicated to her memory. It provides overviews, deeper insights, and an elucidated 
translation of each parsha in Sefer Bamidbar. It is available as a free download, or for purchase at 
http://www.menuchapublishers.com/journey-of-faith.html. Please have them in mind when reading and discussing this issue, and the 
Torah that is learned should be a merit for them and their families. At this point most of the issues in Sefer Bamidbar are unsponsored. 
Each issue of Parsha Potpourri requires a tremendous amount of work, and sponsorships are greatly appreciated. For more information 
about dedications, which are $50 per issue, please send me an email. Also, if you know of a shul, yeshiva, seminary, or high school 
that would be interested in a guest speaker for a Shabbos, Yom Iyun, etc., please let me know. Wishing you all a Good Shabbos, a 
Good Yom Tov, and an uplifting and inspiring Kabbalas HaTorah, and I hope that you enjoy the Divrei Torah and Points to Ponder!  

לז"נ יהודית בת יוסף ז"ל לז"נ יענטא בת יחיאל מיכל ז"ל  
והחנים עליו מטה יששכר ונשיא לבני יששכר נתנאל בן צוער וצבאו ופקדיו ארבעה 
וחמשים אלף וארבע מאות מטה זבולן ונשיא לבני זבולן אליאב בן חלן ... ומטה גד 

)2:5-7, 14במדבר ונשיא לבני גד אליסף בן רעואל (  
There was once a complicated and difficult Din Torah in the city of Vilna 
which required Rabbinical arbitration. The two sides requested that the 
Vilna Gaon preside over the Beis Din that would hear and rule on the 
dispute, but to their surprise, he refused. When they pressed him for an 
explanation, he explained that one of the individuals chosen to sit as a 
judge on the Beis Din was a businessman who wasn’t sufficiently learned 
to be involved in the resolution of the case. The Shulchan Aruch (Choshen 
Mishpat 3:4) forbids a judge from sitting on a Beis Din together with 
somebody who is unfit for the position, such as one who isn’t a Torah 
scholar. In fact, the Sm”a comments that the rulings of laymen are 
generally the opposite of those of Torah scholars. 
The Vilna Gaon continued his explanation by offering a beautiful hint to 
this law. In listing the formations and configurations of the Jewish 
encampments in the wilderness, the Torah lists four groups of three tribes, 
each of which encamped in a different direction around the central 
Mishkan. In each list of three tribes, the verse which mentions the third 
tribe always begins with the letter “vav,” which serves to connect that tribe 
to the preceding tribes.  
However, there is one exception. The tribe of Zevulun, which represented 
the businessmen and merchants, is the third tribe listed in the encampment 
of Yehuda in the east, yet it doesn’t begin with a connecting letter “vav.” 
The Gaon explained that this is because the second tribe in the list is that 
of Yissochar, which consisted of Torah scholars. The Torah intentionally 
omitted the connecting “vav” to hint to the aforementioned law. When it 
comes to clarifying and ruling on Torah laws, there may be no connection 
between the competent Torah scholars and the insufficiently-learned 
businessmen. 

במדבר סיני 'בהקרבם אש זרה לפני ד ד'ימת נדב ואביהוא לפני ו  
)3:4( ובנים לא היו להם ויכהן אלעזר ואיתמר על פני אהרן אביהם  

The Rav of a town in Europe once passed away. Because his son was too 
young to fill his position, the leaders of the community hired another Rav 
to take his place. Several years later, the son matured and reached a level 
at which he was capable of serving in his father’s stead. The new Rav 
expressed resistance and argued that although a Rav’s son is legally 
entitled to inherit his father’s position and fill the role if he is fitting, in 
this case the son had been too young at the time and therefore lost his right 
of succession. 
The dispute was brought for resolution to Rav Meir Shapiro. He cited the 
Medrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 2:26), which explains that the Torah 
emphasizes the fact that Nadav and Avihu died without any children to 
teach that if they had indeed had offspring, their children would have 
precedence in taking their places. It was only because they died without 
children that the verse concludes that Elozar and Isomar were therefore 
eligible to serve in their father Aharon’s stead.  
Rav Shapiro noted that this Medrash is difficult to understand. The Zohar 
HaKadosh teaches that Nadav and Avihu were under the age of 20 when 
they died. Even if they had left descendants, those children would clearly 
be under the age of Bar Mitzvah at the time of their deaths, which would 
invalidate them from inheriting the position and serving in the Mishkan. If 
so, how could the Medrash infer that had Nadav and Avihu left behind 
progeny, they would have preceded their uncles (Elozar and Isomar) in 
filling a position for which they were ineligible?  
Rav Shapiro concluded that we may deduce from here that even in a case 
when the inheritors are too young at the time of death to fill the role which 
is rightfully theirs, they never relinquish their claims to the position, which 
they are entitled to fill upon their maturity. As a result, Rav Shapiro ruled 
that the son of the first Rav should now inherit his father’s mantle. 

)1:1ויהי בימי שפט השפטים (רות   
There are two books in Tanach named for women: Esther and Rus. The 
Sifsei Chochomim explains that each of them merited a book named for 

her by displaying mesiras nefesh – self-sacrifice. Esther’s mesiras nefesh 
is understandable and straightforward: She went in to Achashverosh 
without being called, risking her life in the process, and in so doing, she 
saved her nation. Purim is a happy time and a popular holiday. Because 
Megillas Esther depicts Hashem watching and protecting us even while 
His presence cannot immediately be felt, it is particularly relevant for us 
while we are in exile. 
Rav Yisroel Reisman points out that Rus, on the other hand, is not as 
popular and well-known. The narrative of her life story and the events of 
her mesiras nefesh are not as widely studied, but if we step back and 
ponder the events of her life, we can’t help but stand in awe and marvel. 
Rus was born into a Moabite royal family but married a foreigner – 
Machlon – while she was still a young child. She was married to him for 
10 years without bearing any children. During this time, their animals 
continued to die and their possessions continued to be stricken until they 
were left in dire poverty, at which point her husband died. She decided to 
return with her mother-in-law as an older single woman who needed a 
shidduch but had no reason to think that she would be permitted to marry a 
regular Jew.  
Upon arriving in Israel, Rus had to degradingly go to gather forgotten 
grain in a stranger’s field with other poor men. In the middle of the night, 
she followed her mother-in-law’s instructions to go to the leader of the 
generation in his threshing floor. Her closest redeemer refused to marry 
her and questioned the permissibility of any Jew marrying her. When Rus 
finally got the elderly Boaz to agree to marry her, he died the next day, 
and instead of going to Sheva Berachos, she went from her wedding to a 
funeral. Shortly thereafter, she discovered that she was pregnant and alone 
without family or money, only for people to cast aspersions on her for 
causing the death of Boaz, and her child by implication.  
While Esther was a very public figure, with all of the Jews proud of their 
cousin the Queen, Rus was a private individual who suffered tremendously 
and essentially all alone. The darkness and confusion that she went 
through symbolizes the pain and confusion of אדמשיח אעקבת  – the days 
prior to Moshiach’s arrival – and is hinted to in the very first verse of the 
Megillah which cryptically doesn’t even tell us when these events took 
place or who was in charge at the time. Yet in spite of all of this, Rus 
remained the paragon of chesed. It is easy to do chesed when everything in 
life seems to be going our way and we naturally feel a desire to share our 
good fortune with those less fortunate than us, but to be a גומל חסד – doer 
of kindness – under the conditions that Rus endured is nothing short of 
incredible. 
Yet Esther was in some sense the more tragic figure. Esther’s Megillah 
ends with her trapped in the palace married to Achashverosh, never able to 
return to her husband Mordechai, with her children raised as non-Jews. 
Although she saved the Jewish nation, there was no light at the end of her 
personal tunnel. Rus’s life was the diametric opposite. After suffering 
through so much trauma and upheaval, she lived a very long life that 
ultimately justified all of her pain and suffering. Rus is mentioned one 
time in Nevi’im (Prophets), where the verse records (Melochim 1 2:19) 
that Shlomo made a special chair לאם המלך. Rashi interprets this as a 
reference to אמא של מלכות – the matriarch of royalty, his Bubbe Rus. After 
all of the questions, doubts, and uncertainty, Rus lived to see her 
vindication. She saw her descendants Dovid and Shlomo accepted as 
legitimate Jews, who ruled in tremendous honor and glory.  
The Medrash points out that every verse in Megillas Rus begins with the 
letter ו, except for eight. The letter ו means “and” and symbolizes 
connection. All of the events in the Megillah seem to be the natural 
outgrowth and continuation of one another. Except for eight. The Maharal 
writes that the number eight symbolizes the concept of למעלה מן הטבע – 
above the laws of nature. The events recorded in Megillas Rus may seem 
arbitrary and coincidental, but for all of the seemingly natural chain of 
events, they were in reality each part of a much larger chain to fulfill 
Hashem’s master plan to bring מלכות בית דוד into the world, which Rus 
ultimately recognized as a reward for her emunah and bitachon throughout 
her years of darkness and uncertainty. 

ויקרא עד ממחרת השבת השביעת תספרו חמשים יום והקרבתם מנחה חדשה לד' (
23:16(  

Although the Torah does not explicitly link the Yom Tov of Shavuos and 
the giving of the Torah, the Gemora (Shabbos 86b) makes clear that 
Shavuos is in fact the day on which Hashem gave us the Torah at Mount 
Sinai, and for this reason we refer to Shavuos in our prayers as  זמן מתן
 the time of the giving of our Torah. However, it is difficult to – תורתנו
understand why we have two Yomim Tovim which both seem to be 
dedicated to celebrating the gift of the Torah: Shavuos and Simchas Torah. 
Although it is true that Simchas Torah is observed when we conclude the 
annual cycle of public Torah readings in the fall, this is quite arbitrary, as 
our Sages could have just as easily set up a system in which we complete 
the reading of the Torah on Shavuos, such that Simchas Torah and 
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Shavuos would be celebrated at the same time. Why do we specifically 
need two distinct festivals which both ostensibly serve the same purpose? 
Rav Simcha Zissel Broide, the head of the Chevron yeshiva, explains that 
there are two different types of gifts. Some presents possess inherent 
worth, such as an exotic car or precious jewels, while others are not 
intrinsically valuable, yet become cherished due to the prominence of the 
person who gave them. Rav Yissocher Frand cites the example of 
President Lyndon B. Johnson, who as part of his legislative strategy 
frequently arranged elaborate bill signings in the White House. A large 
number of pens were placed in front of him, and he used a different pen for 
every curve in each of the letters of his name, which he then gifted to the 
people who had been invited to the ceremony due to their involvement and 
assistance in passing the bill. Even though each of the pens was not 
particularly expensive, they became prized due to the fact that they were 
received from the President after he used them to sign an important piece 
of legislation into law. 
The giving of the Torah represents a confluence of both components of 
valuable presents, as we received a gift which is inherently the most 
valuable gift in the world independent of who presented it, and 
additionally, it was given not by the President of the United States, but by 
the King of Kings, from Whom any present automatically becomes 
elevated and cherished.  
Rav Simcha Zissel explains that our celebration of the gift of the Torah 
therefore requires two separate days, one day to focus on the gift itself, 
and another day to appreciate the Giver. Shavuos is the Yom Tov of the 
Torah, the time when we commemorate the fact that if not for the Torah, 
we would be indistinguishable from the myriad other people in the 
marketplace (Pesachim 68b). A quick glance at the society around us 
shows us what our lives and our families would look like without the 
Torah to guide us, a truly terrifying prospect. The Torah, with all of its 
mitzvos and life lessons, is so valuable that we set aside one day for the 
purpose of treasuring it and expressing our gratitude for this innately 
valuable gift. 
However, in addition to celebrating and appreciating the Torah itself, we 
must also have a second day on which we focus on the greatness of the 
Giver of this gift, which is Simchas Torah. After we go through the month 
of Elul, a time of י לדודי ודודי ליאנ  – I am to my Beloved, and my Beloved is 
to me, we crown Hashem as King on Rosh Hashana and spend the next ten 
days repenting our errant ways and returning to Him, climaxing on Yom 
Kippur. After the more universal Yom Tov of Sukkos, on which we offer 
70 sacrifices on behalf of all of the 70 nations of the world, Hashem tells 
us to remain behind with Him for one extra day, Shemini Atzeres. On that 
day, there is no lulav and esrog, no sukkah, and no other nations of the 
world, only an intimate bond between Hashem and His chosen nation, and 
therefore this is the appropriate time to focus on appreciating the King of 
Kings for the gift that He chose to give us. 
Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) Rashi writes (Bamidbar 2:2) that the tribes encamped 2000 cubits away 
from the Mishkan so that they would still be permitted to travel there on 
Shabbos. As the prohibition against traveling outside of the techum is only 
Rabbinical in nature, why were they required to encamp within 2000 
cubits of the Mishkan? (Ayeles HaShachar) 
2) Rashi explains (3:1) that the Torah refers to the sons of Aharon as 
Moshe’s progeny because whoever teaches Torah to others is considered 
as if he gave birth to them. As Moshe taught the entire Torah to every 
single Jew, in what way are Aharon’s children considered his offspring 
more than the rest of the Jewish people? (Sifsei Chochomim, Kli Yakar, 
HaEmek Davar, Ahavas Eisan Sanhedrin 19b, Ma’adanei Asher 5768) 
3) The Gemora in Shabbos (88a) teaches that when the Jewish people were 
encamped at the foot of Sinai, Hashem lifted the mountain above them like 
a barrel and threatened them that if they don’t accept the Torah,  שם תהא
 there will be your burial place. Wouldn’t it be more – קבורתכם
grammatically correct to say פה – here – you will be buried? (Peninim 
MiShulchan Gevoha) 
4) The Jewish people told Moshe (Shemos 19:8) that everything that 
Hashem has spoken, נעשה – we will do. How could any individual Jew 
respond that he will do all of the mitzvos when there are numerous 
mitzvos which can only be performed by specific subsections of the 
population and no single person is capable of doing all of the mitzvos 
himself? (Genuzos HaGra) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 
1) Rav Aharon Leib Shteinman suggests that perhaps the Rabbinical 
decree not to travel more than 2000 cubits beyond the techum on Shabbos 
had already been enacted by Moshe at this time. He cites Shu”t Rav Akiva 
Eiger (2:128), who writes that there were Rabbinical decrees and 
stringencies that were already enacted in the times of Yehoshua and the 
early prophets. The P’nei Yehoshua writes (Rosh Hashana 29b) that there 
were also decrees which were already made in the times of Moshe, in 
which case it is possible that this was one of them. However, he notes that 

the Mabit writes in Beis Elokim (Shaar HaYesodos 38) that Moshe and 
Yehoshua did not make any Rabbinical enactments, in which case the only 
potential answer to this question would be in accordance with the opinion 
of Rebbi Akiva (Sotah 27b), who maintains that the prohibition to travel 
outside of the techum is Biblical in nature. 
2) The Sifsei Chochomim and Ahavas Eisan answer that Moshe was 
commanded by Hashem to teach the whole Torah to the entire nation. 
Because he had an explicit command to teach them, he couldn’t be 
considered as giving birth to them for doing so. On the other hand, he 
specifically singled out Aharon’s sons to teach them the Torah 
individually, and for this reason, they were considered to be his children. 
The Netziv maintains that the concept that one is considered to have given 
birth to somebody to whom one teaches Torah applies only to the study of 
the Oral Law, which is the study that truly makes and creates a person. 
Moshe didn’t begin to teach the Oral Law to the nation as a whole until 
much later (Devorim 1:5), so at this time they weren’t yet considered his 
children. Because he had already begun teaching it privately to Aharon’s 
sons, he was already considered to have given birth to them. 
3) Rav Aharon Bakst explains that it wasn’t necessary to threaten that 
generation to force them to accept the Torah, as they had already declared 
 we will do, and we will listen. Rather, Hashem was – נעשה ונשמע
threatening all Jews in future generations, informing them that the Torah 
must be their lifeblood, and if they choose to abandon it, שם – there, 
wherever you may be, will be your burial place. 
4) The Vilna Gaon explains that although it is true that no individual Jew 
can do all of the mitzvos, when all of the Jews are living together in Israel 
they can collectively perform all of the mitzvos as a nation. They alluded 
to this by saying נעשה – we will do – as opposed to אעשה – I will do – as 
they understood that only through joining themselves together with others 
could they perform all of the mitzvos. For this reason, the measurements of 
the Aron in the Mishkan were incomplete units, as it was 2.5 cubits long, 
1.5 cubits wide, and 1.5 cubits tall (25:10), to hint to this concept that no 
individual should see himself as self-sustaining. To paraphrase John 
Donne, no Jew is an island, and it is only through viewing ourselves as 
incomplete halves that we can join together with the community to become 
a complete whole. 
© 2016 by Ozer Alport. To subscribe, send comments, or sponsor an issue, email 
oalport@optonline.net  
 

Dr. Avigdor Bonchek 

What’s Bothering Rashi? 
Parashas Bamidbar 
We must think Rashi's comment through to see its correctness. 
Bamidbar 1:49 - But the tribe of Levi do not count and the sum do not 
include among the Children of Israel. 
Rashi 
But the tribe of Levi do not count: Rashi: The legion of the king is worthy 
to be counted separately. Another interpretation: The Holy One blessed be 
He foresaw that all who were counted from 20 years old would be 
included in the decree that would die in the Wilderness. He said These 
should not be in this group for they are Mine they did not err regarding 
the Golden Calf. 
What Is Rashi Saying? 
Rashi offers two interpretations why Levi is counted separately. When 
Rashi offers two interpretations, we always ask: 
Questioning Rashi 
A Question: Why the need for the second interpretations, wasn't the first 
sufficient ? 
What Is Bothering Rashi ? 
An Answer: The word "But": (Hebrew "ach") usually excludes something. 
The first explanation does not exclude anything, while the second 
explanation does - It excludes the tribe of Levi from the decree of dying in 
the Wilderness. 
As you examine Rashi's second explanation you should have a question: 
Further Questioning 
A Question: Rashi says that Levi was excluded from the punishment for 
the sin of the Golden Calf. But the Jews were punished to die in the 
Wilderness because of the sin of the Spies, not the Golden Calf! 
Why does Rashi say that? 
Hint: See Rashi Vayikra 14:33 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: On 14:33 Rashi explains that that only those who sinned both 
with Calf and the Spies were to die in the Wilderness. So the punishment 
for the Calf was withheld until and unless they committed another sin. So 
when they sinned by the Spies their sin was retroactively enforced. That's 
why even though the Spies occurred in the second year in the Wilderness 
and thus they should have stayed a total of 42 years in the Wilderness the 
punishment of 40 years was implemented two years retroactively. 
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In summary it was both sins that brought on their punishment. So Rashi 
was correct when he mentioned the Golden Calf as the crucial sin. 
Shavuot - Matan Torah 
Shavuot, the time of the giving of the Torah falls out this year on 
Wendsday in Israel and on Wendsday and Friday in Chutz l'Aretz, is. The 
revelation at Sinai was certainly the most momentous event in the history 
of mankind. G-d speaks to a multitude of people; a whole assembly 
experienced prophecy. That had not happened before nor has it happened 
since. Nor has any religion, other than Judaism, even made the audacious 
claim that it did happen. G-d's personal entrance onto the stage of human 
history at Sinai was preceded and accompanied by a light-and-sound show 
of much majesty. 
Shemos 20:15 - "And all the people saw the thunder and the torches and 
the shofar sound and the mountain smoking. And when the people saw 
it, they moved and stood from afar." 
Rashi 
Saw the thunder : Rashi: They saw the audible which can not be seen 
under any other circumstances. 
Questioning the Midrash 
Rashi drew this comment from the midrash Mechilta. When we look there 
we find that Rashi has quoted but one opinion of a dispute. The midrash 
quotes two opinions: Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael. Rabbi Akiba says, 
as Rashi wrote, "they saw the audible and they heard the visible." Rabbi 
Ishmael says "They saw the visible and they heard the audible.' 
This is a strange dispute, isn't it? What does Rabbi Ishmael mean to tell us 
when he says "They saw the visible, and they heard the audible." 
Of course. Every normal person sees the visible - we don't need the 
unforgettable Sinai experience to "see the visible." What is the deeper 
meaning of this dispute? 
The following interpretation is the from the late Lubavitcher Rebbe, Reb 
Menachem Mendle Shneerson, zt"l. 
Seeing is Believing 
Let us first understand the difference between seeing and hearing. Seeing 
is a clearer sense than hearing. A sighted but deaf person has a much better 
sense of the world than does a blind person who can hear. So sight is much 
more advantageous than hearing as a means of experiencing the world. 
On the other hand, hearing has its own advantage. We can hear ideas, we 
can think of abstractions that are received through hearing. In short, vision 
is an advantage in the physical world while hearing is advantage in the 
world of the abstract and the spiritual. And this is so because man is 
essentially a physical being - albeit with spiritual attributes, but basically 
he is a physical being. So his sense of sight helps him most in his home 
territory, this world. While his sense of hearing has limited utility in the 
matters of this world (since it a more "spiritual" sense) its utility, though 
limited, is in the world of the abstract, the world of the spirit. 
The Meaning of the Sinai Experience 
Rabbi Akiva said that the Sinai experience took man out of his physical 
limitations and thrust him (momentarily) into a higher spiritual realm, 
where he saw what is heard, that is, one had a clarity of understanding 
(with the clarity of seeing) of the spiritual reality. And he heard what is 
visible, that is one had an abstract, deeper, understanding of the physical 
reality. 
In short, man was raised to higher level of awareness and sanctity at Sinai. 
Rabbi Ishmael, on the other hand, was of the opinion that the Sinai 
experience was not to raise man up to different, ethereal, reality, rather its 
purpose was to bring the Divine down into this world. At Sinai G-d came 
down to meet man. Thus man remained the same - he saw what is visible 
and heard what is audible. 
In short he lived normally in this world. And that is the purpose of the 
Matan Torah at Sinai, that man should learn to bring the Divine into his 
physical, material, earthly existence. 
Rabbi Akiva differed on the purpose of the Revelation at Sinai. He 
believed its purpose was to raise man up to higher, less earthly, 
experience. One where he could 'See the sounds (ideas) and hear the 
sights.' Rabbi Akiva we should recall was a Ba'al Tehuva. His whole life 
was dedicated to reaching higher realm and even being privileged to give 
up his earthly life for the love of G-d. 
Rabbi Ishamael, no less a lover of Hashem, was a High Priest, whose task 
it was to teach people how to bring the holy down into their everyday life. 
The apparently trivial dispute touched on by Rashi's comment, in fact, 
touches on the heart of the meaning of the service of G-d. Two opinions, 
two worldviews. Each right for the right person. 
Chag Somayach V'Shabbat Shalom, Avigdor Bonchek 
We are planning to put out a second round of What's Bothering Rashi? G-d Willing with all 
new Rashi analyses. It will be a two volume set. Anyone interested in dedicating a volume to a 
loved one may contact Avigdor Bonchek at Drbonchek@gmail.com. 
We are planning to put out a second round of What's Bothering Rashi? G-d Willing with all new Rashi analyses. It will be a two volume set. Anyone 
interested in dedicating a volume to a loved one may contact Avigdor Bonchek at Drbonchek@gmail.com. This article is provided as part of Shema 
Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that this notice is included intact. For information on 
subscriptions, archives, and other Shema Yisrael Classes, send mail to parsha@shemayisrael.co.il http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-
370-3344  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Caplan 

Mishulchan Shlomo 
Shavuos – A Vital Prerequisite 
“They journeyed from Rephidim and they came to the Wilderness of Sinai 
and they encamped in the Wilderness; and Yisrael encamped there, 
opposite the mountain” (Shemos 19,2).  Rashi observes that while the 
other verbs in this pasuk are in the plural form, the last verb, vayichan 
(encamped) is singular.  This implies that when they encamped at Har 
Sinai they were united “like one person, with one heart.” 
The Ohr Hachaim Hakadosh asserts that this unity was a precondition for 
receiving the Torah.  Chazal put it this way: “Since Yisrael have despised 
dissension, embraced peace and have become one encampment, it is the 
appropriate time to give them My Torah” (Derech Eretz Zuta).  Rav Chaim 
Shmuelevitz explains that the reason this unity was so crucial was because 
the Torah was not given to individuals but to the nation as a whole.  Our 
mission in this world to serve Hashem can only be fulfilled as an entire 
nation. 
“Love your fellow as yourself.”  “Rebbi Akiva said, ‘This is a great 
principle of the Torah.’”  It is only because of this principle that we have 
the Torah.  ‘Love your fellow as yourself’ is the prerequisite for our 
receiving the Torah.  Indeed, the unity which was achieved at Har Sinai 
must be preserved along with the Torah. 
We find a similar concept expressed by the Maharal.  He explains that the 
first Bais Hamikdash was given to us in the merit of Avraham, Yitzchak 
and Yaakov.  When Bnai Yisrael violated the three cardinal sins – which 
were the antithesis of what the patriarchs stood for – we lost the Bais 
Hamikdash.  The second Bais Hamikdash stood in the merit of Klal 
Yisrael – the entire nation.  When sinas chinam – baseless hatred – 
destroyed the fabric of Klal Yisrael we lost that Bais Hamikdash too, 
because if there is no unity there is no Klal Yisrael. 
Perhaps we can apply this concept to another area.  It is brought in the 
Siddur of the Baal HaTanya that before davening one should declare that 
he accepts the Mitzvah to love his fellow Jew.  Why is this Mitzvah so 
critical to our prayers?  Chazal tell us that in order for prayers which lack 
perfect kavana to be accepted, we must daven as part of the tzibbur.  That 
is why all our prayers are in the plural – even Tefillas Haderech which is 
recited when embarking on a journey.  Even though one may be traveling 
by himself, he must still recite the prayer for his safety in the plural form.  
When we pray as a member of the Klal we can invoke the merit of the Klal 
– but only if we are part of a united Klal. 
The Gemara in Shabbos (88a) states that Bnai Yisrael accepted the Torah 
once again at the time of Achashveirosh in an even more perfect manner.  
Rav Chaim suggests that at that time the unity of Klal Yisrael was even 
greater than the unity at Har Sinai.  When Bnai Yisrael were threatened 
with annihilation they were totally united. Perhaps it was this very intense 
solidarity which created the unity necessary to merit the second Bais 
Hamikdash. 
Bnai Yisrael bond together in good times and in bad.  Let us pray that it 
will be the good times which usher in the era of Moshiach bimheira 
beyameinu! 
To subscribe to this weekly D’var Torah email rabbi.caplan@gmail.com  
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Midei Shabbos 
Vol. 23 No. 35 
This issue is sponsored l'iluy Nishmos Mordechai Meir Chaim ben Yaakov 
z"l and Sheva Gittel bas Levi z"l t.n.tz.v.h. 
Parshas Bamidbar - A Nation of Morals 
"The entire congregation assembled on the first day of the second month, 
and they established their genealogy according to their families according 
to the house of their fathers, by their number of names, from twenty years 
and upwards based on the head count" (1:18). 
Rashi in Pinchas (26:5), commenting on the 'Hey' that prefixed each 
family listed there, and the 'Yud' that suffixed it, explains how G-d 
attached these two letters (that form His Name) in answer to the accusation 
that the nations of the world levelled at K'lal Yisrael - 'If the Egyptians 
controlled Yisrael's bodies, how much more so their wives'. So He 
stamped His Name on each family, a testimonial that their pedigree was 
pure. Indeed, as proof of the extremely high level that the Jewish women 
attained, in two hundred and ten years of slavery, there was only one case 
of a woman having relations with an Egyptian man - and even that was a 
case of rape. 
The Medrash relates how, when Yisrael received the Torah, the nations 
asked G-d what they had done to deserve the distinction of coming closer 
to Him than they. 'Bring Me your documents of pedigree, like My children 
did'. 
And that explains why the command to count Yisrael follows the Pasuk at 
the end of Bechokosai, which refers to the Mitzvos that G-d commanded 
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them on Har Sinai, to teach us that it is on the merit of their impeccable 
pedigree that they received the Torah. 
There is much to comment on the audacious claim of the nations which we 
mentioned earlier - particularly when we bear in mind that G-d initially 
offered them the Torah in partnership with Yisrael, an offer that they 
bluntly refused. But we will concentrate on G-d's answer and elaborate on 
it. 
Based on a Pasuk in Shir ha'Shirim (3:11), the Mishnah in Ta'anis (26b) 
refers to Matan Torah as 'the wedding day of Hakadosh-Baruch-Hu to 
Yisrael'. 
Consequently, the family relationship of a Jew is comparable, in a sense, 
even indicative, of his relationship with G-d. 
The Gemara in Makos, citing Chavakuk ha'Navi, teaches us that our 
relationship with G-d is based, first and foremost, on Emunah, 
incorporating faith and loyalty, the same qualities that form the basis of 
the relationship between man and wife. Consequently, when G-d offered 
Yisrael the Torah, the litmus test of Yisrael's future relationship with G-d 
lay in their relationship within their own families. And this comparison is 
highlighted in the Ten Commandments, where the second commandment 
on the first Lu'ach - 'Not to worship other gods' corresponds to the second 
commandment on the second Lu'ach - not to commit adultery. 
Now G-d's response to the nations of the world becomes clear. Yisrael's 
loyalty to their spouses had been proven over the many years of exile in 
Egypt, as we explained earlier. And their certificates of genealogy were a 
proof in point. They were incapable of producing such certificates - and 
one has only to look at Makas Bechoros, where many firstborn were the 
product of married women from men who were not their husbands (See 
Rashi in Bo, 12:30). And if they could not remain faithful to their own 
spouses, how could they expect to remain faithful to the G-d whose Torah 
they now claimed they wanted to accept? That explains why it is Yisrael 
and only Yisrael, who would proclaim, day in day out, "Sh'ma Yisrael, 
Hashem Elokeinu Hashem Echad", a feat that the nations of the world 
would never be able to emulate. 
Parshah Pearls 
To the House of their Fathers 
"Count all the congregation of Yisrael according to their families, 
according to the house of their fathers" (1:2) 
The Gemorrah in Bava Basra (109b) derives from the end of the Pasuk that 
the father's family is called 'family', but not the mother's. 
The Torah Temimah lists a number of ramifications inherent in this 
statement: 
1. A person inherits from his paternal relative, but not from his maternal 
one. 
2. The Mitzvah of redeeming a relative who has been sold to a gentile does 
not apply to a maternal brother, uncle or cousin etc., (who is not a paternal 
one [See B'har,25:49]). 
3. The Mitzvah of Yibum and Chalitzah is confined to one's paternal 
brother - Yibum with one's maternal brother is subject to the Kareis. 
4. Bearing in mind that when giving Tzedakah, one should give priority to 
a closer relative, a paternal relative takes precedence over a maternal one. 
The Torah Temimah suggests that the Din precluding an Amonis and a 
Mo'avis from the prohibition of an Amoni or a Mo'avi entering the 
congregation of Hashem is based on the above principle, which places the 
brunt of the prohibition of intimacy on the male. 
We cannot however, learn from the Pasuk that incest does not apply to a 
maternal relation, since the Torah specifically includes them in the 
prohibition - as we wrote for example, in no. 3. 
Elazar ha'Kohen 
"The charge of Elazar the son of Aharon ha'Kohen is the oil for the 
illumination, the spices for the incense, the flour for the Tamid and the 
Anointing Oil, the charge of the entire Mishkan and everything in it, the 
Sanctuary and its utensils" (4:16). 
From the Pesukim that follow, it emerges that the individual appointment 
of each and every Levi was performed by Aharon and his sons, Elazar and 
Isamar. Elazar's job, the Seforno explains, was to oversee the erection and 
the dismantling of the Mishkan each time it was carried out. In addition he 
was the treasurer of K'has, Isamar, the treasurer of Gershon and Merori. 
The Seforno explains that when the Torah put Elazar in charge of the four 
above-mentioned items, it meant, not that he actually had to carry them 
whenever they traveled (as Rashi explains), but that he was personally 
responsible to appoint others to that task. Initially this appears obvious, 
when one considers the large quantities involved - the spices alone when 
they were first manufactured at the beginning of the year, amounted to 368 
Manah (1. Manah = 100 Dinrim); the oil - for just one lamp totaled 183 
Lugim (1098 egg-volumes), and there were seven lamps! The Minchas 
ha'Tamid was of unknown quantity, but the Anointing Oil was one Hin (12 
Lugin = 72 egg-volumes [Ramban]), and it would have been all but 
impossible for one person to carry such a load. 

Yet the Ramban, who initially learns like the above Seforno, points out 
that the source of Rashi is the Yerushalmi in Shabbos, which comments 
that Elazar carried the oil for the Menorah in his right hand, the spices in 
his left, the flour suspended from his arm and the anointing oil in a bottle 
that hung from his belt. 
To explain how this was possible, the Ramban concludes that 'Elazar was 
strong and mighty (with a superhuman strength), like Ya'akov Avinu (who, 
with one hand, rolled the stone off the well, a feat that normally required 
the participation of all the local shepherds, and who fought with an angel 
and held him at bay); as was Moshe Rabeinu (who carried the two 
sapphire Tablets down Har Sinai) and his brother Aharon (who lifted up 
twenty-two thousand Levi'im and waved them on one day), as the Pasuk 
writes "And those who trust in G-d will have renewed strength". 
I once heard an apt explanation of the above Pasuk in Yeshayah, which 
actually writes "Those who trust in Hashem will exchange (yachlifu) 
strength". What the Navi means is that, although Torah physically 
weakens a person, their physical strength is replaced with a supernatural 
one, when the need arises. 
Vol. 23 No. 36 
This issue is sponsored l'iluy Nishmos Aharon ben Shlomo z"l and Elsie 
bas Henry z"l t.n.tz.v.h.  
Shavu'os Supplement 
One Step - A Million Miles Apart! 
"Orpah kissed her mother-in-law, but Rus cleaved to her" (Ruth 1:14). 
The initial difference between Rus and Orpah was barely discernable. Both 
women accompanied Naomi at the outset of her journey back to Eretz 
Yisrael, both were keen to remain with her, and both withstood her first 
attempt to persuade them to return, stating categorically "we will return 
with you to your people!" 
In compliance with the laws of Geirus, Naomi tried again to convince 
them to change their minds. There too, the initial response of the two 
young women was the same - they both began to weep, conveying the 
impression that they would refuse. But then the pasuk informs us that 
"Orpah kissed her mother-in-law, but Rus cleaved to her". The difference 
between them was extremely slight, yet the deep contrast between the two 
characters is already clear. 
They may well both have loved their mother-in-law. They may both have 
been perfectly willing to follow her into the unknown and to share her 
trials and tribulations. But whereas the one was not averse to returning to 
her land, the other was determined, and nothing would deter her from 
carrying out what she had set out to achieve. They may well have taken 
the same first step, but their destinations lay a million miles apart. As 
history would prove, the two sisters-in-law were two vastly different 
personalities. And it is already in the following pesukim that the flaw in 
Orpah's character is highlighted, precisely as Naomi hinted to Rus - when 
she said to her - "your sister-in-law has returned to her people and to her 
gods". Indeed she did, and as Chazal point out, this inevitably meant that 
she would return to the pervert way of life for which Moav was renowned 
- that very same night. 
At one stage, Rus and Orpah were on a comparable level of righteousness. 
But like two paths that begin at the same point, and separate in two ever so 
slightly different directions, but that end up a million miles apart, so too 
these two women initially diverged only slightly. One had determination, 
the other didn't. But look where they ended up! 
The former went from strength to strength, to become the mother of the 
royal lineage of Malchus Beis David, the grandmother of Mashi'ach. 
Whilst the latter transcended the path of tum'ah, to become the mother of 
the wicked Gol'yas and his three brothers. 
That is what prompted the Gemara in Sotah (42b) to state 'let the children 
of the one who kissed come and fall into the hands of the one who cleaved 
- as all four brothers died at the hand of David ha'Melech. 
A Circle of Time 
Rabbi Dessler explains how the Jewish calendar comprises a circle of time. 
By this he means that when we arrive at any particular Yom-Tov, we are 
merely repeating the same experience that our ancestors went through 
when they left Egypt, stood at Har Sinai and built Succos, or enjoyed the 
protection of the Clouds of Glory in the desert. 
This renders us capable of recapturing those precious occasions and of de-
riving the same spiritual benefits and objectives as they did. 
Indeed, they in turn, were not creating new experiences - they were 
realizing a potential that had been in existence since the creation of the 
world. What this means is that Pesach did not become the season of 
freedom be-cause K'lal Yisrael left Egypt on the fifteenth of Nisan. Rather 
Yisrael left Egypt on the fifteenth of Nisan because the fifteenth of Nisan 
is the season of free-dom. And the same applies to Shavu'os and Succos 
(and all other Yamim-Tovim) on their respective dates. 
Otherwise, asks Rebbi Dessler, how does one explain the fact that Lot 
baked Matzos when the angels came to visit him in S'dom on the fifteenth 
of Nisan, as Rashi explains. And by the same token, how does one explain 
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Ya'akov Avinu taking two kid-goats, one for the Pesach and one for the 
Chagigah, because it was Seider-night (Rashi) to bring to his father prior 
to receiving the B'rachos, both of which took place hundreds of years 
before Yetzi'as Mitzrayim? 
For two and a half millennia, the concept of 'a circle of time' was 
theoretical, inasmuch as it had never been applied on a national scale. The 
actual realiza-tion of that theory took place for the first time when K'lal 
Yisrael experienced their freedom in the year two thousand, four hundred 
and forty-eight, when the Hebrew slaves left Egypt as free men, against all 
the odds, as 'No slave had ever escaped from that country'. 
From that time on, the fifteenth of Nisan became fixed in the calendar to 
commemorate, not only the potential benefit, but the practical realization 
of G-d's kindness (the basis of Pesach). And this was followed almost 
immedi-ately by the introduction of Shavu'os and Succos, when we 
celebrate Matan Torah and the Clouds of Glory. 
And this is one of the reasons that the Torah refers to Yom-Tov as "Chag", 
a derivative of 'Chug', a circle. When a Yom-Tov comes round, it simply 
means that it has come round full circle, since the same time last year. 
Presumably, we have gained a deeper understanding of the Yom-Tov, so 
that our level of Emunah and of observance will be that much higher than 
it was last time round (much like a spiral - the same point but on a higher 
level). In this way we grow into better Jews and come closer to Hashem, as 
the years go by. 
Megilas Rus 
Many reasons are given as to why we read Megilas Rus on Shavu'os. Here 
are some of them: 
To teach us that Torah can only be acquired through hardship and poverty 
- incorporating Mesiras Nefesh (self-sacrifice), as epitomized in Rus. 
Because the major part of the Megilah takes place during the harvest 
season - between the harvest of the barley and that of the wheat. This 
coincides with the season of the Omer, which began with the barley 
harvest and culminated with the two wheat loaves, the first of the wheat 
harvest that was brought on Shavu'os. 
By the same token, we find, in the Parshah of Yom-Tov in Emor, that im-
mediately following the Parshah of Shavu'os, the Pasuk issues a command 
to leave Leket and Pe'ah for the poor and for the proselyte, a Mitzvah 
which Bo'az observed meticulously - and Rus was both poor and a 
proselyte. 
Some attribute the reading to the fact that Shavu'os is the yohrtzeit - and 
the birthday of David ha'Melech, and we read Megilas Rus to present 
David ha'Melech's Yichus. This reason is further enhanced by the Ge-mara 
in Bava Basra (Daf 14b) which describes the name Rus as a derivative of 
'Rivah' (to satiate)- because her grandson David satiated G-d with songs of 
praise. 
According to the Medrash, we Lein Megilas Rus on Shavu'os, because it is 
brimming with acts of Chesed; on the part of Rus, who performed chesed 
with her deceased husband Machlon and with her mother-in-law Naomi; 
and Bo'az, who performed kindness with Rus. This is a most fitting sequel 
to the giving of the Torah, whose beginning, middle and end are acts of 
Chesed - when G-d married off Adam and Chavah and subsequently 
clothed them, when He visited Avraham following the Bris MIlah, and 
when He comforted Yitzchak and Ya'akov upon the death of their 
respective mothers, and when He buried Moshe. Indeed, the Medrash tells 
us, it was on the merit of these acts of Chesed, that Bo'az and Rus merited 
that David ha'Melech and the dynasty of Mashi'ach descended from them. 
6. Because, like Yisrael at Har Sinai, Rus accepted six hundred and six 
(the Gematriyah of her name) Mitzvos, in addition to the seven Mitzvos 
that they were all obligated to keep as children of No'ach. 
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Chamishoh Mi Yodei'a 
5 Questions On The Weekly Sedrah - Parshas Bmidbar - Bs"D 
Please send your answers and comments to: Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
1) Ch. 1, v. 42: "Bnei Naftoli" - Why is the word "bnei" without a 
La'med before it, contrary to the La'med prefix we find by all the other 
tribes? 
2) Ch. 1, v. 53: "V'haL'viim yachanu soviv l'Mishkan ho'eidus" - The 
area occupied by the L'viim is called "machaneh L'vioh." People who have 
certain types of "tumoh" may not enter this area, and if they are already in 
it, they are to be sent out (see Bmidbar 5:2). Included in this list is a "baal 
keri." If so, how did the L'viim have marital relations with their wives? 
3) Ch. 2, v. 20: "V'olov matteh Menasheh" - Why by the other tribes 
who were mentioned after the "degel" head does it say "v'hachonim olov," 
and here the word "v'hachonim" is skipped?" 
4) Ch. 3, v. 39: "Kol p'ku'dei haL'viim ...... kol zochor mi'ben chodesh 
vomaloh shnayin v'esrim o'lef" - The census of all the other tribes was 
from the age of twenty years and older. The count of the L'viim was from 

the age of a month and older. Yet the L'viim had the smallest population of 
all the tribes. Why? 
5) Ch. 4, v. 6: " V'somu badov" - Why is there a need to place the staves 
into the rings of the Holy Ark before transporting it? How were they ever 
allowed to be removed? Doesn't the Torah prohibit the removal of the 
staves in Shmos 25:15 with the words "lo yosuru mi'menu"? 
Answer to questions on parshios B'har-B'chukosai: 
B'har 
1) Ch. 25, v. 6,7: "Lochem l'ochloh l'cho .. , v'livhem't'cho" - Does this 
not seem to indicate that you will eat before your animal, contrary to the 
rule that one must first feed his animals (gemara Brochos 40a)? 
1) This teaches us that one may not feed an animal food that is fit for 
human consumption unless the person has had his fill and the left-overs 
might spoil, as it says (Shmos 23:11), "v'yisrom tochal chayas haso'deh." 
2) This rule only applies when one is eating his own food, not that which 
is given by another. The produce of "shviis" is ownerless, so a person may 
eat before offering his animals. This would explain why Rivkoh gave drink 
to Eliezer before giving the camels (Breishis 24:19), as the water was not 
Eliezer's. (Imrei Emes) Some say that drink need not be offered to animals 
first, only food need be. This is indicated in the verse "v'hishkiso es 
ho'eidoh v'es b'irom" (Bmidbar 20:8). 
2) Ch. 25, v. 33: "Va'asher YIGAL" - This verse refers to a person 
BUYING a field from a Levi. Why is the word YIGAL used, which means 
redemption, rather than YIKNEH since there is no redemption taking 
place? 
The Ntzi"v answers that the cities of the Lviim are actually pockets of 
communities within the larger portions of the other tribes. There exists the 
possibility that the purchaser of a field from a Levi will be of the same 
tribe as the land surrounding the Levite city. Thus, upon purchasing the 
field from the Levi, he is actually RECLAIMING it for his tribe, hence the 
use of the word YIGAL. 
B'chukosai 
3) Ch. 26, v. 6: "V'nosati sholom b'artz'chem" - Rashi says that without 
the blessing of peace all the other blessings are meaningless, as it says 
(Yeshayohu 45:7), "Yotzeir ohr u'vorei choshech osseh sholom u'vorei es 
HAKOL." Upon looking into the verse quoted, you will notice that the last 
words are not "es HAKOL," but rather "u'vorei ra." 
1) Rabbi Ovadioh of Bartenuroh says that Rashi's words are a take-off on 
the verse and he is actually quoting the words of our daily "birkos krias 
shma." 2) The Sifsei Chachomim answers that Rashi means a derivative of 
the verse. Since it contrasts ohr and choshech, likewise there is inherent a 
contrast of "ra" and "hakol," that all (HAKOL) is dependent upon the 
"oseh sholom." 3) Others change the text in Rashi and have the verse 
appear accurately. The proof that Rashi brings is as stated in the Sifsei 
Chachomim. 
4) Ch. 26, v. 5: "Vaachaltem lach'm'chem losova" - Rashi (Toras 
Kohanim) says that this is the blessing of eating a small bit and being fully 
satiated. Since our verse tells us that Hashem responds to our fulfilling His 
mitzvos with an abundance of physical needs, what need is there for the 
blessing of being satiated with just a bit of food, since much food 
abounds? 
The Chasam Sofer answers that the gemara Ksubos 104a relates that just 
before Rabbi Yehudoh haNossi died he lifted his ten fingers skyward and 
pronounced, "I have used my fingers for Torah only and in spite of my 
being very wealthy I have not derived even a finger's worth of pleasure 
from this world." Tosfos d.h. "lo" brings a medrash (Yerushalmi K'subos) 
that says that before a person prays that Torah should fill him, he should 
pray that tasty food should not fill him. The medrash brings our story with 
Rabbi Yehudoh Hanossi as an example of this. 
We thus derive that satiating oneself is contrary to allowing Torah to 
permeate one's being. This is the blessing and advantage of being able to 
eat just a bit and being satiated over having an abundance of food and 
eating large amounts. 
5) Ch. 26, v. 11: "V'nosati mishkoni b'soch'chem v'lo sigal Nafshi 
es'chem" - If Hashem is ready to place His holy dwelling place amongst 
us, is it not obvious that His Will won't expel us? 
1) In T'hilim 24:3 it says, "Mi yaa'leh v'har Hashem u'mi yokum bimkome 
kodsho." We see from this that even if a person has merited to elevate 
himself to reach the spiritual apex of "har Hashem" he may still fall, thus 
necessitating the verse to end with "u'mi yokum bimkome kodsho - and 
who can MAINTAIN his stance in Hashem's holy place." We find that the 
bnei Yisroel reached the level of "naa'seh v'nushma" (Shmos 24:7) and yet 
they fell to the dismal level of creating a golden calf. Therefore Hashem 
tells us that He will place His dwelling place amongst us and not have His 
Will expel us, meaning that we have Hashem's assurance that we will not 
fall from that high level. (Ponim Yofos) 
2) The gemara Brochos 5a says that the purpose of suffering is to cleanse 
the soul of the impurities it has amassed from sinning. Once the soul has 
been cleansed Hashem's Holy Spirit can rest upon the person. Our verse is 
thus telling us that once Hashem places His holy dwelling amongst us we 
will not sin and there will be no need for Hashem's Will to expel (punish) 
us. (Tiferes Y'honoson) 
3) There is a fear that with wealth will come the abominable character trait 
of haughtiness. Our verse tells us, however, that if the wealth comes as a 
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result of following Hashem's statutes, "Im b'chukosei teileichu," then no 
bad results will come out of it. (Arvei Nachal in parshas Va'yeishev) 
4) Hashem will place His holy dwelling place amongst us because of the 
vast majority of bnei Yisroel who heed His word. His Will won't expel us 
in spite of the very small minority of bnei Yisroel who do not heed His 
word. (N'tzi"v) 
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Chasidic Insights 
Chasidic Insights Parshas Bmidbar 5763 Bs"D 
For sponsorships and advertising opportunities, send e-mail to:Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
Ch. 1, v. 19: "Kaasher tzivoh Hashem es Moshe va'yif'k'deim 
b'midbar Sinoi" - Just as Hashem commanded to Moshe the complete 
Torah, which contains 600,000 letters, so too, the counting of the bnei 
Yisroel brought a population count of 600,000 people, as each of the bnei 
Yisroel corresponds to a letter of the Torah. (Kedushas Levi) 
Ch. 1, v. 49: "Ach es ma'tei Levi lo sifkode .. b'soch bnei Yisroel" - 
Rashi (M.R. 3:7) explains that the Levites were not to be counted along 
with the general populace because they were not included in the edict of 
death upon all who were above the age of 20 years. This is because not 
even one among them sinned with the golden calf. This deserves 
clarification. The Levites did not sin by the golden calf, and the edict of 
death was for the sin of the spies. The mishnoh in Pirkei Ovos states that 
one sin draws in its wake another sin. Because the Levites did not sin with 
the golden calf they were spared sinning along with the spies. (The Holy 
Admor of Satmar) 
Ch. 2, v. 17: "Macha'nei haLviim b'soch hamachanos" - Although the 
Levites were given a privileged area in which to reide, surrounding the 
Mishkon, nevertheless, this did not bring them to haughtiness. They 
behaved as if they were totally integrated within all the other tribes' 
encampments, "b'soch hamachanos." (Rabbi Avrohom Dov of Avrutsh in 
Bas Ayin) 
Ch. 2, v. 17: "Kaasher yachanu kein yiso'u" - Corresponding to the 
amount that they lowered themselves, they correspondingly were elevated. 
(Rabbi Meir of Apt) 
Alternatively, just as they behaved when they were at rest at home, so too, 
they behaved when they traveled and were on vacation. They did not 
lower their standards. (Shomati) 
Ch. 2, v. 33: "V'haLviim lo hospokdu b'soch bnei Yisroel" - And the 
Levites, who were elevated people, did not lose out in any manner, by 
being within the general populace of the bnei Yisroel, and positively 
influencing them. (Rabbi Moshe Yoseif of Zalozhitz in Bris Avrom) 
Ch. 3, v. 1: "V'eileh toldos Aharon u'Moshe" - The next verse 
enumerates the children of Aharon only. This teaches us that when one 
teaches his friend's children Torah, it is as if they are his own children 
(Rashi, gemara Sanhedrin 19b). Why are only the sons of Aharon 
mentioned? Moshe taught all the bnei Yisroel Torah. The rest of the bnei 
Yisroel later fell from their exalted level through the sin of the golden calf, 
but the children of Aharon remained righteous. (Sfas Emes) 
Ch. 3, v. 13: "B'yom hakosi chol b'chor b'eretz Mitzrayim hikdashti li 
chol b'chor b'Yisroel" - Hashem exposed a mighty spiritual light upon all 
firstborns. The degenerate lowly Egyptian firstborns died from this 
extreme exposure. The bnei Yisroel were also in danger of dying from this 
powerful spiritual surge. Hashem therefore infused the firstborn bnei 
Yisroel with a large dose of sanctity, so that they could withstand the great 
spiritual light. This sanctity brought them closer to Hashem and that is 
why "li hu." (The Holy Admor of Slonim in N'sivos Sholo-m) 
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Oroh V'Simchoh 
Oroh V'simchoh - Meshech Chochmoh On Parshas Bmidbar Bs"D 
Ch. 1, v. 53: "V'haL'viim yachanu soviv l'Mishkan ho'eidus" - The 
area occupied by the L'viim is called "machaneh L'vioh." People who have 
certain types of "tumoh" may not enter this area, and if they are already in 
it, they are to be sent out (see Bmidbar 5:2). Included in this list is a "baal 
keri." If so, how did the L'viim have marital relations with their wives? 
The Meshech Chochmoh answers that within "machaneh L'vioh" there 
were two areas with different halachic statuses. The area closer to the 
Mishkon was restricted as mentioned above, but there was a second area 
that was outside the inner one that had no such restriction. It was in this 
area that the homes of the L'viim were placed. 
Ch. 2, v. 20: "V'olov matteh Menasheh" - The R"I in the Moshav 
Z'keinim asks, "Why by the other tribes who were mentioned after the 
"degel" head does it say "v'hachonim olov," and here the word 
"v'hachonim" is skipped?" 
1) He answers that this indicates that Menasheh and Efrayim are to be 
viewed as one, as they are both descendants of Yoseif.  
2) Alternatively, he answers that this indicates that for all other tribes there 
were individual rivers flowing into their parcel of land, but Menasheh and 
Efrayim shared one. 
3) The Rokei'ach answers that all other tribes had bodies of water 
separating their land portions while Efrayim and Menasheh had nothing 

separating theirs from each other. It seems that this is indicated by 
translating "v'olov" quite literally as "and UPON him" since these two 
tribes were physically closer to each other than any other tribes were. 
4) The Meshech Chochmoh answers that the verse is indicating that 
eventually Menasheh will surpass Efrayim in population, hence the word 
"v'olov." This will take place when counting the new generation of bnei 
Yisroel who will enter Eretz Yisroel, a fulfillment of "v'yidgu lorov 
b'kerev ho'oretz" (Breishis 48:16). In our parsha Efrayim's population was 
40,500 against Menasheh's 32,200, while in parshas Pinchos, Efrayim's 
population was 32,500 against Menasheh's 52,700. 
Ch. 3, v. 39: "Kol p'ku'dei haL'viim ...... kol zochor mi'ben chodesh 
vomaloh shnayin v'esrim o'lef" - The census of all the other tribes was 
from the age of twenty years and older. The count of the L'viim was from 
the age of a month and older. Yet the L'viim had the smallest population of 
all the tribes. Ten explanations for this phenomenon are offered: 
1) Some of the L'viim had the responsibility to carry the holiest of the 
Mishkon vessels. If they were not treated with proper respect it would 
bring about their death. (Rashi on Breishis 29:34) Some raise a question on 
this explanation, as the counting in our parsha is before the tasks were 
alotted. However, we can say that because the future held this awesome 
responsibility, it was an indication that the L'viim were on an elevated 
level, closer to Hashem than any other tribe. Therefore any other 
shortcoming in their spiritual responsibilities were also dealt with harshly, 
as is derived from T'hilim 50:3, "usvivov nisaroh m'ode." 
2) The population explosion of the bnei Yisroel in Egypt was nothing short 
of miraculous. The Torah says, "kaa'sher y'anu oso kein yirbeh," - as they 
pained the bnei Yisroel, so did they multiply. The increase in the number 
of bnei Yisroel was proportionate to their suffering. Since the tribe of Levi 
was not subjugated to slavery, as per M.R. Shmos 5:16, they did not 
multiply in a miraculous manner. (Ramban) 
3) Our patriarch Yaakov expressed himself with negative terms towards 
Shimon and Levi (Breishis 49:5,6,7). This caused a limitation in their 
growth. Shimon's limitation takes place at the later counting (Bmidbar 
26:14). (Ramban) 
4) The L'viim were the spiritual leaders of the bnei Yisroel from the 
earliest days in Egypt. Their total immersion in Torah weakened them 
physically, "Torah ma'teshes kocho shel odom" (gemara Sanhedrin 26b). 
Because they were physically weak they reproduced in a limited manner. 
(Tzror Hamor) 
5) The need for the bnei Yisroel to be a large population was so that when 
they would enter Eretz Yisroel they would occupy a large area so that they 
would not be overpowered by wild animals, "pen tirbeh o'lecho chayas 
haso'deh" (Dvorim 7:22). Sinc the L'viim would not inherit a large parcel 
of land and in the main would reside close to the Beis Hamikdosh, there 
was no need to have a large number of L'viim. (Abarbenel) 
6) Since the L'viim were to reside around the Mishkon compound, they 
were similar to the angels that descended onto Har Sinai at the time of the 
giving of the Torah. (This is well understood according to the explanation 
of the Ibn Ezra on Shmos 19:13 that the sanctity of Har Sinai was 
transferred to the Mishkon.) Since the number of angels who descended 
onto Har Sinai was 22,000, as per the verse in T'hilim 68:18, "Rechev 
Elokim ribosayim alfei shinon," so too, the number of L'viim in the desert 
was 22,000. (Kabbalistic writings) 
***7) The gemara Sotoh 12a relates that Amrom, the recognized leader of 
the bnei Yisroel divorced his wife rather than reproduce and have his 
children thrown into the river. All others followed suit and did the same. 
"All others" means all from the tribe of Levi only, as they did not have the 
slave mentality. They were not ready to attempt to evade the Egyptians by 
giving birth in the fields and leaving their children there, as did the rest of 
the bnei Yisroel. They remained divorced from their wives for many years 
and therefore had a limited population. Amrom took back his wife shortly 
after he divorced her because of the prophecy of his daughter Miriam, as 
related in the above-mentioned gemara. (Ohr Hachaim Hakodosh and Kli 
Yokor) 
8) If the L'viim were to multiply as greatly as the other tribes, when they 
would all live in Eretz Yisroel the L'viim would become an unbearable 
burden upon the other tribes, as they are involved in serving Hashe and are 
supported by everyone else. As well, more or larger parcels of land would 
have to be cut out of the other tribes' inheritance to supply them with land 
for housing. (Meshech Chochmoh) This opinion is mentioned in the Kli 
Yokor and he resoundingly disagrees with it. 
9) Whatever is more dear, its development is more complicated and more 
difficult to come to fruition. The tribe of Levi, the spiritually chosen of 
Hashem were therefore a limited group. (Haa'meik Dovor) 
10) Rashi on Bmidbar 26:5 says that the Canaanites claimed that the bnei 
Yisroel were not of pure stock, reasoning that if the Egyptians were 
masters over the men, surely they lorded over their wives. The extreme 
population explosion of the bnei yisroel clearly counters this claim since 
the gemara Avodoh Zoroh 54b says that if one were to commit adultery 
with a woman, by right the woman should not get pregnant, as a sin was 
committed. However, Hashem allowed the world to proceed by the "laws 
of nature" and it is possible to become pregnant even through an act of sin. 
This reasoning preempts a population explosion brought about by adultery. 
It is with difficulty that Hashem allows a pregnancy, but He would not 
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allow multitudes beyond the "laws of nature" to be conceived in sin. 
Therefore the population explosion of the bnei Yisroel counters the claim 
that the Egyptians sinned with the bnos Yisroel. 
This is an insight into "V'chaa'sher y'anu oso kein yirbeh " (Shmos 1:12). 
The more the Egyptians pained the bnei Yisroel and lorded over them, the 
more the bnei Yisroel multiplied, testimony that the bnei Yisroel were not 
sired by the Egyptians. Since the bnei Levi were not enslaved by the 
Egyptians, as per M.R. Shmos 5:16, there never was a claim that their 
wives were misused by the Egyptians. Since there was no such claim there 
was no need for the miracle of extreme population growth. This is also 
why the L'viim were counted separately (1:49), as they needed no proof 
for their pure lineage, as stated, "V'haL'viim l'ma'tei avosom" (1:47). 
(Adapted from the words of the Sha"ch and and M'lo Ho'omer) 
Please Note: It is worthwhile to see many of the above commentaries at 
the source, as they fill in more detail. As well, we find in Divrei Hayomim 
that the L'viim increased in number in Eretz Yisroel more than any other 
tribe. According to some of the above-mentioned answers this is most 
difficult to explain. 
Ch. 3, v. 47: "Esrim geiroh hashokel" - The Meshech Chochmoh points 
out that the Torah tells us in four places that twenty "geiroh" equal one 
shekel. They are Shmos 30:13, Vayikroh 27:25, Bmidbar 3:47 and 18:16. 
He says that it is necessary to point this out, as there is a need for fractions 
of a shekel in regard to the subject matter of each of these four places.  
1) Shmos 30:13 discusses the giving of a half-shekel for the Mishkon. 
Since a fraction is to be given, the "geiroh" is mentioned. 
2) Vayikroh 27:25 discusses the payment for an inherited field which was 
sanctified. This is pro-rated at 50 shekel for 49 years from one Yovel to 
the next. This obviously involves fractions of a shekel as well.  
3) Bmidbar 3:47 discusses the five shekel redemption of the 273 people 
who were not redeemed through a Levi exchange. The total of their 
shekels equaled 1,365. This is divisible by three resulting in complete 
integers. Why then is there a need to mention "geiroh?" The Meshech 
Chochmoh answers that the gemara Bovo Basro 143b says that from the 
words "l'Aharon u'l'vonov" in our verse we derive that the total was split 
between Aharon and his sons, with Aharon receiving an equal amount as 
his two sons combined. This would require splitting the total by four, 
leaving us with a fraction. 
4) Bmidbar 18:16 again discusses the five shekels for redemption of the 
first-born. Since this is exactly five shekels why the need to tell us the 
"geiroh" fraction? The Meshech Chochmoh answers that there are fractions 
when one redeems a first-born from more than one Kohein. One may split 
the five shekels among many Kohanim and this is valid as mentioned in 
the gemara B'choros 51b. 
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Sedrah Selections 
Sedrah Selections Parshas B'midbar Bs"D 
Ch. 1, v. 20: "Va'yi'h'yu vnei Reuvein b'chor Yisroel" - And the 
children of Reuvein the firstborn of Yisroel were - What need is there to 
mention that Reuvein was the firstborn since we are discussing the 
encampment and its travels, with the tribe of Yehudoh being the leader? 
We can answer this with a second question. Why does the Torah indeed 
enumerate the tribe of Reuvein ahead of Yehudoh, since, as just 
mentioned, Yehudoh took the lead? This is why the Torah reiterates that 
Reuvein is the firstborn, and even though in the encampment and travels 
he does not take the lead, nevertheless his tribe is mentioned first because 
Reuvein is the firstborn. (Rabbi Yoseif B'chor Shor) 
Ch. 1, v. 52: "V'ish al diglo" - And a man to his standard - Do not 
think that until now the bnei Yisroel were encamped in a disarray, anyone 
pitching his tent wherever he took a fancy. The M.R. at the beginning of 
parshas B'shalach relates that Paroh saw the bnei Yisroel encamped in an 
orderly manner, and that the tribes had banners. Perhaps the command 
here was for them to take specific positions, and/or that there be three 
tribes for each encampment. (Nirreh li) 
Ch. 2, v. 7: "Ma'tei Z'vulun" - The tribe of Z'vulun - This is the third 
tribe of the Yehudoh encampment. By the three other times that the third 
tribe is mentioned, verses 14,22, and 29, there is a conjunctive letter Vov 
as a prefix. This is logical as the third tribe joins with the first two, hence 
the prefix "and." However, here by the tribe of Z'vulun there is no prefix 
letter Vov. The Baal Haturim explains that since Z'vulun is mentioned as 
the third tribe and comes right after Yisochor, the Torah did not want to 
use the prefix Vov. If it had done so there would be a connotation of AND, 
meaning that the tribe of Z'vulun is an add-on to the tribe of Yisochor, and 
is secondary. We would think so because Yisochor was the tribe totally 
immersed in Torah study, while Z'vulun is in the main involved in 
commerce, albeit that Z'vulun supports Yisochor. The Torah therefore 
leaves out the letter Vov so that we realize that Z'vulun is not relegated to 
a secondary rank. Quite to the contrary, our Rabbis teach us that "godol 
ham'a'seh min ho'o'seh" (gemara B.B. 9a), greater is the enabler than the 
actual doer. 
Ch. 2, v. 9: "Rishonoh yiso'u" - They should travel first - Why did the 
tribes of Yehudoh, Yisochor, and Z'vulun merit to be at the head of the 

nation? This is because the tribe of Yehudoh embodies readiness for self-
sacrifice as displayed by Nach'shon at Yam Suf, Yisochor embodies total 
involvement in Torah study, and Zevulun embodies support of Torah 
study. (Chidushei HoRi"m) 
Ch. 2, v. 20: "V'olov ma'teh Menasheh" - And next to him the tribe of 
Menasheh - Literally, these words are to be translated as, "And upon 
it/him the tribe of Menasheh." We can say that the antecedent of the 
pronoun suffix in the word "v'olov" is the flag mentioned in the beginning 
of verse 18. Each flag had an insignia corresponding to its tribe. The M.R. 
says that Efrayim and Menasheh did not have two separate flags, but rather 
as representatives of the tribe of Yoseif they shared a flag that had 
insignias corresponding to both Efrayim and Menasheh. We can thus say, 
"and upon the flag was also the insignia of the tribe of Menasheh. 
(Da'mesek Eliezer) 
Ch. 3, v. 1: "V'ei'leh toldos Aharon u'Moshe" - And these are the 
offspring of Aharon and Moshe - The M.R. explains why Aharon is 
mentioned here ahead of Moshe. When Moshe and Aharon were involved 
with the census they also asked for the family lineage. People chided 
Aharon, "Before you ask for our lineage look at the lineage of the 
offspring of your son Elozor, who married the daughter of Puti'eil." 
Standing up for Aharon's honour, Hashem mentioned him ahead of Moshe 
in our chapter of the Levites offspring. 
Why didn't the people likewise chide Moshe, who did the exact same thing 
as Elozor, taking Tziporoh the daughter of Puti'eil as his wife? Actually, 
Moshe was even more open to criticism, as he himself took a daughter of 
Puti'eil, while it was only Aharon's son who did so. 
Yalkut Yehudoh answers that Elozor had the opportunity to marry a 
woman who was born to the Jewish nation, while Moshe was in Midyon 
for many years and had no such luxury. See Sefer Chasidim #504, who 
writes that since Moshe could not return to Mitzrayim, as there was a 
bounty on his head, he had no choice but to marry a local woman. 
Ch. 3, v. 3: "Ei'leh shmos bnei Aharon hamshuchim" - These are the 
names of the sons of Aharon who are anointed - Anointing the sons of 
Aharon is a procedure that is part of their initiation into the holy service of 
Hashem. They retained their same names even after being appointed to 
their exalted positions. How totally different this is from the appointment 
of gentile clergy to a leading position. They are not allowed to keep their 
previous name and must pick a name from a roster of their "holy names." 
This is done to give an impression that they are now totally new infallible 
people, beyond human foibles. History bears out that for many, the 
appointment to their new powerful positions was the exact opposite, the 
beginning of a career of unspeakable miscarriage of justice. (Rabbi 
Yonoson Eibeschitz) 
Ch. 3, v. 9: "N'sunim n'sunim heimoh lo" - They are fully given to him 
- Rashi explains that the Levites are to be a HELP to the Kohein. In 
Bmidbar 8:16, again discussing the responsibilities of the Levites, the 
verse somewhat similarly says "n'sunim n'sunim heimoh li." There Rashi 
says that it refers to carry items and to sing. In our verse, which tells us 
that the Levites are given over to HIM, "lo," to the Kohein, it is for general 
help. In 8:16, where the verse says to ME, "li," referring to Hashem, it 
means for carrying and singing. (Avnei Shoham) 
Ch. 3, v. 9: "N'sunim heimoh lo mei'eis bnei Yisroel" - They are given 
to him from the bnei Yisroel - Hashem appointed the Levites to serve the 
Kohanim. If so, if which way are they given by the bnei Yisroel? The 
Levites would not be free to service the Kohanim if they had no income. 
The bnei Yisroel free up the Levites to serve the Kohanim by supporting 
them with their "maa'seir rishon" tithes. (Rabbi Yoseif B'chor Shor and 
Sforno) 
Ch. 3, v. 26: "V'es mosach pesach hechotzeir .. l'chole avodoso" - And 
the curtain for the opening of the courtyard .. to all its service - Since 
our verse is discussing the responsibility of the disassembled Mishkon 
when traveling, what Mikdosh service is there? If there was a sacrifice 
whose servicing or consumption was not complete and it was required to 
disassemble the Mishkon, the Levites would stand next to each other and 
create a barrier of sorts. They would be a human halachic wall, and all 
holy objects that were required to remain within the confines of the 
Mishkon courtyard would still be considered within this area (see Rashi on 
the gemara M'nochos 95). This is a basis for the concept of humans being 
an halachically acceptable barrier, which also has consequences in the 
laws of Shabbos. (Rabbi Yisroel Yehoshua Trank) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh.  
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Rabbi Yissocher Frand 

RavFrand 
How Precious Life Is 
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand’s 
Commuter Chavrusah Tapes on the weekly portion: CD #989 – The Mitzva of Talmud Torah: 
How Much / How Little? Good Shabbos! 
Parshas Bamidbar begins with a census of the Jewish people. In fact, 
rabbinic literature refers to the book of Bamidbar as the “Chumash of the 
counts” (Chomesh haPekudim). Even in the secular world, the fourth of 
the “Five Books of Moses” is referred to as the Book of Numbers. The 
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Torah in this parsha goes through every single tribe, listing how many 
people (males above the age of 20) were in that tribe, and then at the end 
provides a final tabulation: “These were all the counted ones of the 
Children of Israel, according to their fathers’ house, from twenty years of 
age and up, everyone who goes out to the army in Israel: All their counted 
ones were 603,550.” [Bamidbar 1:45-46]. 
The Torah’s narration then moves onto the story of the “Flags”. There 
were four Camps, each with 3 tribes. The Torah lists which tribe was in 
each camp. For instance the Torah says [Bamidbar 2:3-4]: “Those who 
encamp to the front, at the east, shall be the division of the camp of Judah 
according to their armies – and the prince of the children of Judah is 
Nahshon son of Amminadav – its army and their counted ones are 
74,600.” So too, for each of the tribes the Torah tells us the prince of the 
tribe and the number of people in that tribe – even though the Torah just 
listed these exact numbers in the previous chapter describing the census! If 
this were not enough, at the conclusion of the description of the flag 
encampments the Torah once again gives us the sum total of all the camps: 
“These are the counts of the Children of Israel according to their fathers’ 
house; all the counts of the camps according to their armies, 603,550.” 
[Bamidbar 2:32] 
If any parsha in the Torah contains redundancies – this is it. We know the 
Torah is usually so stingy with its words. Normally we expound major 
laws from even an extra (letter) vov. The Medrash here comments on this: 
The redundant reference to the numbers of Tribes of Israel individually 
and the redundant reference to the population of the entire nation 
collectively is indicative of Hashem’s love for the Jewish people. We are 
so precious to Him that – as it were – He loves to count us repeatedly. 
We can appreciate this if we imagine a collector of rare coins. He has a 
special place where he keeps his coin collection and every so often, he 
takes them out and counts them repeatedly. This is his treasure. The 
Medrash says we are the treasure of the Almighty so He counts us 
repeatedly — by tribe, by grand total, and again by tribe and by grand 
total. 
The Ramban, however, gives a different explanation for the apparent 
redundancy. The Ramban notes that three weeks transpired from the time 
when they were originally counted until the day they actually set up the 
system of travelling with the flags. During those 21 days, miraculously, no 
one died from the entire nation. They had 603,550 people at the start of the 
period and they had the exact same 603,550 people at the end of the 
period. According to actuarial tables, in 21 days, out of a population of 
600,000+, it is inevitable that there will be deaths! I read a statistic 
recently that every single day there are 100 military funerals in the United 
States (of veterans of past wars). The Ramban claims that the reason the 
Torah repeated these numbers is to highlight the miracle that in 21 days 
nobody died. 
However, we can still ask as follows. The Torah is so stingy with its use of 
letters. Why is this miracle so important that it was worthy of expending 
all these pasukim [verses] to tell us about this “miracle”? Reb Leib Rotkin 
wrote an insight on this question that he said he heard in the Yeshiva in 
Kletsk. He writes that this miracle is so important because of a major 
principle of Judaism: Whoever preserves the life of a single Jew is 
considered as if he preserved the entire world (kol ha’mekayem nefesh 
achas m’yisrael k’ilu kiyem olam maleh). Life is so precious, that even 
saving one individual is like saving an entire world. 
The halacha is that we desecrate Shabbos to save a person’s life. We even 
desecrate Shabbos to give a person a couple of extra hours. The Torah lets 
us know how important Jewish life is by spending all these pasukim to tell 
us one thing: nobody died! Human life is so precious that this is a miracle 
that bears repeating repeatedly in an elaborate manner with redundant 
verbiage, as the Torah does in this parsha. Every life makes a difference. 
Every person makes a difference. Every day of living makes a difference. 
Transcribed by David Twersky; Jerusalem DavidATwersky@gmail.com Technical Assistance by Dovid Hoffman; Baltimore, MD 
dhoffman@torah.org This week’s write-up is adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissochar Frand’s Commuter Chavrusah Series on the 
weekly Torah portion. A complete catalogue can be ordered from the Yad Yechiel Institute, PO Box 511, Owings Mills MD 21117-0511. Call (410) 
358-0416 or e-mail tapes@yadyechiel.org or visit http://www.yadyechiel.org/ for further information.  
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Migdal Ohr 
Volume 18 – Issue 35 Parshas Bamidbar-Shavuos 5776  
W‰EwT ÊW QRP TWBA YQRP TWEBw-RBDMB ÊP 
(ZU:A RBDMB) ı.OH LARsY YPLA YwAR OTWBA TWUM YAYsN HDEH YAYRQ HLAˆ 
“These are the summoned ones of the congregation, princes of the tribes 
of their fathers; they are the heads of the thousands of Israel.”(Numbers 
1:16) 
The Torah lists the men who would assist Moshe in counting the Jewish 
People as HaShem commanded. In doing so, it gives us three adjectives for 
them. “Those who were called,” “princes of the tribes,” and “heads of the 
thousands of Israel.” 
We know that after Yisro’s suggestion that Moshe couldn’t adjudicate 
every case on his own, leaders were appointed over every thousand, 
hundred, fifty, and ten people. These men were appointed to lead over 
thousands and provide them with guidance. 
How did they get that nod? Because they were already princes in their 
tribe. Each tribe had its own internal leaders. This was key because each 

tribe personified a different aspect of service to HaShem and had its own 
way of coming close to Him. 
By virtue of their social standing, these men were also leaders of their 
tribes, so it was logical that they be appointed as the leaders over groups of 
a thousand. But it was not merely their social standing which made them 
appropriate leaders. 
What really made them worthy was the first thing mentioned, that they 
were “called by the community.” The phrase ‘kru’ei ha’aida,’ can be 
understood that the community called them, and also that they called the 
community. Both are true. 
When some great decision needed to be made, or some perspective was 
needed on a situation, these were the go-to people. They were the ones 
who guided the populace and urged them on to action. A leader is not 
someone who wishes to be honored. Rather, it is one who is ready to do 
what is needed for the group. 
To be a leader, more important than social standing and more necessary 
than mere wisdom or insight, is a dedication and caring for the welfare of 
the people you are leading. They must recognize your devotion, your 
willingness to get involved and help with the hard work and, by virtue of 
that, they will turn to you for advice. 
When you care more about getting the job done than about people 
knowing it was you who did it, then you are on the road to greatness, and 
people will sense that. They will follow you because you are effectively 
doing the reconnaissance of life for them, and searching for obstacles on 
the road before them. 
If you love others enough you just might be a leader, but remember that 
every follower is also a master. You must find the balance of being called 
and calling to them, so you both move in the right direction. 
One of the greatest and humblest leaders of recent times was R’ Moshe 
Feinstein z”l. He was the acknowledged “posek” of the generation, and 
his rulings spanned the vast length and breadth of Torah and halacha, and 
traveled around the world. Despite this, he never looked for accolades or 
deference. 
Once, R’ Moshe was awakened in the middle of the night for a shaila from 
Eretz Yisrael. He asked that the caller wait while he washed, recited 
Birchas HaTorah, and prepared himself to answer the question. After the 
conversation was over and the shaila resolved, R’ Moshe asked the caller 
for his address, as he “had something to send him.” 
Despite the fact that he had been awakened for his expertise, R’ Moshe 
sent the caller a check to cover the cost of the overseas call for the time he 
had made the questioner wait. That is greatness in Torah. 
How Dairy You?! 
Shavuos and cheesecake are nearly synonymous. What’s with all the dairy 
foods? There are many reasons. 
For one, the Torah identified laws of kosher slaughter which meant that 
their meat and pots which were not kosher could not be used. Therefore 
the Jews ate dairy. 
Torah is compared to milk, and the word ‘chalav’ has the numerical value 
of 40, like the 40 days Moshe spent receiving the Torah at Har Sinai. 
There are more reasons but do you know what’s better than milk? The 
tribe of Yehuda was given the bracha of “teeth white from milk.” 
The Gemara says on this that it is better to smile at someone (showing the 
white of your teeth) than to give him a nourishing glass of milk. 
So while you have your blintzes, make sure you are warm and friendly to 
others for that is truly the mitzvah of the day. 
Unity is a prerequisite for Torah! 
Thought Of The Week: 
Good people are expected to become great and great people to be good. 
This issue is dedicated to my Aishes Chayil Esther Toby upon her birthday. 
May this year be one of health, happiness, love, joy, kindness, and good 
blessings from HaKadosh Baruch Hu. 
E-mail Subscribe to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com Show your love for Torah and others! Print, e-mail, and share Migdal Ohr with others. You’ll be 
glad you did. E-mail ‘Subscribe’ to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com ©2016 – J. Gewirtz  
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M'oray Ha'Aish 
Bamidbar: A Leap of Love  
All new beginnings are charged with hope; the beginning of a new book of 
the Torah is no exception. As the book of Bamidbar opens, there is hope 
that the journey upon which the Jews embarked as they left Egypt would 
finally bring them to the Promised Land. The book of Vayikra did not 
document any movement toward their destination: Throughout the entire 
book, the nation seemed rooted to one spot; their location remained 
unchanged. Now, we begin again. The journey resumes. 
From this perspective, though, the name of the book - "Bamidbar" - 'in the 
desert' - is ominous. The desert is a foreboding, even frightening place; 
might not the name itself give us reason to suspect that the events this 
book describes will be less than successful? Those of us who know how 
the book ends are aware that there is progress, and a great deal of 
movement: At the book's conclusion, we are poised at the cusp of the 
Promised Land, yet the trip is far longer and more difficult than we had 
anticipated. The path is circuitous, and the people stumble and fall many 
times along the way. The Land of Israel, while much closer, remains out of 
reach. 
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Is there something about the desert itself that makes this so? The desert is 
mentioned many times in the early books of the Torah, in many different 
contexts, but time and again, the desert imparts a sense of fear, dread and 
danger. The desert is not a forgiving environment; the basic resources 
required for human existence are severely limited. Certainly in antiquity 
the desert was associated - if not synonymous with - death. An en masse 
journey through the desert would have been considered an absurdity. 
Perhaps the name of the book is a foreshadowing, a premonition that this 
endeavor will not work out well. 
Why, then, did God choose this route? Moshe explained the plan and 
purpose of the journey through the desert: 
Remember the entire path along which God your Lord led you these forty 
years in the desert. He sent hardships to test (or uplift) you, to determine 
what is in your heart, whether you would keep His commandments or 
not... But your heart may then grow haughty, and you may forget God 
your Lord, the One who brought you out of the slave house that was 
Egypt. It was He who led you through the great, terrifying desert, where 
there were snakes, vipers, scorpions and thirst. When there was no water, it 
was He who provided you water from a solid rock. In the desert He fed 
you Manna, which was something that your ancestors never knew. He may 
have been sending hardships to test you, but it was so He would eventually 
do [all the more] good for you. [When you later have prosperity, be careful 
that you not] say to yourself, 'It was my own strength and personal power 
that brought me all this prosperity.' You must remember that it is God your 
Lord who gives you the power to become prosperous. He does this so as to 
keep the covenant and the oath that He made with your fathers, even as 
[He is keeping it] today. (Dvarim 8:2-18) 
The difficulties of the desert are not whitewashed, but a rationale is 
provided: The trek through the desert is a necessary stage of development, 
designed to put the people's commitment to the test, and, as a result, to 
uplift them, to make them stronger and help them create a new type of 
relationship with God, a relationship based on trust. 
The prophet describes the desert experience in the most romantic terms: 
Go and cry in the ears of Jerusalem, saying, 'Thus said the Almighty: I 
remember you, the devotion of your youth, your love like a bride, when 
you went after me in the wilderness, in a land that was not sown. 
(Yirmiyahu 2:2) 
The Midrash(1) apparently picks up on this theme and explains the deeper 
significance of the opening verse of the book of Bamidbar: 
God spoke to Moshe in the Sinai Desert, in the Communion Tent on the 
first [day] of the second month in the second year of the Exodus, saying: 
(Bamidbar 1:1) 
While this verse seems prosaic, it should strike us as somewhat unusual in 
that it provides the precise date of an event - the month, the day of the 
month, and the year. Precise dates such as these were totally absent in the 
book of Vayikra; in fact, no such markers were provided in the Torah as 
far back as the middle of the book of Shmot. The Midrash takes note of 
this very this particular form, and draws a parallel with the laws of writing 
a ketubah: Marriage contracts, more than any other type of document, 
must specify the place and precise date on which they are written. Thus, 
the opening sentences of the book of Bamidbar, according to the Midrash, 
are an expression of the blossoming relationship between God and the 
Jewish People. This relationship is precious to God; He values it, and by 
writing a "ketubah" He expresses the seriousness of the relationship. This 
"ketubah" honors the Children of Israel, by proclaiming that this is no 
passing infatuation. The "groom," God Himself, aware as He is of the 
"bride's" lineage, cognizant that she is the descendant of Avraham, 
Yitzchak and Yaakov, creates an eternal bond of commitment. 
This formalization of their mutual commitment comes on the heels of a 
whirlwind romance: The Exodus is described as eloping to the desert. The 
groom, a knight in shining armor, swooped in to save the damsel in 
distress, who had been enslaved and abused. Would the bride take the 
enormous leap - of faith, but more importantly, of love, and follow her 
rescuer out into the unknown, to a place with no resources and no other 
options? Yes, she responds: I will follow you to the ends of the earth, even 
to the foreboding desert. God responds; he writes a formal ketubah 
between Himself and His loving bride, the People of Israel. 
Mystical tradition(2) teaches that in the future, when all other merit is 
exhausted, it will be this "leap of love" that God will recall. Our 
willingness to follow Him through the desert is the foundation stone of our 
relationship, and it is what compels God to forgive our lapses and to 
maintain our special relationship throughout history. 
For a more in-depth analysis see: 
http://arikahn.blogspot.co.il/2016/05/audio-and-essays-parashat-bmidbar-
and.html 
Notes: 
1. Bamidbar Rabbah 1:5. 
2. Tomer Devorah, chapter 1. 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/i/moha/381512411.html 
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Torah Attitude 
Parashas Bamidbar / Shavuous: Restoring Fire, Wind (Spirit), Water 
And Earth 
June 9, 2016 
Summary 
The Torah was given to the Jewish people by fire and water in the 
wilderness. Man is formed from the four elements: fire, wind (spirit), 
water and earth. After the sin of Adam and Eve, the negative aspect of the 
elements became part of them. The negative aspect of water represents 
man’s lust for worldly pleasures. The negative aspect of earth represents 
depression. The reference to the sixth day alludes to the sixth day of the 
month of Sivan. The Jewish people restored the aspect of laziness 
represented by the element of earth. With humbleness the Jewish people 
restored the element of fire. The Jewish people were united in their 
readiness to accept G-d’s Torah and rectified their personal cravings for 
pleasure represented by the element of water. In order to merit getting the 
Torah, with which they could restore the element of wind (spirit), the 
Jewish people first had to restore the other three elements of fire, water 
and earth represented by the wilderness. We all have the ability to connect 
with the revelation at Mount Sinai and get closer to our personal purpose. 
Fire, Water And Wilderness 
In the beginning of this week’s Parasha it says (Bamidbar 1:1): “And G-d 
spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai, in the Tent of Meeting 
[Tabernacle].” The Midrash Rabbah (1:7) teaches that the Torah was given 
to the Jewish people by fire and water in the wilderness. The obvious 
question arises, what is the significance of this information? If we take a 
closer look at the words of the Midrash we may find a deeper message that 
the Midrash wants to share with us. 
Four Elements 
In order to understand the Midrash’s message, we must go back to the 
beginning of creation. The great Kabbalist, Rabbi Chaim Vital (Gates of 
Holiness 1:1) writes that the entire creation, including man, is formed from 
the four elements: fire, wind (spirit), water and earth. In the human being, 
each of them represents a different aspect of our physical and spiritual 
makeup. 
Negative Aspects Of Fire And Wind 
When Adam and Eve were created, they had within them only the good of 
each of the elements. But after they ate from the Tree of Knowledge of 
Good and Evil, their entire being became a mixture of good and evil. This 
has affected mankind ever since, both physically and spiritually. In a 
physical sense, it brought about that people could become sick and die 
from their sickness. In a spiritual sense, people would have to struggle 
with their negative character traits. Each of the elements representing a 
different negative side of a person’s psyche. The negative aspect of fire, 
says Rabbi Vital, represents arrogance and haughtiness, as well as anger. 
The negative aspect of wind (spirit) represents negative talk, such as 
flattery, lies, and gossiping. 
Negative Aspects Of Water And Earth 
Rabbi Vital continues to explain that the negative aspect of water 
represents man’s lust for worldly pleasures. And the negative aspect of 
earth represents depression, which in turn causes the person to become 
lazy and dysfunctional. This often leads to becoming slack in observing 
the commandments of the Torah as well. 
Sixth Day 
Rashi (Bereishis 1:31) quotes from the Midrash that, unlike the other days 
of creation, the sixth day is referred to as the sixth day with a definite 
article. This indicates the specialness of that day. First of all, this day was 
special because Adam and Eve, the pinnacle of creation, were created on 
this day, thus bringing all of creation to its purpose 
The Midrash continues and explains that this verse contains an additional 
profound message. The reference to the sixth day alludes to the sixth day 
of the month of Sivan in the year 2448 after creation. This is the day when 
G-d revealed Himself to the Jewish people on Mount Sinai and gave us 
His Torah. At this occasion, we were given the tool of Torah to help us 
reach our full potential that G-d intended on the sixth day of Creation, 
when Adam and Eve were created. 
The Torah (Bereishis 2:7) concludes their creation with the words: “And 
the man became a living being.” The Targum Onkelus translates this as: 
“And the man became a speaking spirit.” The Talmud (Sanhedrin 99b) 
teaches that originally G-d gave us the ability to talk to enable us to study 
Torah. Once Adam and Eve sinned, G-d decided to wait 24 generations 
before giving the Torah. When the Jewish people arrived at Mount Sinai, 
G-d decided that the time was ripe to give us the Torah, and with this, the 
element of wind (spirit) was restored to its original state prior to the sin of 
Adam and Eve. 
Restore Three Other Elements 
However, in order to be worthy to receive the Torah, the Jewish people 
had to restore the other three elements as well. In Parashas Yithro, prior to 
the revelation at Mount Sinai, it says (Shemos 19:1-2): “In the third month 
after the exodus of the children of Israel from Egypt, on this day they 
came to the wilderness of Sinai. And they travelled from Refidim, and 
they came to the wilderness of Sinai. And they camped in the wilderness.” 
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The Or HaChaim asks why does it say that they travelled from Refidim 
after they had already arrived at Sinai. He further asks why does the Torah 
relate that they camped in the wilderness? Obviously, if this is the place 
where they arrived, this is where they camped? 
Restored Earth 
The Or HaChaim answers that these verses carry a deeper message. The 
Torah actually hints to three requirements the Jewish people needed to 
receive the Torah. At the end of Parashas Beshalach, it says that the Jewish 
people were attacked by Amalek at Refidim. The Midrash Tanchuma (25) 
explains that this happened because they were lazy in their study of the 
Torah laws that they had been taught at Moroh (see Shemos 15:25). The 
actual name “Refidim”, says the Midrash, can also be read as “Rafu 
yadam” which translates as “their hands were lax”. The Torah now relates 
that they travelled from Refidim to teach that they travelled away from 
what the place of Refidim represented and distanced themselves from their 
laxness in Torah study. Later the Torah relates how they showed an 
eagerness to accept the complete Torah, as they said the famous words 
(Shemos 24:7): “We will do and we will listen.” With this, the Jewish 
people restored the aspect of laziness represented by the element of earth. 
And at the same time, they no doubt felt very good about themselves and 
did not suffer from any form of depression. 
Restored Fire 
Similarly, when it says that they camped in the wilderness, it is not just to 
let us know the place where they camped. Rather, it teaches something 
about their attitude at the time of camping. The aforementioned Midrash 
Rabbah explains that G-d spoke to Moses in the wilderness to teach us that 
to be worthy to acquire the wisdom of Torah, we must be ready to be 
humble like the sand of the wilderness. This humbleness, says the Or 
HaChaim, was the second prerequisite the Jewish people needed to receive 
the Torah. And with this they restored the element of fire. No one thought 
that he was better than his fellow Jews, and there was no feelings of 
arrogance or haughtiness. 
Restored Water 
The third preparation is hinted at in the words “and Israel camped” in the 
singular rather than the regular plural expression “and the children of 
Israel camped.” Rashi quotes from the Mechilta that this teaches us that 
the Jewish people felt like one person with one heart. Everyone was united 
in their readiness to accept the Torah. With this they rectified their 
personal cravings for pleasure represented by the element of water. For a 
person who is interested in the lusts of this world finds it difficult to join 
and unite with others, and will always have his own interests in mind. As 
King Solomon writes (Mishlei 18:1): “The one who seeks lust sets himself 
apart.” 
Original Level Of Adam And Eve 
With this insight we may be able to understand the deeper meaning of the 
above Midrash Rabbah. The Midrash said that G-d gave the Jewish people 
the Torah by fire and water in the wilderness. With this the Midrash hints 
to the fact that in order to merit to get the Torah, with which they could 
restore the element of wind (spirit), they first had to restore the other three 
elements of fire, water and earth (represented by the wilderness). This 
corresponds to the Talmud’s statement (Shabbos 146a) that at the 
revelation at Mount Sinai the Jewish people returned to the original level 
of Adam and Eve before their sin. Only later when the Jewish people 
sinned at the golden calf did they lose this high spiritual level. 
Shavuous 
Every year on Shavuous, we refer to this festival in our prayers as the 
Time of the Giving of the Torah. This teaches us that we all have the 
ability to connect with the revelation at Mount Sinai and get closer to our 
personal purpose. In this way, we follow in the footsteps of our ancestors, 
as they stood at Mount Sinai. However, during the days leading up to 
Shavuous we must work on our personal character traits to try and restore 
them, so that we too will be worthy to receive our portion of G-d’s Torah. 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael 
Deverett P.S. If you have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be 
interested in receiving e-mails similar to this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com. For previous issues please see 
http://www.shemayisrael.com/a/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
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Portion of Bamidbar/Shavuos 
1. The Manna, the Prerequisite for the Acquisition of Torah 
The Torah states, "Hashem spoke to Moshe in the Wilderness of 
Sinai…" The Midrash cites the verse from Yirimiyah, "G-d said to the 
Jewish people, 'You are the generation that witnessed the Word of G-d. 
Have I been a desert to Israel, a land of darkness? Yet you came with a 
claim against Moshe saying: Why did you take us up out of Egypt to 
die in the desert?' Did I treat you as if you were in a desert? If a 
mortal king were to go out into the desert, does he have the tranquility 
and comfort of his own palace? Does he have the same amount of food 
and drink available to him? Before you had gone out into the desert you 
were mere slaves in Egypt. Yet, I had taken you out and placed you 
in the choicest location in existence…I accommodated you with a 
setting that is the equivalent of a palace…In addition, I gave you three 

redeemers who attended to your needs…In the merit of Moshe, you 
were provided with the Manna. As it states, “you were afflicted and you 
were starved…” In the merit of Aaron, you were encircled with the 
Clouds of Glory… As it states in Psalms, “He (G-d) spread the cloud like a 
veil (masach)…” In the merit of Miriam, who sang praises at the Sea, 
you were provided with the wellspring." 
Regarding the Clouds of Glory being in the merit of Aaron, the Midrash 
cites a verse from Psalms that refers to the clouds being spread like a 
“masach (veil).” The term “masach” refers to the Mishkan because there 
was a veil that was spread over its entrance. It is understandable that this 
verse was chosen because it alludes to Aaron who was the High Priest in 
the Mishkan. Regarding the living wellspring being in the merit of 
Miriam, the Midrash tells us that it was because she had sung G-d’s 
praises at the Sea after it had split and destroyed the Egyptian armies. 
Since the sea is comprised of water, it is logical to say that it was in the 
merit of Miriam that the Jewish people were provided the wellspring in 
the desert. However, regarding Moshe, the Midrash tells us that the 
Manna was provided to the Jewish people in the merit of Moshe as it 
states, “you were afflicted and you were starved…” How does this 
verse allude that the Manna was in the merit of Moshe? 
The Gemara in Tractate Yomah tells us that the when one ate the 
Manna, it assumed the nutritional and taste value of any food that the 
individual wanted it to assume. According to one opinion, the Manna 
even assumed the texture of that particular food. Nevertheless, since the 
Manna did not assume the visual appearance of the food item that the 
individual wanted, it did not satisfy the individual. As the Gemara tells 
us that visual aspect of food enables one to be truly sated. Therefore, 
the verse “you were afflicted and you were starved” refers to the 
Manna. 
The Torah states the olive oil that was needed to kindle the Menorah, 
“(G-d said to Moshe) Now you shall command the Children of Israel 
that they shall take for you pure, pressed/crushed olive oil for 
illumination (Menorah)…” It seems from the words“…that they shall 
take for you (Moshe)…” that the Jewish people were to take for the 
sake of Moshe, the first droplet of pure olive oil for the illumination of 
the Menorah. Why were they commanded to do this for the sake of 
Moshe? 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh cites Zohar that states the Jewish people 
were redeemed from the first three of their four exiles in the merit of 
the Patriarchs. In the merit of Avraham, our Patriarch, they were 
redeemed from the Babylonian exile. In the merit of Yitzchak, our 
Patriarch, they were redeemed from the Persian/Mede exile. In the 
merit of Yaakov, our Patriarch, they were redeemed from the Greek 
exile. The redemption of the Jewish people from the fourth and current 
exile, the Edomite exile (Roman), will come about only in the merit 
of Moshe. However, Moshe, being the personification of Torah, will not 
allow his merit to be utilized to bring about that redemption until the 
Jewish people are quantitatively and qualitatively engaged in Torah 
study (l’shma). Meaning, since the Jewish people have not dedicated 
themselves sufficiently to the study of Torah for its own sake, to the 
exclusion of all other interests and endeavors, Moshe will not allow his 
merit to be utilized to bring the exile to its completion. Thus, Moshe 
is synonymous with toil and physical sacrifice/deprivation for the sake of 
Torah. 
One may say that since the merit of Moshe alludes to the dedicated study 
of Torah in a materially deprived state, the verse “you were starved and 
you were afflicted” alludes to Moshe. However, there is another even 
more cogent explanation. The Torah tells us that when Moshe had been 
in heaven to be taught the Torah by G-d, he did not eat or drink for that 
period of time. As Moshe had said to the Jewish people, “For forty 
days and forty nights bread I did not eat and water I did not 
drink.” The Midrash asks, “Why was it necessary for Moshe to tell the 
Jewish people that he was denied food and drink? Moshe was 
communicating to them that the optimum state of being in which one must 
acquire Torah is to be in a deprived state, just as his own was when he 
acquired Torah. He had said to them, “Just as I sacrificed my blood and 
fat for the sake of the acquisition of Torah (because he did not eat or drink 
for forty days and nights), so too must you sacrifice your physicality and 
material comforts in order to acquire Torah.' Only then will you have the 
spiritual capacity to come upon its truths." Therefore, the verse “you 
were starved and you were afflicted” regarding the Manna, is an allusion 
to the merit of Moshe. If G-d had caused the Manna to miraculously 
assume every conceivable food value and taste, why did He not cause it 
to assume the desired visual appearance so that the Jewish people should 
not be afflicted and starved? 
Chazal tell us, “The Torah was given only to those who ate the Manna.” 
The Torah was given to the generation of the desert who were sustained 
through the consumption of the Manna, which was a prerequisite to for 
one to be a repository for Torah at the most advanced level. In order 
to study and process the Torah in a context to come upon its truths, it 
was essential for the Jewish people to be spiritualized. It was only 
through the eating of the Manna, which did not assume a visual 
appearance of food, that the Jewish people felt “starved and afflicted.” 
By doing so, it created a setting in which they sacrificed for the 
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acquisition of Torah. Had they not felt deprived in some way physically, 
they would have not been sufficiently qualified for the acquisition of 
Torah, as we see regarding Moshe who was only able to acquire the 
Torah due to his sacrificing of his blood and fat on its behalf. 
2. The Mishkan, G-d in Concealment 
The Torah states, "Hashem spoke to Moshe in the Wilderness of 
Sinai…" The Midrash states, “Before the Mishkan was erected, G-d 
spoke to Moshe at the burning bush. As it states, ‘G-d spoke to him 
from the burning bush…’ He spoke to him in Midian… and in 
Egypt…After this G-d spoke to Moshe at Sinai…Once the Mishkan was 
erected G-d said, ‘How wonderful is modesty!’ (being in a concealed 
and modest location is more appropriate). As it states, ‘When one walks 
with G-d it should be in an unassuming and modest way.’ As King David 
writes in Psalms, ‘The honor of the princess is when she is concealed…’” 
If modesty and concealment are the most appropriate modes of 
communication, as King David states, why did G-d openly communicate 
with the Jewish people at Sinai, which was a public setting, in which 
the entire world was aware of the event? 
Chazal tell us that the reason the Jewish people were vulnerable to the 
Sin of the Golden Calf was because, the nations of the world had given 
them an “evil eye.” It was because they had been aware of the 
giving of the Torah to the Jewish people. Had they received the Torah in a 
more private and contained setting, they would have been protected from 
the envy of the nations. If this was a consequence of giving the Torah 
in a public setting, why did G-d not choose to give it in a concealed 
setting? 
The Gemara in Tractate Zevachim tells us that when G-d gave the Torah at 
Sinai to the Jewish people, the earth had quaked so violently that the 
nations of the world believed that the world was coming to an end. They 
came to Bilaam their prophet. They said to him, “The world is coming 
to an end!” Bilaam responded, “Do you not realize that the world cannot 
be destroyed again by G-d after the Great Flood, because G-d made a 
covenant with existence that He would not destroy it.” They replied, 
“G-d only promised not to destroy the world with water. Perhaps it is 
being destroyed by fire.” Bilaam said to them, “You fools! Do you not 
realize that G-d is giving His strength/power to the Jewish people (which 
is the Torah). It is because of this monumental moment, that the world is 
quaking.” To this the nations of the world responded, “G-d should bless 
His people with Peace.” 
Regarding a mortal king, it is not appropriate for him to display his 
affection for his family in a public setting. His personal feelings and 
affection remain concealed from the public eye, so that he should not 
be seen within a human context, not to detract from his reverence. 
According to Jewish law, even if a king would want to waive his 
honor, he may not do so. The verse states, “A king establishes justice 
in the land…” It is only because of his uncompromising persona that the 
king evokes reverence from his subjects. Therefore, the king does not 
waive his honor. 
The Midrash explains this with an analogy of a king regarding his 
young daughter, “It is analogous to a king who had a young daughter 
who he loved. When he walked with her even in a public setting 
(markets, alleyways, etc.) he would continually speak to her and 
display his affection for her, regardless of the public setting (because she 
would not be able to understand why he was withholding his affection). 
However, when his daughter matured the king said to her, ‘It is no 
longer appropriate for me to display my feeling for you in pubic view. I 
will only show my affections to you when we are alone in a private 
setting.’” 
G-d had taken the Jewish people out of Egypt where they had become 
idolaters. After leaving Egypt, they were pursued by the Egyptians, who 
were subsequently destroyed in the Red Sea. They continuously 
complained to Moshe in the desert, because they believed that they were 
not worthy of being redeemed by G-d because of their past pagan 
beliefs. At Sinai, the Jewish people were the equivalent of a young child. 
G-d needed to allow the Jewish people to be exposed to His Presence at a 
level of face to face, in order for them to fully appreciate and 
understand G-d’s love for them. Thus, He needed to give them the Torah 
in a public setting, despite the envy of the nations. At Sinai, it was 
crucial for the Jewish people to understand the intimate and special nature 
of their relationship with G-d. After He revealed His exceptional love 
for the Jewish people when He brought heaven to earth at Sinai, it 
was no longer necessary for Him to demonstrate His love for them any 
longer in a pubic setting. He therefore chose to communicate to the 
Jewish people through the medium of the Mishkan, which was 
concealed and the equivalent of a modest setting. 
3. G-d’s Unceasing Love for the Jewish People 
The Torah tells us that G-d told Moshe that he along with Aaron and 
the princes should take a census of the Jewish people to know their 
number. As it states, “From twenty years of age and up - everyone who 
goes out to the legion in Israel – you shall count them according to 
their legions…” Rashi cites Chazal who explain, “As a result of the 
love that He has before Him, G-d continuously counts them (the Jewish 
people). When they left Egypt G-d counted them. After the sin of the 
golden calf He counted them…When His Divine Presence came to dwell 

amongst them, He counted them. On the first of the month of Nissan, 
when the Mishkan was erected, He counted them. On the first of the 
month of Iyar, He counted them.” 
Rashi is deliberate in his wordage in his commentary. There are no 
superfluous words in Rashi’s commentary. Every word is written with a 
specific intent. Rashi could have stated that G-d continuously counts the 
Jewish people because of His love for them. However, Rashi chose to 
say that G-d counted them as a result of the love that He has “before 
Him.” What is Rashi communicating to us by choosing to use the words 
“before Him” regarding the special love that G-d has for the Jewish 
people? 
The Torah states at the end of the portion of the curses, “I will 
remember My covenant with Yaakov, My covenant with Yitzchak, 
and I will remember My covenant with Avraham….” We see in the 
verse, that the word “remember” is not associated with the covenant of 
Yitzchak, but rather, it is only associated with the covenant of Yaakov 
and Avraham. Why is this so? Rashi cites Chazal who explain, “The 
Torah does not use the word ‘Remember’ regarding the covenant with 
Yitzchak because the ashes of Yitzchak are continuously piled before 
Him.” If something is before one’s eyes one does not need to 
“remember” it. It is only when something is not continuously before 
one’s eyes that one needs to remember. The Torah tells us that Avraham 
was willing to sacrifice his beloved son Yitzhak at the time of the 
Akeidah as G-d had commanded him to do so. However, before the 
about to slaughter Yitzchak, an angel called out from heaven to Avraham 
and told him “do not touch the lad…” Avraham wanted to actualize his 
intent to fulfill G-d’s command of the Akeidah. G-d therefore presented a 
ram to Avraham to be brought as a burnt offering in the place of 
Yitzchak. By doing so, G-d considered the sacrifice of the ram as if 
Avraham had brought his son Yitzchak as a burnt offering. Since the 
event of the Akeidah, the pile of Yitzchak’s ashes are before G-d. It is 
therefore not necessary to remember His covenant with Yitzchak. 
The love that G-d has for the Jewish people is “before Him.” 
Meaning, He does not need to remember or recall His love for them 
because they are before Him. Thus, the love for the Jewish people is 
unceasing. The Prophet Yeshaya said to the Jewish people “You should 
seek out G-d when He is found. Call to Him when He is close.” The 
Gemara in Tractate Rosh Hashanah explains that the words of the 
prophet are referring to the ten days of repentance from Rosh Hashanah 
to Yom Kippur. Although G-d continuously Wills existence and is 
involved with every aspect of creation, during the ten days of repentance 
G-d is closer to the Jewish people than any other time during the year. 
Thus, the Jew should take advantage of this time of opportunity to 
supplicate G-d and repent. Although G-d is more available to the Jew at 
this time, it is also a time of Justice, because G-d is in such close 
proximity. This is because the Jewish people are “before Him.” This 
state of being, is the equivalent of “a double edged sword.” On one 
hand if one takes advantage of this moment, he will bring about a greater 
level of reinstatement with G-d. However, if he does not it is considered a 
greater level of failing. 
Ramah (Rabbi Moshe Isserlis) in his glosses at the beginning of the Code 
of Jewish Law writes that when one is in the presence of a king, his 
behavior is different that when he is not in the king’s presence. He 
comports himself with a certain level of reverence and respect when he is 
in the presence of the king and thus adheres to all of his wishes. 
Therefore, Ramah explains that because the devoutly righteous 
continuously sense themselves in G-d’s Presence, they behave with the 
utmost reverence for Him and adhere to His Will. 
Since G-d’s love for every Jew is “before Him,” the Jew must behave 
differently than the nations of the world. This is because G-d gazes 
upon the Jew continuously. G-d does not even need to scrutinize the 
record of the Jew since he is continuously before His eyes. The Torah 
states, “Moshe said to the Jewish people, ‘You are the children of 
Hashem, your G-d…’” The Jewish people are considered to be the 
children of G-d. The verse continues, “Just as a father disciplines 
his child, so too does G-d discipline the Jewish people.” Ohr 
HaChaim HaKadosh explains that if one sees the child of another 
misbehaving, although he may be bothered by it, he will not discipline 
that child. It is only when one’s own child misbehaves that he will 
discipline him. This is because the father has a special love and intimacy 
with his own child, he will only discipline his own child and not that 
of another. Similarly, because of the nature of the relationship with 
G-d, He disciplines the Jewish people differently than the nations of 
the world because they are “before Him.” 
The Torah states, “Then I assigned the Levites to be presented to 
Aaron and his sons from among the Children of Israel to perform 
the service for the Children of Israel in the Tent of the Meeting 
and to provide atonement for the Children of Israel, so that there 
will not be a plague among the Children of Israel when the Children 
of Israel approach the Sanctuary.” Rashi cites the Midrash that 
explains that the term “Children of Israel” is mentioned five times in this 
verse to indicate the great love that G-d has for the Jewish people. Just 
as when a parent uses the name of his child, it evokes love for the child 
(rather than using a pronoun), so too does G-d mention the “Children 
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of Israel” to indicate His special love for them. Just as a father has 
mercy on his child when he is being disciplined, so too are the Jewish 
people worthy of G-d’s Mercy, because His love for them is before Him. 
4. The Elements for Spiritual Survival 
The Torah states, “Hashem spoke with Moshe in the Desert of Sinai…” 
The Midrash states, “Why was the Desert of Sinai chosen to be the 
setting for the giving of the Torah? Our Rabbis of blessed memory tell 
us that the Torah was given with three things: fire, water, and desert. 
Where do we see that there was fire? The verse states, ‘Mt. Sinai was 
billowing with smoke because G-d descended upon it with fire…’ It 
was the equivalent of smoke rising from a fiery kiln and the mountain 
trembled. Where do we see that there was water? The verse states, 
‘When You went forth from Seir…the earth trembled…and the clouds 
dripped water.’ Where do we see that it was in a desert? The verse 
states, ‘Hashem spoke to Moshe in the Desert…’ Why was the Torah 
given in the presence of fire, water and desert? It is because all of 
these elements have no cost associated with them. Fire, water, and desert 
are free of charge. Just as one may acquire these things at no cost, so too 
can the Torah be acquired at no cost. As is states, ‘The one who is thirsty 
should go to the water…” 
Yesode v’Shoresh ha’Avodah writes that everything that is needed to 
sustain man is available in abundance. For example, since man 
requires air, water, and fire to survive, they are available to him at an 
unlimited level. In addition, these elements are available without cost. 
On the other hand, if something is not a necessity for existence, then 
it is found in lesser quantities. Diamonds, gold, and silver are examples 
of elements that are not necessary for the survival of humanity and are 
therefore found in relatively small quantities. The Midrash tells us that 
just as fire and water are necessities and are available gratis so, too is 
the “desert.” It is understandable that fire and water are a necessity for the 
survival of humanity, but what is the value of desert for one’s existence? 
The Torah states that Moshe said to the Jewish people, “ Behold I 
have taught you laws and statutes, as G-d commanded me…” The 
Gemara in Tractate Nidarim tells us that from this verse we are able to 
learn that just as Moshe was taught the Torah by G-d gratis, and he taught 
it to the Jewish people gratis, so too must they teach it to others gratis. 
Therefore, it is not permitted to charge for the teaching of Torah. When 
the Jewish people transmit the Torah from generation to generation it 
must be free of charge just like every necessity of life is without cost. 
The Torah was given in the context of a desert, to allude to the fact that 
one must negate himself to assume a persona of humility to be qualified to 
be the repository and disseminator of Torah. The Gemara in Tractate 
Nidarim tells us that one merits the gift of Torah from G-d, only when 
one “makes himself ownerless like the desert.” Meaning, if one assumes 
the posture and characteristic of a desert, which has no innate worth, so 
too the individual who negates himself will be worthy to receive the 
Torah as a gift. Just as a desert is desolate and has no needs or 
identity, so too must one negate his own interests and submit himself to 
G-d’s Will to merit the acquisition of Torah. Rambam writes in the 
Laws of Torah Study, “Every scholarly Jew (chacham) has an obligation 
to teach the son of his fellow Torah.” One who is qualified to teach must 
be willing to teach Torah to every Jew, regardless of that individual’s 
status or ability, because it is a necessity for the life of a Jew. He must 
not deny the study of Torah to anyone, because of his own preference 
due to his ego. Meaning, he wants to only teach the wise and gifted 
students and leave the rest to remain unlearned. It is only the one who is 
truly humble, will merit the gift of Torah. 
The Mishna in Tractate Kiddushin tells us that one has an 
obligation to teach his son a trade, how to swim, and Torah. Reb 
Elchanon Wasserman z’tl explains that the Mishna groups the study of 
Torah along with learning a trade and swimming because they are all 
necessities for survival. Just as one needs to have a trade for a 
livelihood and know how to swim so as not to drown, so too must one 
study Torah in order to be a functional and spiritual person. 
5. The Perception of G-d’s Justice (from Bechukosai) 
The Torah states, “If you will follow My Statutes and observe My 
Commandments and perform them. The Midrash cites a verse from 
Hoshea, “‘G-d detested them (the Jewish people) because they did not 
heed His Word. They will thus be forced to wander among the nations.’ 
G-d had said, ‘Initially I said that you should be established in your land 
where you will dwell in tranquility.’ As it states, ‘You shall be planted 
on your land…’ When will you have this tranquility? ‘If You shall 
perform My Decrees, and observe My Ordinances and perform…The land 
will give its fruit and you will eat your fill...’ You did not do this. Rather, 
you did the unconscionable. You built altars for idolatry. Since you did 
things that were unconscionable, I brought upon you measure for measure 
things that were not written in My Torah. I brought illnesses and 
plagues upon you which are not written.’ The Prophet Yishayahu writes, 
‘They left G-d and betrayed the Holy One of Israel…G-d said, ‘You 
abandoned Me…I am the G-d of Mercy but as a result of your sins you 
caused Me to act as if I were cruel. You have overturned My Attribute 
of Mercy into cruelty.’ As it states in Eicha (regarding the destruction of 
the Temple), ‘G-d You have become like an enemy and swallowed up 
Israel…You have turned into their enemy and fought against them.’” 

G-d is the True and Just Judge. There is no iniquity in His Justice. If a 
judge renders a judgment that is perceived to be “cruel” it implies that 
the punishment that was meted out was excessive. If there is no iniquity 
in G-d’s Justice, how can it be considered that He acted cruelly in 
judgment? G-d metes out exacting punishment that is necessary to 
rehabilitate the spirituality of the transgressor. However, if one not 
understand or appreciate the principle of Divine retribution, he will 
perceive it as cruelty. 
The Torah tells us that Yitzchak our Patriarch prayed for Rivka his wife 
to be able to conceive because she was barren. Regarding Yitzchak’s 
supplication, the term that is used by the Torah is “vayetar,” The Gemara 
in Tractate Succah tells us that vayetar is an expression of prayer that 
has the ability to overturn “G-d’s attribute of cruelty to the Attribute of 
Mercy. Similar to the pitchfork, which is referred to as the ‘atar’ that is 
the tool that overturns what is below to what is above.” The difficulty 
with the terminology used by the Gemara is that there is no such attribute 
of G-d that is known as “cruelty”. The Gemara should have said that it 
overturns the Attribute of Justice and establishes the Attribute of Mercy. 
The perception of “cruelty” results because of the limited perception of 
man, who processes the dispensation of Justice as the “cruelty of G-d.” 
When G-d metes out punishment it is not only meant to be a warning for 
one to introspect and repent, but also it is part of the spiritual 
rehabilitation process that is needed to return the individual to his spiritual 
status before he sinned. As Rambam in the Laws of Repentance explains 
that in order to be atoned for some sins, the individual needs to experience 
suffering in addition to repentance and inherent purification of Yom 
Kippur. Therefore, if one truly understood G-d’s Justice, one would 
understand that it too is merciful. However, in order to have such a 
perception the individual needs to be at an advanced spiritual level. 
The Torah tells us that when Avraham was informed about the imminent 
destruction of Sodom, he began immediately to supplicate G-d on 
their behalf. He said, “Will You also obliterate the righteous along 
with the wicked? What if there should be fifty righteous people in the 
midst of the city? Would You still obliterate it …” The Torah tells us 
that Avraham pleaded back and forth with G-d on behalf of Sodom and 
the surrounding communities, until it was determined that there were no 
righteous people in their midst. After his advocacy was silenced, G-d 
said that the city and all of its inhabitants will be destroyed. If the 
communities of Sodom and Gomorrah were evil and represented the 
antithesis of everything that Avraham represented, why was he not 
overjoyed that G-d was going to destroy them? Why did he plead so 
vehemently on their behalf? 
The Torah states, “Avraham said, “Will you obliterate out the 
righteous along with the wicked?... It would be a sacrilege to You! 
Shall the Judge of all the earth not do Justice?” Rashi cites the 
Midrash that Avraham had said to G-d that if He should destroy the 
righteous along with the wicked, the world would say, “This is the 
inequity of G-d’s Justice. Just as He destroyed the righteous along with 
the wicked in the Great Flood and the generation of the dispersion, again, 
G-d is destroying the righteous along with the wicked.” The basis for 
Avraham’s supplication was that the consequence of G-d’s Decree should 
not be a desecration of His Name. It would be the equivalent of saying, 
“There is no Judge and no Justice.” If the world were to perceive 
Divine Justice as being inequitable, it would a desecration of G-d’s 
Name. Therefore, when Avraham pleaded on behalf of Sodom, by saying 
that it would be a “sacrilege,” it was not that he was concerned about 
Sodom, which was truly evil, but rather he was concerned about the 
perception of the world at large. 
6. The Meteoric Ascent of the Jewish People 
The Torah tells us that on the second day of Passover the Omer offering 
was brought. This offering was comprised of barley flour. On the festival 
of Shavuos, the day on which the Torah was given to the Jewish people, 
the communal offering that was brought was comprised of two loaves of 
wheat bread. What is the significance of the Omer offering being made 
of barley flour and the two loaves of bread brought on Shavuos being 
made of wheat flour? 
The Mishna in Tractate Sotah tells us that the meal offering (Mincha) that 
is brought by the suspected adulteress was made of barley flour. It 
explains, “Since her behavior was similar to that of an animal (by 
sequestering herself with a man other than her husband), the material 
make-up of her meal offering is the grain used as animal fodder (which 
is barley).” The majority of barley grain is used for animal consumption. 
The Maharal explains that when the Jewish people left Egypt they were 
devoid of spirituality. They were at the point of spiritual extinction, 
which is the 49th level of spiritual contamination. At that point, the 
classification of the Jewish people was the equivalent of the animal that 
has no relevance to spirituality and is totally physical. Therefore, the 
Torah chooses the ingredient of barley for the Omer offering to signify 
the spiritual level of the Jewish people at that moment. Fifty days later 
at Sinai when the Torah was given to the Jewish people, they had 
reached the pinnacle of their spirituality. At that moment they had 
achieved the classification of “adam (man/the perfected human)” whose 
objective and function is to achieve spirituality. As it states, “You (the 
Jewish people) are called ‘adam (man)’ but they (the nations of the world) 
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are not called ‘adam’.” Adam was the ultimate spiritualized being that was 
created by G-d Himself. After the Jewish people accepted the Torah, their 
status no longer was the equivalent of the animal, but rather, they 
reflected the characteristic of Adam. In order to signify their 
advanced spiritual level at the time of the giving of the Torah at Sinai, 
the Torah tell us that the communal offering must be comprised of 
wheat flour. As the Gemara in Tractate Huryos tells us that the primary 
consumption of wheat grain is by human beings. 
Chinuch in his codification of the mitzvos explains the philosophical 
understanding of the counting of the days of the Omer. He writes, “The 
counting of Sefira is from the time of the exodus from Egypt to the 
receiving of the Torah at Sinai. We count in anticipation of that 
special moment which culminates on the 50th day after we began 
counting. Just as the slave who works in the sun longs and yearns for the 
moment that he will have the relief of the shade, so too is our counting 
an expression of anticipation and yearning for that moment of the giving 
of the Torah at Sinai.” 
The level of clarity that the Jewish people had achieved at Sinai was 
unique. The Gemara in Tractate Shabbos tells us that when they 
unequivocally accepted the Torah by declaring “Naaseh V’nishma – we 
will do and we will listen” G-d had said, “Who revealed this secret to 
My children?” The Jewish people were willing to do the Will of G-d 
even before understanding the extent of the commitment, which is the 
characteristic of angels. They were able to assume the level of clarity of 
an angel because they had advanced to the ultimate level of their own 
spirituality. 
We say in the Hagadah “If G-d had only brought us to Mt. Sinai and 
had not given us the Torah it would have been sufficient.” If the 
objective of leaving Egypt was for the sake of receiving the Torah at 
Sinai, why would it have been sufficient for them to merely be brought to 
the foot of the Mountain? The ultimate achievement of man is to come to 
the realization that his only purpose and function is spirituality. All that 
exists is only a means to that end. It was only because the Jewish 
people had come to their pinnacle of spirituality at the foot of Mt. Sinai 
that they were able to make the declaration of “Naaseh v’nishmah.” This 
is the meaning of the statement, “it would have been sufficient.” 
7. Appreciating the Declaration of Naaseh V’nishmah 
The Gemara in Tractate Shabbos tells us that a Sadducee (heretic) 
observed Rava engrossed in Torah study to such a degree that he was not 
aware that his hand was wedged under his foot –causing it to bleed. The 
heretic said to Rava, “You impulsive people! Just as in the past your 
mouth spoke before your ears listened, you are behaving in a similar 
impulsive manner – not thinking about the consequences of your 
behavior.” Initially at Sinai when G-d offered the Torah to the Jewish 
people their response was Naaseh V’nishmah (we will do and we will 
listen). They had accepted the Torah unequivocally – regardless of the 
extent of the obligation. The Sadducee had criticized our ancestors at 
Sinai for behaving irresponsibly by accepting something upon themselves 
although they were not aware of the degree of obligation it entailed. Rava 
responded, “The Jewish people accepted G-d’s Torah with a pure and 
trusting heart. One who loves another assumes that the one he loves 
would not burden him with more than he can assume. Therefore, we 
accepted His Torah unequivocally because of our faith and trust in Him.” 
As it is written in Mishlei (Proverbs), “The innocence of the just will 
guide them but the corruption of the faithless will despoil them.” Rava 
was able to immerse himself in his Torah study, to the point that he was 
oblivious to his surroundings, because of his trust in G-d. Rava 
understood that G-d would not allow any harm to come to him when 
he was engaged in Torah study. However, the Sadducee, on the other 
hand, who did not have a trusting heart or faith in G-d, would not merit 
G-d’s protection. 
What causes one to be trusting in G-d? Contrastingly, what causes one to 
be suspicious of Him? Human beings naturally have many needs and 
thus feel insecure because of their concern that they may not be able to 
fulfill them. It is when one focuses on his own needs and insecurities 
that he becomes suspicious. Whereas, one whose heart is filled with love 
for G-d does not focus on himself but rather on G-d. The Jewish people 
at Sinai had an unusual level of love for G-d because of their 
understanding of what they meant to him. Therefore, they had no 
concern that their needs would not be addressed. It is comparable to a 
child who has always been provided for by his father without fail. That 
child will not be concerned that his father will stop providing. When one 
knows that G-d has provided for him – even in the most unusual 
circumstances- that person will not suspect that G-d will offer him 
anything that would be beyond his capacity. 
The Gemara in Tractate Megillah tells us that one merits Torah through 
Divine Assistance. In order to merit Divine Assistance one must have a 
relationship with G-d, which comes about through trust. If one is 
distracted while studying Torah because of his concern for his 
material needs, he is failing in an area, which is fundamental to the 
acquisition of Torah. The Jewish people only merited the Torah because 
of their unswerving faith in G-d. If we are to be the proper receptacle to 
receive the Torah at a special level, we must have that unconditional 
trust and faith in 

G-d. 
Rava’s level of immersion in Torah had a semblance of the Jews at Sinai 
because of his trust in G-d. He was not concerned that his needs would not 
be fulfilled. It is because of that unswerving faith/trust and that Rava 
merited an advanced level of Divine Assistance. Contrary to the 
Sadducee’s claim that the Jewish people impulsively declared their 
acceptance of the Torah with Naaseh V’nishmah, it was their level of 
trust that caused them to accept the Torah unequivocally. 
8. Understanding Choice Within the Context of Torah 
The Gemara in Tractate Shabbos states, “Reb Elazar says, “When the 
Jewish people said Naaseh V’nishma (we will do and we will listen) a 
heavenly voice was heard saying, “Who revealed this secret to my 
children? It is an expression used only by the angels!” As it is alluded to 
in Tehillim (Psalms), “Bless Hashem O His angels; mighty in strength 
who do His bidding to obey the voice of His word.” Meaning, the 
angel first does the Word of G-d and then listens. Similarly, the Jewish 
people expressed themselves as angels because of their advanced level 
of spirituality that they had achieved at Sinai. Thus, we see that the 
Jewish people assumed the posture of malachim (angels) at Sinai through 
their own free will. 
Throughout the Torah when the various levels of obligation are 
delineated, it is stated in the following order: Chukim (Statutes), Mishpatim 
(Commandments), and Mitzvos. Chukim (Statutes) are laws that are not 
able to be understood within a rational context (such as dietary laws, Red 
Heifer (parah dumah), prohibition of wool and linen, etc.). Mishpatim 
are rational laws (such as those pertaining to stealing, murder, charity 
etc.). The Torah introduces different classifications of obligations in this 
specific order to communicate that even when one performs a so-called 
“rational” mitzvah, in essence it is being observed as a Chok. The 
fundamental principle of Torah is Chok. Meaning the Jew accepts the 
Torah only because it is the Will of G-d. In essence this is the 
equivalent of “Naaseh V’nishmah.” The only reason the Jewish people 
merited the Torah and became the nation of G-d was that they had 
accepted it unequivocally without any need to understand its extent or 
rational value. The significance of the Torah to the Jewish people was 
only to do the will of G-d. 
The Jews at Sinai established themselves as angels. Just as an angel’s 
function is only to do the Will of G-d without any other motive or 
personal benefit, identically the Jews at Sinai assumed that level. 
We say in the kiddusha, “We will sanctify Your Name in this world, 
just as they (the malachim) sanctify it in heaven above.” What relevance 
do the Jewish people have to the manner in which the angels sanctify 
the Name of G-d? Since the Jewish people at Sinai accepted the Torah 
with the declaration of Naaseh V’nishmah, they assumed the status of 
malachim. The only people who are qualified to sanctify G-d’s Name as 
it is done in heaven is the Jewish people because they possess the innate 
characteristic of angels. 
Reb Chaim of Volozhin zt’l, in his work Nefesh HaChaim, cites the 
Zohar which says that the angels in heaven cannot say shirah (the 
praises of G-d) until the Jewish people from below have said their 
kiddusha (shirah). The Gemara in Tractate Sanhedrin states, “The 
tzaddik (devoutly righteous person) is greater than the malach.” Although 
the angel has greater understanding of G-d, the tzaddik is greater because 
when he does the Will of G-d it is only through his free choice – which 
is not the case with the angel (who does not have free choice). The 
angel was created to perform only the way G-d willed him to function. 
The Jewish people at Sinai – with the declaration of naaseh v’nishmah 
chose through their own volition to accept G-d’s Torah. Thus, the angels 
in heaven must wait to sing G-d’s shirah until the Jewish people (who 
are angels at a more advanced level) have sung theirs. 
The Gemara in Tractate Shabbos tells us that one of the reasons 
Jerusalem was destroyed was because the Jewish people disgraced the 
“malachei Elokim – the angels of G-d.” The Gemara tells us that the 
malachei Elokim is referring to the Torah sages. Rebbe Yishmael tells us 
that there are 13 methods through which the written law can be 
interpreted. It is only through this methodology that the interpretation 
of Torah is considered accurately the Word of G-d. Any other 
interpretation, which is not limited to these parameters, has no 
relevance to the divine. Despite the breadth and depth of proficiency 
of the Torah sage (and the genius that he may possess), he understands 
that he is bound by a specific structure of interpretation – regardless of his 
own ability to see it differently. Thus, the Torah sage assumes the 
posture of the malach – who is bound by the Word of G-d. 
Acher (Alisha ben Avuya – the rebbe of Reb Meir) was a Torah sage that 
had reached a unique level of Torah knowledge; however, he became a 
heretic. The Gemara explains that the reason for this is that he had “an 
impurity in his heart.” Acher had studied Greek writings, which have a 
sensual appeal and created a conflict that ultimately caused him to 
process information differently. He was a man of unlimited ability who 
wanted to go beyond the parameters that were set by the Torah. He 
rebelled against the concept of limitation – thus giving up his posture 
of malach. A malach functions within the context of what he was created 
to do. Similarly, a Jew, despite his ability to do differently must live 
within the limits that are set by the Torah. The Jew must do the Will of 
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G-d only because it is His Will and not because of his rational 
understanding. 
The Maharal of Prague asks, “If the Jewish people had already accepted 
the Torah at Sinai with the declaration of Naaseh V’nishmah why was it 
necessary for G-d to hold a mountain over their heads to compel them to 
accept the Torah? The Maharal answers that it is true that the Jewish 
people had said Naaseh V’nishmah; however, the mountain over their 
heads was to demonstrate to them that they must accept the Torah 
because it is the Will of G-d regardless of their own preference. 
The world was created only for the sake of the Jewish people who 
are referred to as “Reishis – the first/chosen” –as the Torah is referred to as 
“Reishis.” The setting for the giving of Torah at Sinai was one of 
obligation because G-d was communicating to them that in order to have 
relevance to the Torah, one must assume the posture of an angel. Just as 
the angel functions as he does only because G-d Wills it to be so, 
similarly the Jewish people must accept the Torah because G-d Wills it 
to be so. Therefore, if the Jew is able to perform within a similar context 
in which the Torah was given at Sinai, (that there is no choice but to do 
the Will of G-d), he can achieve a level that is even greater than the 
angel because he has the choice to do otherwise. 
9. The Human Mind Vis-à-vis G-dliness 
The Gemara in Tractate Shabbos tells us that when Moshe ascended to 
heaven (to receive the Torah) the angels said to G-d, “Master of the 
Universe, why is there a mere mortal among us?” G-d responded, “He 
came to receive the Torah.” The angels said to G-d, “This precious 
treasure that has been hidden away for 974 generations before 
creation, are you giving it to a mere mortal? What is the value of this 
undeveloped being that he is even worthy of being remembered? Give 
Your glory to heaven.” G-d spoke to Moshe saying, “Answer them.” 
Moshe then responded and refuted the angels’ claim by saying, “The 
Torah states, “I am the Lord your G-d who has taken you out of Egypt” 
– were you ever in Egypt? The Torah says, “You shall honor you father 
and mother – do you have a father and mother?” Moshe provided the 
angels with many examples, which confirmed the fact that the Torah 
was intended for man and does not have relevance to the heavenly body 
of angels. Thus, Moshe acquired the Torah for the Jewish people. Why 
was it necessary for Moshe to respond to the angels’ claim when the 
question was directed to G-d Himself? G-d could have responded to 
them directly. 
The Gemara in Tractate Bava Metzia tells us that Rebbe Eliezer, the 
Chachamim (rabbis) and Rebbe Yehoshua debated the status of an 
earthenware oven that had become contaminated and subsequently 
severed into parts. The contamination of an earthenware vessel can be 
removed only if that vessel is broken and thus loses its status as a 
vessel. The question was if that vessel that was broken were to be 
reassembled, would it contain the original contamination or would it be 
considered a new vessel, which is uncontaminated. Rebbe Eliezer’s 
position was that the reassembled oven is considered spiritually pure; 
however, the majority of his colleagues disagreed and ruled that it 
was spiritually contaminated. After a lengthy exchange between Rebbe 
Eliezer and the Chachamim, a Bas Kol (Heavenly Voice) declared, “The 
law is according to Rebbe Eliezer.” Rebbe Yehoshua stood up and said, 
“Lo ba shamayim he – Torah is not in heaven!” Meaning, the definitive 
legal rulings of Torah were given to man to decide and not G-d. Thus, 
the declaration of the Bas Kol was irrelevant. It is not that the human 
mind has greater understanding (G-d forbid) than the Divine Mind; but 
rather, when the Torah was given at Sinai it was given to be processed 
and elucidated with the human intellect of the Jew – (within the context 
of the 13 methods of interpretation). 
It was necessary for Moshe to participate in the acquisition of Torah 
through his response to the angels in order to establish the principle of 
“Lo ba shamayim he – Torah is not in heaven!” The way Torah is 
acquired is through human initiative. For example, the Vilna Gaon zt’l 
shared with his closest disciples that although angels were made 
available to him to reveal the hidden secrets of the Torah, he was not 
interested. He rejected the offer from the angels. The Vilna Gaon said that 
if he has the capacity and ability to derive from the Torah the 
information that would be transmitted to him by the angels, he preferred 
to use his own initiative to bring that about. This is based on the principle 
of “Lo ba shamayim he.” Torah was given to the Jewish people to toil 
and understand through their own initiative and intellect. 
The Gemara in Tractate Megillah tells us that if a person toils 
sufficiently in Torah he will come upon its truth. Although the human 
mind processes the Torah with its own intellect; nevertheless, one 
succeeds only through Divine Assistance. 
Chazal tell us that at Sinai, G-d brought down heaven to earth. Why was 
this necessary? He could have remained in heaven and communicated 
the Torah from there. What is the symbolism of bringing heaven to 
earth? Before the sin of Adam, physical existence was meant to 
accommodate G-d’s Presence and the purity of the world was at such a 
level that it was able to contain G-d’s Presence (no less than heaven 
could). However, because of the sin of Adam a level of spiritual 
contamination was introduced into existence that made it unfit for the 
Divine Presence. It was only later when the Jewish people were 

commanded to build the Mishkan that G-d’s Presence was accommodated 
in their midst. The Mishkan was a microcosm that was symbolic of all 
existence. G-d’s entering into that location was a semblance of the 
initial intent of Creation. When the Torah was given at Sinai, the Jewish 
people were reinstated to the state of pre-sin of Adam. Thus, G-d’s 
Presence was able to descend again into this existence. This was the 
symbolism of G-d’s bringing heaven to earth at Sinai. 
Initially, before the sin, the extent of Adam’s grasp was touching upon the 
unlimited. As Chazal tell us before the sin, Adam was able to see from one 
end of world to the other. He had a level of clarity that there was 
nothing occluded from his understanding. Thus, the mind of man initially 
was the mechanism used to process spirituality. The intent of creation 
was that Torah should not be in heaven because of man’s special 
ability. 
The way one acquires Torah is only through toiling and applying oneself 
on a continuous basis. We pray to G-d, “Give us a portion in Your 
Torah.” It is true G-d gives us our portion of Torah however to be worthy 
of that acquisition is only through our own efforts. 
10. The Essence of Shavuos 
There is some degree of symbolism associated with each of the 
Holidays/Festivals. On Rosh Hashanah we blow the Shofar, which 
reminds G-d of the merit of the Akeidah (the binding of Yitzchak) and 
thus silences satan’s prosecution of the Jewish people. On Yom Kippur 
we repent and afflict ourselves by assuming the posture of heavenly 
angels accepting upon ourselves the five areas of deprivation. On Succos 
we commemorate the Clouds of Glory that protected us for forty years 
in the desert, with the Succah. We also take the four species, which 
symbolize the four segments of the Jewish people being united as one. 
On Pesach (Passover), we partake of the Pascal lamb and we eat 
matzah symbolizing the transition from bondage to freedom. However, 
regarding the Festival of Shavuos, “the time of the giving of our Torah” 
there is no symbolism whatsoever associated with this important day. It 
is customary to study Torah the entire night of Shavuos; however, this 
is only a custom and not a law. A Jew is obligated to study Torah 
every available moment throughout the year. 
One is obligated to count the days of the Omer (Sefiras Ha’Omer) 
from Pesach to Shavuos. One counts forty-nine days concluding with the 
fiftieth, which is Shavuos – the day the Torah was given at Sinai. 
Chinuch explains the philosophical aspect and understanding of the 
counting of the Sefira. He writes, “The counting of Sefira is from the 
time of the exodus from Egypt to the receiving of the Torah at Sinai. 
We count in anticipation of that special moment which takes place 50 
days from the time we begin counting. Just as the slave, who works in the 
sun longs and thirsts for the moment that he will have the relief of the 
shade, so too is our counting towards the giving of the Torah at Sinai.” 
Thus, Shavuos cannot be commemorated through a symbol. The essence of 
the Festival is the “feeling” of being privileged to be taken as G-d’s 
people through the receiving of the Torah. This can only be experienced 
by the individual who truly values his Jewishness and his relationship with 
G-d. This is the value and importance of the counting of the Sefira to 
Shavuos. 
We say in our morning prayers, “Fortunate are we because of our good 
portion! How pleasant is our lot and how beautiful is our inheritance!” 
These statements are more than mere words. A Jew should feel 
fortunate and privileged to have been chosen from among all of the 
nations of the world to be G-d’s people – the people who were given 
the Torah. The Mishna in Tractate Shabbos states, “All Jewish people 
are considered princes.” The Torah refers to the Jewish people as “A 
kingly, priestly, and holy people.” This feeling of being privileged 
should be experienced as a reality by every Jew. 
On Succos we dwell in the succah to commemorate the reality of being 
protected by the Clouds of Glory. On Pesach we eat the matzah to 
commemorate the reality of leaving Egypt in haste. The reality of Shavuos 
is the sense and feeling of being privileged. That reality is one that 
exists on an individual basis and cannot be symbolized. Each person will 
experience the anticipation and excitement of receiving the Torah to the 
extent of his own capacity to internalize the reality of being chosen to 
receive G-d’s “most prized possession.” 
The only way a Jew could truly experience his Judaism is through 
the Torah itself. The pride of feeling special as a Jew comes not from 
wearing Jewish symbols or participating in political/humanitarian causes; 
but rather, it is from immersing oneself and actualizing the Torah 
itself. The blessing recited on the Torah states, “Blessed are You, 
Hashem, our G-d, King of the universe, Who selected us from all the 
peoples and gave us His Torah…” Our privileged status from among 
the nations of the world is indicated by the fact that G-d gave us, and no 
other nation, His Torah. Shavuos is a time of experiencing the privileged 
feeling of being taken as G-d’s people through His Torah. 
The festival of Succos is a seven-day holiday. The day that follows the 
seven-day period of Succos is (Shemini) Atzeres. The Gemara tells us that 
although Shemini Atzeres is juxtaposed to the Festival of Succos, 
which seems to indicate that it is an extension of the holiday, it is 
considered an independent festival. On Shemini Atzeres we no longer 
dwell in the succah or take the four species. The Yalkut explains that in 
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fact Shemini Atzeres should have been celebrated fifty days after Succos- 
similar to Shavuos following Pesach. However if that were the case 
Shemini Atzeres would fall out in the middle of winter and cause 
hardship for the Jew to return to Jerusalem in order to visit the Temple. 
G-d had mercy on the Jewish people and allowed us to celebrate 
(Shemini) Atzeres immediately after Succos, since we were already in 
Jerusalem. After sitting in the succah for seven days commemorating 
being protected and surrounded by the Clouds of Glory, we celebrate an 
additional day with G-d – (Shemini Atzeres). Shavuos is also referred to 
by the Torah as “Atzeres” which means to “hold back.” Chazal tell us that 
after seven days of Succos, G-d says to the Jewish people, “Please 
remain with Me an additional day because the parting for Me is 
difficult.” “Atzeres” reflects G-d’s love and desire to have an intimate 
relationship with the Jewish people. 
If G-d wants to keep the Jew close to Him on “Atzeres” – on 
Shavuos should we not all feel privileged? If one is able to internalize 
and experience the privilege of being a Jew and performing mitzvos 
similar to the slave who anticipates the moment that he will be relieved 
by the shade, then one will be able to experience the essence of 
Shavuos. No symbol can encapsulate that feeling. 
 

Rabbi Shlomo Katz 

HaMaayan 
Of Trees, Men, and Receiving the Torah  
5 Sivan 5776 June 11, 2016 Daf Yomi (Bavli): Bava Kamma 11 
Parashat Bamidbar generally is read on the Shabbat immediately preceding 
Shavuot (though that is not the case this year in Eretz Yisrael). The reason 
for this is as follows: 
The Gemara (Megillah 31b) states that Parashat Bechukotai (last week’s 
parashah) should be read before Shavuot because Shavuot is a day of 
judgment: on Shavuot, Hashem determines the success of the year’s fruit 
harvest. Accordingly, we wish to “dispense with the year’s curses as the 
year ends,” a reference to last week’s parashah, which contains curses on 
those who abandon the mitzvot. However, in order not to enter Shavuot 
with the curses on our minds, we distance them by one week by reading 
Bemidbar before the festival. (Tosafot Megillah 31b.) 
Why is Shavuot the day when Hashem determines the fruit harvest? R’ 
Tzaddok Hakohen z”l (1823-1900) explains that before Adam sinned by 
eating from the Tree of Knowledge, he was surrounded by abundant fruit 
trees that had been planted by Hashem’s own “Hands.” After his sin, 
Adam was cursed that he would have to work the earth to make his food. 
However, when Bnei Yisrael received the Torah, they (briefly) returned to 
the spiritual level that Adam had before his sin [see page 3], and thus 
Shavuot is a propitious time to judge the fruit harvest favorably. (Pri 
Tzaddik: Vayikra p.209) 
R’ Avraham of Slonim z”l (late 18th century) offers another explanation: 
“Fruit of the tree” alludes to man’s spiritual produce, for the Torah 
(Devarim 20:19) refers to man as a “tree of the field.” Man is judged 
regarding the fruits of his spiritual labor on Shavuot, because, to the 
degree he accepts the Torah on this holiday, so he will receive Divine 
assistance in serving Hashem in the coming year. (Torat Avot p.98) 
“And with you shall be one ish / man from each tribe . . .” (1:4) 
The word “ish” commonly denotes a person of spiritual stature. Why? R’ 
Chaim Yehuda Meir Hager z”l (the Vishever Rebbe in Tel Aviv; died 
1968) explains: Our Sages teach, “One hour of Torah and good deeds in 
this world is worth more than an entire lifetime of Olam Ha’ba.” What is 
Olam Ha’ba? The Mishnah (end of Masechet Uktzin) teaches, “Hashem is 
destined to reward each tzaddik with 310 worlds.” Note that the gematria 
of ish, referring to the person who engages in Torah and good deed, equals 
311, one more than the number of worlds in the tzaddik’s Olam Ha’ba, 
thus alluding to their relative importance. (Zecher Chaim) 
“From twenty years of age and up–everyone who goes out to the legion 
among Yisrael–you shall count them according to their legions.” (1:3) 
Many have wondered at the incredible fact that every single tribe had a 
population that was divisible by ten. R’ Meir Simcha Hakohen of Dvinsk 
z”l (died 1926) suggests the following explanation for this phenomenon: 
As our verse indicates, the purpose of counting the Jewish People was to 
organize them for war. We learn from several verses in Tanach and from 
the Talmud Yerushalmi that each brigade in the army of Yisrael had either 
one hundred men or ten men. Thus, if any tribe had a number of soldiers 
that was not a multiple of ten, the remaining were not counted because 
there was no place for them in the army. (Meshech Chochmah) 
“And it happened in the days when the Judges judged, that there was a 
famine in the Land, and a man went from Bet Lechem in Yehuda to 
sojourn in the fields of Moav, he, his wife, and his two sons. The man’s 
name was Elimelech . . .” (Ruth 1:1-2) 
R’ Moshe Sofer z”l (1762–1839; rabbi and rosh yeshiva in Pressburg, 
Hungary) writes: The verse says, “There was a famine in the Land,” i.e., 
there was a hunger for earthly things. There was not, however, a hunger 
for spirituality, as that generation lacked interest in such things. This, he 

writes, is why Elimelech abandoned Eretz Yisrael: he did not want to give 
charity to his starving brethren, because he held that “amei ha’aretz” / 
people with no connection to Torah do not deserve to be supported. 
Elimelech’s view was shared (1,000 years later) by the very wealthy sage 
who compiled the Mishnah, Rabbi Yehuda Ha’nassi, known simply as 
“Rebbe.” The Gemara (Bava Batra 8a) relates: Rebbe opened up his 
storehouses in years of famine. He said, “Let those who know Tanach or 
Mishnah or Gemara or Halachah or Aggadah enter. However, amei 
ha’aretz shall not enter.” Rabbi Yonatan ben Amram pushed his way in 
and said, “Rebbe, sustain me!” Rebbe asked him, “Have you studied 
scripture?” “No,” he replied. “Mishnah?” “No,” he replied. “Then how 
shall I sustain you?” asked Rebbe. R’ Yonatan ben Amram replied, 
“Sustain me as G-d sustains dogs and crows.” [Until here from the 
Gemara; see Rashi z”l for sources regarding G-d’s compassion for dogs 
and crows.] 
In contrast, writes R’ Sofer, Boaz did not leave Eretz Yisrael. He shared 
the view of Rabbi Yonatan ben Amram that every Jew has some 
connection to Torah. This, writes R’ Sofer, is the halachah. 
R’ Sofer adds: This is why there is a custom to place non-fruit-bearing 
plants in the shul on Shavuot, to emphasize that even such a “tree” [see 
front page] has a connection to Torah. Also, R’ Sofer writes, the reason we 
read Megillat Ruth on the holiday of the giving of the Torah is to declare 
that the halachah follows the view of Boaz and Rabbi Yonatan ben 
Amram. (Derashot Chatam Sofer) 
Shavuot 
Our Sages say that when our ancestors stood at Har Sinai and declared, 
“Na’aseh v’nishmah” / “We will do and we will hear,” the zohamah 
(literally, poison) of the sin of Adam Ha’rishon left them. How did their 
declaration repair the damage done by Adam’s sin? 
R’ Yosef Yoizel Horowitz z”l (1847-1919; the Alter of Novardok) 
explains: Commentaries write that, before Adam sinned, he had no yetzer 
ha’ra / inclination to sin. But, if that was the case, how did he sin? The 
answer is that, before Adam sinned, he knew right from wrong objectively. 
Adam still had free choice to sin–the same way we today have free choice 
about whether to place our hands in a burning furnace. We have that 
choice, but we know objectively that it is a bad idea. 
The nachash / serpent persuaded Chava, who then persuaded Adam, that 
they could serve Hashem better if they not only had the theoretical ability 
to sin but also had a temptation to sin, and then overcame that temptation. 
Somehow, eating from the Tree of Knowledge would implant that 
temptation within them, and that is why they agreed to eat from it. 
In essence, writes R’ Horowitz, Adam’s sin was choosing to serve Hashem 
the way that felt right to Adam, rather than the way that Hashem wanted to 
be served. “Na’aseh v’nishmah” / “We will do and we will hear” was a 
declaration that Bnei Yisrael were prepared to serve Hashem (“to do”) 
without question and before getting any explanations (“to hear”), a 
declaration of their willingness to follow the Torah’s dictates blindly 
without compromise, asking only how to do what needs to be done. 
The Gemara (Shabbat 88a) teaches: “When Bnei Yisrael declared, 
‘Na’aseh v’nishmah,’ Hashem asked, ‘Who revealed this secret to My 
children?’” What is the “secret”? R’ Horowitz explains that the secret, 
which most people don’t know, is that the greatest obstacle to serving 
Hashem properly is man’s innate desire to question and understand before 
submitting to authority. (Madregat Ha’adam) 
Letters from Our Sages 
R’ Naftali Zvi Yehuda Berlin z”l (the “Netziv”; 1816-1893) was rabbi of 
Volozhin, Russia and rosh yeshiva of the yeshiva there, as well as the 
author of many Torah works. In this letter, published in Igrot Ha’Netziv 
Mi’Volozhin p.42, he responds to someone who had critiqued one of his 
works. 
Regarding your apology, stating that you do not mean your critique to hurt 
my feelings, G-d forbid that I would think such a thought about your 
honor. To the contrary, I derive satisfaction from anyone who clarifies and 
corrects my mistakes–mistakes being something that even those greater 
than I make. 
Regarding this, I suggest the following interpretation of the verse (Kohelet 
10:1), “Dead flies putrefy, yabia the perfumer’s oil; a little folly outweighs 
wisdom and honor.” The word “yabia” is obscure. Also, according to the 
pshat / plain meaning, it is difficult to connect the parts of this verse. I 
suggest that, in this context, “yabia” means “to publicize.” The verse is 
teaching that, while flies do spoil the perfume in which they land, they 
also perform a kindness by publicizing the perfume’s attractiveness. 
Likewise, while a little ignorance, i.e., a mistake, does sully a Torah work, 
the fact that people draw attention to that mistake and critique it makes it a 
better work. 
It is well known how happy a person feels when he knows that great 
people read his words. Our Sages [Yevamot 97a] teach that even those 
who are deceased derive pleasure from their words of Torah being quoted. 
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If those who know no physical pleasure or honor feel such, how much 
more so, then, does a living person enjoy this! 
Therefore, I owe a debt of gratitude to your honor, and to anyone who 
looks at my works Emek She’eilah and Ha’amek Davar. In this merit, may 
Hashem come to their aid and may their words enlighten their generation. 
[I give you] the blessing of your friend who is weighed down with avodah. 
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Rabbi Eliakim Koenigsberg 

TorahWeb 
The Individual and the Community 
In Parshas Bamidbar the Jewish people are counted by toldosam, 
l'mishpechosam, l'veis avosam, b'mispar sheimos - each shevet, each 
family, each individual. After the Torah enumerates each of the shevatim, 
it then gives the sum total of all of them. Why does the Torah have to be 
so lengthy, to repeat the same formula for each shevet over and over 
again? And why does it have to give the sum total at the end? 
Rashi writes at the beginning of Parshas Shemos that Klal Yisrael is 
compared to the stars, about which the possuk says, "Hamotzi b'mispar 
tze'va'am, l'chulam b'shem yikra - He brings forth their hosts by number; 
He calls each of them by name" (Yeshaya 40, 25.) There are billions of 
stars in the universe, but Hashem calls each one by its own name because 
each one has a specific purpose. The same is true with Klal Yisrael. While 
Hashem counts the entire Jewish people as one large group, He also counts 
each individual because He cares about each and every Jew. He values 
each one; He cherishes each one. No one is just a number. Every Jew has a 
special name because each one has a unique role to play in this world. 
"Do not belittle any person...because there is no one who does not have his 
time" (Avos 4:3.) The mishna teaches that we should treat every person 
with respect because everyone has something to contribute to the world; 
every person has his moment to shine (Tiferes Yisrael). But at the same 
time, it is important for each individual to realize that standing alone 
diminishes one's effectiveness to accomplish. This could be what Hillel 
meant when he said, "If I will not care for myself, then who will care for 
me; but by myself, what am I worth?" (Avos 1:14.) While every individual 
certainly has value, when he is part of a tzibbur his value increases 
exponentially because together with others, he can achieve so much more. 
In Parshas Bamidbar the Torah counts the Jewish people b'mispar sheimos. 
It counts each shevet one by one to show how much Hashem cares about 
the sheim - the special name - of each and every individual. But then it 
gives the sum total, the mispar, of all the Bnei Yisrael, to demonstrate that 
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts because when all the 
individuals of Klal Yisrael join together, they can accomplish so much 
more as a community. 
This perhaps is one reason why Parshas Bamidbar is always read before 
Shavuos, to highlight the idea that talmud Torah is for every individual, 
not just for a select few. But in order for each individual to accomplish the 
most in his Torah learning, he should not study alone. Rather, he should 
learn together with others (Berachos 63b). 
We say at the end of the shemoneh esrei, "V'sein chelkainu b'sorasecha." 
We ask that we be given our own special portion in Torah. But only by 
learning together with others will we maximize our accomplishments in 
Torah and achieve our full potential.  
Copyright © 2016 by TorahWeb.org. All rights reserved. 
 

Rabbi Dov Kramer 

Taking A Closer Look 
“One male goat, to atone for you” (Bamidbar 28:30). Whereas the male 
goat brought for atonement on the other holidays is referred to as a “sin 
offering” (28:15, 28:22, 29:5, 29:11, 29:16, 29:19, 29:22, 29:25, 29:28, 
29:31, 29:34 and 29:38), the one brought on Shavuos is not. The 
Y’rushalmi (Rosh HaShana 4:8) explains why: “G-d said to Israel, ‘since 
you accepted upon yourselves the yoke of the Torah, I will consider it as if 
you never sinned in all your days.” In other words, the Torah doesn’t call 
this offering a sin offering because it is brought on the day we renew our 
commitment to keep the Torah (the very act of celebrating getting the 
Torah confirms our willingness to maintain this commitment), and because 
of our renewed commitment, G-d forgives/overlooks our sins, thereby 
negating the need for a sin offering. 
There are several questions that can be asked on this idea. First of all, if we 
don’t need forgiveness, why are we told that the offering is brought “to 
atone for you”? Granted, the word “for a sin offering” is conspicuously 
missing, but if the reason it was omitted is because we have no sins, why 
do we need atonement? Secondly (and this question is discussed by several 
commentators), even though this offering is not described as a “sin 
offering” in Bamidbar, it is referred to as a “sin offering” in Vayikra 

(23:19). How could it be referred to as a “sin offering” anywhere if we 
have no sins? 
As far as the first issue is concerned, it can easily be suggested that 
needing atonement to erase the stain left from sin is separate from being 
held accountable for the sin. This is especially true when it comes to the 
sin offering brought on Yomim Tovim (holidays), since they atone for 
unknown ritual impurity in the Temple and its offerings (see Sh’vuos 1:4-
5); the offering serves to cleanse the ritual impurity, something that is 
needed even if the inappropriate actions that led to such ritual impurity are 
erased/overlooked because of our acceptance of the yoke of the Torah. 
[Pa'anayach Raza, one of the later Tosafists, says that the words “to atone 
for you” actually refer to the “atonement” obtained by accepting the 
Torah. The verse would then read, “one male goat, but not as a sin 
offering, since you have already been forgiven.”] I will therefore focus on 
the second issue, why it is called a “sin offering” in Vayikra if it is as if we 
have not sinned. 
It should be noted that the sin offering mentioned in Vayikra is not 
necessarily the same one as in Bamidbar (see M’nachos 45b). Although 
according to Rabbi Tarfon they are one and the same, according to Rabbi 
Akiva they refer to two separate offerings, and Rambam (Hilchos T‘midim 
u‘Musafim 8:1) follows Rabbi Akiva’s opinion. Which means that one of 
the two is referred to a “sin offering” while the other is not. Nevertheless, 
since both are brought on Shavuos, if we had no sins when one was 
brought, the same should be true for the other. 
Tal Torah (quoted in the back of some editions of the Y’rushalmi) strings 
together a few possibilities to create a difference between these two 
offerings. First, he references the Talmud (Z’vachim 6b) which says two 
offerings that atone for the same thing are still brought on the same day in 
order to atone for any ritual impurity that occurred between the time the 
first was brought and when the second was brought. He then asks how this 
works if the moment of “cleansing” occurs when the animals are set aside 
before Yom Tov started, explaining that one of the animals was aside 
conditionally, so that it will not accomplish its cleansing until shortly 
before it is offered. He then suggests that G-d overlooks our sins when 
Yom Tov starts (which is when we start celebrating getting the Torah, and 
thereby recommitting to it). He frames it as our being considered 
“converts,” whose sins done prior to the conversion are forgiven, but not 
the sins done after the conversion has occurred. Therefore, any sin 
committed after Yom Tov starts needs atonement. The last piece of the 
puzzle is which of these two offerings was brought first. If the one 
mentioned in Bamidbar was brought first, and is therefore meant to atone 
for the ritually impurity that occurred before Shavuos, it would not 
referred to as a “sin offering” because our sins had been wiped clean. The 
one mentioned in Vayikra, on the other hand, if brought afterwards, atones 
for any ritual impurity that occurred after Shavuos had started, and is 
therefore referred to as a “sin offering.” 
Four answers are suggested in “M’rafsin Igri” (on the Moadim), with the 
first being the exact opposite of Tal Torah’s. Instead of the sins committed 
before Yom Tov being wiped clean, HaRav Avraham Landau suggests that 
any ritual impurity that occurs on Shavuos itself, after we have 
recommitted to the Torah, is overlooked, while any ritual impurity that 
occurred before the commitment was made needs atonement, and is 
therefore referred to as a “sin offering.” Personally, I am uncomfortable 
with both approaches. Besides having to string together a series of “ifs” 
(such as which offering is brought first), since we are celebrating getting 
the Torah the entire Yom Tov, if G-d is going to overlook our misdeeds 
based on our recommitment to the Torah, it should apply not only to 
anything we did before Yom Tov, but to anything done on Yom Tov as 
well. (Additionally, neither explains things according to Rabbi Tarfon, 
since according to him there is only one he-goat offered on Shavuos.) 
The third answer quoted, based on the Meshech Chuchmuh (on 28:15), has 
the sin offering mentioned in Vaykira atoning for G-d, not us, as an 
extension of the “sin offering for G-d” brought on Rosh Chodesh to atone 
for His having made the moon smaller (see Rashi). This created a need for 
“atonement” because had the moon been left as large as the sun (and given 
off as much light), the sun wouldn’t have seemed so special, and people 
wouldn’t have worshipped it, making G-d’s diminishing of the moon a 
causal factor in the sun being worshipped. Since the he-goat in Vayikra is 
the one brought with the offering of two loaves, which is connected to 
having a bountiful fruit harvest (see Rosh HaShana 16a), which, from a 
natural perspective, relies heavily on sunshine, G-d needs (as it were) 
additional atonement for leading people to rely on the sun. Once the 
atonement is for G-d, not us, being called a “sin offering” does not 
contradict our sins having been overlooked. However, it is clear from the 
Talmud that this offering is meant to atone for ritual impurity, and 
therefore reflects our need for atonement rather than G-d’s. 
The fourth answer (suggested by HaRav Shimon Nemet) is that the he-
goat mentioned in Bamidbar is more closely connected with the Yom Tov 
itself, and therefore with our accepting the Torah, whereas the one in 
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Vayikra is connected to the offering of the two loaves, and by extension to 
a successful fruit harvest. Even though this works better if the one in 
Vayikra is brought first, with the nation’s recommitment to the Torah first 
occurring when the one in Bamidbar is brought, so our sins were not yet 
overlooked when the first was brought, he adds that it works even if the 
order is reversed, since the one in Bamidbar is the one that represents our 
accepting the Torah. [This fits well with Pa'anayach Raza’s explanation of 
“to atone for you,“ as the acceptance of the Torah is associated specifically 
with this offering.] However, since our sins being considered as if they 
didn’t exist is based on our accepting the Torah (not a ritual symbolic of 
that acceptance), it wouldn’t seem to be connected to when a particular 
offering was brought. (If it were, after the Temple was destroyed and 
offerings were no longer brought, our sins would no longer be erased 
every Shavuos.) 
Rabbeinu Chaim Paltiel (another of the later Tosafists) simply states that 
calling it a “sin offering” in Vayikra isn’t problematic since the words “to 
atone for you” aren't included. However, by that logic, mentioning “to 
atone for you” in Bamidbar would undermine not calling it a “sin offering” 
there. Unless he means something similar to the second answer quoted in 
M’rafsin Igri (suggested by HaRav Moshe Eichenstein), which is the one 
that resonates most with me. 
The term “sin offering” has two connotations, one referring to why the 
offering is brought (to atone for sin), and one that is “borrowed” from the 
first, describing the type of offering it is and the process through which it 
is brought (based on how “sin offerings” that do atone for sin are brought). 
Each type of offering (e.g. burnt offerings peace offering, sin offering) has 
specific details attached to it; a burnt offering is completely burned on the 
altar, a peace offering has some parts put on the altar to burn, some parts 
eaten by Kohanim, and some parts eaten by non-Kohanim too, and a sin 
offering has some parts put on the altar and some parts eaten by Kohanim. 
[Other details are unique to each type as well, such as where in the Temple 
it is slaughtered.] In Bamidbar, it is obvious from the context (between the 
term “sin offering” being used in otherwise parallel verses and the 
expression “to atone for you”) that the procedure to be followed is the 
same as for a sin offering, allowing the term to be omitted in order to teach 
us that G-d considers it as if we have no sins. In Vayikra, though, where 
other types of offerings are mentioned in the same set of verses, if this 
offering wasn’t called a “sin offering,” meaning that it is offered in the 
same way a sin offering, we wouldn’t know what kind of offering to treat 
it as. 
Even though the expression “to atone for you” in Bamidbar doesn’t negate 
the idea that G-d overlooks our sins on Shavuos (since it does remove the 
stain left by ritual impurity, and/or could refer to this very “atonement”), 
because this expression is not included in Vayikra, the term “sin offering” 
there can refer to the type of offering it is, and how to bring it, rather than 
implying that there are still sins we need to atone for. 
 

Rabbi Moshe Krieger 

Bircas HaTorah Parsha Sheet 
Torah’s Prerequisite 
In Parshas Bamidbar, Hashem commands Moshe to conduct a census of 
the entire tribe of Levi, from the age of one month and onward. 
Moshe asked: How can I go into people’s tents to count their infant 
children? This is immodest, and isn’t it a violation of their privacy? 
“You do your part and I will do mine,” Hashem replied. As Moshe stood 
outside each tent, a bas kol (heavenly voice) announced how many people 
were inside (Rashi 3:16). 
Only, how could Moshe have asked such a question? If Hashem 
commanded him to count infant babies, didn’t this mean that it was 
permissible for him to enter people’s dwellings to do so? How could 
Moshe have challenged Hashem’s command, daring to ask that it was 
inappropriate? 
Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz answers that Moshe of course was willing to do 
whatever Hashem commanded. However, Moshe also knew that Hashem’s 
will is that people behave with derech eretz (proper conduct and respect). 
Chazal say that “derech eretz preceded the Torah” (Vayikra Rabba 9:3). 
This means that derech eretz is the basis upon which Torah can be given to 
Klal Yisrael. A person who lacks derech eretz cannot connect to the Torah 
(Rabbeinu Yona on Pirkei Avos 3:17). 
Moshe was therefore asking: Hashem, please teach me what Your will is 
concerning how to conduct such a census. On the one hand, You are 
commanding me to count even infants, which requires entering people’s 
dwellings. On the other hand, you command all Jews to act with derech 
eretz. What is Your will in this case? 
Hashem confirmed Moshe’s concern, explaining that from the outset, the 
command was only that Moshe approach people’s tents. Entering would 
not be necessary, as a bas kol would then provide the information. 
The same question can be asked about Hashem’s initial command that 
Moshe return to Egypt to redeem the Jewish Nation. Moshe replied: “Send 

the one you always send,” (Shmos 4). Meaning, since Aharon was then 
leading the Jews in Egypt, it would be improper for Moshe, Aharon’s 
younger brother, to assume the role of leader from him. Maybe Aharon 
would be hurt by this (ibid., verse 14, Rashi). 
Did Moshe think Hashem did not know about his older brother, Aharon? 
How could Moshe have challenged Hashem’s command? Whatever He 
says to do, do it! 
Harav Chaim Friedlander answers similarly: Of course, Moshe was ready 
to obey, but he also knew that Hashem places exceptional emphasis on 
derech eretz. This led him to think that perhaps this was a test of his 
derech eretz, to see if he would first consider his older brother’s feelings 
before taking the mantle of leadership from him. 
Chazal state (Avos 3): “If there is no Torah, there is no derech eretz.” This 
shows that Torah is needed in order to achieve derech eretz. Even though 
Chazal say that “derech eretz preceded the Torah,” the Meiri explains that 
this applied to the Avos and others who were capable of reaching such a 
level of derech eretz alone. For us, however, the only way to achieve 
complete derech eretz is through Torah. 
Torah study provides concrete steps for how one can live a life of derech 
eretz. Torah study itself refines a person, and the study of mussar in 
particular shows even the most refined people ways in which they should 
improve their behavior. In addition, derech eretz as defined by the Torah 
brings one to a higher level of conduct than even the most well-mannered 
person could understand on his own. 
For example, Torah teaches that we must honor all people. The sages 
(Bava Metzia 83a) record a Tanna telling his son that even if he prepared 
his guest a lavish feast like that of Shlomo Hamelech, he still has not 
properly honored his guest, because a Jew is the son of Avraham, Yitzchak 
and Yaakov! Even if he is the most unlearned Jew, the honor he deserves 
is endless. Avraham Avinu went out of his way to help wayfarers, even if 
they appeared to him as uncivilized nomads. Rabban Yochanan ben Zakai, 
one of the gedolim of his generation, was always the first person to give 
shalom to his fellowman, even if it was a non-Jew (Brachos 17a). 
My father frequently wrote notes reminding himself to be diligent in 
honoring his fellow Jews, no matter how lax they were in Torah and 
mitzvos. 
To help motivate people to honor their fellow Jews, Rav Avraham Pam 
would advise that one look for his fellow man’s positive attributes. If you 
look hard enough, he would say, you will find something so great in them 
that in this attribute they are among the greatest individuals of the 
generation. 
To illustrate this, Rav Pam would tell of the maid in his parent’s home. 
She was an unlearned woman with a grouchy personality, always 
bemoaning her bitter lot in life. 
Once, an elderly widow asked this maid for help. She cried that she was all 
alone and required costly medical treatment that she could not afford. The 
maid gave this woman a substantial part of her life savings, and then 
collected the large sum this woman still needed. 
“It’s a loan,” said the maid. “You can pay me back whenever you have the 
money. The main thing is you should get well.” 
The widow began treatment but passed away a short time afterwards. 
Mrs. Pam recalled going with the maid to this elderly woman’s funeral and 
overhearing her saying to herself: “Don’t worry about the loan! I forgive 
it! I never really expected to get it back. It mustn’t bother your neshama in 
next world. Go straight ahead to Gan Eden!” 
“Look at the awesome greatness that resides within every Jew!” Rav Pam 
would conclude. 
May we be zoche to grow in derech eretz! 
Exciting news! Rabbi Krieger will soon be publishing a sefer featuring the “best” of the weekly 
Parsha sheet. If you would like to share in this celebration, please go to www.bircas.org for 
further details. 
 

Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Shavuot: Matan Torah and Shabbat 
The Torah tells (Shemot 19:10) that when G-d first summoned Moshe to 
the top of Mount Sinai, He instructed Moshe to have Beneh Yisrael 
prepare themselves “today and tomorrow” for Matan Torah, which would 
occur on the third day. G-d gave this instruction on Wednesday, and so the 
plan was for the nation to prepare on Wednesday and Thursday, and for 
the Torah to be given on Friday. Remarkably, however, the Gemara 
teaches that Moshe added an extra day of preparation. He decided that the 
people should prepare for a third day, and the Torah should be given on 
Shabbat. G-d consented, and the Divine Presence did not descend upon 
Mount Sinai until Shabbat morning. 
Why was it so important for the Torah to be given on Shabbat? 
Rav Shemuel Kaidanover (1614-1676), in his Birkat Shemuel, explains 
that there is a Torah in the heavens which differs from the Torah we have 
down here on Earth. The heavenly Torah is associated with “Din” – strict 
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judgment, whereas the Torah here on Earth is associated with “Rahamim” 
– compassion and kindness. We are unable to observe the heavenly Torah, 
because we humans, unlike angels, are inherently flawed and limited. 
Therefore, when the Torah was given to us from the heavens, it needed to 
undergo the modification necessary for it to become the Torah of kindness 
which is suitable for our worldly existence. As imperfect human beings, 
we need the Torah of compassion and kindness, and cannot live by the 
Torah of the heavens, which is characterized by strict and harsh judgment. 
For this reason, it was so vitally important for Matan Torah to take place 
on Shabbat. The Zohar writes that the six days of the workweek are 
characterized by the governance of “Din,” the divine attribute of justice. 
This is why on workdays we are forced to work hard and endure the stress 
and pressure of trying to earn a living. Shabbat, however, is the day of 
“Rahamim,” when we enjoy the bounty of G-d’s blessings without having 
to invest hard work and exertion. This quality of Shabbat is alluded to in 
the verse in Parashat Bereshit (2:2), “Va’yechal Elokim Ba’yom 
Ha’shebi’i” (literally, “G-d completed on the seventh day”). This phrase 
may be read to mean that “Elokim” – the divine attribute of justice – is 
eliminated on the seventh day. This is a day marked by kindness and 
compassion, when harsh judgments are suspended. Therefore, Moshe 
ensured that Matan Torah would occur on Shabbat. The process of 
bringing the heavenly Torah down to our world necessitated the special 
quality of Shabbat, the attribute of kindness which is in force on this day. 
The story is told of a man who came before the Hafetz Haim (Rav Yisrael 
Meir Kagan of Radin, 1839-1933) asking for the great Sage’s blessing. 
The Hafetz Haim asked the man if he observed Shabbat, and the man 
answered in the negative. 
“Then I cannot give you a blessing,” the Rabbi said. “Shabbat is called 
‘Mekor Ha’beracha’ – the source of all blessing. If you do not observe 
Shabbat, then you do not have access to the source of blessing. My 
blessing, then, would be useless.” 
In light of what we have seen, we can understand this story more clearly. It 
is only because of Shabbat that the Torah is a Torah of kindness and 
compassion. Without Shabbat, the Torah would be characterized by harsh 
judgment, and according to those standards, none of us are worthy of G-
d’s blessings. We can earn G-d’s blessings only through the divine 
attribute of kindness, which is applied to the Torah only because of 
Shabbat. 
The great blessings of Torah are thus dependent on Shabbat. By ensuring 
to obey the laws of Shabbat and spending it immersed in Torah and prayer 
as we should, we gain access to the wellsprings of G-d’s kindness and 
compassion, and we thereby become worthy of His blessings. 
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Dedicating Ourselves 
Rabbi Mendel Kaufman 

Mara D'atra,Young Israel of Briarwood, NY 
In this week’s sedrah, the Torah describes how the camp of Bnei Yisrael 
was organized according to the various tribes. Ish al diglo [2:2]: “each 
person beside his flag ... shall the Bnei Yisrael camp.” Rashi explains that 
the flags of each tribe were identified by different colors so the member of 
the tribe could set up his tent beside his tribe’s flag. The usual meaning of 
the word al means on but since it would be impossible for anyone to camp 
on his flag, the word al is translated here as beside. 
We find similar use of the word al in relation to Moshe in Shemot [2:15]. 
The Torah describes how Moshe fled from Pharaoh and came to Midian: 
“Vayeshev al ha’beer (he settled beside the well).” The word al is used, 
but it is obvious that he would not have settled on the well. So we assume 
that al in this context means beside, or “by the well.” Thus, we can 
translate al by the flag to also mean beside, seeing that it would be by the 
well. Even, in conjunction with the well, if we translate al as beside and 
not on, the word al would still be appropriate because, even though you are 
standing beside the well, you are still higher than the well. But if you are 
standing beside a flag, which presumably is on a flagpole, the flag is still 
higher than you are. How then is the word al appropriate to signify beside 
the flag? When using the word for on, it would seem that the Torah wants 
to teach us a deeper lesson beyond the simple message as to where each 
tribe stood. 
The lesson can be gleaned from what Rashi [in Bamidbar] tells us about 
the color of the flags. Each tribe’s color was the same as the color of the 
diamond that represented that tribe in the Choshen ─ the breastplate worn 
by the Kohein Gadol while performing the service in the sanctuary. Rashi 
says the flag for each tribe was more than just a rallying point for each 

person to know where he belonged; it was a symbol of the service the tribe 
rendered when serving G-d. This is where the Torah uses the word al to 
signify on. 
Each of us has an obligation to be “on” [to add to] the symbol of what our 
forefathers were able 
to accomplish in the service of G-d ─ not to be complacent and simply go 
through the motions of what we accomplish, but to dedicate ourselves in 
new ways and commitment to greater accomplishments in Torah, Mitzvot, 
and Tzedaka. 
There is one area in which our Sages tell us we can realize something that 
was not attained by previous generations; and that is Geulah (redemption). 
Our usual attitude in this matter is to see Geulah as something vague and 
in the distant future. 
Many years ago, around the time Israel was founded, I remember hearing a 
joke that exemplifies this attitude. In the late 1940s, a young man came to 
Israel from the Displaced Persons (DP) camps. Searching employment, he 
went to an uncle who had connections in the Histadrut to see if he could 
get him a job. The uncle said he would see what he could do, and told him 
to come back in a few days. When the young man returned, the uncle 
asked: “Can you blow shofar? Great; I have a job for you.” The uncle 
instructed him that (for the job) he’d have to bring a shofar and go up to 
the top of Mt. Carmel and watch out for Eliyahu Hanavi, and if he sees 
him coming, he should blow the shofar. The young man replied, “I can do 
that. How much does the job pay?” The uncle said, “Three pounds a 
week.” To which the young man exclaimed, “Three pounds! That’s not too 
much money.” And the uncle replied: “What do you expect; it’s a lifetime 
job.” 
The Talmud Yerushalmi [Yoma 1:1] takes a completely different 
approach. In fact, I would say this Talmud is throwing down a challenge to 
us; and if the Gemarah didn’t say it, we would not dare say it ourselves. 
The Gemarah says: “kol dor sheeino nivna beyamov, maalin alov k’eilu 
hecharvo” — with any generation in which the Beit Hamikdash was not 
built in its days, it is as if it has destroyed it. Here we are, a generation that 
has come after centuries and millennia of the greatest of the greats: the 
taanaim, amoraim, rishonim (early sages), and achronim (later sages) and 
they have not brought the Geulah. Yet, the Talmud Yerushalmi says we 
still have the potential to bring Geulah, and if we do not, there is 
something lacking in us and it is as though we have destroyed it anew. 
On Shavuot we prepare to re-enact Kabalot HaTorah, the receiving of the 
Torah — a rededication to everything for which we have stood over many 
millennia. 
So it is our vision and commitment to Geulah that must be renewed. We 
must look deeply into our souls to find sincerity when saying the words in 
the Shemoneh Esrei that deal with the return to Zion; it should not be 
merely lip service or habit, but should be “on” the flag, to accomplish what 
those who came before could not, but of which we would be worthy. 
Amen. 
Shabbat Shalom − Chag Samayach. 
The Weekly Sidra-The Quintessence Of Humility 

By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 

The subject of modesty and humility in all things has come up in these 
mailings time and time again. And, rightly so. For without modesty, 
literally nothing has any true significance. It is as the Navi (prophet) 
states: 
“He has told you, ‘Oh man, what is good; and what does HaShem require 
of you? But to do justice, and to love loving mercy, and to walk humbly 
with your G-d.’” (Micha 6:8) 
When looking at several other faiths we cannot remain unaware of the 
abundance of aesthetic artistic opulence in the forms of paintings, 
sculpture, architecture, attire, the use of precious metals, and a host of 
other sumptuousness. The religions of the other nations seem to crave the 
enhancement of physical beauty along with their more spiritual 
aspirations. Yet, as we shall soon see, the Torah HaK’dosha rests on a 
much higher plain than simple ostentatious opulence. This week’s Sidra 
begins as follows: 
“And HaShem spoke to Moshe in the wilderness of Sinai, in the Tent of 
Meeting, on the first day of the second month, in the second year after they 
came out from the land of Egypt, saying.” (Bamidbar 1:1) 
At first glance, this Passuk (verse) seems to be filled with an over 
superfluous amount of detail and specification. Nonetheless, from the text 
Luach Erez (Rav Chayim Palagi 1788– 1869 of blessed memory) we are 
told that this surfeit of language instructs us about several very essential 
aspects. 
First, the Torah was given in a wilderness, a desolate and very 
unwelcoming area, to instruct us that our reception of it was not due to any 
elaborate show of ostentatious aesthetics, but rather through the power of 
Divine Will that entered into the hearts of those listening. 
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And, continues the Luach Erez, due to this more Spartan and self-denying 
attitude of the Torah, Moshe Rabbeinu, who was ‘hard of speech’ 
(Sh’mos) 4:10), was chosen to be the leader of the B’nai Yisroel, to 
instruct that it was not through elaborate oratorical skills that Moshe made 
the Pharaoh release the B’nai Yisroel, but rather, this was brought about 
through the Divine power of HaKadosh Baruch Hu. 
Nonetheless, poses the Luach Erez, if ostentatious opulence of possession 
and manner are not the ways of Torah, why then, did HaKadosh Baruch 
Hu command the B’nai Yisroel to construct a Mishkan (Tabernacle), a 
structure of extreme physical beauty and exquisiteness? Does HaKadosh 
Baruch Hu G-d forbid, require an outward manifestation of artistic 
magnificence? Does this not appear to be a contradiction? The Luach Erez 
answers in the following way.  
Note that in the above Passuk, the command to construct the Mishkan took 
place ‘in the second year after they came out from the land of Egypt.’ That 
is, for two hundred and ten years the B’nai Yisroel resided in Egyptian 
society, a culture in an archeological sense that was heavily steeped in 
artistic grandeur and opulence. Within the span of those two centuries, the 
B’nai Yisroel became too accustomed to physical artistic magnificence, 
and could not so easily be psychologically weaned off these trappings. 
In essence then, since only two years had elapsed from the Exodus from a 
country imbued with magnificent physical grandeur, the B’nai Yisroel 
were given the Mitzvah of constructing the Mishkan, an edifice of 
beautiful stateliness. It is very much the same with small children who are 
given the cheapest of gifts in order to entice them to come to school. 
And this concludes the Luach Erez, is the reason for the surfeit of detail in 
our above Passuk: 
“And HaShem spoke to Moshe” who was ‘hard of speech.’ 
“In the wilderness of Sinai” which was a most desolate place where 
opulent ornaments were not found. 
“In the Tent of Meeting” which was a most opulent structure, and appears 
as a contradiction. 
“On the first day of the second month, in the second year after they came 
out from the land of Egypt” to entice the B’nai Yisroel who were still 
accustomed to outward manifestations of splendor, which resolves the 
contradiction. 
The K’Sav Sofer (Rav Avraham Shmuel Binyamin Schreiber 1815- 1871) 
of blessed memory, cites the Midrash Tanchumah (Warsaw) Bamidbar #6, 
which states as follows: 
“….. From here our Rabbanim have learned that the Torah was given with 
three things: with fire, and with water, and with a wilderness. With fire as 
it states, ‘And Mount Sinai was altogether in smoke, because HaShem 
descended upon it in fire; and its smoke ascended as the smoke of a 
furnace, and the whole mount trembled greatly…..’” (Sh’mos 19:18)  
The Midrash continues: 
“….. With water as it is stated, ‘HaShem, when You went out of Sa’ir, 
when You marched out of the field of Edom, the earth trembled, and the 
heavens dropped, the clouds also dropped water…..’ (Shoftim 5:4) With a 
wilderness as it is stated, ‘In the wilderness of Sinai….’” (Bamidbar 1:1) 
The Midrash continues: 
“….. Why was it given specifically with these three things? To tell you 
that just as these things are free to all who enter the world, so too is Torah 
free to all who enter the world…..” 
This is all to illustrate, continues the K’Sav Sofer, what was said by our 
Rabbanim of blessed memory in the Gemarah of Ta’anis 7a: 
“Rabbi Chanina Bar Idi said, ‘Why are the words of the Torah likened 
unto water, as it is written, “Everyone who thirsts, come you for water.”? 
(Y’shaya 55:1) This is to teach you, just as water flows from a higher level 
to a lower, so too the words of the Torah endure only with him who is 
meek minded.’” 
Concerning fire, continues the K’Sav Sofer, the Torah states: 
“And he said, ‘HaShem came from Sinai, and rose up from Sa’ir to them; 
He shined forth from Mount Paran, and He came with holy tens of 
thousands; from His right hand went a fiery law for them.’” (D’varim 
33:2) 
On this Passuk, we find the following in the Midrash T’hillim 90-12, the 
Otzar HaMidrashim Konain section #3, and the Otzar HaMidrashim 
Aseres HaDibros section #3: 
“How was the (first) Torah written? With black fire upon white fire…..”  
The white fire, explains the K’Sav Sofer, is an illumination for those who 
walk in the path of Torah, while in the opposite sense, the black fire is a 
castigation against those who forsake the Torah. And, concerning a 
wilderness, the Midrash Tanchumah B’Shalach (Warsaw) #20 has this to 
say: 
“….. From here, Rabbi Shimon Ben Y’hoshua would say, ‘The Torah was 
only to be interpreted by those who ate the Mannah, who (miraculously) 
had no need of work or business…..’”  
Those who consumed the Mannah, expounds the K’Sav Sofer, is a 
reference to those who were only concerned in Torah study, and not in 

leading a luxurious life at all. Hence, their modesty towards physical 
entrapments caused them and the entire generation of the wilderness to 
have their needs miraculously met. Here, conclude the words of the K’Sav 
Sofer.  
Once again we see the great need for personal humility in this existence by 
not being overly ostentatious and flamboyant even though such modesty 
may be hard to come by in times such as these. And because the Torah is 
in itself the quintessence of humility, it was given with three things which 
are complimentary to all. 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos and Good Yom Tov. 
Confidential matters may be sent to Rabbi Greebel at: belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com Also appearing on the website: The National Council of Young Israel 
http://www.youngisrael.org  

Raising Heads 
By Rabbi Moshe Rabinowitz 

Rabbinic Intern, Young Israel of Flatbush, NY 
Sefer Bamidbar (the Book of Numbers) opens with HaShem giving Moshe 
the commandment to take a census of Klal Yisroel. The verse in the Torah 
states “Se’u es rosh kol adas Bnei Yisroel”, take a census of the entire 
assembly of the Children of Israel. The literal translation of the word Se’u 
is “raise up”. The Ramban notes that the word can have to meanings; one, 
to raise up as in promote, or exalt. The other definition is as we see by the 
story of Yosef and the butler and baker of Pharaoh (Genesis Chapter 40). 
Yosef tells the baker “Yisa Pharaoh es roshcha mealecha” Pharoah will lift 
your head from you. Yosef told the baker that the interpretation of his 
dream meant that he would be hanged and he used the word Yisa. We see 
that this term has a positive and a negative connotation. The Ramban 
explains that this is a warning, HaShem is telling Klal Yisroel that if they 
act properly they will be raised up, but if not they will deserve to have 
their heads removed. 
Why does HaShem choose this time to give Klal Yisroel the warning of 
Se’u? The Messilas Yeshorim (Path of the Just) teaches us that the higher 
one’s spiritual level, the stricter he is judged. At this point Klal Yisroel had 
reached a new level of greatness. They already had left Egypt, traveled 
through the Yam Suf, and received the Torah. Now the Shechinah (Divine 
Presence) was resting amidst Klal Yisroel in the Mishkan and the Jews 
were sitting poised to enter Eretz Yisroel (which they would have done if 
not for the sin of the Meraglim). Now that Klal Yisroel had reached this 
level HaShem had to give them the rules that went along with this exalted 
plane of spirituality. 
This point is illustrated a little clearer at the end of the Parsha. At the end 
of the Parsha HaShem tells Moshe and Aaron to count the three Levite 
families, Gershon, Kohath, and Merrari. The first family to be counted is 
the family of Kohath. HaShem tells Moshe and Aaron “Naso es rosh bnei 
Kohath”, which literally means “lift up the heads of the Children of 
Kohath”. The Ohr HaChaim explains that the Sons of Kohath were exalted 
above the rest of the Levites, they were charged with the holy task of 
transporting the vessels of the Mishkan. This level of loftiness gave them 
that much more responsibility. The Torah commands the Children of 
Kohath to be exceedingly cautious when transporting the vessels lest they 
perish. If a Kohathian merely touched the Aron Kodesh (Ark of the 
Covenant) he would die. 
Klal Yisroel upon the establishing of the Mishkan reached this exalted 
level of being “raised up”. They were now at a crossroads; if they 
continued to achieve even greater heights of spirituality then they would 
be rewarded. If they took a wrong turn at this point, the stakes were much 
higher and it would cost them their lives. 
The Children of Kohath, who were the elite of the elite, on their exalted 
level a deviation which is seemingly innocent was a sin and the 
repercussions were severe. 
Rabbi Yaakov Hillel in his commentary on Messilas Yeshorim expounds 
upon this topic. He writes that a righteous person who has an apparently 
mild lapse in his service of HaShem is punished severely for something 
that for an average person would not be considered a sin at all. To help 
clarify this point Rabbi Hillel gives us a parable. Imagine you have two 
garments; one made from sacks of potatoes and one made from the finest 
silk. If you spill a bottle of ink on the potato sack garment it doesn’t really 
do that much damage, it might not even be that noticeable. If however you 
get a speck of ink on the silk garment, this minute stain would mar its 
perfection. 
The purer a person is the more starkly apparent the slightest iota of 
imperfection is. Therefore the Torah warns Klal Yisroel with this word 
Se’u. The double meaning of Se’u- you are being exalted over all nations, 
lifted up to a higher standard, therefore beware, for with greatness comes 
responsibility and if you don’t live up to that standard then the other 
meaning of Se’u will be used. 
HaShem is telling Klal Yisroel “Se’u- I am raising you up”, each and 
every Jew has to be an example of how a servant of HaShem should act 
because that is the reason we are singled out from amongst the nations. 
Good Shabbos and Chag Samayach. 
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Torah Insights - Counting on Your Children 

By Rabbi Dov Shapiro 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 

The United States government conducts a national census every ten years 
in which it counts all U.S. Residents. The Census Bureau hires thousands 
of temporary employees to complete its survey in the most efficient 
manner possible. Each head of household completes a questionnaire 
describing the population and demographic of his or her household and the 
majority of those counted never actually fill out a census form or speak to 
a census officer. 
This approach is in sharp contrast to the strategy employed in the counting 
of the Jews which we learn about in this week’s Parsha. When Hashem 
told Moshe to count the B’nei Yisroel, He instructed Moshe to perform a 
personalized counting of each individual. Rather than asking the head of 
each family how many children he had, Moshe was instructed to 
personally meet each adult and each child in order to count them. This 
individualized approach seems highly inefficient, and a waste of Moshe’s 
valuable time. 
The Ramban (1:45) explains that the purpose of this personalized counting 
was to acknowledge the importance of each individual and to accord him 
the proper honor and respect. Moshe’s actions conveyed the message to 
every Jew that although the entire nation is being counted, you are not 
simply an insignificant number, invisible in the combined mass 
population, but rather you are a unique individual. You have your own 
greatness, potential, and responsibilities, and when you are being counted, 
it is your unique personality being counted. 
When we consider the context of this project, the implications are 
remarkable. Moshe Rabbeinu was perhaps the busiest man who ever lived. 
Not only was he the leader of millions of people, responsible for leading 
the Jews through the desert to Eretz Yisroel, he was charged with the 
monumental task of singlehandedly transmitting the entire Torah to the 
Jewish people. His time was very valuable. During the many hours he 
spent meeting with and counting every single Jew, he could have been 
studying or teaching Torah, ruling on complex legal matters that were 
brought to his Beis Din, or any of the other important tasks he needed to 
accomplish. Is it really worth the price? Are the many hours that Moshe 
had to “waste” meeting every single Jew really worth sacrificing other 
matters that he could have attended to? 
Apparently Hashem felt that bestowing appropriate respect upon each 
member of Klal Yisroel superseded the accomplishments that Moshe could 
have achieved during that time. By treating each Jew with the proper 
respect, he wasn’t just respecting them; he wasn’t just following the rules 
derech eretz, he was teaching the Jews a lifelong lesson, a lesson so 
valuable as to be worth Moshe’s time and a lesson so important that it 
could affect the Jews for the rest of their lives. He was teaching each 
person how important and special he was. He was infusing in each of them 
a feeling of pride and greatness. For the rest of his life, each Jew would 
say to himself “The leader of the Jewish people took time out of his 
schedule to meet me and learn about my lineage and count me as a 
member of the Jewish people. I must be someone special to be worthy of 
that kind of attention. I must have an important role as a member of Klal 
Yisroel. I must have the potential to accomplish something great. I am 
proud of that distinction and I am determined to try to fulfill that destiny 
and live up to the greatness that Moshe Rabbeinu saw in me”.  
Rabbeinu Yonah (Shaar Ha’avodah) writes that the first step in serving 
Hashem properly is the realization of one’s own greatness. A person who 
has a healthy self-esteem is more likely to strive to fulfill his potential and 
more likely to avoid acting improperly. He will think to himself “How can 
I act in an improper manner?! - after all I am a great person with great 
responsibilities and potential.” He will push himself to accomplish because 
he feels the confidence that he can accomplish a great deal if he works 
hard. 
Self esteem is such an important component of one’s success that it was 
worthwhile for Moshe to invest a significant amount of time to instill this 
feeling in the hearts of the Jewish people. Putting aside all his other 
pressing responsibilities, he decided to infuse an entire generation of 
young people with a sense of purpose, confidence, and self-esteem. 
As parents and teachers, this lesson is sometimes overlooked. We readily 
focus on teaching academics and proper behavior and we are quick to 
correct the mistakes of our children and students. All of these are 
important experiences and constitute the majority of our educational 
process. However, we need to be aware of the delicate balance between 
rebuking children and nurturing the development of their self-esteem. Just 
as a child who is never rebuked will not learn to differentiate good 
behavior from bad, overly frequent criticism can stunt the growth and 
development of a child’s self esteem. This can lead to a lack of self-
confidence and motivation to live up to the high standards we would like 
our children to set for themselves. People only strive towards goals that 

they believe they can achieve, and only hold themselves to standards they 
have come to believe are appropriate for them. 
We have the opportunity and the responsibility to provide our children 
with a generous amount of approval, confidence, and self respect. It is not 
enough that we harbor great hopes for our children’s future, even 
occasionally mentioning our aspirations to them is not sufficient. We need 
to constantly remind them of what they can accomplish, highlight and 
compliment their successes, and encourage them to feel that confidence 
which will be their most important asset as they move through the 
challenges of life. 
Our children need to be constantly reminded of the great potential that lies 
within them. And sometimes, we adults do to. 
Rabbi Dov Shapiro is the Rav of Kehillas Bnei Aliyah in New Hempstead, and a Certified Mohel. He can be reached at 877-88-Mohel or 
www.eastcoastmohel.com. To receive an e-mail of his weekly parsha column, e-mail: DSMohel@gmail.com  

The Role of a Rebbe 
Rabbi Aharon Ziegler 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
The parasha opens with HaShem’s command to Moshe to take a census of 
all the tribes of Israel. Rav Soloveitchik commented that every census has 
two goals. One goal is to ascertain the total number of the Jewish people. 
This is similar to taking inventory of our possessions in order to know the 
total number of assets that we possess. In the context of the Mitzvah of 
Sefirat HaOmer, I count fifty days according to the Torah, and at the same 
time, I wish to count up to a certain number of weeks. The second goal is 
to count in order to get to know each individual. How was Moshe able to 
accomplish this second goal? Moshe was familiar with the public in 
general, but did not know them on an individual basis. 
After the sin of the “Eigel Zahav” [Golden Calf}, Moshe prayed to 
HaShem on the nation’s behalf. However, after the construction of the 
Mishkan, this method was no longer acceptable. Had the first Luchot 
[Tablets] not been broken, then Moshe would have functioned as the 
Shali’ach [agent] of the Jewish people and simply required the consent of 
the sender, the Jewish people as a whole. After the breaking of the Luchot 
and the division of Torah She-bich-tav [written Torah] and the Torah she-
beh-al-peh,[Oral Torah] Moshe became the Rebbi of the entire Jewish 
people, and a Rebbi must know all his students. In parashat Ki Tissa, the 
Torah says, [Shemot 34:27] “HaShem said to Moshe: write these words for 
yourself, for by these words I have sealed a covenant with you and Israel”. 
This covenant entailed a commitment to the Oral Torah.[Gittin 60b]. 
Therefore, HaShem commanded Moshe at the beginning of Sefer 
Bamidbar: “Take a census of the entire assembly of Israel according to 
their families, according to their father’s household by number of the 
names every male according to their head count.” HaShem’s intent was a 
dual one. It was not enough for Moshe to know the total number of the 
Jewish people. He had to perform a head count in order to get to know 
each and every person as an individual with their own background and life 
experience. Moshe’s additional obligation emanated from the fact that he 
was rabban shel yisrael, the Rebbi of the entire nation, and therefore had to 
know every Jew by name. It was as if HaShem were telling him: Moshe, 
when you pray, you will pray not only for the general public, but also for 
every Jew in his or her moments of joy and pain. This duality, specifically 
the focus on the individual, was the true intent of the census. 
This parasha becomes the mandate for every teacher of a class, for every 
rav of a congregation, for every principal of a school, and for every elected 
official to become familiar with every individual under his/her charge. To 
know them as a person; if they are experiencing any problems, what are 
their successes and in what way are they unable to meet the challenges of 
life. With this information the teacher, the rav, the principal and official 
must be willing to help in every way possible and will then be fulfilling 
their role as leaders. 
Shabbat Shalom, from Yerushalayim. 
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Kalman Packouz 

Shabbat Shalom 
Bamidbar 5776  
GOOD MORNING! Saturday evening, June 11th, begins the two day 
holiday of Shavuot (or Shavuos in the Ashkenazic pronunciation). (Yizkor 
is on Monday, June 13th.) It is the anniversary and celebration of the 
giving of the Torah on Mt. Sinai to the Jewish people 3,327 years ago. It is 
a time of rededication and commitment to learning Torah. (It'll be 
worthwhile to go to http://www.aish.com/holidays and click on Shavuos). 
Q & A: What is Shavuot and How is it Celebrated? 
The Torah calls Shavuot the "Festival of Weeks" (Numbers 28:26). The 
very word "Shavuot" is Hebrew for "weeks"; it refers to the seven weeks 
that one counts from the second day of Passover (when the Omer [barley] 
offering is brought) until the holiday of Shavuot. It is one of the three 
Regalim, holidays, (Pesach and Succot are the other two) where every man 
in the land of Israel was commanded to come up to Jerusalem to celebrate 
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the festival when the Beit HaMikdash, the Holy Temple, stood in 
Jerusalem. 
Torah is the life blood of the Jewish people. Our enemies have always 
known that when we Jews stop learning Torah, our assimilation is 
inevitable. Without knowledge there is no commitment. One cannot love 
what he does not know. A person cannot do or understand what he has 
never learned. 
A Jew is commanded to learn Torah day and night and to teach it to his 
children. If a Jew wants his family to be Jewish and his children to marry 
other Jews, then he must integrate a Torah study program into his life and 
implement the teachings into his home and his being. One can tell his 
children anything, but only if they see their parents learning and doing 
mitzvot, will they inherit the love for being Jewish. Remember: a parent 
only owes his child three things -- example, example, example. 
How can we utilize this opportunity to grow and strengthen our self-
identity as Jews? Just as a baby crawls, then toddles and then walks, 
likewise with the mitzvot (commandments). A person should undertake 
one more mitzvah, do it well and then build on it. For some mitzvot that 
you might enjoy taking on... 
A Few Suggestions 
1. Read the Torah! The Almighty gave it to you as a gift. It is the 
instruction book for living -- how to be happy, choose the right spouse, 
make your marriage work, raise your children with values, get more joy 
out of life. I highly recommend the Artscroll Stone Chumash (Five Books 
of Moses) 
2. Attend a Torah class -- or if you wish to listen to recorded classes, try 
AishAudio.com to download over 2,000 classes for your mp3 player! Buy 
a copy of Pirke Avot (Ethics of the Fathers) and read one page a day. It 
contains concentrated wisdom about life! 
3. Make sure you have a Kosher mezuzah scroll on at least your front 
door. (A Jewish home should have mezuzot on all doorposts except for the 
bathrooms). Learn the deep, inner-meaning of mezuzah and reflect on it 
when you look at the mezuzah. To Be a Jew by Rabbi Hayim Donin nicely 
explains a lot of things. 
4. Pick one non-kosher food item that you won't eat -- just because you're 
Jewish. 
5. Say the Shema and its three following paragraphs at least once a day. 
Learn what the words mean and the ideas included. It will change your 
outlook and attitudes. Artscroll publishes a book on the Shema -- or look at 
the commentary in the Artscroll Siddur. Lisa Aiken's book, Hidden Beauty 
of the Shema, is spectacular! 
6. Do something to make Shabbat special -- light two candles with the 
blessing before sundown, have a Shabbat Friday night family dinner and 
make Kiddush and HaMotzei (the prayer before eating the Challahs -- the 
special loaves of bread). You might want to buy Friday Night and Beyond 
by Lori Palatnik which is a hands-on guide for the novice wanting to enjoy 
Shabbat. 
The Talmud says, "All beginnings are difficult." If you need help or have 
questions, please feel free to call me at (305) 535-2474 or e-mail to: 
kp@aish.com. For the books or mezuzot, try your local Jewish book store, 
call toll-free 877-758-3242 or JudaicaEnterprises.com. 
On Shavuot there is a custom to stay up all night learning Torah. Virtually 
every synagogue and yeshiva have scheduled learning throughout the night 
ending with the praying of Shacharit, the morning service. The reason: the 
morning the Jewish people were to receive the Torah on Mt. Sinai, they 
overslept. We now can rectify the tendency to give in to our desires by 
demonstrating our resolve through learning the whole night. It is a 
meaningful experience to share with your children. It would be wonderful 
if you could find a synagogue, JCC or yeshiva with a program that night; 
at very minimum, how about reading the story of the giving of the Torah 
to your family (Exodus 19:10 - 20:23). For more on Shavuos, go to 
aishaudio.com ! 
Torah Portion of the week: Bamidbar 
In the second year of travel in the desert, Moshe and Aharon were 
commanded by the Almighty to count all male Israelites between 20 and 
60. There were 603,550 available for military service. The tribe of Levi 
was exempt because of their special duties as religious leaders. (It is 
probably from here that countries give divinity deferments to clergy and 
divinity students.) 
The twelve tribes were directed regarding the formation (three tribes were 
on each side of the Portable Sanctuary) in which they were to camp and 
travel. 
The 22,300 Levites were commanded in the Sanctuary service. The family 
of Gershon was to transport the coverings of the Sanctuary. The family of 
Kehos carried the Ark, Table, Menorah and Altars. The family of Merari 
transported the boards, pillars, bolts and sockets. 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The Torah states: 

"And the Almighty spoke to Moshe in the wilderness of Sinai" (Numbers 
1:1). 
Why does the Torah specify "the wilderness" of the Sinai desert? It would 
have been sufficient to say "in the Sinai desert"; everyone knows that 
deserts are wildernesses. 
The Midrash Bamidbar Rabbah comments on this verse, "Whoever does 
not make himself open and free like a wilderness will not be able to 
acquire wisdom and Torah". This refers to having the trait of humility 
which allows a person to learn from everyone and to teach everyone. 
An arrogant person will only be willing to learn from someone he feels is 
befitting his honor. A humble person is only concerned with gaining Torah 
knowledge and will be grateful to learn new ideas even from one who has 
less overall knowledge than himself. 
The Midrash teaches that the Torah was given on Mt. Sinai because Mt. 
Sinai was the lowest of all the mountains. This symbolizes that if a person 
wants to receive wisdom he must be humble. If he is full of himself there 
is little room for anything else. 
Quote of the Week 
We may not be able to lengthen our lives, 
but we can do much to deepen and broaden them 
With Great Appreciation to Stephen & Elly Hammerman  
With Tremendous Thanks to Dror & Miriam Zadok 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/381619601.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
you around the world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish 
HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2016 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Weekly Chizuk 
Appreciating Shavuos 
A Love Affair with Hashem 
Some thoughts as we approach Shavuos. 
You shall count until the day after the seventh week, [namely,] the fiftieth 
day, [on which] you shall bring a new meal offering to the Lord. (Vayikra 
23:16) 
The Holiday of Shavuos is unique among the Yomim Tovim. All the other 
festivals have a set date. Shavuos has no set date. Instead, it occurs after 
we finish counting the Omer. 
There is a famous Kli Yakar on this possuk who writes that this new 
mincha offering is a hint to the holiday of Shavuos, which is the Yom Tov 
commemorating the giving of the Torah. The Torah specifically didn't 
mention a set date for Shavuos, the holiday of receiving the Torah. Torah 
should be new every day. When we receive a new present we are 
extremely happy and have a very special appreciation of it. After a while, 
the newness wears off, and so does our appreciation. Torah should be new 
to us each day. We have to renew our appreciation of it and feel sincere 
joy that we were granted this wonderful gift. Shavuos is generally 
celebrated as the day commemorating the Giving of the Torah. We renew 
our commitment to Torah and prepare to learn Torah with greater 
devotion, diligence, and depth. 
But Shavuos is not only for the Lomdei Torah, it is for all of Klal Yisroel. 
Let us understand it in a more general light. 
When one gets an Aliya to read the Torah he makes a bracha. And then 
another bracha afterwards. 
The after bracha praises Hashem Who has given us the Torah of truth and 
planted eternal life within us. This bracha is made after we have read the 
Torah and know what is in it. Torah is the truth and the source of eternal 
life. However, before we read the Torah we don't know what is in it. So 
what praise can we give? 
Blessed are You, L-rd our G d, King of the universe, who has chosen us 
from among all the nations and given us His Torah. 
We have been chosen by Hashem to receive His Torah. It is a special 
present that belongs to Hashem, and we are privileged to have been chosen 
as His nation to receive the Torah. 
This concept of our being chosen is a very important one. It is so important 
that we emphasize it every day, only unfortunately many of us don't pay 
attention. 
At Shacharis, after reciting the pesukei d'zimra, we make two brachos. 
First we recite the bracha of Yotzer Or, we praise Hashem for creating the 
light. This is really a very deep bracha. It is a praise for the entire 
Creation. Twice we recite, "Who in His goodness renews the act of 
Creation every day." Light is referring to very deep Kabbalistic concepts 
that the very fabric of the Universe is really very fine emanations of 
Hashem's Divinity which can only be described the light - the most 
delicate and fine creation which is almost nothing but is something. Then 
we switch over to describe the Malachim praising Hashem with the 
mystical declaration Kodosh Kodosh Kodosh. 
Thus the first bracha is regarding all of Creation. 
Then we come to the second bracha. After praising Hashem for the entire 
Creation, we zero in on His special people. 
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Whether you say Ahava Rabba ahavtanu (You have loved us a great love) 
or Ahavas Olam (an eternal love) this whole bracha describes Hashem's 
love for Klal Yisroel. Yes, that's right, He loves us. Our forefathers trusted 
in Him. We pray that He should grant us understanding in Torah, and 
through the Torah we will merit to be brought out of galus into our land. 
We conclude that He has chosen us from all the nations, and brought us 
close to Him. Baruch ata Hashem, Who has chosen His nation of Yisroel 
with Love! 
Hashem love us. 
And what do we respond? "And you shall love the L rd your G d with all 
your being! 
He loves us, and we love Him. 
Our relationship with Hakadosh Baruch Hu is the relationship of a choson 
and his kallah. It is a love affair. 
There are three major holidays in the Jewish calendar: Pesach, Shavuos, 
and Succos. The commentaries regard them as a marriage ceremony. On 
Pesach Hakadosh Baruch chose us. He took us for his own and made 
Kiddushin. We were separated from all the other nations and became 
betrothed to Hashem. 
And like a kallah who counts seven days of purity before the wedding, 
Hashem instructed us to count seven weeks of purity before the chupa - 
Shavuos. 
Succos is the Sheva Brachos when we sit in the cheder yichud and rejoice 
with our Choson. 
* * * 
This love is a very deep love that Klal Yisroel has for Hakadosh Baruch 
Hu. It has withstood the test of time. In each generation the goyim stand 
up against us to break our bond with Hakadosh Baruch Hu, but they have 
always failed. Let me tell you a story (heard from Rav Ezriel Tauber). 
During the Holocaust there were a group of Chassidishe Yungerleit led by 
Mattisyahu. He was born into an aristocratic assimilated family. However, 
he became a baal teshuva at a young age. One day as he made his way 
home from gymnasium (the name for high school in Poland) he saw a 
gathering of religious Jews. There was a reception for the Chortkover 
rebbe. He had never seen such black guys like these. He became very 
curious. He was a very determined boy, so he pushed his way in to the 
front. He saw the Rebbe and got a sudden urge to talk to him. He got in 
and spoke to the Rebbe for one hour. When he came home he told his 
parents, "I want to learn Torah." Of course his parents disagreed 
vehemently. But as we said he was a very determined boy. He ran away, 
joined a yeshiva and became a Talmid Chochom, a Gerer Chossid. 
When the Germans occupied Poland they first made decrees: cut off your 
beard and peyos. He told his chaveirim, we're not going to capitulate. The 
Germans are not only out to take our bodies, they want our Neshamos, our 
Torah. We're going to die anyway. So let's die with our gemoras in our 
hands, and with our beards and peyos. So he and his friends went 
underground. They learned Torah in hiding. At first they were scorned, but 
eventually they were admired and became the pride of the communities. 
After the War, they found a diary of one of these Mattisyovchik's in one of 
the last surviving houses of the Warsaw ghetto. The Germans methodically 
burned the houses down, one by one. There was fire, and suffocating 
smoke. Many jumped out of the windows into the fire with their gemaras 
in their hands shouting Shema Yisroel. This young bochur was the last one 
in his bunker. He wrote a diary and put it in a bottle and buried it. They 
found it after the war. "I'm the last one in the bunker. I'm swollen from 
starvation, unbearable pain, smoke is choking me. It's a matter of an hour 
or two. The fire is going to come to get me. Halachically I'm permitted to 
jump into the fire in order to save myself from the unbearable suffering. I 
have to decide." He writes that he's debating whether or not to commit 
suicide in order to save himself that hour or 2 of unbearable suffering. 
"I decided I'm not going to jump." He reminded himself of a story of the 
Spanish Inquisition. When the Inquisition started many Jews left. But 
many Jews went underground and became Marranos. If the Inquisition 
found them practicing Yiddishkeit they would be burned alive at the stake. 
There was one wealthy aristocratic family who went underground. One 
day a friend told him, you had better escape. They smell a rat. They found 
out you're keeping mitzvos. If you don't run, they'll burn you alive. 
Without questions, he took his family, left everything behind and started 
running. It was days, weeks on the run. It was a terrible situation. They 
were starving, sick, and struggling just to keep alive and keep the mitzvos. 
Finally he reached Morocco and went into a refugee camp. The conditions 
were terrible. But at least he was alive. He could keep Shabbos, put on 
tefillin. 
Then the camp was struck with a plague. People were dying right and left. 
One day a child didn't get up. He didn't say a word. ìê ãåîéä úäéìä. He kept 
quiet. Then another child, and another. He kept quiet. He kept fighting for 
life. He didn't let anything crush him. Finally his wife didn't get up. Now 
he spoke up. 

"Ribono Shel Olam. What else is there left for you to test me with and try 
to crush me. You brought an Inquisition and hundreds of thousands of 
Yidden got expelled. You couldn't crush me. I went underground. And that 
was torture. I lived in constant fear of being discovered and burnt alive. I 
did it willingly to express my devotion to You. I got caught. But You 
didn't crush me. I ran just to serve You further. You took away a child, and 
then another child. You couldn't crush me. You took away my wife. But 
You still can't crush me. I sill love you. I still believe in You. What else is 
there left for You to try to crush me. I have only 2 things left. One is my 
life. The second thing is my emuna, my love for you. If you want to take 
away my life. Go ahead, it's not mine, it's yours. 
But if you think you can take my emuna away, You're wrong. No. That's 
mine. It belongs to me alone. I'll prove it to you. Even if you take my life, 
I'm going to give it back to you with my full devotion. I will continue to 
love You with all my soul." 
This Mattisyavchik writes. "I reminded myself of this story. I said to 
myself, am I a fool? I'm debating whether to commit suicide? These 1 or 2 
hours are the most beautiful and precious moments in my life. I'm facing 
Hashem Himself. I can tell Hashem: I'm showing you my total and 
absolute devotion. I'm going to fight for even one extra moment so I can 
tell You, Hashem I love you. 
Shavuos: Simcha Being a Jew 
(Adapted from lectures by Rav Ezriel Tauber) 
In our Yom Tov davening we recite: 
"And You Hashem should lift up for us the bracha of your Fesitvals." 
What is this blessing of the Holidays that we mention every Yom Tov? 
What bracha are we asking to receive? 
"You have chosen us from all peoples; You have loved us and wanted us, 
and have lifted us above (people of) all the languages." 
These are, no doubt, very noble and uplifting words. They reinforce within 
us the recognition that we are indeed very fortunate to be Jewish. This is 
the purpose of Yom Tov, to establish in our hearts the great joy in our 
Jewishness. This is the bracha of Yom Tov. 
"You shall be happy on your Festival, …and you shall be only happy." 
Rashi comments that simple pshat is that this is a promise. This means that 
there is a Divine promise that we will attain Simcha. This obviously 
doesn't mean that on Yom Tov we will have other things to make us 
happy, that we will have a good time and so be in a good mood. That is 
simcha which comes from external sources. The possuk is discussing an 
internal and real feeling of simcha. Divinely inspired simcha is eternal and 
emanates from our recognition of our good fortune to be Jewish. This is 
the joy that draws its power from the eternal words: You have chosen us. 
During Pesach, the first Yom Tov in the yearly cycle, we meet our 
birthday as a nation, when we became a distinct people, separate from all 
others. During the other Yomim Tovim we come into contact with various 
exalted virtues which crown the Jewish nation and single us out from all 
the other peoples. At Shavuous, Klal Yisroel participated in the covenant 
of Sinai. This was similar to the covenant of marriage. Succos is the time 
when the Heavenly Presence, the Divine Shechina, established itself in the 
midst of the Jewish people. 
Each festival builds an additional appreciation of the lofty prominence of 
Judaism. It reveals its special uniqueness which separates us from the 
goyim. It is this appreciation and recognition which bestows the special 
bracha of Yom Tov: Simcha, "And you shall be joyous." There are 
innumerous levels of joy, and it is possible to rise without limit in 
recognition of the loftiness of being a Jew. It starts with Pesach when 
Hashem revealed Himself to us, and continues from one festival to the 
next in the yearly cycle, continually implanting Joy in our hearts at the 
idea that "You chose us." 
Simcha is the basis for the spiritual blossoming of a person. And with 
simcha and a good heart he can even induce others to blossom and 
produce. Simcha and blossoming are related words: ùîçä - öîéçä. The ù and 
the ö are interchangeable. 
Shavuos is the time when we received the Torah. At the time of the Giving 
of the Torah the Yidden proclaimed with great simcha, ðòùä åðùîò "We 
shall do everything in the Torah and strive to understand it." For thousands 
of years Jews were proud to be Jews and Shavuos, the holiday 
commemorating our receiving the Torah has always been the height of 
Joy. 
And if you'll ask, what's so important about observance with a deep 
conviction and a close connection to the Ribono Shel Olam? What's wrong 
with performing the mitzvos artificially? He's doing the same actions. 
What's the difference if he's not happy about it. 
Let's explain with a moshol. Today you can manufacture almost anything 
synthetically. Not only can you imitate the original, you can make it better 
than the original. You can manufacture flowers in more magnificent 
colors, with a more attractive fragrance. You can make a potato that tastes 
better, looks nicer, and has a longer shelf life… 
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There's only one thing they haven't succeeded in synthesizing. They will 
never be able to reproduce life. All these synthetics will never grow, will 
never produce fruit, will never bud, will never develop. Every synthetic 
flower or fruit has what it has, and no more. It can't develop anything else, 
it can never reproduce. 
Similarly there is an authentic Jew, and a synthetic Jew. The authentic Jew 
is full of simcha and pride in his Yiddishkeit. Every mitzvah he does is 
done with joy and whole heartedly. This is a Jew who grows, blossoms, 
develops. He passes on his lifeblood to generations to come. His mitzvos 
generate new mitzvos. And he influences others to wake up and perform 
mitzvos in his zechus. 
One the other side is the synthetic Jew. He performs mitzvos robotically, 
out of habit. He does this all unwillingly with no internal motivation. 
Perhaps he exhibitis fantastic hand or body gestures. But since he has no 
internal simcha in the mitzvos, his frolics cannot draw anyone else into 
mitzvah observance. 
Simcha is the basis for the spiritual blossoming of a person. And with 
simcha and a good heart he can even induce others to blossom and 
produce. Simcha and blossoming are related words: ùîçä - öîéçä. The ù and 
the ö are interchangeable. 
Mark Twain and The Jews 
The famous American author Mark Twain made a remarkable observation 
about the Jewish People. "...If statistics are right, the Jews constitute but 
one percent of the human race. It suggests a nebulous dim puff of stardust 
lost in the blaze of the Milky way. properly, the Jew ought hardly to be 
heard of, but he is heard of, has always been heard of. He is as prominent 
on the planet as any other people, and his commercial importance is 
extravagantly out of proportion to the smallness of his bulk. His 
contributions to the world's list of great names in literature, science, art, 
music, finance, medicine, and abstruse learning are also away out of 
proportion to the weakness of his numbers. He has made a marvelous fight 
in this world, in all the ages; and had done it with his hands tied behind 
him. He could be vain of himself, and be excused for it. 
"The Egyptian, the Babylonian, and the Persian rose, filled the planet with 
sound and splendor, then faded to dream-stuff and passed away; the Greek 
and the Roman followed; and made a vast noise, and they are gone; other 
people have sprung up and held their torch high for a time, but it burned 
out, and they sit in twilight now, or have vanished. The Jew saw them all, 
beat them all, and is now what he always was, exhibiting no decadence, no 
infirmities of age, no weakening of his parts, no slowing of his energies, 
no dulling of his alert and aggressive mind. All things are mortal but the 
Jew; all other forces pass, but he remains. What is the secret of his 
immortality?" - Mark Twain, ("Concerning The Jews," Harper's Magazine, 
1899) 
Look at the stream of world History. For 2500 years Jews have been 
chased by the goyim: 
First Nebuchadnezer destroyed the Beis Hamikdash. But now they're gone. 
The Achashverosh and Haman tried to destroy us. They're gone. 
Then, at the time of Chanuka the Greeks: they're gone. 
Then by Rome: Anyone who leaned Torah was brutally killed, Like Rebbi 
Akiva. They're gone. 
Then by the Christians. The Crusades, the Spanish Inquisition, The 
Christians tried to force us to give up our belief. 
Then it was Russia and the Communists. If you learned Torah or practiced 
Mitzvos, your were sent off to Siberia. 
For 2500 years goyim killed us, hounded us, all to make sure we don't 
keep Torah and Mitzvos. That's history. Throughout all persecution, we 
have remained a faithful and proud nation. However, there are winds of 
change in the air. Since the end of World War II, something has changed. 
The New Crisis - Artificial Yiddishkeit 
A few hundred years ago in most of Europe, if a person passed by a 
Church and did something disrespectful to a statue of J, he was burned 
alive. Today, however, you can go on the internet and make the biggest 
leitzanus of him and you win the Nobel Prize. You can belittle them, make 
fun of them, express yourself totally and openly, and no one will say a 
word. 
Suddenly, you can practice Yiddishkeit openly. Anti-Semitism is officially 
outlawed. There are yeshivos opening up all over the world. 
What happened? Something unbelievable happened in our generation and 
we don't pay attention to it. What does Hashem want? 
Rome - gone 
Christians - gone 
Stalin - gone 
Fascism - gone 
Today it is acceptable to be frum. And yet we are living in a crisis. Take a 
look around. On one hand there are Baale Teshuva all over the world. In 
every country, in every community, in every family. There isn't a non-
religious family that doesn't have one Baal Teshuva. Never has there been 

such a phenomenon in history. The most assimilated family has some 
member who's become a BT. 
And on the other hand, there are so many good families, nice homes, 
decent kids, and yet the kids are falling away, into the internet, into the 
garbage. For no reason. Once, there was communism, it promised equality, 
humanity, it was a light to the world. It had grand social dreams. So 
unfortunately we lost a lot of kids to its glitter. They fell for it. But now all 
the -ism's are bankrupt. There's no idealism left. And yet the kids are still 
falling away, and at a very high rate. Where to? To nowhere. Just not 
frum. 
Unfortunately our system is suffering from people who, sorry to say, are 
synthetic Jews. 
"There have always been apikorsim and people who do aveiros or go off 
the derech," clarifies Reb Chaim Glancz, who, as cofounder of Our Place 
in Brooklyn, has closely followed trends among troubled teens for 
decades. "But the vast majority of children and adults in mainstream frum 
environments absorbed the bedrock basics of Yiddishkeit by osmosis. 
Today's troubled youth generally are not apikorsim or children who want 
to rebel. Rather, to them, Yiddishkeit simply means nothing." 
In short, when children associate Torah or Yiddishkeit with pain or 
negativity, they may eventually rebel against the fundamental principles of 
their upbringing. 
Reb Chaim Glancz says that he and his colleagues may even have noticed 
a slight decrease in the percentage of children who rebel in an outward 
manner. At the same time, however, mechanchim say that the number of 
mainstream children disconnected from Yiddishkeit is skyrocketing. 
"There have always been different levels of ehrlichkeit in bochurim," says 
Rabbi Moshe Hillel Drew, a mentor who deals with hundreds of bochurim 
each year. "But only five or ten years ago, it was rare to find someone who 
considered himself to be a yeshivah bochur, not a rebel, being mechallel 
Shabbos or skipping wearing tefillin. Unfortunately, today it is far more 
common." 
The Solution: Simcha at Being a Yid 
They once asked Rav Moshe Feinstein, zt"l, about the beginning stages of 
the Jewish community in the USA. There were many Yidden who were 
willing to suffer tremendous sacrifice for the sake of keeping Shabbos. 
And yet their children abandoned their faith entirely. And on the other 
hand, there were those who experienced the exact same tests, and they 
merited raising children who became upstanding and righteous Jews. 
Rav Moshe answered, the reason for this is that those children who went 
off and left Yiddishkeit saw their parents forcing themselves to observe the 
mitzvos. The house was empty of joy of mitzvos. They came home after a 
hard week of toil and suffering and at the Shabbos table they just krechsed 
and sat there grumpy, glumpy, and gloomy. "Oy, Oy. Why is this 
happening to me? Why am I suffering so much?" Therefore, even the self-
sacrifice of the parents was synthetic, dead, lifeless, lacking any ability to 
grow and produce. It had no life to influence the next generation. 
On the other hand, their friends who experienced the same difficulties, 
held on to their simcha. They were able to pass on to their children their 
Yiddishkeit as a higher value. They were happy they were strong enough 
to observe the Shabbos. The parents' Yiddishkeit wasn't artificial, they 
were real Jews. They saw in their Yiddishkeit something that was good 
and worthwhile to suffer self-sacrifice for. Understandably, when their 
children experienced similar tests, they were successful. 
So at this Yom Tov of Shavuos, we must take a step back and reflect on 
our own kabbolas haTorah. We must appreciate our Yiddishkeit, 
appreciate the wonderful gift Hashem gave us. We must celebrate our 
Yiddishkeit with simcha. Be happy you're a Yid! 
Wishing everyone a Gut Yom Tov! 
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Parkoff, or change your subscription, please contact: rabbi.e.parkoff@gmail.com Shema Yisrael Torah Network info@shemayisrael.co.il 
http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Moshe Pogrow - Ani Maamin Foundation 

Gem Of The Week From RSR”H 
Shavuos: What Are We Celebrating if that's NOT when we received 
the Torah 
As we all know, Shavuos is also called zman Matan Toraseinu, and 
indeed, a look at Shemos reveals that Matan Torah occurred on the sixth or 
seventh day of Sivan—i.e., on or around the 50th day since counting had 
begun on 16th of Nissan. 
We have a tradition that the day of Matan Torah was a Shabbos. 
According to the Seder Olam, yetzias Mitzrayim took place on a Friday. 
The Gemara (Shabbos 87b), however, says it was Thursday. So only 
according to the Seder Olam could Matan Torah have taken place on the 
50th day—according to the Gemara, which for us is the decisive authority, 
Matan Torah was in fact on the 51st day. Thus, the 50th day of the Omer is 
not the anniversary of Matan Torah, but the day before. 
Had the Torah intended us to celebrate the day of the month on which the 
Torah was given, it would have given us the exact date, as it did for 
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Pesach. But this is not the Torah’s intention; hence, u’krasem b’etzem 
hayom hazeh. Do not establish the Yom Tov on the day of the month on 
which the Torah was given; rather, without taking that into account, 
establish it b’etzem hayom hazeh, on the 50th day. The view accepted by 
the nation is that Shavuos falls on the day before Matan Torah, that Torah 
was not given on the 50th day, but on the 51st. 
From this we learn a profound truth. The Yom Tov of Matan Torah does 
not celebrate the giving of the Torah. Rather, it celebrates our becoming 
worthy to receive it. The day before Matan Torah, the last day of 
preparation, that is the day represented by the 50th day. On that day, the 
people were ready for their great mission. We can see this in the name of 
the Yom Tov: Shavuos is not named after the mitzvos that apply to it, but 
after the counting that leads up to it. 
Matan Torah, too, was not limited to one day at Har Sinai. The Torah was 
received over the course of forty years. The Aseres Hadibros heard at Har 
Sinai have no greater holiness that any of the other 613 commandments. 
Hashem Himself explains the significance of the day at Har Sinai: it was 
only to prove that Hashem does speak to man, so that when we received 
the Torah from Moshe, it was with full confidence that he spoke the word 
of Hashem. Thus, the Aseres Hadibros received no special place in tefillah, 
so that one should not imagine that they are the entirety of the Torah. A 
similar consideration may be the Torah’s motive in not designating the day 
of their giving as a Yom Tov. 
[editors note: There is a common misconception that all the Nation heard 
directly from Hashem were the first two of the dibros, anochi and lo 
yihyeh lecha. But Parshas Yisro states otherwise: "baavor yishma ha'am 
bidabri imach." The Ramabam derives from this that at Har Sinai, the 
entire nation heard Hashem say "Moshe, Moshe, go tell them..." Each 
individual, approximately three million strong, was an eyewitnesses to 
Moshe being appointed the prophet of Hashem. This vital message was 
part and parcel of Maamad Har Sinai.] 
Have a wonderful Shabbos, and a inspiring Yom Tov 
Moshe Pogrow, Director, Ani Maamin Foundation 
Please note: The “Gem of the Week,” is based on excerpts from Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch zt”l’s commentary on Chumash, with permission from 
the publisher.  
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Title Designating The Princes 
“And Moshe and Aharon took these men who had been designated by 
[their] names.” BeMidbar 1:17 
Moshe gathered together the princes who were specifically named at this 
point. – Rashi 
Rabbi Yehuda Leib ben Yekusiel points out that it seems that Rashi was 
bothered by the change in wording in the verse as it describes the 
gathering of the princes and the people. The indication is that the people 
were called by means of the trumpets, as the Torah tells us (Verse 18): 
“Ukhvev vsgv kF ,tu - and the entire community was gathered.” This term of 
Ukhvev (gather) is the same one used in 10:3 in reference to the function of 
the trumpets and their being used to call people to assemble. Yet, in 
reference to the princes, the Torah simply tells us that “Moshe took (jehu) 
the princes”. The fact is that the trumpets generally were also used to alert 
the princes, as the verse states (10:4): “And if one [trumpet] is blown, the 
princes of the tribes shall gather.” Why did Moshe “take” the princes and 
not “gather” them by means of the trumpets? 
It is in order to answer this question that Rashi offers his comment. Until 
this point, the princes themselves had not been designated. It was only at 
this point that the names of the individuals were divulged to Moshe. It was 
clearly not possible for Moshe to have used the trumpets to call the 
princes, for no one knew who they were going to be. Therefore, it was 
necessary this one time for Moshe to take and appoint them to their roles. 
Subsequent to this incident, the princes were able to be gathered by means 
of the sounding of a single trumpet, according to the system which was 
arranged. 
Step Up For Action 
“And God spoke to Moshe, saying: ‘But you shall not count the tribe of 
Levi, and you shall not take their census among Bnei Yisrael.” 
BeMidbar 1:48-49 
“And the Levi’im shall be Mine” (BeMidbar 2:12), for I bring near to Me 
everyone who brings Me near to himself. They drew themselves near to 
Me; as it is said, “And Moshe said: ‘Whoever is on God’s side, let him 
come to me.’ And all the sons of Levi gathered themselves together to 
him.” (Shemos 32:26) Since they brought Me near to them, I shall bring 
them near to Me; hence, “And the Levi’im shall be Mine.” -- BeMidbar 
Rabba 1:12 
The Chidushei HaRim points out that there were obviously many other 
individuals beside the Levi’im who did not sin at the incident of the 
Golden Calf. Why, then, is it only the tribe of Levi that is privileged to be 
brought close as the ones “who shall be Mine”? 

Although there were individuals who remained loyal and did not sin, yet, 
when Moshe called out (Shemos 32:26): “Whoever is for God, let him 
come close to me”, the only ones who came forward were those of the 
tribe of Levi. They were the only ones who were prepared to declare “I am 
for God” and to stand behind that commitment with decisive actions. This, 
then, is why they merited to be chosen as the ones who would be close to 
God. 
The Mishkan As A Focus 
“And next to him shall be the tribe of Menasheh, the prince of the 
children of Menasheh being Gamliel the son of Pedahtzur.” BeMidbar 
2:20 
The instructions for the tribes to travel in formation were given to the 
people in their second year after having left Egypt. Apparently, up until 
this point, the travels of the nation were in an unstructured fashion and 
without any specific form. What now occurred that warranted this change 
in travel style? Why was this particular mitzvah not told to the people 
immediately after their departure into the desert? 
Rabbi Yaakov Kaminetzky explains that each specific tribe in its own 
designated encampment symbolized the unique aspirations and goals of 
that particular family. To a certain extent, the pattern of each tribe residing 
under its private flag and traveling each in its own slot represented the 
diverse and distinct contributions which each group within Bnei Yisrael 
had to offer to the nation. Although this suggests an element of disunity, 
nevertheless, the Mishkan served as the focal point and central theme, as it 
was situated at the center of the camp. Now, the various tribes were 
transformed into functioning as different limbs of a single body all 
working for a common cause rather than as separate and independent units. 
Until the second year after their having left Egypt, the Jews traveled all 
together as one group, for their splitting up would have indeed appeared as 
if they were each a distinct and individual entity. After the Mishkan was 
erected, however, this danger of false perception no longer existed, and 
they were now able to break up into their unique families, each of which 
was to contribute to the whole. 
“,rmgv - Atzeres” 
Shavuos is often called “Atzeres” in the Mishnah and Gemara. What is the 
significance of our calling the name of this holiday ,rmgv? The verse in 
Shir HaShirim (8:4) calls out to the Jewish people not to provoke or to 
disturb love until the time is right. There is a classic comment of Ramban 
on this verse in which he explains that there is a situation of Hashem’s 
love for us being desirable, and there is also the possibility that the 
moment may not linger. Accordingly, when a person feels a certain 
moment of inspiration or if he feels particularly excited in terms of his 
love or fear of Hashem, he should immediately do some mitzvah to 
actualize that accomplishment. He could give some tzedaka, or sit down 
for a moment and learn some words of Torah. This charge which the 
person feels is known as “vnJb”, and it is a spark of godliness sent from the 
heavens to be utilized in the person’s service of Hashem. Therefore, it is 
incumbent upon the person to envelop that spirit with a physical and 
concrete manifestation (in this case, some mitzvah activity) so that it can 
be strengthened and reinforced. 
Kedushas Levi explains that at the moment of the giving of the Torah, 
there was a tremendous influx of spiritual energy provided for Klal 
Yisrael, but they did not have the mitzvos available to contain these forces. 
The only instructions they were given at that time were to cordon off the 
mountain, not to touch the mountain and not to advance beyond specified 
boundaries. Therefore, upon experiencing the uplifting opportunity of 
Sinai, the Jews directed their efforts to fulfill that mitzvah itself, the 
mitzvah of “staying away - ,rmg”. This mitzvah helped the nation solidify 
their gains and actualize the benefits they had been offered. We celebrate 
this moment as we fondly refer to one of the names of this holiday as 
,rmgv dj. In this way, we commemorate the gesture of our ancestors to 
capture the opportunity of spirituality that existed by directing it to the 
mitzvah at hand. 
Megillas Ruth - ,ur ,khdn 
“And Ruth said: ‘Do not urge me to leave you...your people are my 
people and your God is my God.” Ruth 1:16 
The Gemara (Yevamos 47b) tells us that these words of Ruth were only 
one side of what was actually a discussion between Naomi and Ruth. 
When Ruth expressed a desire to become Jewish, Naomi tried to warn her 
as to exactly what was involved. Naomi said: “We have been commanded 
to observe 613 mitzvos”, to which Ruth affirmed: “Your people are my 
people.” Naomi tried further to dissuade her, saying: “Idolatry is forbidden 
to us”, whereby Ruth claimed: “Your God is my God.” 
Rabbi Gedaliah Rabinowitz, t"yhka, notes a difficulty with this 
explanation given by the Gemara. Ruth’s reply concerning the acceptance 
of the mitzvos should have been, “Your Torah is my Torah”, or something 
similar to that. The statement “Your people are my people” seems out of 
place. What does patriotism have to do with the mitzvos? 
The correct understanding is that the two are indeed designed to go hand in 
hand. There is no such concept as Jewish nationality without the Torah and 
the observance of the mitzvos. Purely secular Zionism cannot succeed as it 
is not based upon the outlook of Chazal. With the commitment from each 
individual to follow the 613 mitzvos, a true Torah nation can exist. 
Halachic Corner  
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Pirkei Avos: Chapter 6 
On Shavuos it is traditional to decorate our synagogues and homes with 
greenery and fragrant flowers as a reminder that the giving of the Torah 
took place on a mountain full of greenery. Additionally, we note that 
Moshe was born on the seventh day of Adar and was hidden by his mother 
for three months until, on the sixth of Sivan, she placed him in a basket 
among the river reeds (Shemos 2:2-3). We therefore place reeds and other 
greenery in our homes and synagogues to commemorate the miracle 
performed for Moshe Rabbeinu. Another source of this custom is a 
Midrash (Vayikra Rabba, Parashas Acharei Mos) which relates the 
following parable. To what can this be compared? A king had a garden 
which had become overgrown with thorns. The king brought gardeners to 
cut down the garden, but then he saw a single rose blooming. He said: “For 
the sake of this rose, let the whole garden be saved!” Similarly, God 
declares: “In the merit of the Torah, the entire world shall be saved.” 
Questions for Thought and Study 
1. Why is the extra word "uhseP" (“its counted ones”) added only in 
connection with the tribe of Shimon? See Maharal Diskin 1:22 
2. When describing the formations of the encampment of Bnei Yisrael, the 
Torah starts in the east then the west, north and south. With the tribe of 
Levi, it starts in the west. Why the switch? See Ramban 3:23 
3. Why were the coverings of different parts of the Mishkan specific 
colors? See Ramban 4:7 
4. Why is Shavuos called "Ubh,rIT iTn inz"-“The Time of the Giving of Our 
Torah”, in possessive form, and not just "vrIT iTn inz"? See Kuntros 
Aharon s"hr, 
5. Which word in Megilas Rus alludes to the new acceptance of the 
commandments of the Torah on Shavuos? See Ta’amei Minhagim f"r, 
6. What hint from hbJ jxP (Second Pesach) indicates that the seven days 
after Shavuos are considered compensatory days (ihnUkJT hnh), which is 
why some don’t say iUbjT? See footnote to Ta’amei Minhagim z"fr, 
Answers: 
1. The tribe of Shimon had the third largest number of troops. However, 
they were not the third largest tribe, as they did not have so many people 
above the age of sixty or below the age of twenty as the other tribes. That 
is why they were the most devastated in Parashas Pinchas when the plague 
attacked men (from age twenty to sixty). 
2. There were no “watches” on the east for the tribe of Levi, as those were 
directly assigned to Aharon, his sons, and Moshe. It started in the west as 
that is the second most important, as it faces the east. 
3. The ijkJ (Table) was covered with red as red represents royalty and the 
justice that the king upholds. The iIrt (Ark) and the Golden jCzn (Altar) 
were covered with ,kfT (blue-green), as that represents the crown of 
Torah, which rules over all. The copper jCzn was covered with indrt 
(purple) due to the blood that was applied there. 
4. From Da’as Moshe it is understood that we did not accept the Torah 
only as a group. Each individual person, according to one’s capabilities, 
has to accept the Torah individually as a responsibility. 
5. The word ",Ur" is numerically equal to 606. That, added to the seven 
Noachide commandments for which Rus was already responsible, totals 
the 613 mitzvos. 
6. Bnei Yisrael did not leave (as indicated by the sIcFv hbbg) until the 20th 
of Iyar (See Parashas Beha’aloscha), indicating that they waited seven 
days after hbJ jxP. If they waited seven days after hbJ jxP, then they 
certainly had to wait seven days after Shavuos. 
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Rabbi Mordechai Rhine 

Rabbi's Message 
The Gift of Shavuos 
The holiday of Shavuos is known as the time when we received the Torah. 
It is an exciting commemoration, a special time. But there is one big 
question. The luchos [two tablets] that resulted from Shavuos were 
shattered when Moshe came down and saw the golden calf. The luchos 
had to be given again on Yom Kippur. So we wonder, what remains of that 
original Shavuos? What is it that we commemorate? 
The Medrash tells us that when Moshe was ready to accept the Torah, the 
angels objected to Hashem, and said, “The Torah is so sacred. How can 
You give it to the human being who will defile it?” 
Moshe responded to their argument by saying, “It says in Torah, ‘Honor 
your father and mother’ clearly the Torah is meant for human beings 
because angels don’t have parents. It says in Torah, ‘I am Hashem your G-
d who took you out of the land of Egypt, the house of slavery.’ Clearly the 
Torah is meant for human beings.” 
What exactly was Moshe telling the angels with his response? The angels 
also knew that they don’t have parents. The angels didn’t work as slaves; 
the Jewish people did. 
I would like to suggest that the real argument between the angels and 
Moshe was whether the Torah could be observed. Certainly the Torah was 
written in a way that spoke of the human condition. But if human beings 

would simply violate its laws, then “leave it in heaven,” the angels argued. 
Let it remain a philosophical and theoretical pursuit. “Leave the Torah 
here,” the angels argued, “and don’t allow it to be defiled human frailty.” 
What was Moshe’s response? Moshe didn’t know how the Jewish people 
would be able to observe Torah. But one thing he knew. The Torah was 
meant for humans. This was Hashem’s plan. “What is written in it?” was 
the question that he asked. If Hashem clearly meant these mitzvos for 
humans, then He must give us the ability to fulfill them. 
This, Rabbi Luzzatto says, is the gift of Shavuos. The luchos that were 
given on that day were broken, but the blessing that came with the luchos 
lives on. On this day Hashem gave us the ability to observe Torah. It was 
like a bar or bat mitzvah when Hashem grants the child a yetzer tov – a 
natural desire to observe mitzvos. 
In retrospect, the angels were correct. A human being cannot expect to 
observe all of Torah. “Torah will become defiled if given to humans.” But 
Moshe was equally correct. “The Torah was clearly meant for humans.” 
Hashem needed to grant us special gift on Shavuos. A new desire was 
planted within us to do good. It is that gift that lives on even if the first 
luchos were broken. 
So as we celebrate the holiday, let us take a moment to tap into the energy 
of the day. If we pray for it, Hashem will grant this gift to us as well. 
Mitzvah observance should come naturally to us. This is the gift of 
Shavuos. 
With best wishes for a wonderful Shabbos and Yom Tov! 
Rabbi Mordechai Rhine is the Rav of Southeast Hebrew Congregation- Knesset Yehoshua in Silver Spring, MD. He also serves on the Board of the 
Vaad of Greater Washington, and is the Director of TEACH613, an organization which promotes Torah and mitzvah education through classes and 
virtual media. Rabbi Rhine's "Take Ten for Talmud" ten minute audio program based on Daf Hayomi is available by free e-mail subscription. His 
book, "The Magic of Shabbos," and the Perek Shirah Collection CD Series are available in Judaica stores, and through www.teach613.org. He can be 
contacted at RMRhine@teach613.org © 2016 by TEACH613TM  
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Yeshiva Kesser Torah 
A Commentary Published by Yeshiva Kesser Torah of Queens  
Kabbalas Hatorah 
We Must Constantly Remind Ourselves Of Our Duties On Earth 
"Moshe said to Hashem, "The people cannot climb Mount Sinai. You 
have already warned them to set a boundary around the mountain and to 
declare it sacred." Hashem said to him, "Go down...(Shmos 19:23,24)" 
The psukim relate that prior to the giving of the Holy Torah, Hashem spoke to 
Moshe to warn Klal Yisroel to set a boundary around Mount Sinai. Anyone 
who would climb the mountain or even touch it would die. Three days later, 
on the designated day of the giving of the Torah, there was thunder and 
lightning, and a heavy cloud on the mountain. An intensely loud and piercing 
shofar blast was heard. The entire mountain was in smoke and trembled 
violently. The great moment had arrived. The Al-Mighty Himself in all His 
Glory, descended upon the peak of Mount Sinai. 
At this holy moment a strange dialogue took place between HaKadosh Boruch 
Hu and Moshe Rabbeinu. Hashem said to Moshe, "Go back down and warn 
the people not to cross the boundary." Moshe Rabbeinu's response to Hashem 
was that it was unnecessary to go back down and warn them again, since they 
had already been warned three days earlier not to touch the mountain. Since 
they had no permission, they definitely would not climb the mountain or 
touch it. Hashem's response to Moshe was, "Go back down and warn the 
people a second time, for one should warn a person both prior to the deed, and 
again at the time of the deed. {This is the way Rashi understands the 
dialogue.} 
Thus, according to Rashi, although Moshe Rabbeinu deemed it unnecessary 
to descend the mountain to warn the people a second time not to climb the 
mountain or touch it, Hashem felt otherwise. It is imperative to go back 
down and warn the people a second time. For although they were already 
warned three days earlier not to touch the mountain, now, at the actual time of 
the giving of the Torah they must be warned a second time. 
This is mystifying. Moshe Rabbeinu's logic seems to be more compelling 
than that of HaKadosh Boruch Hu. Why should it be necessary to go back 
down and warn the people once again not to touch the mountain? For who 
were these people? This was the Dor Deah, the most knowledgeable 
generation that ever lived. This was the generation that was worthy to see 
Divine revelations at Yetzias Mitzrayim, at the splitting of the sea, and even 
now at Har Sinai. This was a generation of Gedolim and Tzaddikim. Do 
people of such greatness need to be continually reminded of something that 
had just been told to them three days earlier? 
Moreover, who warned them three days earlier not to touch the mountain? It 
was Moshe Rabbeinu, who did so in the name of the Al-Mighty Himself! 
Wouldn't a warning by the man of G-D in the name of Hashem be 
sufficiently awe-inspiring to impress upon them not to climb or touch the 
mountain? Was it necessary to remind them once again, since the initial 
warning came from such an eminent and spiritually overwhelming source? 
Furthermore, Moshe Rabbeinu himself testified that the people heard and 
fully understood the first warning three days earlier not to climb or even 
touch the mountain. They had understood it so clearly that Moshe Rabbeinu 
exclaimed, "The people cannot climb mount Sinai," as if to say that it would 
be impossible for them to climb Mount Sinai since they clearly understood 
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this to be utterly forbidden. If Moshe Rabbeinu himself testified that they did 
indeed understand this, why then did Hashem insist that Moshe go back down 
and warn the people a second time? Wasn’t it entirely unnecessary?  
We thus have three logical reasons proving Moshe Rabbeinu's reasoning to be 
correct. If this is so, doesn't Moshe Rabbeinu's logic seem to be more 
compelling than that of HaKadosh Boruch Hu? 
The answer is a resounding, "NO!" Hashem declared to Moshe Rabbeinu, "I 
created man..I know his weaknesses and deficiencies. I know that although the 
“Dor Deah” is a generation of Gedolim and Tzadikim and furthermore you 
Moshe, warned them in my Holy Name and that you yourself testified that 
they clearly understood the first warning three days earlier not to touch the 
mountain, they nevertheless must be warned a second time. For such is the 
human nature of man. Unless he is constantly reminded, prior to the deed 
and at the time of the deed, the keenest and most obvious perceptions tend to 
wear off. 
May we be ever conscious of our human weaknesses and deficiencies. Unless 
a person constantly stirs and awakens himself, the most simple and obvious 
truths will wear off.  
If this can happen to even a Dor Deah, who were warned by Moshe Rabbeinu 
in the name of Hashem and who understood Moshe Rabbeinu's confirmed 
testimony, that they clearly understood him, then certainly this applies to us. 
We, who are not on the level of the Dor Deah, must constantly remind 
ourselves, "ma chovaso baolamo - what is our duty on Earth." What does 
Hashem expect of us? How should we conduct our lives? Hashem created us 
for the express purpose of having our lives revolve around Torah - learning it 
and observing it. We were created to develop our character traits – goodness, 
kindness and generosity. We were created to be sincere, holy, and pure. We 
must constantly remind ourselves of these obligations. 
Therefore, how incumbent it is for each and every one of us to study mussar 
daily and to become proficient in the seforim hakedoshim particularly in the 
classical Sifrei Mussar that open our eyes to these very lofty concepts - The 
Chovos HaLvavos, Mesilas Yesharim, Orchos Tzaddikim, and the Shaarei 
Teshuvah LeRabeinu Yonah. 
May we be zoche to constantly awaken ourselves to "mah chovaso baOlamo" 
and thereby live a life of holiness and purity. Amen. 
These weekly Parsha sheets are based on Shmuessin delivered at Yeshiva Kesser Torah by HaRav Elyakim G. Rosenblatt, Shlita, Rosh HaYeshiva. This Shmuess is 
adapted from a Shmuess of Maran HaGaon HaRav Henach Leibowitz, ZT”L. Yeshiva Kesser Torah, 72-11 Vleigh Place, Flushing, NY 11367. (718) 793-2890. 
YeshivaKesserTorah@gmail.com. For other Shiurim by Harav Rosenblatt Shlita, login to YeshivaKesserTorah.org For telephone shiurim call Kol Halashon at 718-
395-2440. press 1 – 1 – 30 for Shiruim and 1 – 4 – 32 for Chassidic Gems  
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Covenant & Conversation 
The Sound of Silence (Bamidbar 5776) 
31 May 2016 
Bamidbar is usually read on the Shabbat before Shavuot. So the sages 
connected the two. Shavuot is the time of the giving of the Torah. Bamibar 
means, “In the desert.” What then is the connection between the desert and 
the Torah, the wilderness and God’s word? 
The sages gave several interpretations. According to the Mekhilta the 
Torah was given publicly, openly and in a place no one owns because had 
it been given in the land of Israel, Jews would have said to the nations of 
the world, “You have no share in it.” Instead, whoever wants to come and 
accept it, let them come and accept it.(1) 
Another explanation: Had the Torah been given in Israel the nations of the 
world would have had an excuse for not accepting it. This follows the 
rabbinic tradition that before God gave the Torah to the Israelites he 
offered it to all the other nations and each found a reason to decline.(2) 
Yet another: Just as the wilderness is free – it costs nothing to enter – so 
the Torah is free. It is God’s gift to us.(3) 
But there is another, more spiritual reason. The desert is a place of silence. 
There is nothing visually to distract you, and there is no ambient noise to 
muffle sound. To be sure, when the Israelites received the Torah, there was 
thunder and lightening and the sound of a shofar. The earth felt as if it 
were shaking at its foundations. But in a later age, when the prophet Elijah 
stood at the same mountain after his confrontation with the prophets of 
Baal, he encountered God not in the whirlwind or the fire or the 
earthquake but in the kol demamah dakah, the still, small voice, literally 
“the sound of a slender silence.”(4) I define this as the sound you can only 
hear if you are listening. In the silence of the midbar, the desert, you can 
hear the Medaber, the Speaker, and the medubar, that which is spoken. To 
hear the voice of God you need a listening silence in the soul. 
Many years ago British television produced a documentary series, The 
Long Search, on the world’s great religions.(5) When it came to Judaism, 
the presenter Ronald Eyre seemed surprised by its blooming, buzzing 
confusion, especially the loud, argumentative voices in the Bet Midrash, 
the house of study. Remarking on this to Elie Wiesel, he asked, “Is there 
such a thing as a silence in Judaism?” Wiesel replied: “Judaism is full of 
silences … but we don’t talk about them.” 
Judaism is a very verbal culture, a religion of holy words. Through words, 
God created the universe: “And God said, Let there be … and there was.” 
According to the Targum, it is our ability to speak that makes us human. It 

translates the phrase, “and man became a living soul” (Gen. 2:7) as “and 
man became a speaking soul.” Words create. Words communicate. Our 
relationships are shaped, for good or bad, by language. Much of Judaism is 
about the power of words to make or break worlds. 
So silence in Tanakh often has a negative connotation. “Aaron was silent,” 
says the Torah, after the death of his two sons Nadav and Avihu (Lev. 
10:3). “The dead do not praise you,” says Psalm 115, “nor do those who 
go down to the silence [of the grave].” When Job’s friends came to 
comfort him after the loss of his children and other afflictions, “Then they 
sat down with him on the ground for seven days and seven nights, yet no 
one spoke a word to him, for they saw that his pain was very great.” (Job 
2:13). 
But not all silence is sad. Psalms tells us that “to You, silence is praise” 
(Ps. 65:2). If we are truly in awe at the greatness of God, the vastness of 
the universe and the almost infinite extent of time, our deepest emotions 
will indeed lie too deep for words. We will experience silent communion. 
The sages valued silence. They called it “a fence to wisdom.”(6) If words 
are worth a coin, silence is worth two.(7) R. Shimon ben Gamliel said, 
“All my days I have grown up among the wise, and I have found nothing 
better than silence.”(8) 
The service of the priests in the Temple was accompanied by silence. The 
Levites sang in the courtyard, but the priests – unlike their counterparts in 
other ancient religions — neither sang nor spoke while offering the 
sacrifices. One scholar(9) has accordingly spoken of “the silence of the 
sanctuary.” The Zohar (2a) speaks of silence as the medium in which both 
the Sanctuary above and the Sanctuary below are made. 
There were Jews who cultivated silence as a spiritual discipline. Bratslav 
Hassidim meditate in the fields. There are Jews who practise taanit dibbur, 
a “fast of words.” Our most profound prayer, the private saying of the 
Amidah, is called tefillah be-lachash, the “silent prayer.” It is based on the 
precedent of Hannah, praying for a child. “She spoke in her heart. Her lips 
moved but her voice was not heard” (1 Sam. 1:13). 
God hears our silent cry. In the agonising tale of how Sarah told Abraham 
to send Hagar and her son away, the Torah tells us that when their water 
ran out and the young Ishmael was at the point of dying, Hagar cried, yet 
God heard “the voice of the child” (Gen. 21:16-17). Earlier when the 
angels came to visit Abraham and told him that Sarah would have a child, 
Sarah laughed inwardly, that is, silently, yet she was heard by God (Gen. 
18:12-13). God hears our thoughts even when they are not expressed in 
speech. 
The silence that counts, in Judaism, is thus a listening silence – and 
listening is the supreme religious art. Listening means making space for 
others to speak and be heard. As I point out in my commentary to the 
Siddur, there is no English word that remotely equals the Hebrew verb sh-
m-a in its wide range of senses: to listen, to hear, to pay attention, to 
understand, to internalise and to respond in deed. 
This was one of the key elements in the Sinai covenant, when the 
Israelites, having already said twice, “All that God says, we will do,” then 
said, “All that God says, we will do and we will hear [ve–nishma]” (Ex. 
24:7). It is the nishma – listening, hearing, heeding, responding – that is 
the key religious act. 
Thus Judaism is not only a religion of doing-and-speaking; it is also a 
religion of listening. Faith is the ability to hear the music beneath the 
noise. There is the silent music of the spheres, about which Psalm 19 
speaks: 
The heavens declare the glory of God 
The skies proclaim the work of His hands. 
Day to day they pour forth speech, 
Night to night they communicate knowledge. 
There is no speech, there are no words, 
Their voice is not heard. 
Yet their music carries throughout the earth. 
There is the voice of history that was heard by the prophets. And there is 
the commanding voice of Sinai, that continues to speak to us across the 
abyss of time. I sometimes think that people in the modern age have found 
the concept of “Torah from heaven” problematic, not because of some new 
archaeological discovery but because we have lost the habit of listening to 
the sound of transcendence, a voice beyond the merely human. 
It is fascinating that despite his often fractured relationship with Judaism, 
Sigmund Freud created in psychoanalysis a deeply Jewish form of healing. 
He himself called it the “speaking cure”, but it is in fact a listening cure. 
Almost all effective forms of psychotherapy involve deep listening. 
Is there enough listening in the Jewish world today? Do we, in marriage, 
really listen to our spouses? Do we as parents truly listen to our children? 
Do we, as leaders, hear the unspoken fears of those we seek to lead? Do 
we internalise the sense of hurt of the people who feel excluded from the 
community? Can we really claim to be listening to the voice of God if we 
fail to listen to the voices of our fellow humans? 
In his poem, ‘In memory of W B Yeats,’ W H Auden wrote: 
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In the deserts of the heart 
Let the healing fountain start. 
From time to time we need to step back from the noise and hubbub of the 
social world and create in our hearts the stillness of the desert where, 
within the silence, we can hear the kol demamah dakah, the still, small 
voice of God, telling us we are loved, we are heard, we are embraced by 
God’s everlasting arms, we are not alone. 
1. Mekhilta, Yitro, Bachodesh, 1. 
2. Ibid., 5. 
3. Ibid. 
4. 1 Kings 19:9-12. 
5. BBC television, first shown 1977. 
6.] Avot 3:13. 
7. Megillah 18a. 
8. Avot 1:17. 
9. Israel Knohl. 
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Rabbi A. Leib Scheinbaum 

Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Bamidbar 
These are the offspring of Aharon and Moshe. (3:1) 
Interestingly, the Torah begins the pasuk stating that the following are the 
sons of Aharon and Moshe, but mentions only the sons of Aharon 
HaKohen. Rashi explains that whoever teaches the son of his friend Torah, 
it is considered as if he gave birth to him. A rebbe is a child's spiritual 
mentor -- and much more. As his spiritual mentor, he has the opportunity 
to mold his student's life, inspire his goals and aspirations, essentially to 
change him. He becomes the child's spiritual progenitor, granting him 
spiritual life, which is of infinitely greater value than his physical life. 
Playing a role in a child's spiritual development is no small contribution. 
Everything that one does to initiate and enhance a child's spiritual 
development is critical and deserving of the appellation "progenitor." 
Chazal (Pirkei Avos 2:11) quote Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai, who was 
detailing the praise of his students. He was blessed with Torah scholars of 
unusual calibre, (they merited a rebbe who was without peer) each one 
possessing unique qualities which played a crucial role in his unique 
development. Concerning Rabbi Yehoshua ben Chananya, he said, Ashrei 
yoladito, "Fortunate is the one who gave birth to him!" He intimated that 
the greatness of his talmid, student, should be attributed to his mother. 
Chazal explain what it was that his mother did to ensure her son's devotion 
to Torah. She would bring his bassinet inside to the bais hamedrash, so 
that the first sounds that he heard would be the sounds of Torah study. 
Such action demonstrates a mother's extreme love for -- and devotion to -- 
Torah. Why do Chazal refer to her as yoladito, the one who gave birth to 
him? Why not simply imo, his mother? Chazal should praise his mother 
for her devotion to Torah and to her son. Horav Zaidel Epstein, zl, 
comments that Chazal use the word yoladito, who gave birth to him, as 
opposed to imo, his mother, by design. They seek to underscore the notion 
that, by bringing his bassinet to the bais hamedrash on a constant basis, she 
became his spiritual progenitor. Not only was she his physical birth 
mother, she was also his spiritual mother. 
Horav Shmuel Berenbaum, zl, understands this Chazal as a directive to the 
Rebbe, spiritual mentor, of our children to maintain a sense of love toward 
his young charge. Success for a Torah mentor is contingent upon his 
loving relationship with the student. He must view the student on the same 
plateau as he would his own child. He can harbor no distinction. This 
inherent love must be manifest in the manner that he conveys the lesson. 
Teaching Torah is unlike teaching any other discipline. One who teaches 
math must be proficient in the subject matter and be well-versed in the 
pedagogical process of conveying the curriculum to the student. 
Torah teaching is different. It goes without saying that the rebbe must be 
well-versed in the material he teaches, for one can only convey clearly 
what he has himself mastered. A rebbe who is not lucid in every aspect of 
his curriculum has no right to teach. Torah teaching has an added aspect. 
Chazal teach that, following the forty days that Moshe studied Torah from 
Hashem, our quintessential Rebbe and leader had not yet mastered the 
Torah. It had to be given to him by Hashem as a gift. Moshe was an 
unparalleled student; yet, under the best conditions, learning from the 
Rebbe that "wrote the Book," he was unable to retain the lesson! This 
teaches us that the Torah is unlike any other form of erudition. It is 
sacrosanct, Divinely authored, and thus beyond the ken of the human 
mind. Indeed, the Heavenly Angels could not fathom how a yelud/ishah, 
someone born from a woman, a flesh and blood mortal, could penetrate the 
Torah's depth. Thus, it was necessary that Torah be given over b'mesorah, 

transmitted, not just taught. Hashem gave the Torah to Moshe, who, in 
turn, gave it to Yehoshua, thereby establishing a specific learning process. 
The method of studying Torah from a rebbe is to receive it via mesorah. 
When Moshe received the Torah as a gift from Hashem, it became his, to 
the point that he could now give it to someone else. Without receipt of the 
Torah through the vehicle of matanah, gift, it could never have penetrated 
Moshe's being, making the Torah a part of his essence. Thus, when Moshe 
gave the Torah he had imparted into himself from Hashem to Yehoshua, 
he was transmitting a part of himself! This is exactly like a father to a son; 
whatever the father has within himself - his personality, character, DNA, 
etc. - is transmitted to his son. When a rebbe teaches Torah to his student, 
it should be father/son like, because the rebbe is giving himself to the 
student. Obviously, this relationship works only when it consists of a 
special rebbe and a consummate student. 
A student who develops a pleasant relationship with his rebbe will 
obviously have a much easier time accepting his rebbe's teachings. A man 
who had been chairman of the history department in a large, prestigious 
university for fifty years came into Horav Simchah Wasserman's yeshivah 
one day to recite Kaddish. He had yahrtzeit and the yeshivah was near his 
hotel. After Minchah, he started up a conversation with the Rosh 
Yeshivah. "Rabbi," he began, "I am a lonely man at this point in my life." 
The Rosh Yeshivah was visibly surprised. He said, "That seems odd 
considering the many students whose lives you have touched throughout 
the years. Tell me - how many students did you teach in your life?" 
They made a general accounting and arrived at a figure of 30,000. The 
Rosh Yeshivah asked, "With such an incredible number of students whose 
lives you have touched, tell me - how many of them invited you to their 
wedding?" The professor gave a stunning response, "Not a sing 
le one." 
I used the word "stunning," but "frightening" might be more appropriate. 
Imagine teaching 30,000 students and not one cared enough to invite him 
to his/her wedding. 
Rav Simchah observed that a yeshivah student would never, ever, consider 
not inviting his rebbe to his wedding. It is unheard of. This is because 
Torah is taught b'ahavah, with love, and it creates a strong bond between 
the rebbe and his student. The rebbe views his student as his child. Who 
would not invite his "father" to his wedding? 
And the Leviim shall be Mine. (3:12) 
Chazal (Midrash Rabbah 1:10) refer to Shevet Levi as neemanei aretz, 
trusted ones of the land. Their stalwartness in not flinching when they had 
to take a position that was far from favorable earned them the approval and 
trust of Hashem. Klal Yisrael, however, did not make the correct choice 
when Moshe Rabbeinu called out Mi l'Hashem elai, "Who is for Hashem - 
to me!" This occurred during the chet ha'eigel, sin of the Golden Calf, 
when the erev rav, members of the mixed multitude, rebelled against 
Hashem. Moshe quelled the mutiny, and it became time to take decisive 
action against the mutineers. Ignoring what this would do to their 
popularity among the people, Shevet Levi took swords in hand and carried 
out Moshe's edict. Klal Yisrael shied away from responsibility. True, it 
was a very difficult task, but Moshe asked, and, when the need arises and 
the leader of the Jewish People asks, there is no room for indifference. 
Let us now see how this indifference played itself out over time. Shevet 
Levi was selected to serve in the Sanctuary; Klal Yisrael was not. Horav 
Yeruchem Levovitz, zl, points out that it was this lack of neemanus, 
trusted devotion, to Hashem that deprived them of the lofty opportunity to 
serve Hashem in the Bais Hamikdash. Serving in the Sanctuary demands 
ultimate dedication, trust beyond question. There is no room for apathy, no 
place for indifference. While these deficiencies are indicative of an 
individual's character weaknesses, with regard to everyday endeavor and 
social interaction, they are especially demeaning with regard to avodas 
HaKodesh, service to Hashem, and all spiritual endeavors. The individual 
who acts with indifference demonstrates that he does not really care. He is 
dispassionate with regard to serving Hashem, indicating by his very 
inaction that serving Hashem has no significant role in his life. It is not 
that he is against it; he just does not care. Lack of feeling is worse than a 
negative feeling. One who has an active emotion is still alive. Hope exists 
that one day he might turn around and return to his spiritual roots. The one 
who is indifferent is dead - no pulse, no life. For him, little hope exists. He 
requires the gift of emotion, in order for him to be spiritually resuscitated. 
As I write this a few days before Pesach, my thoughts go to the missing 
son, the one who does not even bother to show up at the Seder; or, 
perhaps, the one who is compelled by family and friends to attend, but has 
no feeling whatsoever concerning our nation's affliction or liberation. He 
simply does not care. 
Two reasons might explain why one is missing from the Seder. He is so 
assimilated that he is clueless to our heritage, our history, and, of course, 
our destiny. For this son, we still hold a glimmer of hope. One day, he 
might meet someone who will reach out to him and bring him back. The 
pulse is there; it is his spiritual GPS that is deficient. It is the other son, 
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however, who is estranged due to indifference, that presents the greatest 
danger to himself and to our people. When one has lost feeling concerning 
his heritage, he is on the road to spiritual extinction. He might quite 
possibly be a wonderful person, a man of integrity, an individual who is 
kind and virtuous, but he simply has no feelings toward Judaism. He is 
spiritually numb. He is not outraged by the anti-Semitism around him; 
spiritual apathy has become a way of life for him. He feels no special 
kinship with his Jewish brothers and sisters. What happens to them has no 
bearing on his life. 
One has only to peruse the titles of the books authored by responsible 
historians who depict the indifference and apathy of the western countries 
toward the European Jews during the Holocaust: The Abandonment of the 
Jews; While Six Million Died; A Chronicle of American Apathy; The 
Terrible Secret, and more. To quote a distinguished secular historian: 
"Americans were not cruel or evil or monstrous in the sense that Hitler 
was. They simply did not care. They abandoned their characteristic 
motivation, will, and creativity and failed to respond to history's most 
tragic episode in a human manner." Following the Warsaw Ghetto 
uprising, a writer for a small secular Jewish periodical (Jewish Frontier) 
wrote: "The Warsaw Ghetto had been liquidated; leaders of Polish Jewry 
are dead (many by their own hand), and the whole world-- which looks on 
passively-- in its own way, is dead, too." 
Yes, one Shevet rose above indifference and took a stand during the tragic 
sin of the Golden Calf. U'b'yom pakdi u'pakaditi Aleiheim chatasam, "On 
the day that I make My account, I shall bring theirs in to account against 
them" (Shemos 32:34). Hashem will always take into account the sin of 
the Golden Calf, because it has not dissipated. Three thousand members of 
the mixed multitude sinned, but the rest of the nation stood by apathetic, 
indifferent to the chillul Hashem, desecration of Hashem's Name. We 
maintain a similar attitude today. Only it is called "politically correctness." 
We fear expressing our revulsion with the manner of observance, or lack 
thereof, which is evinced by some of our coreligionists. We are afraid of 
turning them off or losing their support. So, we continue in our "time-
honored" tradition of acting indifferently to the moral and ethical turpitude 
that is rearing its ugly head. U'byom pakdi u'pokadeti. 
A well-known dialogue took place between the saintly Chafetz Chaim, zl, 
and Horav Shimon Schwab, zl, when the latter had occasion to spend 
Shabbos in Radin, Poland. While discussing a passage in the Talmud 
concerning the position of Kohanim vis-?-vis the rest the nation (Shluchei 
d'Rachamana o'shluchei didan - are the Kohanim agents of Hashem, or 
agents of the people?), the Chafetz Chaim digressed momentarily and 
asked the young rav, "Are you a Kohen?" "No," Rav Schwab replied. 
"Perhaps you have heard that I am a Kohen," the Chafetz Chaim inquired. 
"Yes, I have heard," Rav Schwab whispered. "Perhaps you are a Levi?" 
"No." 
"What a pity! Moshiach is coming, and the Bais Hamikdash will be 
rebuilt. If you are not a Kohen, you cannot enter the Sanctuary to perform 
the avodah, service. 
"Do you know why? Because 3,000 years ago, at the incident of the 
Golden Calf, dein zayde is nisht gelloeffen, "Your grandfather did not run; 
when Moshe Rabbeinu called out, Mi l'Hashem elai! 'Whoever is with 
Hashem should come to me!' Now, take heart, when you hear the call, Mi 
l'Hashem eilai - come running!" 
The call is constant. Every time evil rears its head, Hashem calls out to us, 
Mi l'Hashem eilai! Are we prepared to heed His call? 
But they shall not come and look as the holy is inserted, lest they die. 
(4:20) 
Bnei Kehas were blessed to be participants in a very auspicious service: 
transporting the holy vessels which include the Aron Hakodesh, Holy Ark. 
One who works with nitroglycerine cannot take any chance. His every 
movement must be precise and organized. Thus, great care was exerted to 
see to it that Bnei Kehas approached their service in the Mishkan in the 
most orderly manner. It is forbidden for anyone other than a Kohen to gaze 
upon the holiest vessels in their uncovered state. Thus, the Kohanim were 
given the sole responsibility of inserting these items into their wrapping 
prior to their transport. Furthermore, the Holy Ark was not to be touched 
even in its wrapping, but carried by means of its staves, which were 
inserted along its sides. 
As a result of this stringency concerning the vessels, Bnei Kehas were 
taking a chance whenever they entered into the Mishkan to perform their 
duty. One error could spell death. Yet, according to one opinion in the 
Midrash, the danger neither frightened them nor held them back from 
vying for this service. They were eager to chance the danger as long as 
they had the opportunity to carry the Ark. The Midrash says: "Hashem 
says, 'As I did for Bnei Kehas (protected them), because they feared Me, 
and (as a result) I appointed distinction to them, and I warned them to take 
heed not to do anything that would precipitate their untimely demise, 
likewise, anyone who fears Me I will honor and not excise his name from 
the world!'" In other words, those who devote themselves to Torah, who 

embrace the Torah with their very beings, despite the challenges that 
might come their way, Hashem promises to protect them. 
This applies to anyone who pays respect to the Torah - even a gentile. He 
may not be from the Abrahamic seed, but, if he respects the Torah and its 
disseminations, Hashem will shine His countenance upon him. The 
following story gleaned, from a biography of a great tzaddik, saintly Torah 
scholar of Tunisia, supports this idea. 
The entire Jewish community of Tunis was asleep; yet, in one house, 
despite the lateness of the evening and the exhaustion of the individual, 
one person, Chacham Tzemach Tzarfati, zl, Chief Rabbi of Tunis, scholar 
par excellence, was preparing to recite Tikkun Chatzos, the prayer 
mourning the destruction of the Bais Hamikdash, which preceded the 
beginning of his daily learning schedule. Suddenly, the candle which had 
been burning so brightly went out, throwing the room into pitch darkness. 
There were no matches to be found in the Rav's house. It was one of those 
nights where nothing seemed to be going right. 
The thought of wasting the rest of the night without learning was too much 
to bear. The Rav was going to look for a match, a candle, anything to light 
up his house. We have become so accustomed to modern day 
conveniences that we lose sensitivity to what it must have meant to learn, 
work, by the light of a candle. The Rav walked all over town looking for a 
light, to no avail. Finally, he saw a light coming from a bakery. He 
immediately ran over; perhaps he could obtain a light from the bakery that 
would allow him to learn until the sun rose. 
A Muslim guard stood watch over the bakery. When he saw the city's 
Chief Rabbi standing by the door, he lifted the heavy wooden beam which 
served as the door's lock and allowed the Rav to enter. The Rav thanked 
him profusely for letting him in, and then proceeded to ask for a light. The 
guard gave the Rav a burning candle, bid him good night, and returned the 
heavy wooden beam to its place. 
Ten minutes later, the Rav was back. The light of the candle had blown 
out. The guard lifted off the beam and gave the Rav a light, only to have 
the Rav return again. The wind was reaching the flame, despite everything 
he did to protect it. The Muslim guard was not so quick to lift off the 
heavy beam again. After all, he wanted to sleep, and the Rav was returning 
for the third time. Seeing that the guard was not overly excited to open the 
door again, the Rav cried out, "Yehi Ratzon, it should be the will of 
Almighty G-d, that you should merit to become wealthy commensurate 
with the weight of this beam!" (This is how much gold he should amass.) 
The guard understood that before him stood a holy man who was revered 
and admired by not only the entire Jewish community, but the entire 
general community as well. He moved with alacrity to lift the beam, lit the 
candle, and personally carried the lit candle to the home of the Rav! 
The next day, as the guard was reviewing an accounting of the number of 
bread and rolls sold in the bakery, he was approached by a stranger, who 
inquired how much he earned per day. "Five coins," the guard replied. I 
have a job for you which requires great discretion. I am willing to pay you 
twenty-five coins a day if you will work for me. Remember, discretion is a 
must. Can you do it?" "Yes! Yes!" The guard replied. "Then let us go," the 
man said. 
A blindfold was placed over the guard's eyes, as the man led the guard on 
a path for about three-quarters of an hour, when they arrived at their 
destination: a small non-descript house. The guard's blindfold was 
removed, as he was led down to a small room which had various paintings 
covering most of its walls. The man quickly removed a large painting 
which had been concealing a small, hidden doorway. The man opened the 
door, and the guard almost passed out when he saw sacks and sacks filled 
with gold coins. There was a king's ransom in this room, an unimaginable 
amount of money. His job was to take the gold coins from the sacks and 
place them into treasure chests. At the end of the day, the guard was paid, 
blindfolded and taken back to the bakery. Not bad for a day's work. End of 
story? No! 
A few weeks later, as the guard was going to work at the bakery, he saw 
the signs for a real estate auction. Apparently, a man had died, leaving 
over a small house, which no one seemed to want. There were no 
inheritors, so the property was put up for sale. When the guard saw the 
address of the house, he became curious, and lo and behold, it was the 
home belonging to the elusive rich man from whom he had not heard 
again. 
Suddenly, everything came back to him: the Rav's blessing; the wealthy 
man's sudden appearance; all of that money. He decided to bid on the 
house. Since no one else cared about a small house situated almost 
nowhere, he was able to purchase the house for practically nothing. He 
obtained the keys, opened the door, ran to the painting that covered the 
concealed entrance to the "vault," and there he found the Rav's blessing in 
all of its glory: thousands and thousands of gold coins; a heavy beam's 
weight in gold! End of story? Not yet. 
When Rav Tzemach became old, he decided to move to the Holy Land. 
His travels took him through Turkey, where he spent a few days resting in 
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Istanbul. One day, as he walked through the cultural district, an Arabian 
Sheikh, sitting in a beautifully appointed carriage, pulled up alongside 
him. The Sheikh descended from the carriage and bowed to the Rav. "Will 
the Rav please join me at my palace? I would like to repay my debt of 
gratitude to him." the Sheikh said. 
Rav Tzemach did not recognize the Sheikh, but, nonetheless, agreed to 
join him. As soon as they arrived in the privacy of the Sheikh's palace, the 
Sheikh closed the door, and, in the privacy of his home, prostrated himself 
before the Rav. He kissed the feet of the Rav, as he reminded him of the 
events that took place on that fateful night years earlier: "I am that 
watchman whom the Rav blessed with great wealth. Please take this small 
token of my appreciation." He then handed the Rav a leather moneybag 
containing a wealth of gold coins - sufficient to live out his days in 
splendor, studying Torah without any financial worries. 
This was the reward garnered by Rav Tzemach for his unparalleled 
devotion to Torah study, and the incredible reward warranted by a non-
Jew for the tremendous respect he accorded to the Rav and Torah. 
Va'ani Tefillah 
U'Maivi Goeil livnei v'neihem l'maan shemo b'ahavah. 
He brings the Redeemer to their children's children for His own sake, 
out of love. 
The conclusion of the above phrase b'ahavah, out of love, has two 
connotations in its connection with the beginning of the phrase. Horav 
Reuven Melamed comments that "out of love" is a reference to the u'maivi 
Goeil, He brings the Redeemer. Hashem loves Klal Yisrael so much that, 
as a result (of His love), he dispatches Moshiach Tzidkeinu to redeem 
them. Alternatively, it might suggest that Hashem dispatches the Goeil 
when: b'ahavah reigns between v'nei v'neihem; when the Jewish People act 
towards one another with love; when they care for each other; when bein 
adam l'chaveiro, relationships between man and his fellow man, are in 
accordance with Hashem's wishes, ie, love and harmony are reflected 
throughout: At that time, Hashem will send Moshiach. Regardless of 
whether the advent of Moshiach is based upon Hashem's love for us, or our 
love for one another, we have our work cut out for us. 
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Iyar 5767 t.n.tz.v.h. by Menachem Shmuel and Roiza Devora Salamon In 
memory of Mr. David Salamon 
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Rabbi Dovid Siegel 

Haftorah 
Parshas Bamidbar - Hosheia 2:1-2:2 
This week's haftorah reveals Hashem's indescribable love for His 
people.The prophet Hosheia opens with warm words of blessing and says, 
"The Jewish people will be likened to the sand of the sea that cannot be 
measured or counted." Hosheia digresses then and says, "And in place of 
not being recognized as My nation, they will be regarded as 'the sons of 
Hashem.'" This passage indicates that, prior to this prophecy, they 
experienced serious rejection. In truth, the preceding chapter reveals that 
they temporarily forfeited their prominent status of Hashem's people. 
Scriptures state, "Declare them no longer My nation because they are not 
Mine and I am not theirs" (1:9) Yet, one passage later we find Hashem 
blessing His people in an unlimited capacity conveying upon them the 
elevated status of "sons of Hashem." We are amazed by this sudden, 
drastic change of attitude from total rejection to full acceptance in an 
unparalleled way. Wh at brought about this change and what can we learn 
from it?  
Chazal address these questions and answer with the following analogy. A 
king was enraged by his wife's atrocious behavior and immediately 
summoned a scribe to prepare her divorce document. He calmed down, 
shortly thereafter, and decided not to carry out his original plan. However, 
he faced a serious dilemma because he was unwilling to cancel the scribe 
and reveal his drastic change of heart. He finally resolved his problem and 
ordered the scribe to rewrite his marriage contract doubling its previous 
financial commitment. Chazal conclude that the same was true of Hashem. 
After instructing Hosheia to deliver sharp words of reprimand Hashem 
retracted them. However, instead of canceling the initial prophecy Hashem 
tempered it with warm words of blessing. These words were so uplifting 
that they reflected the Jewish people in a newly gained statusof "sons of 
Hashem". (Sifrei, Parshas Balak)  
We can attempt to uncover Chazal's hidden lesson in the following 
manner. When studying the analogy of the king and his wife we sense the 
king's deep affection for her. Although he was angered to the point of total 
rejection this anger was short-lived. He was appeased within moments and 
his true affection immediately surfaced. In order to compensate for his 
initial rash response, he strengthened his relationship with her by doubling 
his expression of affection. The queen undoubtedly understood her 
husband's compassionate response to her outrageous behavior. Instead of 

totally rejecting her he actually increased his commitment to her. She 
sensed this as his way of securing their relationship even after her previous 
conduct. This unbelievably kind response evoked similar feelings from her 
and she reciprocated with her fullest expression of appreciation to him.  
This analogy reveals Hashem's deep love and affection for His people. The 
Jewish people in Hosheia's times severely stayed from Hashem's will and 
engaged themselves in atrocious idolatrous practices. Hashem's was 
enraged by their behavior and summoned the prophet Hosheia to serve 
them their rejection papers. This severe response elicited Hashem's counter 
response of unlimited compassion for them and He immediately retracted 
His harsh decree. However, Hashem did not stop there but saw it 
appropriate to intensify His relationship with His cherished people. He 
therefore elevated them from their previous status of merely His people to 
the highly coveted status of His children.  
We now understand Chazal's message to us. Hashem was sincerely 
angered by the Jewish people's conduct and sent Hosheia to reject them. 
Yet, even this angry response could not interfere with Hashem's boundless 
love for His people and He immediately retracted His harsh words. The 
Jewish people however, needed to understand the severity of their actions. 
Hashem therefore instructed Hosheia to reveal the entire story, their 
intended rejection and ultimate acceptance. Hosheia's prophecy served its 
purpose well and the Jewish people sensed Hashem's boundless love for 
them. Although their actions called for total rejection Hashem's 
compassion for them would not allow this. Instead of rejecting them 
Hashem actually increased His display of affection towards them. This 
undoubtedly evoked their reciprocal response which ultimately produced 
their side of their newly gained status of "sons of Hashem". They 
previously enjoyed the status of Hashem's people but after this they would 
be known as His cherished children.  
We find a parallel to the above in this week's sedra which describes the 
Jewish nation's encampment. They were previously stationed at the foot of 
Mount Sinai for nearly a year. During that time they developed a special 
relationship with Hashem receiving His Torah and witnessed many 
revelations. This intimate bond, however, was interrupted by their 
inexcusable plunge into idolatry. Hashem was enraged by their atrocious 
behavior and immediately summoned Moshe Rabbeinu to deliver their 
rejection papers. Hashem informed His loyal prophet of His intention and 
Moshe Rabbeinu pleaded on their behalf. Moshe subsequently sensitized 
the people to their severe wrongdoing and they returned from their 
shameful inappropriate path. Hashem accepted their repentance and 
reclaimed His nation. But Hashem's compassion extended far beyond 
forgiveness and He therefore consented to dwell amongst them resting His 
Divine Presence in the Mishkan.  
In our sedra we discover that even the Mishkan was insufficient expression 
of Hashem's love for His people. He therefore acquiesced in their request 
and permitted them to camp around the Holy Ark and encircle His Divine 
Presence. This special opportunity created an incredible feeling of 
affection, tantamount to embracing Hashem Himself. Indeed Shlomo 
Hamelech refers to this unbelievable experience of intimacy in the 
following terms, "And His flag was for me an expression of love". (Shir 
Hashirim 2:4) Although Hashem initially rejected His people this did not 
interfere with His boundless love for them. After rededicated themselves 
to Him they deserved all of His warmth and affection, even the sensation 
of embracement itself.  
We learn from this the unbelievable love Hashem possesses for His people 
and that even during moments of rejection Hashem's true affection for us is 
never effected. 
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Rabbi Yaakov Asher Sinclair 

Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
The Book of Bamidbar — "In the Desert" — begins with G-d commanding 
Moshe to take a census of all men over age twenty — old enough for 
service. The count reveals just over 600,000. The levi'im are counted 
separately later because their service will be unique. They will be 
responsible for transporting the Mishkan and its furnishings and 
assembling them when the nation encamps. The 12 Tribes of Israel, each 
with its banner, are arranged around the Mishkan in four sections: east, 
south, west and north. Since Levi is singled out, the tribe of Yosef is split 
into two tribes, Efraim and Menashe, so there will be four groups of three. 
When the nation travels, they march in a formation similar to the way they 
camp. A formal transfer is made between the first-born and the levi'im, 
whereby the levi'im take over the role the first-born would have had 
serving in the Mishkan if not for the sin of the golden calf. The transfer is 
made using all the 22,000 surveyed levi'im from one month old and up. 
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Only levi'im between 30 and 50 will work in the Mishkan. The remaining 
first-born sons are redeemed with silver, similar to the way we redeem our 
first-born today. The sons of Levi are divided into three main families, 
Gershon, Kehat and Merari (besides the kohanim — the special division 
from Kehat's family). The family of Kehat carried the menorah, the table, 
the altar and the holy ark. Because of their utmost sanctity, the ark and the 
altar are covered only by Aharon and his sons, before the levi'im prepare 
them for travel. 
Insights 
Stand Up and Be Counted! 
“But you shall not count the tribe of Levi…” (1:49) 
The Midrash comments: “And the Levi’im will be to Me” — the Levi’im 
are Mine, for all those who come close to Me, to Me I will bring them 
close, and they brought themselves close to Me. (Bamidbar Rabbah) 
Sometimes it’s not enough to just stay in the background and keep out of 
harm’s way. Sometimes you have to stand up and be counted. 
Sometimes a person sees a flagrant desecration of G-d’s Name, when 
errant ideas are purveyed as “Judaism”, such as when “reformers would 
emasculate” and try to change the Law of the Torah or the spirit of the 
Torah. It’s not enough just to ignore them and turn the other way. A Jew 
has to stand up and be counted. 
The tribe of Levi was exalted amongst the Jewish People because they 
were not involved in the sin of the Golden Calf. However, certainly there 
were many individuals who also refused to be drawn into idol worship. 
Why, then, weren’t they rewarded in the same way as the tribe of Levi, to 
be appointed “over the Tabernacle of Testimony, over all its utensils and 
everything that belongs to it?” (1:50) 
When Moshe came down from the mountain and saw the B’nei Yisrael 
cavorting around the Golden Calf, he shouted, “Who is for Gd — to me!” 
(Shemot 33:26). It was only the Tribe of Levi who answered the call as 
one man. It was only the Tribe of Levi who “brought themselves close” by 
standing together with Moshe. 
Sometimes you have to stand up and be counted. 
Source: Based on the Chiddushei HaRim 
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Torah MiTzion 
Bemidbar 
These are the offspring of Aharon and Moshe on the day Hashem spoke 
with Moshe at Mount Sinai. These are the names of the sons of Aharon; 
the firstborn was Nadav, and Avihu, Elazar, and Isamar (Bemidbar 3:1-3). 
Rashi brings the question of the Sages in the Talmud (Sanhedrin 19b) that 
the passage begins "These are the offspring of Aharon and Moshe" but it 
mentions only the sons of Aharon. The answer is that they are also called 
the sons of Moshe because he taught them Torah. This teaches us that 
whoever teaches Torah to the son of his fellow man is regarded by the 
Scripture as though he had begotten him. 
Last week, the Torah world was saddened by the passing of one of its 
greatest Rabbis, Harav Hagaon Reb Tuvia Goldstein zt"l. He was one of 
the major poskim (rulers in Halachah, Jewish Law) of the generation. The 
Master of the Torah, Hagaon Harav Moshe Feinstein ztvk"l, who, for 
many years, lived in the apartment immediately above Reb Tuvia, used to 
show him his famous responsa to look over and approve, before he 
published them in the Igros Moshe. 
I had the privilege of being one of his thousands of students, when I was 
14 years old, in the Yeshiva Rabbeinu Ya'akov Yosef in Manhattan, NYC. 
At that very impressionable age, it was crucial to have a rabbi who was 
totally dedicated to his talmidim and not only taught them Torah but also 
cared about their success in learning and service of Hashem. Though he 
had so many ardent followers, Reb Tuvia truly acted like a father to each 
and every one of them. R.J.J. did not have a dormitory, and, since I wanted 
to spend Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur and Simchas Torah in yeshiva, I 
used to spend the holidays with Reb Tuvia and his family. It was a special 
experience and I learned lots of laws and customs by being so close to 
him. 
We also desperately needed rabbis who understood us and could relate to 
us. The rabbis in RJJ were great men who had withstood all of the trials 
and tribulations of the Holocaust Era and remained steadfastly loyal to 
Hashem. They learned His Torah under terrible and terrifying conditions 
and grew to be big talmidei chachamim (Torah scholars). The generation 
gap between them and us, American teenagers who were much more 
interested in having fun than in learning and being serious in the service of 
Hashem, was awesome. Many of these European rabbis were not able to 
relate to us at all since they could not understand us. 
I remember one rebby of mine who used to say that he learned the word 
"fun" in America. In Europe, he explained, no one had even heard of that 
concept. Everyone was too busy trying to stay alive. He gave us an 

example. "I met a boy who was about to drive his car somewhere. I asked 
him where he was going and he replied, 'Nowhere special.' I thought he 
was avoiding the question so I asked him again. He insisted that he was 
'just going for a drive,' with no special destination in mind. I asked him 
why in the world he would spend precious time and money for no specific 
purpose. He said that he definitely did have a purpose in what he was 
doing. I asked him what it could possible be. He answered me, 'For fun!'" 
Reb Tuvia was special in that although he, too, was light years ahead of us, 
and belonged to a totally different world from ours, nevertheless, he 
related to us and, with patience and understanding, uplifted us from our 
mundane interests and helped us enter the World of Torah. 
Reb Tuvia taught us to trust in Hashem and not fight His Hashgachah 
Peratis (Divine Providence). He would tell us that when his yeshiva was 
sent to Siberia by the Russians, there were some students who jumped off 
of the train. Everyone was so jealous of them but they didn't have the guts 
to jump after them. However, the next day, the Germans entered that 
territory and killed everyone they found there, including all those who had 
escaped from the train. "They were all killed," Reb Tuvia would say, 
"while we, although we suffered much for many years, ultimately lived to 
build families and serve Hashem in freedom!" 
And he taught us to value our time. I remember him telling me many times 
that he had a Jewish calendar hanging in his apartment which listed the 
dates per week. "Every Motzaei Shabbos (Saturday Night), after Havdalah 
(a prayer said over a cup of wine, separating the Holy Sabbath from the 
profane weekdays)," he told me, "I tear off a page from the calendar and 
throw it away. It rips apart my heart as I think to myself: A week of your 
life has left you. It will never return! What did you do during this week? 
How many mitzvahs did you perform? How many sins did you violate? 
How much lashon hara (slander) did you speak? See to take proper 
advantage of the next week and behave properly during its stay." 
We, his thousands of students, will never forget him and his dedication to 
us. His words will guide us forever. May his memory be a blessing to all 
of Klal Yisroel. 
The Responsibility of Shavuos 
When the Jewish Nation accepted the Torah, on the Holiday of Shavuos, at 
the Mountain of Sinai, we did not accept it for ourselves alone. We 
received it for all of our future generations. Even more than that, we 
became responsible to try our best to see to it that others accept it and 
observe it properly too. 
But not everyone knows how to appropriately influence people to make 
the right choice which will grant them happiness in this world and in the 
World-to-Come. Rabbi Yitzchak Dovid Grossman, shlita, is known as "the 
Disco Rabbi" due to his amazing success at reaching out to boys and girls 
in their own "habitat" and bringing them closer to Hashem and His Torah. 
There are many amazing stories about this remarkable person and his 
unconditional love for every single Jew. The following was published by 
Rabbi Shlomo Riskin of Efrat who witnessed it. 
Allow me to share with you a story from my previous life (in the exile of 
the West Side of New York City) which taught me how the word can bring 
sanctity into the most unlikely of places. In the early 1970's, a disco 
opened up in a window storefront building on 72nd Street and Broadway; 
despite the fact that it was called the Tel Aviv Disco and was owned by 
Israelis living in New York, it remained open every night of the year, even 
Kol Nidre night. I must have placed at least two dozen calls to the owners 
to try to persuade them to close at least on the night of Yom Kippur, only 
to have finally received a message from their secretary informing me that 
the owners would not speak to rabbis!! 
During this period, Rav Yitzchak Dovid Grossman - a beloved and 
respected friend who is the Rav of Migdal Ha'Emek - spent Shabbat with 
us at Lincoln Square Synagogue. He is a charismatic religious leader who 
is well-known for the many prisoners and other alienated Jews whom he 
has brought back to religious observance. After a delightful Friday evening 
meal at my home, replete with inspiring Hassidic melodies and words of 
Torah, he suggested that we go for a shpatzir (Yiddish for a leisurely 
walk). I tried to explain that the general atmosphere of the West Side 
streets of Manhattan were hardly conducive to Sabbath sanctity - but to no 
avail. His steps led us in the direction of 72nd Street and Broadway, right 
in front of the window revealing the frenzied disco dancers. "Did you ever 
see a mosquito captured in a glass jar?," he asked me in Yiddish (our 
language of discourse). "The mosquito is moving with all sorts of 
contortions, and appears to be dancing. In reality, however, the mosquito is 
gasping for air. That is the situation of those "dancers" in the disco. They 
are really gasping for air, struggling in their search for a real Shabbos. 
Let's go in and show them Shabbos." 
Before I could say "Jackie Robinson," he was inside the disco - and as a 
good host, I felt constrained to follow him. He sported a long beard and 
side-locks, and was wearing a shtreimel (fur hat) and kapute (silk 
gaberdine), and I was dressed in my Sabbath Prince Albert, kippa and 
ritual fringes out; as we entered the disco, the band of Israelis immediately 
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stopped playing. I immediately recognized three young men from the 
Synagogue - who seemed totally discombobulated; two ran out covering 
their faces, and the third tried to explain to me that he wasn't really there, 
that his mother had had some kind of attack and he thought that her doctor 
might be at the disco… Rav Grossman began to sing, Sabbath melodies. 
Almost miraculously, the men danced on one side, the women on the 
other. After about twenty minutes, he urged me to speak to them in 
English. I told them of the magical beauty, the joy and the love of the 
Sabbath, and they listened with rapt attention. Rav Grossman led them in 
one more song - and we left. 
I cannot tell you that the miracle continued, it didn't take five minutes, and 
we could hear the resumption of the disco band music. However, before 
the next Yom Kippur, the Tel Aviv Disco closed down; I don't know why, 
because the owners wouldn't speak to rabbis. And for the next two years, 
at least a dozen young singles joined Lincoln Square Synagogue because 
they had been inspired by our Disco visit! 
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Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Bamidbar 5776: D'var Torah 
The opening chapters of Sefer Bamidbar give the details of: 
Take a census of the Israelites… include every military-eligible male from 
age twenty and up (1:2-3). 
On occasion, the Sforno examines a theme in kabalistic dimensions. His 
presentation of the census and the marching procedures is one of them. 
In his introduction to Sefer Bamidbar, the Sforno explains that the census 
and the designation of flag-marked positions for each tribe in the camp 
were G-d's acts of kindness to the Israelites. For G-d's directions to Moses 
placed the Israelites in a physical position that was in harmony with the 
merkava (Divine chariot), experienced as a vision by the neviim 
(prophets). That would enable them to enter the Promised Land peacefully, 
as the nations would leave on their own accord (Sforno to 1:2). 
Indeed, it may be suggested that the emphasis on the military eligibility of 
all males over twenty would achieve two things. Firstly, there would be a 
sense of order and decorum in a community that were slaves until very 
recently. Secondly, its disciplined formation viewed from afar or by 
hearsay would persuade the seven Canaanite nations to take themselves 
elsewhere. 
Sefer Bamidbar proceeds to detail the ways that the Israelites did 
cooperate, so that they would be worthy of entering the Land without 
going into battle. They initiated and gave duties to the tribe of Levi, they 
separated those who were tameh (ritually unclean) from the camp, they 
established procedures for dealing with suspected spiritually-incompatible 
adultery and sanctifying individuals as nezirim (Nazerites), and they 
connected the Israelites to G-d through birkat kohanim (the Priestly 
blessing). They also dedicated the altar, observed Pesach according to its 
detailed laws, and showed willingness to follow G-d in the wilderness. 
However, the alignment of this high level of kedusha with spiritual forces 
in the Creation was to rupture beyond immediate repair with the episode of 
the Spies. 
In this way, the Sforno demonstrates a fundamental connection between 
seemingly unrelated elements in Sefer Bamidbar. 
Extending this principle, all physical items of kedusha have that status 
because of their alignment with the higher spiritual forces in the Creation. 
A Sefer Torah achieves that level when the final letter is inscribed and the 
text is complete, thereby converting folios of Torah-inscribed parchment 
into a new entity of much higher kedusha. A beth haknesseth raises mere 
space to being a confined area spiritually designated for the purpose of 
tefilla and limud Torah. 
Indeed, the Halacha defines the practices and behaviors that are 
compatible with the forces that these elements connect with. They include 
not using a beth haknesseth as a short cut, and standing when the Sefer 
Torah is carried and when the aron hakodesh is open. 
Parashat Bamidbar (Haftara) 5776 
'I will make you My bride forever. I will make you My bride [in reward 
for] your righteousness, justice, kindness, and compassion. I will make you 
a bride in reward for your faith. Then you will know G-d.' (Hosea 2:21-22) 
Guided Tour… 
The prophet Hosea preached to the Ten Tribes in the northern kingdom of 
Israel during the prosperous reign of Jeroboam II - after whose death came 
the troubled times leading to their final fall to Assyria in 721 BCE. His 
Divine revelations focused on their pagan practices, and their infidelity 
towards G-d and their own traditions. The Talmud (Pesachim 87a) brings a 
tradition, creating the background to the prophecy. G-d told Hosea that 
Israel had sinned, to which the prophet replied: "All the world is Yours. If 
they are untrustworthy, exchange them for another nation." 
G-d replied to him: "Go and marry a prostitute who has conceived children 
from her prostitution, because the Land strays from G-d." (1:2). This 

opening chapter of Hosea relates that he had three children from this 
marriage, and was instructed by G-d give them names of such a nature that 
they would reveal G-d's plans for the wayward northern kingdom. The first 
was a son - which He ordered to be called 'Jezreel', meaning that G-d 
would gather in the exiled Israelites and 'plant' them in their Land. That 
would, however, be in the distant future only. The second was a daughter 
called 'Lo-Ruchamah' - 'Object of No Mercy.' That was near to the present: 
G-d would no longer show mercy to unrepentant Israelites. And the third - 
the youngest son - was ordered to be called 'Lo-Ammi' - 'Not My People'. 
That also concerned the present - a statement that the Israelites had 
forfeited their right to be the Chosen People. 
The Talmud (supra 87b) interjects that at that point G-d commanded 
Hosea to turn his wife and three children out of his home. Then - only then 
- did Hosea realize his grave mistake in having made a similar suggestion 
to the Almighty: "All the world is Yours. If they are untrustworthy, 
exchange them for another nation." 
This forms the scenery for the Haftara - in which Hosea pleads with G-d to 
have mercy on the Israelites once more. Understanding the depth of his 
error in speaking ill of his own people, he gives his own blessing that the 
Israelites will be as numerous as the grains of sand on the seashore (2:1). 
Their grave faults will be put right: Israel, like the straying wife, will be 
loved once again. The children's names will change to 'Ammi' - 'My 
People', and 'Ruhama' - 'Object of Mercy.' 
That, however, is for the future. The message for the immediate present 
was simple: Hosea tells the children: "Rebuke your mother" to live 
faithfully (2:4) for if she does not, she and the children themselves will be 
disowned. She consorts with other men because she sees them as 
supplying 'my bread and my water, my wool and my linen, my oil and my 
drink.' (2:7) She will find that they betray her, leaving her abandoned, 
vulnerable, and utterly helpless. She will then yearn to return to her first 
husband, but he will not embrace her. Instead, he 'will uncover her shame 
in the sight of her lovers' (2:11), blighting 'her vines and fig trees, about 
which she said "these are my fees which her lovers gave me."' She will 
lose her joyous festivals, which are G-d's true festivals, as well as the 
festivals of the pagan worship of Baal (2:13,15) with which she tried to 
replace them, leaving her with nothing. For she, and the subject of this 
object lesson, the Israelites themselves, abused the wealth given to them 
by their 'lovers'. Israel abused its G-d given wealth by using silver and 
gold for Baal-worship (2:10). 
This dejection will give way to a new era. The wife in the parable and the 
Israelites in real life will be 'charmed' (2:16) - in the case of the latter, G-d 
will instill a desire to repent and come close to Him (c.f. Deut. 4:29). They 
will be taken to the 'desert'. Most commentaries understand this to mean 
the long period of exile, but Ibn Ezra suggests that it refers to a period that 
may well be part of living memory - to the land of Israel, which will have 
taken on the appearance of a desert. He will give her 'vineyards and 
change the Valley of Affliction to the Opening of Hope.' Significantly, the 
Targum advocates that these 'vineyards' are Israel's spiritual leaders and 
the philanthropists: the necessary spiritual and economic elements to 
restore the people in harmony to the Land. 
The Haftara concludes with a promise that Israel will be restored to its 
innocence. The cruel physical and wicked human forces will cease to 
trouble her, and she shall be G-d's chosen in security and at ease. He will 
restore the His relationship with Israel as in the beginning: 'I will make 
you My bride forever. I will make you My bride [in reward for] your 
righteousness, justice, kindness, and compassion. I will make you a bride 
in reward for your faith. Then you will know G-d.' (2:21-22) 
D'var Torah 
The issue of G-d Who hates promiscuity ordering His prophet Hosea to 
marry a whore disturbed the commentators. The Rambam (Guide II:46), 
and Ibn Ezra maintain that he did not actually take a prostitute as a wife, 
but merely saw himself doing so in a prophetic vision. However, 
Abarbanel and later the Malbim take the narrative literally - he did form a 
union with such a woman of low repute, and the opening chapters of 
Hosea do mean what they say. Indeed, Abarbanel claims that the passages 
must be read that way in order to understand the true nature of prophecy. 
He writes: 
"Those commentators have no claim in saying that, out of concern for the 
prophet's honor, G-d would not have commanded Hosea to marry a 
harlot… G-d did not select the prophets in order to bestow honor upon 
them or raise them to the throne! No, he selected them for only one 
purpose: so that they would serve as His envoys in assisting His chosen 
people to repent for their sins. He commanded His prophets to do whatever 
He deemed necessary to reach this goal, regardless of their honor. 
Sometimes words were not sufficient; sometimes real actions were 
required to grab the people's attention. Only in this manner would the 
prophet's rebuke penetrate the people's hearts, since that which a person 
sees with his eyes affects him for more that which he hears. Therefore, 
regardless of the fact that the prophet was a holy man, G-d commanded 
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him to marry a harlot in order to illustrate that by worshiping idols, the 
Israelites had in fact done the same. In truth, it would have been fitting for 
Hosea to do even stranger things than marry a harlot if this would have 
helped dissuade the people from idolatry." 
Underlying this explanation is the notion that there are situations where the 
very mission of great personalities requires them to act in a way not 
normally associated with their position. Hosea being told to take a whore 
is one example. The story below - much nearer to our own times, serves to 
illustrate the same theme: a leader must be prepared to act in an unusual 
way in order to make the right impact on the community. In this case, the 
issue was not idolatry, but the importance of never doing good at the 
expense of others - never being a 'tzadik' (righteous person) at someone 
else's expense. 
Rabbi Israel Salanter (1810-1883) illustrated this above maxim with a 
personal experience, one of which had to do with Yom Kippur, of which 
he said: 
"It is right and it is good that women go to the synagogue. It is true that the 
most important day of the year is Yom Kippur and that women should 
attend the Kol Nidrei (evening) service. But it is wrong that a woman 
attends that service if she leaves babies and young children at home 
without proper supervision." 
It once happened that Reb Israel was late for the Kol Nidrei service, so late 
in fact that members of the synagogue went in search of him. They found 
him in the home of a poor woman, rocking a baby's cradle. "What is the 
matter, Rebbe?" they asked. "I was passing when I heard a baby crying," 
Reb Israel replied, "I came in and found the mother had gone to synagogue 
leaving the tot in the care of the eldest daughter who is six or seven. I 
quietened the little one, but then the elder one begged me to stay because 
she was frightened of being all by herself." 
From the pulpit that evening he pointed out that the Mitzvah, the good 
deed, the mother thought she was doing by attending synagogue was more 
than negated by the sin she had committed in leaving her young children 
unattended. 
Remember that Rabbi Israel Salanter was one of the greatest and most 
influential spiritual leaders of his day, indeed, of the entire modern era. He 
was neither a child minder nor a babysitter - most certainly not on Yom 
Kippur, when a vast community was waiting for him. He could no doubt 
have sent for someone to look after the children so that he could hurry 
along and not keep the congregation waiting. 
But Reb Israel had a real message to give: one that was right and fitting for 
the 'over-holy' members of his congregation: never being a 'tzadik' at 
someone else's expense! And like Hosea, he acted it out to ensure that his 
message would be remembered and internalized: "Why was the Rabbi late 
for Kol-Nidrei?" And that was underlined by the people's having to wait 
for a long time until the proceedings of the evening began… 
The story is recorded in Frenkel I 'Men of Distinction (Vol. I, p 25), 1967. 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Bamidbar 5776 - “In Perfect Formation” 
A Paratrooper's Story 
By Dr. Moshe Amirav 
On Monday, the 5th of June 1967, I arrived in Western Jerusalem as a 
soldier in a paratrooper brigade. All through that night, we advanced from 
house to house under heavy fire. The battalion advanced to the east; I 
knew that it was in the direction of the Old City and the goal was clear: the 
Western Wall. At the end of that night, which was the longest in my life, 
we arrived in the area near the Rockefeller Museum. I climbed up onto the 
roof of the adjacent building and in dawn's first light I was able to see – 
Jerusalem. 
A Jordanian shell exploded on the roof of the building. As a result of the 
blast, I flew up in the air. I felt a piece of shrapnel ripping my face and it 
felt as though it was blowing up my head. Immediately, my face bled and 
all I heard were screams of "Medic, Medic!" Ofer, the medic, stopped the 
bleeding by bandaging me quickly and professionally. He calmed me 
down by saying: "In a few minutes, a rescue jeep will get here and take 
you to the hospital." I understood that for me, the war was over. "But I 
have to get to the Kotel!" – I cried. Ofer looked at me as though I'd lost my 
mind: "That's what interests you now, the Western Wall?!" 
A few hours later, I was already at Hadassah Hospital in Ein Karem. I 
could hear the echo of shooting from the Old City. The next morning, we 
listened to the broadcast of the Voice of Israel reporter, Raphael Amir: "At 
this moment, I am going down the stairs toward the Western Wall… I am 
touching the stones of the Western Wall…" Sounds of gunfire could be 
heard in the background mixed with the elated cries of the soldiers and the 
sounds of shofar blowing. I could not continue listening to the broadcast. I 

got out of bed and told Motti, who was lying in the bed next to mine: "I am 
going to the Kotel!" 
I smile now when I remember how I ran to the Kotel, holding Motti's hand 
since I could hardly see where to go. We did not take our time – we ran 
quickly, past the Moghrabi Gate, pushing forward in a hurry. Suddenly we 
stopped, thunderstruck. Standing opposite us was the Western Wall: gray, 
huge, silent, and restrained. I remembered feeling this awe-struck only 
once before, as a child, when my father brought me close to the Holy Ark. 
Slowly, I began my approach to the Kotel, feeling like a shaliach tzibbur, a 
cantor praying for a congregation; representing my father – Herschel-Zvi 
of Jerusalem and Lithuania, representing Grandfather Moses and 
Grandfather Yisrael who were slaughtered in Punar, representing my 
teacher and rabbi Mourner of Zion Menachem Mendel and his entire 
family that was killed in Treblinka, representing the poet Uri Zvi 
Greenberg whose poems I knew by heart and had sent me here. 
Someone near me made the "She'hechiyanu" blessing, but I could not 
answer "Amen". I just put a hand on the stone and the tears that streamed 
from my eyes were part water and part prayers, tunes, and longing of 
generations of Mourners of Zion. 
I came back to the hospital later that day to undergo surgery to remove the 
piece of shrapnel from my head. 
On Shabbos afternoon, in the Mincha shemoneh esrei, we speak about the 
unity of Shabbos that will be realized in the future Messianic world. 
“Avrohom rejoices, Yitzchok exults, Yaakov and his sons rest upon it.” 
What is the meaning of these words? Why is it particularly Yaakov Avinu 
together with his sons who rest on Shabbos? 
When the prophet extols the virtues of one who safeguards Shabbos 
properly he says(1), “Then you shall delight in G-d, and I shall mount you 
astride the heights of the world, and endow you with the heritage of your 
forefather Yaakov, for the Mouth of G-d has spoken.” Based on this verse 
the gemara(2) comments, “Whoever delights in the Shabbos is granted a 
boundless heritage.” The boundless heritage promised to one who delights 
in the Shabbos is the portion of our patriarch Yaakov. What is the 
connection? 
We find that Klal Yisroel always maintained a circular formation in their 
encampments and residence. When they entered Eretz Yisroel and the land 
was divided amongst the tribes the Bais Hamikdash was in the heart of the 
land, surrounded by the city of Yerushalayim, which was surrounded by 
the tribes throughout Eretz Yisroel.  
Throughout their forty year sojourns in the desert they also maintained a 
unique encampment. At the beginning of Chumash Bamidbar, G-d 
instructed Moshe(3), “The Children of Israel shall encamp, each man by 
his banner according to the insignias of his fathers’ household, at a 
distance surrounding the Tent of the Meeting shall they encamp.” Three 
tribes camped in each of the four directions surrounding the center which 
included the Levites camp as well as the Mishkan. 
The Medrash notes that when G-d commanded Moshe about the new 
formation of in the desert and that each tribe would have its own flag, 
Moshe was concerned that it would lead to dispute, as some tribes may not 
want to be placed where they were directed. G-d replied that the tribes 
would have no such qualms because they were already familiar with their 
positions. Their encampment in the desert was the same as how each tribe 
stood around the bed of Yaakov Avinu just prior to his passing when he 
instructed them how to escort his bier to Eretz Yisroel from Egypt for 
burial. 
Moshe’s fears still seem founded. Why would the nation be willing to 
accept a formation based on a funeral of hundreds of years prior? 
The Ateres Mordechai explains that it is relatively easy for people to be 
cordial and affable with each other when things are serene. However, 
when times become more challenging and tense people often become more 
aggressive and impatient with each other.  
Moshe feared that when the Jews were instructed to maintain a rigid 
formation in the desert they would counter that it was an impossibility. A 
desert is by definition vast and lawless and there cannot be normal and 
structured living in a desert. So how could they be expected to maintain 
such disciplined order in their encampments? 
G-d replied that Moshe’s fears were baseless. Yaakov Avinu had ingrained 
in his children the ability to maintain their faith and composure even under 
the most trying circumstances. When each tribe was instructed where to 
stand, he was informed what his role was, and what he had to accomplish. 
The funeral of Yaakov was unquestionably a period of intense mourning 
and instability for the tribes. Yet they traveled together and accomplished 
their mission in unison. 
The ability of a Jew to maintain his equanimity even in the most 
challenging situations dates back to Yaakov Avinu’s funeral procession 
when each tribe maintained their dignity despite the circumstances. 
Rabbeinu Bachya writes that G-d’s throne is surrounded by four gatherings 
of angels on each side, as it were, to resemble Israel’s four formations 
surrounding the Mishkan.  
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When Yaakov’s sons surrounded him in proper formation it was 
representative of the ‘secret of "אחד" (one)’. The word echad is composed 
of aleph (numerical value of one) and ches and daled (8 and 4) which 
combine to equal 12. Yaakov (the ‘one’ in the middle) surrounded by his 
twelve sons, represent the idea of "(4)"אחד. 
The Chofetz Chaim noted that the Mishkan always had to remain in the 
middle of the camp, much like the Tree of Life was in the middle of the 
Garden of Eden(5). This is reflective of the Torah which must always 
remain our central focus. Every other component in our lives must 
surround the Torah and subjugate itself towards the dictates and laws of 
the Torah. The Torah must always remain the epicenter of our lives.  
The Chofetz Chaim adds that since our continued life in this world 
depends on the beating of our hearts which ensures the circulation of the 
blood the heart is in the center of our bodies. The source of life – physical 
and spiritual – always remains in the center. 
When the tribes surrounded Yaakov it represented "אחד", the ultimate 
unity, for they all subjugated themselves toward their father, the righteous 
leader, in the center. When the Jewish People maintain their focus towards 
their national heart, they are truly a people who merit the accolade "אחד", a 
united, destiny-driven people. 
Torah life entails a perpetual focus towards the center. That center is the 
heartbeat of our national existence, represented geographically by 
Yerushalayim, and spiritually by the Torah. 
As long as the center point remains in focus, we can branch out and extend 
far beyond our borders. The person who proclaims Shabbos a delight is the 
one who is able to use all of the delicacies and pleasures of Shabbos to 
sanctify the holy day. Such a person has G-d in his heart and is thus able to 
‘branch out’ into the pleasures of this world and not forfeit his inner 
sanctity. His heart and soul are ‘one’ just as the tribes were one 
surrounding the bed of their father Yaakov. 
Therefore, one who proclaims Shabbos a delight merits the inheritance of 
Yaakov. G-d promised Yaakov(6), “You shall spread out powerfully 
westward, eastward, northward, and southward.” Because Yaakov 
personified unity of purpose and mission in his unyielding service to G-d 
he was blessed to spread out beyond his confines and borders. 
On Shabbos afternoon during our prayers we speak of the ultimate level of 
Shabbos observance, i.e. the Shabbos of the future when all will recognize 
the ultimate truth: “You are One and Your Name is One and who is like 
Your Nation Yisroel, one nation in the land.” Klal Yisroel is one, united in 
heart and mission, because of their omnipresent awareness that the One G-
d remains the central focus of their lives. 
It is specifically “Yaakov and his sons” who rest on Shabbos(7) because 
the depiction of Yaakov surrounded by his sons is the symbolism of 
perfect unity. 
Throughout their forty year sojourns in the desert Klal Yisroel camped in 
that same formation, reminiscent of the harmonious spirit which their 
forefathers possessed and instilled in them. When we entered the Promised 
Land we continued to live with that same pattern, surrounding the center 
of our national heart of Yerushalayim and the Bais Hamikdash. 
Throughout the exile when we no longer have the physical structure of the 
Bais Hamikdash our hearts remained there. At the center and core of our 
nationhood is, above-all, our adherence to the Torah, and also our pining 
and yearning to return to Jerusalem and the physical centrality of our 
people. 
The legendary words(8) “בידינו הבית   The Temple Mount is in our – הר 
hands” must be revised to, “הר הבית בלבינו – The Temple Mount is in our 
hearts.”  
“Surrounding the Tent of the Meeting shall they encamp.” 
“Who is like Your Nation Yisroel, one nation in the land.” 
1. Yeshaya 58:14 
2. Shabbos 118a 
3. Bamidbar 2:2 
4. Idea from Rabbi Aharon Shechter shlita, Kuntrue Ma’amarei Chof 
Kislev, Ma’amar 11 
5. See Bereishis 2:9; Onkelos states clearly that it was ‘in the middle of the 
garden’. 
6. Bereishis 28:14 
7. The rest we refer to is not physical rest but spiritual relaxation. It is a 
day when we recharge our spiritual batteries, as it were, by reminding 
ourselves of our true purpose and focus of life. 
8. Announced by Colonel Motta Gur over the military radio in June 1967, 
during the six-day war when G-d allowed us to miraculously re-conquer 
Jerusalem from the Jordanians 

Rabbi’s Musings (& Amusings) 
Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Bamidbar – Erev Shavuos 
Pirkei Avos perek 6 – Kinyan Torah 
4 Sivan 5776 (48th day of Omer)/ June 10, 2016 
I have written a few times in this forum about the wonderful trip to Eretz 
Yisroel, that I enjoyed along with our bechor Shalom, this past winter in 

honor of his Bar Mitzvah. While there we had the zechus to meet a few of 
the Gedolei Yisroel, including Rav Aron Leib Shteinman shlita. It wasn’t 
easy even getting into Rav Shteinman’s home, as we literally had to be 
pulled through the crowd waiting by his door. Even when we were inside 
we had to wait some time. When Rav Shteinman finally emerged from his 
room we had a few precious moments to receive a beracha from the aged 
Gadol Hador. 
Our connection there - Reb Ephraim Landau (landauviptours.com) - told 
Rav Shteinman that Shalom had just become a Bar Mitzvah and wanted a 
beracha for a “chayshek in lernen” (desire/excitement to learn Torah). Rav 
Steinman replied, “He should have a chayshek, but the Yetzer Hara won’t 
allow it so easily.” Rav Landau responded that the Rav should then give 
him a beracha that he should conquer his Yetzer Hara. Rav Steinman 
countered, “ubber der Yezter Hara hut ah shverd – But the Yetzer Hara has 
a sword.” Rav Landau answered that the Rosh Yeshiva should then give 
him a beracha that Shalom be able to take away the Yetzer Hara’s sword.” 
Rav Steinman smiled and replied, “Vet zayn gut – It should all be good.” 
Later during that week I went to visit the home of the late ‘hidden 
tzaddik’, Rav Zundel Kroizer zt’l. In an earlier Musings (#245) I wrote 
about my unsuccessful attempt to visit and receive a beracha from Rav 
Kroizer during a previous visit to Eretz Yisroel. In the interim Rav Kroizer 
had been niftar, but I was told that I could purchase his seforim at the 
home of his son and daughter-in-law, where the Rav had lived during his 
last years. 
After being informed of the address, we made our way to the simple home. 
We arrived there just as Rav Kroizer’s daughter-in-law came home. I told 
her about my failed attempt to visit the Rav a few years prior, and that I 
wanted to purchase some of his seforim. After she brought out some 
seforim, I told her that we had come to Eretz Yisroel for Shalom’s Bar 
Mitzvah. She then proceeded to give him a warm and beautiful beracha 
that he grow in Torah, Yiras Shomayim, etc. She concluded that he should 
be “כובש את רוחו ומשל ביצרו – conquer his spirit and dominate his 
inclination”, in a perfect quote of the vernacular of the Mishna (Avos 4:1). 
We are now in Graduation season - replete with caps, gowns, smiling 
graduates, teary-eyed camera(phone)-wielding parents, and long-winded 
commencement speeches. Ivy-league colleges often invite successful and 
famous personalities to address their graduates and relate some of the life 
lessons they learned along their road to accomplishment and achievement. 
Invariably the talks include reflection about some major struggles and 
failures that the celebrity faced early on in their career. They then tell the 
graduates that they have to expect setbacks and challenges in life, for in 
the struggle lies the path to greatness.  
A few years ago, our shul honored one of our worthy members, Mrs. 
Sandy Friedbaum. In her speech, Mrs. Friedbaum related that it is well 
known that Hashem gave the Torah to us on Har Sinai, because Sinai was 
“the humblest of the mountains”. She then added another personal lesson 
that she gleaned from the fact that Hashem gave us the Torah on the 
humblest mountain: 
Living entails aspiration for growth and great effort to get there. But 
sometimes we strive to accomplish too much in too little time, and thereby 
set ourselves up for frustration and failure. Success in life and growth 
occurs when we set ourselves attainable goals that allow us to feel 
accomplished. We always have to be striving to climb our personal Har 
Sinais – a climb to the peak which is not too overwhelming and daunting 
to the top. Then, when we arrive at the peak of our Har Sinai, we can begin 
the climb up the next Har Sinai. 
Our Yetzer Hara has a sword, but as long as we are ready for the struggle 
and aren’t overly intimidated by the uphill climb we can triumph. On 
Shavuos we celebrate our connection to Torah - the ultimate spiritual 
climbing guide, and prepare ourselves to climb our personal Har Sinai 
every single day. 
Shabbat Shalom & Good Shabbos, 
R’ Dani and Chani Staum  
720 Union Road • New Hempstead, NY 10977 • (845) 362-2425 
 

Rav Moshe Twersky ZT”L HY”D - OU 

Vayigdal Moshe 
  ואלה תולדת אהרן ומשה ג:א  שכל המלמד את בן חברו תורה כאלו ילדו רש״י
Last week, we fulfilled takanas Ezra to read the curses of Sefer Vayikra 
before Shavuos (Megilla 31b). But what is the connection between parshas 
Bamidbar and Shavuos? True, there is a discussion in Tosafos (ibid.) if it 
is ok to be interrupt between parshas Bechukosai and Shavuos, but there 
definitely is a connection. 
The connection, or at least one of the connectons, is what Rashi says on 
the pasuk, “V’eileh toldos Aharon v’Moshe b’yom diber Hashem es 
Moshe b’Har Sinai”. The next pasuk only mentions the sons of Aharon 
which shows that teaching someone Torah is like fathering him. And when 
did the sons of Aharon become the progeny of Moshe? On the day that 
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Hashem spoke to Moshe on Har Sinai – the day of Matan Torah – because 
it was then that he taught them what he learned from Hashem. 
Even on the superficial level, this is an amazing concept. The Gra says that 
this comparison to fathering a child is not mere allegorical expression. It is 
literal. Just as there is exists a birthing process on the physical plane, so 
too is there a spiritual birth process. The Mishna in Maseches Bava Metzia 
(33a) says that returning a lost object to one’s rebbi takes precedence over 
returning a lost object to one’s father, because a father brings him to Olam 
Ha’zeh and his rebbi brings him to Olam Ha’Bah. What this shows is that 
just as one’s entire existence in Olam Ha’zeh is due to his parents having 
brought him into the world, so too is existence in Olam Ha’Bah only 
possible through Torah. The Torah is what gives one life. And this comes 
about through one’s rebbi.  
Now that Torah sheh’b’al peh is written down, it is possible to get this - to 
a certain extent - by learning from a seifer; and access thereto is not as 
critically limited to getting it from a rebbi as was in the time when Torah 
sheh’b’al peh was transmitted orally. 
In addition, there is a deep point here. 
Biological reproduction is essentially an escape hatch from the curse of 
“b’yom acholcha mimenu mos tamus (Breishis 2:17).” The day being 
referred to in the pasuk is yomo shel Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu (e.g. 1000 
years [minus the 70 that Adam ha’Rishon gave to Dovid Ha’Melech). But 
still, the consequence of death really should be a dead-end in this world. 
However, the ability to produce progeny means that a part of Adam 
Ha’Rishon survived and continues to survive. So too is it with every 
person in the world. The curse of mos tamus applies to everyone. But there 
is an escape hatch. A person’s progeny provide him with a continuity.  
What this means is that all of human existence is one chain of life. An 
unbroken nexus. It’s not the same body – it is in a constant state of flux of 
assuming different particular forms - but it is nevertheless a linkage of one 
continuum of life. Literally. 
The k’ilu yaldo of Torah – the birth process of teaching talmidim - is also 
an unbroken chain of life in the spiritual realm. Not going back to Adam 
Ha’Rishon, but to Moshe Rabbeinu on Har Sinai. It means that there is no 
absolute severance at any point in the chain. A part of the spiritual life-
energy of each rebbi is passed on to the next generation.  
Chassidic thought has it that a person can have two types of rebbeim: a 
rebbi that he learns from in person during the rebbi’s lifetime, and a 
Himmeldikeh rebbeh, even if he did not live in that chacham’s lifetime at 
all. By learning his divrei Torah, one can become his talmid. That means 
that we can all be talmidim of Rashi. And you can also be a talmid of the 
Rambam, Rabi Akiva Eiger…anyone you want; who not?! Of course, this 
is only to the extent that we make ourselves their talmidim by investing the 
appropriate effort to understand and absorb what they say. 
The most direct way, though, that one connects to this continuum of 
spiritual vitality going all the way back to those who heard Anochi 
Hashem Elokecha is from the living mesorah - by learning and absorbing 
from a rebbi directly. As Rabbeinu Yonah says (Avos 1:1), even after 
Ravina and Rav Ashi completed putting down Talmud Bavli into the 
written word, there still is a necessity of Torah transmission from Rebbi to 
talmid in every generation.  
This provides us with a new perspective on kol gadol v’lo yasaf – the 
sound of Torah that was transmitted at Har Sinai never ceases, because the 
rebbi to talmid connection in every generation perpetuates it as one 
continuum of spiritual vitality. 
Ultimately, this means that we are all talmidim of Moshe Rabbeinu. 
There’s a Gemara in Maseches Menachos that says the expression 
“talmidim of Moshe Rabbeinu” is meant to exclude the tzedukim 
apostates. The Medrash (Tikunei Zohar 114a) says “ispashtusei d’Moshe 
b’chol dor v’dor”. The influence of Moshe Rabbeinu is in every 
generation. This link of rebbi to talmid means that we have an unbroken 
chain of spiritual vitality going all the way back to Moshe Rabbeinu on 
Har Sinai. Within every generation’s Torah transmission there exists a 
piece of that influence of Moshe Rabbeinu. 
Learning Torah is not just a serious business. It is a serious business – ki 
heim chayeinu v’orech yameinu, and without it, chalila, the opposite. But 
it is not just a serious business, it is also a tremendous, glorious endeavor. 
And it is only Torah that has this incredible quality. Someone who devotes 
himself to avodah or chesed the whole day, even though his zechus may be 
very great, he does not necessarily have this. Torah gives us this! This 
glorious, existential reality of one, unbroken continuum of spiritual life-
energy that connects all the way back to Moshe Rabbeinu on Har Sinai. 
 קח את הלוים תחת כל בכור בבני ישראל ג:מה
Because there were only 22,000 Leviim to the 22,273 bechoros, 273 of the 
latter had to make a payment of 5 shekalim to redeem themselves – which 
had to be given to Aharon and his sons, as the pesukim explicitly state. I 
always understood that this whole process was unrelated to the mitzvah of 
pidyon ha’ben – that, although the mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben is recorded at 
the end of parshas Bo and was told to Moshe on the day they left 

Mitzrayim, it only went into effect at a later point. However, at the end of 
his Hilchos Bechoros, the Rosh explicitly says that what was going on here 
was the mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben. That being the case, what happened to 
the obligation of the 22,000? How come they did not have to make the 5 
shekalim payment? 
The word pidyon – as it relates to korbanos and hekdesh items – means to 
transfer the kedusha off of that item on to something else (such as money). 
When we are dealing with pidyon ha’ben, we need to understand how 
exactly are we to define the “redemption” that is happening? Some 
Achronim seem to say that the mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben is really not a 
pidyon in the strict sense of the term. You really are not redeeming the 
first-born; rather, it is purely a monetary obligation that the Torah imposes 
upon the father of the bechor (or the bechor himself if the father did not do 
it) to pay to a kohein (for example, see Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deiah in 
Biur Ha’Gra 305:17). Like any other monetary obligation.  
However, this cannot be taken at face value. The Gemara in Maseches 
Bechoros (47b) says that if a Kohein died within 30 days of the birth of his 
chalal son (e.g. the Kohein married a divorced woman), that boy will have 
to redeem himself. The Rosh explains – and this is how the halacha is 
paskened in Tur and Shulchan Aruch (Yoreh Deiah 305:19) – that all he 
has to do is set aside the requisite 5 selaim, and he then keeps them for 
himself. This is similar, says the Rosh, to the case of a Kohein who has 
only one daughter who married a Yisrael, and from that marriage the 
Kohein has a grandson who is a Yisrael. If the Kohein grandfather dies and 
leaves a batch of tevel as part of his yerusha to his grandson, that grandson 
needs to separate terumah from the tevel but he gets to keep it for himself. 
What is evident, then, is that the mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben has two facets 
to it: a) the act of redeeming a first-born child, and b) the monetary right 
that a Kohein has to the money (for example, if a Kohein grabs the 5 
selaim that a father set aside to redeem his son with, Beis Din will not take 
it away from the Kohein). Usually these two components stick together, 
but in the case of the chalal son of a Kohein, there is a split between the 
essential pidyon aspect from the monetary aspect.  
The first-born chalal has to redeem himself because he is a zar – a full-
fledged non-Kohein. As far as the monetary aspect is concerned, though, 
he does not have to give the 5 selaim that he used to redeem himself to a 
Kohein, because he is the heir of his father who was a Kohein. Had his 
father been alive, his father would have redeemed him and kept the money 
for himself. That monetary right is fully inheritable. If all there was to 
pidyon ha’ben is a monetary obligation, well, in this case of the chalal son 
of a Kohein, there is no monetary obligation because he’s going to keep 
the money for himself anyway! Yet he still has to redeem himself. Clearly, 
then, there exists an inherent pidyon obligation irrespective of the 
monetary-obligation component of it. 
If pidyon ha’ben was merely a monetary obligation and that’s it, it would 
be impossible to understand how the 22,000 bechoros that were redeemed 
by the 22,000 Leviim were exempted from this obligation. Now, though, 
that we’ve clarified that pidyon ha’ben is a mitzvah in of itself to redeem 
the first-born – which carries an additional, monetary obligation as well - 
we can venture to explain how those 22,000 were exempted from 
redeeming themselves with the regular 5 shekalim. 
A bechor has a particular status. The Aruch Ha’Shulchan says an 
incredible chiddush: until a father redeems his bechor, he is not allowed to 
use him for any work (e.g. as a weight on one side of a scale). Everyone 
asks on the Aruch Ha’Shulchan from the explicit Gemara in Maseches 
Bechoros (9b) that excludes bechor adam from the prohibition of gizah 
v’avodah (shearing and work). In any event, according to the Aruch 
Ha’Shulchan, the distinct status of a bechor is an actual kedusha that needs 
to be removed through pidyon. There is a Seforno that also implies that the 
human bechor has actual kedusha. Even if you don’t want to posit that 
bechor adam has actual kedusha, he definitely has a distinct status called 
bechor. For example, if not for the sin of the eigel ha’zahav, the first-borns 
would have been involved in some way or another in the Mishkan/Beis 
Ha’Mikdash. The selection of Aharon and his progeny to serve as 
Kohanim was determined irrespective of that, so it’s not as if the lack of 
the sin of the eigel ha’zahav would have changed that; but in some form or 
another the first-borns would definitely have been involved. That is 
obviously an expression of their specialized status. 
And it is that specialized status to which the mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben 
pertains. Pidyon ha’ben is an act of removing that status (not regarding the 
laws of inheritance, only regarding the specialized status as described 
above). It happens to be that the pidyon act of removing that status entails 
a monetary obligation to a Kohein, but it is the neutralization of that status 
that is the essential mandating force of this mitzvah.  
Now we can understand why those 22,000 bechoros did not need to pay 5 
shekalim to a Kohein. Their specialized bechor status was neutralized via 
being “swapped” with the 22,000 Leviim. True, that is obviously a horaas 
shaah – a one-time manner of doing it that does not carry any application 
subsequent to that event – but it was a horaas shaah that functioned in 
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appropriate accordance with the basic mechanism of how pidyon ha’ben 
works and what it is meant to do. By being swapped with the Leviim, their 
special bechor status was removed. Naturally, then, there was no more 
mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben left to do, so of course there is no reason why 
they should have had to pay any money to a Kohein. The 273 extra 
bechoros, though, who were not able to be swapped with a Levi, were not 
able to have their bechor status neutralized through this horaas shaah 
mechanism, and they therefore still had the mitzvah of pidyon ha’ben on 
them – obligating them to pay 5 shekalim to a Kohein.  
Quote of the Week 
“If someone was once your rebbi, then he still is your rebbi. And if he isn’t 
your rebbi now, that means that he never was your rebbi.” 
Featured Story 
A close talmid of Rav Twersky kept up the connection even after returning 
to America and marrying. His wife would always know when he was 
preparing to make a phone call to his rebbi. He would pace back in forth 
for quite some time in an obvious state of solemn tension as he prepared to 
speak to Rav Twersky. Then, he would lock himself in a room while he 
actually conducted the call. Upon emerging, his face would be wreathed in 
a brilliant smile. 
On a particular visit to Eretz Yisrael together with his wife, the very first 
thing this talmid felt he needed to do was visit his rebbi. Having arrived in 
Yerushalayim during the afternoon hours, he knew that Rav Twersky 
would be learning in Ohr Tzafun, a Shul on the corner of Shmuel Ha’Navi 
and Bar Ilan.  
About fifteen minutes after he left his car to go find his rebbi, he returned. 
“I can see that you must have spoken to your rebbi,” his wife said, 
“because you’ve got that special, glowing smile.” “Actually, I didn’t,” he 
responded. “I went upstairs and found Rav Twersky, but of course he was 
learning and I could not bring myself to interrupt him. So I waited there 
for ten minutes to see if he would look up from his seifer and notice me. 
He didn’t. But I saw my rebbi!” 
Shavuos 
The Gemara in Maseches Shabbos says an example of notrikon (acronym) 
is the word Anochi. The letters of the word anochi stands for anah nafshi 
kesivas yehavis. Rashi explains that anah nafshi means ani b’atzmi, that 
Hashem is saying I myself wrote and gave the Torah. 
The Chasam Sofer (in his drashos for Rosh Ha’Shana) cites the Rokeaich 
who says that the title of a sefer should have the author’s name somehow 
contained therein. This acronym of anochi, says the Chasam Sofer, is 
precisely that. Since anochi marks the beginning of Klal Yisrael formally 
receiving the Torah, it is effectively the title of the Torah. 
In the sefarim there is another explanation given for anah nafshi: that 
Hashem is saying, “My nefesh is also part of what is written and given in 
the Torah.” In the context of speaking about Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu, the 
meaning of nefesh is as we find in the pasuk “im yeish es nafshechem”. 
Meaning, ratzon. In the Aseres Ha’Dibros, and the Torah as a whole, 
Hashem gave over, kavayachol, His ratzon. What that means is that the 
Torah is the vehicle through which we connect with Hashem. Furthermore, 
it means that if you want to know about Hashem – what it is that He wants 
from the creation – the only portal to that knowledge is the Torah. Torah is 
not just a set of laws. Every word in Torah carries “nafshi”, ratzon 
Hashem. 
The statement of al levavecha is talking about the mitzvah of remembering 
Torah. Yonasan ben Uziel says kesivin al luach libchon – written on the 
writing-board of your heart. It means that Torah knowledge is supposed to 
be retained. The Brisker Rav said that it is a barometer of how well one 
must know Torah. Something that is written out in front of you, you don’t 
need to think to recall it; it’s right there! 
In Toldos Adam, Rav Chaim Volozhiner’s description of the Gra is cited. 
How the Gra was absolutely phenomenal in every way. For example, he 
would have an aliyas neshama (a conscious experience of his soul 
ascending to Heaven) every night - without employing the utterance of 
special names of Hashem (the Besh”t had aliyas neshama with hazkaras 
Sheimos) – and during his sleep he would supplement his Torah 
knowledge. And on and on. Someone asked Rav Chaim Volozhiner, “But 
your brother Rav Zelmeleh (who was niftar young) also knew kol 
ha’Torah kulah?!” Rav Chaim responded, “There’s no comparison!” He 
explained: Rav Zelmeleh knew kol ha’Torah kulah the way everyone 
knows Ashrei, with total fluency. But if I ask you what word comes before 
u’gvurosecha, you have to think about it to get the answer. You have to go 
back to the beginning of the pasuk in your mind and get to that point in 
order to remember. But the Gra, he was on a completely different level. 
His fluency was so great that he knew the totality of Torah backwards as 
well as he knew it forwards! This description of the Gra is a true 
embodiment of kasveim al luach libecha, as if the text is written down 
right there in front of him. 
In general, when it comes to halachos that pertain to writing, regular 
writing suffices to comprise the kesivah and it does not have to be 

engraved. However, to truly fulfill kasveim al luach libecha – writing the 
Torah on your heart - it really needs to be a chakikah; engraved. Just 
writing with ink doesn’t sink in. Halevai, though, that we would even write 
the words of Torah on our hearts! 
Practically speaking, how does one go about engraving divrei Torah on his 
heart? There are two components, and both are necessary. First, you need 
to work to understand the divrei Torah to the best of your ability. The 
better you understand a sugya, the deeper in it goes, and it’s retained 
better. When a person really puts all his energies into a sugya, it is possible 
that even ten, twenty, thirty, or even forty years later he will still 
remember it. If one just glosses over divrei Torah, though, then the divrei 
Torah might gloss over him. The second component is copious review. 
You need both; one without the other just won’t do. 
Rabbeinu Chananel brings in Maseches Rosh Ha’Shana (34) a Gemara 
Yerushalmi: by every Yomtov the sair (goat offering) is identified as 
l’chatas, but by Shavuos it just says sair izim without the word chatas. 
Why? To convey, “Since you accepted upon yourselves the yoke of Torah 
it is as if you never sinned.” We see, then, that the year contains two paths 
of atonement for sins: one is during the Yamim Noraim and the other is on 
Shavuos. Relative to the concerted effort associated with the avodah of 
Yamim Noraim, the forgiveness that we receive on Shavuos is a 
tremendous gift. Just by dint of accepting the yoke of Torah, it is granted 
to us. The Gemara says that Rabi Eliezer holds that on other Yamim 
Tovim you don’t have to have a festive seudah – you can instead spend 
practically the whole day in Torah and teffilah. However, when it comes to 
Shavuos, all agree that one must have a festive seudah. The Rokeaich says 
that the reason for this universally-accepted, heightened component of 
simcha on Shavuos is the gift of forgiveness that we are given on Shavuos. 
Parenthetically, the three times of the year that the Gemara says everyone 
agrees that we require lachem (for one to have a festive seudah) are 
Shavuos, Purim, and Erev Yom Kippur, and the Gra explains that all of 
them have to do with the quality of Torah that is associated with the day. 
When accepting a resolution, it should be specific, concrete, and practical. 
Not a castle in the sky. It needs to be something that one really has the 
ability to maintain. Our abilities are far, far removed from anything 
resembling that of the previous generation. The goals we set for ourselves 
need to be modest in accordance with our modest capabilities. 
Bear in mind that giving examples of possible resolutions carries a danger 
that the listener’s mind will become constricted from thinking creatively. 
Really, each individual needs to think for himself what goals are 
appropriate for him. With that caveat in mind, here are two examples: 
Establishing a seder, or a certain amount of time for learning, that is chok 
v’lo yaavor, that no matter what happens on any given day, that set 
amount will never move. The second example is to have a concrete goal of 
something you are going to accomplish in learning. Regarding this type of 
goal, it may be best to split it up according to the natural periods by which 
the year is divided and structured, wherein you set a different goal for each 
time period. 
Regarding what to do on Shavuos itself, there are different approaches. 
Some say that one should go into Shavuos with a cheshbon. Meaning, 
learn during whatever time will be the most productive, and sleep the other 
time. Also, don’t wear yourself too thin because there is life after Shavuos 
too! Isru Chag – right after we have received the Torah - is the time to start 
learning with renewed vigor, and not to be like a child running from his 
desk when the bell rings. 
My son told me that he prefers to stay up all night motzaei Shavuos. Why? 
“Because we just got the Torah, so what am I going to do with it, go to 
sleep with it? I want to learn it!” Ok. Another approach, and I am not 
saying that you should necessarily do this, but some say - and there 
certainly is good reason to say that it is worthwhile - that during the 24 
hours of Shavuos one should put every last ounce of his energies into 
learning, until one has used up all one’s kochos and even more; because 
this is the day of Matan Torah, the day to engrave the Torah on our hearts, 
just like then when they heard Anochi Hashem Elokecha and it was 
engraved on their hearts! And what will be with Isru Chag? You’ll take a 
nap; it’s not so terrible. Everyone should be zocheh to kabalas ha’Torah 
b’ahava u’b’simcha! 
Quote of the Week 
“Learning Torah is both the means and the end.” 
Featured Story 
I once approached Rav Twersky to ask a very involved question pertaining 
to a certain Rashi on the sugya. My question left me completely stumped 
as to how to understand how Rashi’s explanation fit into the Gemara. 
Rebbi got excited and said, “Rav E.M. Horowitz brought in the Kovetz 
Mefrashim asks precisely your question! He was a contemporary of Reb 
Chaim and a giant of Torah. When you find a question of yours put forth 
by someone like that, you know that what you asked is a good question, 
that you have a real problem to work out!” (Reb Yoni Ash) 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Shavuot 
Although there is no really accurate way to measure the relative 
importance of the holidays of the Jewish calendar year, I think that we can 
all agree that the holiday of Shavuot appears to be the least dramatic of 
them all. The Torah describes it as an agricultural feast day 
commemorating the grain harvest and the greening of the first fruits of the 
season as an offering in the Temple in Jerusalem. 
Jewish tradition and rabbinic sanction has emphasized and label the 
holiday as the anniversary of the granting of the Torah to the Jewish 
people by God at the revelation at Mount Sinai. With the absence of the 
Temple, the holiday has taken on this commemoration as the center point 
of its observance. 
Secular Zionism attempted to restore the primacy of its agricultural 
component in commemorating the holiday but was singularly 
unsuccessful. So, even today in the Land of Israel, once again fruitful and 
bountiful, this agricultural aspect of the holiday is still very secondary to 
its historical commemoration of the revelation at Sinai. And in this there is 
an important lesson that repeats itself throughout Jewish history. 
The great Gaon, Saadya, succinctly summed up this message when he 
stated: “Our nation – the Jewish people – is a nation only by virtue of its 
Torah.” All of the other facets of our nationhood exist only because of this 
central historical moment – the granting of the Torah to the Jewish people 
by God through Moshe at the mountain of Sinai. This was and is the 
pivotal moment in all of Jewish history. Everything else that has occurred 
to us over these three and a half millennia has direct bearing and stems 
from that moment in Jewish and human history. 
Therefore it should be no wonder as to why the holiday of Shavuot is the 
day of commemoration of the giving of the Torah at Sinai. Looking back 
over the long centuries of our existence, we can truly appreciate how we 
have been preserved, strengthened and enhanced in every way by our 
studied application of Torah in every facet of our personal and communal 
lives. 
Those who forsook the values and denied the divinity of Torah fell by the 
wayside of history and are, in the main, no longer part of our people. 
Unlike Pesach and Succot, Shavuot carries with it no special ritual or 
commandments. It certainly is the least dramatic of all the holidays of the 
Jewish calendar. But, rather, it represents the every day in Jewish life – 
dominated by study and observance of Torah and its eternal values. 
The name of the holiday means “weeks” – units of time that measure our 
progress on this earth. It is not only the seven weeks from Pesach to 
Shavuot that is being referred to, but rather we are reminded of all of the 
weeks of our lives that compose our stay in this world. Time has 
importance to us when we deem it to be meaningful and well spent. The 
purpose of Torah, so to speak, was and is to accomplish just that. And 
therefore the day of commemoration of the granting of the Torah to Israel 
is very aptly named for it is the Torah that gives meaning to our days and 
weeks. 
The customs of the holiday also reference the scene at Mount Sinai on the 
day of revelation. Eating dairy foods, decorating the synagogue and the 
home with flowers and greens, and all night Torah study sessions have all 
become part of the commemoration of the holiday itself. They all relate to 
Sinai and the revelation. The Jewish people, through long experience and 
centuries of analysis have transformed this seemingly physical agricultural 
holiday into the realm of spirituality and eternal history. 
On this day of festivity we are granted an insight into the past and the 
future at one and the same time. We are able to unlock the secrets of our 
survival and eternity as a nation, and as the prime force in human 
civilization for these many millennia. So it is the holiday of Shavuot that 
grants true meaning and necessary legitimacy to all of the other holidays 
of the Jewish calendar year. 
Shavuot is the cornerstone of the entire year, for without it all the days of 
celebration and commemoration remain devoid of spirituality and eternity. 
It does not require for itself any special commandments or observances 
because it is the foundation of all commemorations throughout Jewish life 
and time. 
Chag sameach, Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Bamidbar 
In this week’s reading of the Torah, almost the entire text is devoted to a 
count of the Jewish people as they encamped in the desert of Sinai. Later 
in this same book of the Torah, a further count will be taken and recorded. 
This idea of taking a census of the population of the nation is easily 

understood and accepted in our society as well. Currently almost all 
countries and societies conduct a census on a regular basis. 
However, reading further in the Bible, we see that the kings and leaders of 
the Jewish people in the Land of Israel also took, at the very least, a partial 
census of the people at certain given opportunities. Yet, even though the 
results of the census here in the desert of Sinai is given to us in minute 
detail and exact numbers, the later counts of the Jewish people, when they 
resided in the Land of Israel, never, except for military formations, was 
recorded for us in exact numbers. 
It is as though the numbers of those later governmental counts are 
seemingly immaterial and irrelevant to the core story of the Jewish people. 
So, why then does the counting of the Jewish people and its resultant 
numbers play such a dominant role in the text of the Torah? And this is 
especially difficult to deal with when the Torah itself tells us that we will 
never be a nation of large numbers of people but that rather we will always 
be “the fewest in number…..” 
Every individual has a worth and a value no matter the time in which he 
lives or where he is located on this earth. Nevertheless, there is a 
difference between the count of a dwelling in isolation and under 
supernatural conditions in a trackless desert, and the count of the people 
living in its own country and attempting to develop its own society and 
culture under “normal” circumstances. 
In the desert, everything was yet theoretical and potential but not yet real 
and practical. Therefore people were numbers and to a certain extent they 
were all absolutely equal. But when the Jewish people arrived in the Land 
of Israel, the task of nation-building required – and continues to require - 
the assignment of different tasks to different people. 
A living society is constructed by many different forces and ideas - and 
this presupposes many different people who are not mere numbers but 
rather independent thinkers and doers. In prisons and enforced labor 
camps, people were only numbers. In a vibrant dynamic society, we are 
not interested in the numbers as much as we are interested in the tasks 
fulfilled, the dreams being dreamt and the independence of human thought 
and creativity. 
In this scenario, we do not see the actual numbers of the count as being 
vital to the task at hand. Naturally, numbers and size of population are 
important. But they are only limited factors in defining the greatness of the 
people and the strength of the nation. No longer living in a desert, in exile, 
not living in theory but in practice, each of us has to apply one’s self to the 
task before us here in Israel. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Parashas Bemidbar - “Elite by Commitment” 
Scholars have had a lot to say about the role of aristocracy in the course of 
human history. Those of us who grew up in the United States of America 
were taught about the advantages of democracy and thus developed a 
prejudice against the very word “aristocracy.” We were convinced that 
aristocracy meant government by a select group of people who earned 
their right to govern by virtue of their birth. 
Along with the virtues of democracy, we were taught to value meritocracy. 
Individuals should be granted positions of authority on the basis of their 
merit. If they prove themselves to be expert in business, they should be 
given control of the economy. Those who successfully prove their 
administrative experience should run the government. 
As our formal education proceeded, we learned about the danger of 
another philosophy; namely, elitism. Somewhere in our attic storage room, 
there remains a copy of a paper I wrote as a sophomore in college. It was 
based upon a book by the eminent sociologist C. Wright Mills, entitled 
The Power Elite. In it, the author cautions against the development of a 
small group, or “inner core,” controlling all the institutions in power in a 
given society. A more recent book by David Rothkopf makes a similar 
point and speaks of a “super-class” that dominates contemporary 
American society. Personally, I suspect that we can detect in the present 
presidential elections a revolt, by a substantial portion of the populace, 
against “the power elite” or the “super-class.” 
In my rabbinic teaching experience, I have found that students tend to 
question, or at least wonder about, the existence of aristocracy or elitism in 
the society prescribed by our Torah. This tendency is especially common 
among students who have been raised to value “the American way.” I have 
discovered that it is this week’s Torah portion, Parashat Bemidbar 
(Numbers 1:1-4:20), which evokes these questions more than any other. 
This week’s parasha begins with an enumeration of the leaders of each 
tribe. The leader of the tribe of Reuben is named Elizur son of Shedeur, 
and so are named the leaders of every tribe. That is, every tribe but Levi. 
The Torah then proceeds with the details of the results of the census that 
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Moses conducted. The total population of each tribe is listed, beginning 
with Reuben and ending with Naphtali. Again, the tribe of Levi is not 
recorded. The Torah itself remarks, “The Levites, however, were not 
recorded among them by their ancestral tribe.” Indeed, the Almighty 
specifically commands Moses: “Do not on any account enroll the tribe of 
Levi, or take a census of them, with the Israelites,” (Numbers 1:47-48). 
The Torah continues to describe the configuration of the tribes as they 
marched through the wilderness: Three tribes in the north, three tribes in 
the south, and three tribes, each in the east and west. The glaring omission 
from this formation is the tribe of Levi. 
It is only when we reach the third chapter of this week’s Torah portion that 
we learn of the special treatment that the tribe of Levi is to receive. It is 
then that we learn that the Levites are to substitute for the firstborn 
Israelites and will serve in their stead in the special roles of maintaining 
the Holy Tabernacle. Finally, the Torah describes the division of the tribe 
of Levi into three and names the leaders of each of those three divisions. It 
is only at this later point in the parasha that we are informed about the 
central position of the Levites in the nation’s march through the 
wilderness. 
It is no wonder that students often ask about elitism. Their question is 
usually phrased along these lines: “Aren’t the Levites being designated by 
the Almighty Himself as a “power elite” or “super-class?” Are we not to 
be concerned that the rest of the Israelites will experience the resentment 
typical to victims of discrimination? Wasn’t the Levites’ special position 
in this parasha accorded them only because they were born Levites, having 
done nothing to merit their special distinction?” 
The Sages of the Talmud and Midrash respond emphatically to these 
questions. Here is an especially poetic example, to be found in the Midrash 
Bemidbar Rabba, chapter 3: “It was the tribe of Levi who were heroes and 
blossomed forth with their deeds at the time that the Israelites crafted the 
Golden Calf. It is written, ‘Moses stood up in the gate of the camp and 
said, “Whoever is for the Lord, come here!”‘ And all the Levites rallied to 
him. Therefore, the Holy One, Blessed Be He raised them above the 
Israelites. Like the cedar which is taller and higher in the forest of 
Lebanon than all other trees, so too are they elevated above all of Israel. 
Thus, it is written in the book of Psalms (92:14), ‘Planted in the house of 
the Lord, they flourish in the courts of our God.'” 
The point of this Midrash, and of many similar rabbinic passages, is this: 
The elite position of the Levites was not merely a function of their 
privileged birth. Rather, they earned their position because of their firm 
commitment to God. They merited their special role because of their 
courage and dedication. 
In the classes that I have led, however, these rabbinic passages do not 
suffice. Questions persist: “What about nowadays? Can any person not 
born a Levi gain access to that tribe’s privilege by virtue of his 
commitment and courage? Or, is membership in this special group closed 
to non-Levites forever?” 
The response to such questions was given centuries ago by none other than 
Maimonides: “It is not just the tribe of Levi alone, but each and every 
person from all of the world’s inhabitants, if his spirit but moves him and 
his intellect matures, can distinguish himself from the masses and stand 
before God to serve Him and to worship Him. He can come to know God, 
and if he walks upright in the manner in which God fashioned him and is 
willing to discard all the many considerations which other humans 
naturally seek, such a person is sanctified as the holiest of holies. He too 
can become God’s special portion and heritage forever and ever.” 
(Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, concluding paragraph of the Laws of the 
Sabbatical Year and Jubilee) 
Simply put, Maimonides is teaching us that every human being can 
become a Levite. 
Not many of us are familiar with Maimonides’ astonishing remarks. 
But there is a statement, spoken daily by every regular synagogue 
attendee, which symbolically transforms each of us into a Levite. For near 
the conclusion of the morning service every day of the year, weekday or 
Sabbath or Festival, we recite a psalm. The psalm differs from day to day, 
but there is a brief prelude that we all utter: “Today is the first day of the 
week (or second, or third day, as the case may be) on which the Levites 
used to say this psalm in the Temple.” 
Why do we recite this formula? The customary answer is that we want to 
retain some memory of the Holy Temple in our religious consciousness. 
But I like to think that we recite it to connect in some fashion to the 
Levites in the Temple of long ago. And we recite it whether we are Levites 
by birth or not. We assert that in some sense we can all become Levites. 
Maimonides insists that in Judaism elites are made, not born. Authentic 
elites are not about power. They are about courage and commitment. And 
conviction. 

 

Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Bamidbar: Who Counts Most  
Take the sum of all the congregation of the Children of Israel . . . 
(Bamidbar 1:2) 
The very word “desert” conjures up images of lots of very dry sand, 
scorching heat, a tremendous lack of water, and therefore, very dangerous 
conditions. Yet, the Jewish people spent 40 years in the desert and rarely 
did they complain about such circumstances. Even when they complained 
about a lack of water it was before they were even thirsty. 
This is because in reality, the Jewish camp was a traveling oasis. Bread fell 
from the sky, special clouds plowed the desert and protected them from 
deadly elements, the light of God led them on their journey, and a mystical 
well followed them everything they went. Even their clothes did not need 
cleaning or repair. Their environment had been more than ideal. 
This situation was not only while the Jewish people traveled in the desert. 
It is the situation of the Jewish people as they travel through history. 
History is a desert for the descendants of Ya’akov, and protection from its 
elements is purely by the grace of God then, and now: 
The whole world is sustained by [God’s] charity. (Brochos 17a) 
This may not be so obvious now, but it was during the Holocaust, and the 
pogroms of Europe, and before that the Crusades, and before that, Roman 
persecution, and before that, Greek persecution, etc. For over a thousand 
years survival was not something a Jew took for granted. For over a 
thousand years, Jews knew they survived by the grace of God. 
I’m sure it has been pointed out many times before, but it is far more than 
ironic that the Torah makes a big deal about counting the Jews, and that 
the Holocaust did as well. Tattooed numbers became synonymous with the 
horrors of the Holocaust, just as they are synonymous with God’s love of 
the Jewish people in the Torah, as Rashi explains. 
Though the two numberings seem worlds apart, they really are quite 
connected. This is the way Hashgochah Pratis works: an energy meant for 
the sake of redemption left unused is “kidnapped” by the realm of impurity 
for anti-redemption purposes. There was something about the numbering 
of Jews during the Holocaust that had been intended for a redemption-
oriented goal, was left unused, and was turned against the Jews instead. 
What that positive purpose was meant to be is anyone’s guess now. 
Unless, that is, it still resulted in its intended goal, only through an evil and 
deadly manner. 
A clue might be in this week’s parshah, regarding which it says: 
Because they were dear to Him, He counted them often. When they left 
Egypt, He counted them (Shemos 12:37); when [many] fell because [of the 
sin] of the golden calf, He counted them to know the number of the 
survivors (Shemos 32:28); when He came to cause His Divine Presence to 
rest among them, He counted them. On the first of Nissan, the Mishkan 
was erected, and on the first of Iyar, He counted them. (Rashi, Bamidbar 
1:1) 
According to this explanation, God constantly counts the Jewish people 
because they are dear to Him. People who love money constantly count it, 
even if they already know how much they have. God values the Jewish 
people, so He counts them even though He already knows how many they 
are. 
This explains why God counted the Jewish people on the way out of 
Egypt. He wanted to make sure, so-to-speak, everyone who was meant to 
leave in fact did, and that not one Jew was left behind. It also explains why 
God counted the Jews after the incident of the golden calf. Almost three 
thousand Jews had died as a result of Divine retribution for the sin, so God 
wanted to see, so-to-speak, how many remained. 
What this does not explain is why God counted the Jews when it came 
time for his Presence to dwell on the nation, or why He counted them 
when the Mishkan was erected. What did these events have to do with how 
many Jews were around at the time? Why did God choose to express His 
love of the people by counting them at these times as well? Nothing had 
been lost, only gained. 
Counting has two different types of impact. With respect to the Machtzis 
HaShekel, the Half-Shekel that was given to count the Jewish people in the 
desert, it was to tell each Jew that he is part of whole. He should never 
consider him to be overly individual, or set himself apart from the rest of 
the nation. Achdus, Jewish unity should be a stronger value than Jewish 
independence. 
That is the message for the person who considers himself to be too unique 
from the rest of the Jewish nation. For the person who feels apart from the 
nation, but not by choice, there is a different message in counting. He 
wants to belong, but feels left out for some reason or another. His own lack 
of self-esteem, or just humility, makes him question his right to belong to 
an illustrious group. 
For such people, counting is inclusive. For the person who longs to be only 
one of a collective whole, counting does exactly this for them. It says to 
them, “From God’s perspective, you are no different than the next Jew, 
and He wishes to include you in what has been achieved with the rest of 
the nation.” 
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The emphasis on counting the Jewish people in the Holocaust had both 
aspects to it. On one hand, the losses were unimaginable, on such a scale 
as to make one believe their death didn’t matter, that their loss would be 
felt by no one. It could be years before anyone even knew they were gone, 
or how they died. 
Counting the Jews said, “I am God, and you are My people. I take note of 
each and everyone of you, and the loss of each of you will be noticed and 
felt by Me. I know who you are, where you are, what you have gone 
through, and what you have earned as a result in terms of eternal reward.” 
Counting the Jews during the Holocaust also said, “This deadly and dark 
period in history will lead to something important and positive. It will be 
an important turning point in Jewish history and a crucial step towards the 
Final Redemption. Though your fellow man treats you as subhuman and as 
if you have no worth, I treat you just the opposite. Some of you will die, 
and some of you will survive. But all of you have a part in this threshold to 
redemption. You will share in its benefits in both this world and the eternal 
one.” 
It doesn’t matter that the Nazis ysv”z chose to number the Jews for evil 
purposes. It doesn’t make a difference to the message that their obsession 
for meticulousness was the reason for going to the trouble of tattooing 
every Jew. During times of the “desert,” that is, in exile, God often uses 
the distorted intentions of people to accomplish His holy acts. 
Not only this, but though the Nazis were defeated and disappeared from 
life, the numbers did not. They continued on long after the Jews were 
liberated and had a chance to rebuild their lives elsewhere. How many 
survivors could be seen later enjoying life, but with a distinct number still 
quite visible on their arms? 
If they had known at the time what it meant and what it would later mean, 
the Nazis probably would have kept track of the Jews in a less obvious 
manner. During the Holocaust, the numbers represented Jewish 
vulnerability and worthlessness to the rest of mankind. After the 
Holocaust, the same numbers testified to the resilience of the Jewish 
nation, and the love of their Creator for them. 
Of course, many did not view their survival that way. The numbers on 
their arms were a horrible reminder of what had once occurred, what God 
had allowed to happen. When they slept they had nightmares, and while 
awake, the number was a nightmare as well. They could not associate it 
with anything positive, and certainly not with love from God. 
Such people have been called “Holy Disbelievers.” They lived through 
hell, and then some. They had been pushed to psychological limits that, in 
the eyes of many, excuses them from their agnostic and even atheistic 
behavior. 
The numbers on their arms say, “Even still, I include you. You are one of 
my loved ones, and though you cannot see or understand that today, you 
will one day. I will make a point of it.” 
“Stand up and be counted” has a different meaning for a Jew. It doesn’t 
just mean, state your support for something. It means being part of a 
people whose God never loses track of a single member, loving them all 
and keeping track of them now, and forever. 
Esteemed Self-Esteem  
Make a count of the sons of Kehas from among the children of Levi by 
their families, according to their fathers’ houses. (Bamidbar 4:2) 
There are a lot of different topics discussed in this week’s parshah, but 
they all boil down to one common theme: self-esteem. Each section 
approaches the same idea from a different angle, teaching how a lack of 
self-esteem leads to sin, and how with self-esteem a person is capable of 
much more than they see when they look into the mirror. Sometimes 
having the heart of a lion counts for a lot more than having the body of 
one. 
History is divided between the heroes and the losers, the latter group being 
those who have already lost the battle to the yetzer hara. There is almost 
no middle ground in-between, so a person either belongs to one group or 
another. The difference between the two groups? Self-esteem. 
Self-esteem is one of those things in life we know is important but we still 
take for granted. In fact, all of life is really a battle to build self-esteem and 
to maintain it, because without it, a person becomes psychologically 
limited. This doesn’t mean he can’t function in everyday life like most 
people around him. It means that he won’t expect much from himself, at 
least spiritually, and he will not grow much at all. 
The “project” begins at home. When a baby is born, he doesn’t even know 
he exists, or what that means. He’s too busy looking “out” to really look 
“in,” something that some folks don’t do much of all of their lives. That’s 
why children are capable of doing some pretty despicable things with very 
little remorse. 
As a person grows older, he starts to develop self-awareness. He knows he 
exists, and that he exists with others who might be better than him. What is 
“better”? That is determined by the society in which a person lives. His 
self-esteem will be very much related to achieving what society has told 
him is important to achieve. The system itself will define success and 
failure, and a person’s self-esteem will be based upon where he is on the 
ladder to success. 
Parents, of course, are the first potential contributors to self-esteem, which 
means they have to have it themselves. If they don’t, they usually tear 
down their children a lot more than they build them up, giving their 

children a poor first start in life. Lacking support from their parents, and 
therefore, self-esteem, children tend to underachieve, or worse, “invite” 
more psychological abuse from their “guardians.” 
Once the child goes out into the world, it can get a lot worse, depending 
upon the self-esteem a child built up and stored while still at home. If a 
child enters the world of strangers with a sense of, “I am a worthy being,” 
he will be able to withstand all the counter forces that tell him just the 
opposite. There are a lot of people out there who have low self-esteem, just 
looking for someone they can put down to raise themselves up. 
It is amazing, when you think about it, how fragile we are as a species, and 
how vulnerable we are to attack from others. In the animal kingdom it is 
about being physically attacked and only physical survival. In the world of 
humans, it is mostly about psychological attacks and psychological 
survival. 
We need to believe in ourselves so much. We need to know that we matter, 
and are capable of doing meaningful things. Sometimes, psychological 
survival even comes before physical survival, because people can live with 
a minimum amount of food but they cannot live with a minimum amount 
of self-esteem. 
That Nazi’s, ysv”z, understood this and waged a psychological war against 
the Jewish psyche. Physical abuse? Incredible. Psychological abuse? A lot 
worse, because the point was not just to kill every last Jew, but to wipe 
away the spiritual energy they represented. 
This was because Hitler ysv”z was not just a mass murderer, he was a 
Social Darwinist. He despised things like morality and conscience because 
they forced man to work against his nature. The animals don’t this, he 
argued, so why should humans? Aren’t humans such a more sophisticated 
form of animal? 
The number one obstacle to instituting such a belief was the Jewish people 
and their Torah. Even Christianity and Islam Hitler saw as offshoots of 
Torah, and as the military strategy goes: cut off the head of the snake and 
the snake itself dies. Get rid of the Jews and man on his own will become 
completely secular over time. 
What was really going on was that Hitler, ysv”z, and all of his cohorts 
suffered from low self-esteem. There are plenty of books that document 
this, and how his early life of low self-esteem led to his later life of 
extreme hatred and genocide. 
There are basically two ways to deal with low self-esteem. A person can 
work on himself and develop self-esteem, or a person can eliminate 
everyone around him who makes him feel a lack of self-esteem. The first 
one is what life is all about and results in moral behavior, and the second 
one undermines the purpose of Creation and results in sin. 
In this week’s parshah, the Nazir represents the first approach. One of the 
main reasons for becoming a Nazir was to develop spiritual fortitude, in 
other words, a sense of spiritual worth. The Nazir was someone who saw 
spiritual weakness in himself and sought to repair the breaches. He worked 
on becoming a “crown” for God, so-to-speak. 
The Sotah, in comparison, was just the opposite. How does a religious man 
and woman behave in such an immoral manner? How can people do such 
things and live with themselves after? How can an adulterer face his wife 
or her husband and act as if nothing wrong happened? 
There had to first be a breakdown in the relationship between husband and 
wife. There may not have been physical abuse but more than likely there 
was psychological abuse. Over time, an abusive relationship always wears 
away at a person’s self-esteem because they’re constantly being told, in 
one way or another, that they are unworthy. 
When a person sinks low enough in life the pain can become so intense 
that any form of relief can seem justifiable. Pain is a “great” source of 
rationalization, and little hurts more than a sense of unworthiness. Little 
undermines the values of Torah and opens the door to sin more than a lack 
of self-esteem. 
Thus the Torah refers to the counting of the Jewish people at the beginning 
of this parshah as a “lifting up” — naso. God told Moshe Rabbeinu, 
“Don’t just count the Jewish people. Tell them that they count, each and 
everyone of them. Fill them with self-esteem so that they will be inspired 
to live a noble existence.” Nothing inspires a person to act nobly more 
than a sense of self-worth. 
At this time of year, as we’re about to “reaccept” Torah once again on 
Shavuos, we are “invited” to live nobly. We are given the Torah to help us 
develop the proper self-esteem that makes this possible. All of the mitzvos 
and the narration work to help a person accomplish exactly this. 
This is why the Torah makes a point of telling us, just in advance of 
receiving the Torah, that the Jewish people reached a high spiritual level 
called, “k’ish echad, b’leiv echad,” which means, “like a single person 
with a single heart.” 
There are different ways to understand what these profound words mean 
and why they are important at such a critical time in Jewish history. One 
thing is for certain, and that is all Jews at Mt. Sinai felt equal to one 
another. One person did not feel less important than another, which 
allowed them to take the focus off themselves and put it on the receiving 
of Torah instead. 
Without doubt, the awesomeness of the event helped tremendously with 
this. Great moments tend to make people less petty and less self-focused. 
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This inspires a person to become more focused on the opportunity of the 
moment, and to use it in a constructive manner. 
Thus, though we may not give much thought to our personal level of self-
esteem, we ought to. Just as we should make sure we don’t think too 
highly of ourselves because of a bloated ego, we should also make sure 
that we do not think too lowly of ourselves, which can actually interfere 
with humility, not facilitate it. 
The bottom line? Learn Torah, and learn it deeply. Take its message to 
heart, and it will fill your heart with the proper measure of self-esteem. 
Torah will inspire you, and help you to live a noble and meaningful life. 
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HaRav Shlomo Wolbe Zt”l 

Bais Hamussar 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated l'iluy nishmas Menachem Moshe ben Avraham z"l 
Parshas Bamidbar 
This week's parsha delineates the various responsibilities of the Levi'im. 
"And the assignment of Elazar ben Aharon HaKohein is the oil of 
illumination, the spices of the incense, the daily flour offering and the 
anointment oil" (Bamidbar 4, 16). Rashi cites the Gemara Yerushalmi 
which explains that Elazar was not merely charged with overseeing that 
the above items were transferred from place to place; he actually carried 
all of them himself! 
The Ramban (ibid.) calculates the enormous load that Elazar carried. The 
illumination oil for an entire year amounted to one hundred eighty-three 
lug (a lug is approximately ½ liter), and the spices for the incense weighed 
365 maneh (a maneh is approximately ½ kilo). Rav Wolbe figured that 
altogether he probably carried more than 1000 kilo! He was charged with 
this physical assignment in addition to the other jobs that were delegated 
to him. These jobs included coordinating and supervising the 
transportation of the vessels of the mishkan carried by the bnei Kehos, 
which entailed assigning each and every Levi their individual task. The 
amount of responsibilities Heavenly assigned to a person is in direct 
proportion to his greatness. The greater the person is the greater the load 
he is given. 
How was Elazar able to accomplish all of this? The answer, says Rav 
Wolbe, can be found in the above Ramban. He concludes, "And those 
whose hope is in Hashem will have renewed strength" (Yeshaya 40, 31). It 
might be heavy and difficult, but he must bear the burden of responsibility 
with the knowledge that Hashem delegated it specifically to him. This will 
give him the strength to endure and succeed. 
Rav Wolbe continues that this is something that we must constantly bear in 
mind. One who is a Rav, a Rebbi, a Gabbai or a teacher might sometimes 
get overwhelmed with the amount of responsibility he has been given. We 
might add that in truth every single Yid has numerous responsibilities 
toward Klal Yisrael. These might include raising a Torah true family, 
helping out in the shul, donating his time, money or other resources to 
benefit the Klal or learning with those less knowledgeable than us. 
Recognizing that Hashem specifically chose us for these tasks, not only 
prevents us from "throwing in the towel," it infuses us with vigor and an 
intense desire to succeed! 
 

Rabbi Yochanan Zweig 

Insights into the Weekly Parsha 
Parshas Bamidbar 
Ethics of Our Fathers 
'They proved their lineage according to their families and their fathers' 
houses" (Bamidbar 1:18).  
Rashi (ad loc) explains that every individual in Bnei Yisroel was required 
to bring proof of his lineage at this time, establishing the Shevet to which 
he belonged. Yalkut Shimoni (Bamidbar 1-684) states further that the 
nations of the world actually asked Hashem to give them the Torah as 
well, but Hashem refused to grant their request because they were unable 
to establish their own genealogy. Why is the establishment of genealogy a 
prerequisite to receiving the Torah?  
Because the ultimate goal of the Torah is the proper development and 
refinement of one's character, the Torah emphasizes the importance of 
maintaining moral and ethical standards. Unfortunately, in today's society, 
we are constantly inundated by influences that run counter to this ideal.  
As an example; contemporary culture not only values the notion of 
amassing great wealth, but in particular, it idealizes the concept of 
amassing wealth without working for it. This shift in values is evidenced 
by the great success of Ponzi schemes, which have netted countless 
victims. The reason so many people are taken in by these con artists is not 
that people have become less intelligent; rather, it is that they have 
absorbed the message of society that work is not a prerequisite for making 
a living. The appeal of these schemes lies in their promise of massive 
profits without the need to invest any time or effort. Thanks to the 
influences of modern society, people tend to wish so desperately for those 

promises to be true that they become willing victims of the purveyors of 
any such hope.  
How can a person develop an inner moral compass that will help him resist 
the temptation search for shortcuts, or worse even - to cheat and steal? For 
this purpose, it is crucial to have role models at home. Thus, Hashem told 
the nations of the world that since their genealogy was uncertain - they did 
not even know who their own fathers were, it was impossible for them to 
have grown up with proper role models. This made them unworthy of 
receiving the Torah.  
This understanding should serve as the source of a tremendous insight into 
the significance of parental influence and teach us how we must deal with 
our own children. The key to raising good children is being an honest and 
moral person. External displays of Frumkeit are merely the trimmings; the 
essence of a person is measured by his moral compass. Unfortunately this 
is a fact that is lost even on members of the "religious" community. Many 
families have no issue breaking the spirit of the law as long as they aren't 
breaking the letter of the law.  
An example of this is buying something that you intend to use but with the 
knowledge that after using it you will return it to the place of purchase for 
a full refund. Or amassing many tens of credit cards (sometimes hundreds) 
in order to receive all the incentives offered by each credit card issuer 
without ever intending to use the cards. In fact, in many ways this is more 
devastating to a child's moral development than growing up with parents 
who steal outright. Eventually a child might learn that stealing is wrong, 
but he will almost certainly never learn that breaking the spirit of the law 
is wrong.  
The only hope for developing a child's moral character is with strong 
parental guidance. This is why a strong family structure is crucial to the 
process. If a child grows up without the proper role models he will not 
have a proper example to guide him through life. Even if some individual 
children can overcome this disability, an entire nation without a strong 
family lineage cannot overcome this as a society. For this reason HaShem 
didn't want to give the Torah to those nations that were unable to establish 
a proper family lineage.  
Misplaced Giving 
"Nadav and Avihu died before Hashem when they brought a strange fire 
before Hashem in the Sinai desert, and they did not have children" 
(Bamidbar 3:4).  
The Torah's comment that Nadav and Avihu had no children appears to be 
a curious non sequitur in the account of the sin that cost them their lives. 
According to Chazal, however, it is very much in place.  
The Gemara derives from this Passuk that had they indeed had children, 
Nadav and Avihu would not have died. As a result, the Gemara concludes 
that a person who does not attempt to fulfill the mitzvah of "Be fruitful and 
multiply" is liable to the Heavenly death penalty. (This means, of course, 
that they were not married; had they been married and simply not blessed 
with children, then they certainly would not have been blamed for their 
lack of progeny.)  
This is very difficult to understand in light of the fact that the Torah 
explicitly identifies their sin as the act of bringing "a strange fire." How 
can the Gemara contend that they incurred the death penalty because they 
did not attempt to have children?  
The answer to this question lies in understanding the nature of their sin. 
Why, in fact, did Nadav and Avihu bring a "strange fire" to the Mishkan? 
What is the source of the temptation to commit such a sin?  
Imagine the following scenario: One Friday morning, a woman receives a 
phone call informing her that one of her neighbors is ill. The unfortunate 
woman, she is told, has been bedridden and does not have food for 
Shabbos. Naturally, the altruistic neighbor decides to help out.  
There are two theoretical ways for such a situation to be handled. One is 
for the woman to prepare Shabbos food for her neighbor in her own 
kitchen, package it, and deliver it to the recipient's door. The other is for 
the woman to be invited to her neighbor's home, where the recipient of her 
largess will place her own kitchen and supplies at her disposal so that she 
can prepare the Shabbos meals. Is there any question as to which option 
the neighbor would prefer? Cooking in her own home and sending the 
food to her neighbor makes her a benefactor; cooking in her neighbor's 
home, in contrast, would mean that she is simply playing the role of a 
maid. Any ordinary human being would naturally wish to be perceived as 
a benefactor and not as a servant.  
This explains the motivation for Nadav and Avihu's actions. Rather than 
bringing a fire of their own making, they were commanded to allow the 
Korbanos to be consumed by a fire sent from Above. But Nadav and 
Avihu knew that by doing so, they would be relating to Hashem merely as 
"servants" with assigned tasks to perform. Their true desire, however, was 
to play the role of "benefactors," which they felt they could do by offering 
a contribution of their own - a fire of their own creation. Rather than 
simply performing a service, they would actually be bringing a gift by 
doing so. Unfortunately, they were misguided in their efforts, for Hashem's 
true intent was indeed for them to play the role of His servants, not to act 
as His benefactors.  
Since Nadav and Avihu lacked children of their own, they did not have a 
way to express their need to act as benefactors within an appropriate and 
healthy context. Instead, they sought to fulfill that need in their 
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relationship with Hashem, a context in which it was highly improper. The 
natural drive to be a giver was thus channeled in an unhealthy and sinful 
way.  
Thus, when the Gemara teaches us that Nadav and Avihu would not have 
died had they had children, it reveals to us the underlying motivation of 
their sin. This is even reflected by their very names; the name Nadav itself 
means "benefactor," and the name Avihu is a contraction of the phrase avi 
hu, "he is my father," referring to the epitome of a giver. In this Possuk, 
then, the Torah explains the root cause of their fatal error: the channeling 
of a natural human need into a wholly inappropriate context. 
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Aish.Com - Rabbi Ken Spiro 

Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 63 - Modern Zionism 
The First Zionist Conference, held in 1897, was a major event in the 
establishment of the modern State of Israel. 
We cannot study Zionism without studying Theodor Benyamin Ze'ev 
Herzl (1860-1904). 
We already saw in Part 59, as a correspondent during the Alfred Dreyfus 
affair, he was shocked to hear the civilized French screaming "Death to the 
Jews!" He determined then and there that the solution to anti-Semitism 
was the establishment of a Jewish national state. He wrote a book about it, 
entitled Der Judenstaat ("The Jewish State") in which he described his 
vision for a Jewish homeland. 
Although Zionism was not his invention, Herzl became the driving force 
of the movement. There were several factors that made him the ideal 
leader: 
• he was from Western Europe (as opposed to Eastern Europe) -- a part 
of the world considered to be more enlightened; 
• he was very well educated; 
• he could write well and speak well; 
• he was wealthy and politically well connected; 
• he had a charismatic presence and a regal stature --he behaved like a 
leader. 
In 1897, on August 29th, Herzl convened the First Zionist Conference in 
Basel, Switzerland. Present were 197 delegates from 16 countries who 
formed the initial Zionist policy. This gathering proved a major event in 
the establishment of the modern State of Israel. 
Afterward Herzl wrote in his diary: 
"Were I to sum up the Basel Congress in one word which I shall guard 
against pronouncing publicly, it would be this: At Basel I founded the 
Jewish State. Perhaps in five years but certainly in 50 everyone will know 
it." 
(See The Siege by Connor Cruise O'Brian.) 
In fact, the State of Israel was declared on May 14, 1948 - 50 years and 9 
months later. 
Unfortunately, Herzl did not see it happen. He died at age 44 of a heart 
attack following the stormy controversy involving the proposal that the 
Jewish people make their home in Uganda. Herzl, who had provisionally 
supported the idea, settled the controversy convincing his detractors that 
he had remained faithful to Jewish settlement in the Land of Israel. Thus, 
he safeguarded the unity of the Zionist movement, but his weak heart gave 
out in the process. 
Herzl's is a tragic story. He died having given his life for the cause and he 
died bankrupt having spent all his money on his cause. 
Perhaps the saddest thing is that he left no descendants to carry on after 
him. His wife Julia, who was not Jewish, tried to carry on, but she died at 
age 35. Of his three children - Pauline, Hans and Trude -- all died 
tragically. Pauline became a drug addict and died in France. Hans, after 
becoming Catholic, shot himself on the day of Pauline's funeral. Trude 
Margarethe died at Theresienstadt at the hands of the Nazis. Herzl's only 
grandchild, Stephen Theodor (Trude's son), changed his name to Norman 
and committed suicide by jumping from a bridge into a river in America. 
Herzl was buried in Europe, but after the state of Israel was declared, his 
body was disinterred and brought to Israel. He is buried in Jerusalem in a 
cemetery now known as Mount Herzl, where various heads of state and 
military heroes are also buried. 
Key Personalities 
Of the key personalities at this time, we must mention three: 
• Chaim Weizmann (1874 to 1952) 
• David Ben-Gurion (1886 to 1973) 
• Asher Hersh Ginsberg (1856 to 1927) 
Weizmann was a Russian-born chemist, who early on in his youth became 
associated with the group Chovevei Tzion ("Lovers of Zion"). After Herzl's 
death in 1904 he became the de facto leader of the Zionist Movement. 
Interestingly, Weizmann invented artificial acetone, the chief ingredient in 
gunpowder, in 1915 in the middle of World War I. His invention enabled 
the British to mass-produce gunpowder for the war effort. 
Because of this, he became friendly with Arthur Balfour, the foreign 
secretary of England. Balfour, who in 1917 promised British support for a 

national homeland for Jews in Palestine, said that acetone converted him to 
Zionism. (We will discuss the Balfour Declaration in the next installment.) 
David Ben-Gurion was born David Gruen in Plonsk, Poland. A very 
significant personality, he was small in stature but a real powerhouse. 
Although he came from a religious family which was fervently Zionistic, 
early on he abandoned his religious roots. 
Ben-Gurion arrived in Israel in 1906 at age 20, working in the orange 
groves and in the wine cellars of the early settlements. He was active in the 
Po'alei Zion ("Workers of Zion"), but he took some controversial positions 
in his party -- such as that immigrants and settlers have the right to manage 
their own affairs without interference from the Diaspora, that immigrating 
to Israel was the obligation of every party member, and that Hebrew be the 
sole language of his party. 
In that time, the land of Israel was still under the control of the Ottoman 
Empire and Ben-Gurion, who studied law in Constantinople for a while, 
favored loyalty to Turkey and adoption of Ottoman citizenship for Jews. 
However, when World War I broke out and the Turks began to persecute 
Zionists, he ran into trouble with the authorities and was exiled. He went 
to New York where he founded the Achdut ha-Avodah ("United Labor 
Party"). 
(The second part of Ben-Gurion's story -- when he returned to Israel to 
become the head of the Jewish Agency in 1935 and then the first Prime 
Minister of Israel in 1948 -- will be covered in the next installment.) 
The third key personality was Asher Hersh Ginsberg, whose pen name was 
Achad HaAm. He was originally one of the Maskilim who became 
disillusioned with their plan to acculturate the Jews to Eastern European 
society. He became the great intellectual leader of the early Zionist 
movement. His vision for the Jewish state was not as a refuge for the 
oppressed Jewry of the world, but rather a place where the modern Jew 
could create a new secular, progressive, "enlightened" state which would 
become the center of a new modern Jewish culture. 
In 1897, he wrote in The Jewish State and The Jewish: 
"This Jewish settlement, which will be a gradual growth, will become in 
course of time the center of the nation, wherein its spirit will find pure 
expression and develop in all its aspects to the highest degree of perfection 
of which it is capable. Then, from this center the spirit of Judaism will 
radiate to the great circumference, to all the communities of the Diaspora, 
to inspire them with new life and to preserve the over-all unity of our 
people. When our national culture in Palestine has attained that level, we 
may be confident that it will produce men in the Land of itself who will be 
able, at a favorable moment, to establish a State there -- one which will be 
not merely a State of Jews but really a Jewish State." 
Ginsberg personified the dominant element in the Zionist movement -- 
enlightened Jews who started out wanting to solve the problem of anti-
Semitism by helping Jews to assimilate. Only later, when they found their 
efforts were futile -- in the face of terrible persecution which did not let up 
no matter how much the Jews tried to blend in -- did they turn to working 
for a Jewish homeland. 
The key factor which shaped their worldview was a nationalism based not 
only on the notion of creating a physical Jewish homeland, but also of 
creating a new kind of Jew to build and maintain this homeland. Many of 
these early Zionist thinkers felt that centuries of ghettoization and 
persecution had robbed the Jews of their pride and strength. To build a 
homeland required a proud, self-sufficient Jew: a Jew who could farm, 
defend himself, and build the land. 
The pious, poor, ghettoized Jew -- who presented a pathetic image of a 
man stooped-over and always at the mercy of his persecutors -- had to be 
done away with. To build a state required something all-together different 
-- a "Hebrew." The early Zionists called themselves "Hebrews" and not 
Jews, and deliberately changed their German or Russian or Yiddish names 
to sound more Hebraic and nationalistic (for example, David Gruen 
became David Ben-Gurion). 
These early Zionist leaders knew of course that religion had preserved 
Jewish identity in the ghettos and shtetls of Europe, but in the modern 
Jewish state, they felt there would be no need for it. 
Reaction To Zionism 
This attitude was part of the reason why many rabbinic leaders were 
opposed to Zionism. They were reacting to the antagonism toward religion 
by the early secular Zionists and to the idea of a state devoid of religious 
values. 
Rabbi Tzadok Hacohen Rabinowitz, who was known as the Tzadik of 
Lublin (1823 to 1900) typified this view: 
"We surely know that if we were believers and truly trusted in the 
salvation of the L-rd and were observers of the commandments of 
HaShem, we would even today be dwelling in our Holy Land. Why did the 
Land perish? 'Because they abandoned My laws which I put before them.' 
It has already been made clear that the Zionists reject all the 
commandments and cleave to every manner of abomination. It may be 
assumed that if the Zionists gain domination they will seek to remove from 
the hearts of Israel, belief in HaShem and in the truth of Torah. They have 
thrown off their garments of assimilation and put on a cloak of zeal so that 
they appear zealous on the behalf of Judaism. They are in fact digging a 
mine beneath our faith and seeking to lead Israel from beneath the wings 
of the Shechinah, the Divine Presence." 
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Not all Orthodox Jews shared this attitude. There were many religious 
Zionists who were some of the fiercest fighters for returning to the land. 
As we saw in Part 62, it was Rabbi Shmuel Mohilever, one of the first 
religious Zionists from Poland, who heavily influenced Baron de 
Rothschild in supporting early settlements. 
Another key figure was the Kabbalist Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak Kook, 
who saw HaShem's hand in the foundations laid by the secular Zionists 
and endeavored to work with them. He wrote the famous Orot ("Lights") 
about the holiness of the newborn nationalism. In 1921, he became the 
chief rabbi of Palestine. 
Reform Jews in America and Germany were very much opposed to 
Zionism. 
German Reform Jews said: "The hope for national restoration [to Israel] 
contradicts our feelings for the fatherland [Germany]." And American 
Reform Jews said: "We consider ourselves no longer a nation, but a 
religious community, and therefore expect neither a return to Palestine... 
nor the restoration of any of the laws concerning the Jewish state..." (See 
Parts 54 and 58 for more on this subject.) 
Second And Third Aliyah 
Still, whatever the reaction of the Jewish world at large, Jews kept 
returning to Israel. 
In the last installment we covered the first aliyah -- "ascent to the land" -- 
which brought 30,000 Jews to Israel between 1882 and 1891. 
The second aliyah -- following the Kishinev Pogrom on Easter 1903 (see 
Part 57) and following the first aborted Russian Revolution of 1905 -- 
brought another 40,000 Jews to Israel between 1904 and 1914. 
The third aliyah -- following World War I and the Russian Revolution -- 
brought another 35,000 (between 1919 and 1923). 
By this time, the dream of a Jewish homeland was no longer just a dream. 
It was becoming a reality as the victorious Allied Forces conquered the 
Ottoman Empire (which had picked the losing side in World War I) and 
the British took over control of the Middle East. 
Next: The British Mandate 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/literacy/jewishhistory/Crash_Course_in_Jewish_History_Part_24_-_Purim_in_Persia.asp 
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #31 Seek The Ultimate Pleasure 
We all have moments of being struck by the awesomeness of life, whether 
it's the birth of a baby, a canopy of stars above, a piece of majestic music, 
or a breathtaking sunset. 
These experiences energize us and calm us at the same time. They enable 
us to break beyond our own limitations and merge our (relatively 
speaking) tiny, insignificant selves with the greater infinite unity. 
If HaShem's creations can have such an impact on us, how much more will 
an experience with the Creator Himself. Realize that you truly want is to 
connect with that which encompasses all pleasures. 
Imagine someone who was traveling all over the world seeking exciting 
experiences. Now tell him that in the next room "you can sit down and 
speak to HaShem Almighty Himself for an entire hour." 
Wouldn't that be the ultimate experience? 
Ohev es HaMakom literally means "Love The Place." In Judaism, HaShem 
is referred to as The Place because HaShem is not part of the universe, 
rather "the universe is part of HaShem." He created space; He created 
time. There is no place where HaShem is not found, and therefore 
everywhere is in Him. HaShem is "The Place" because He transcends the 
entire universe. 
The Torah commands us to love The Place. Why? 
Next to love of HaShem, all other pleasures are insignificant. We can have 
delicious pizza, lots of money, love and power. But humans long to 
transcend the mundane reality of daily living. That's why mystery, magic 
and miracles capture our imaginations. 
When all is said and done, no human being can be truly satisfied unless he 
reaches out of the finite existence and connects with the infinite 
transcendent dimension. Because nothing finite, nothing bound up in this 
world, can compare to the infinite. 
The Big Price Tag 
For the greatest pleasure, we have to pay the greatest price. 
Gratitude. 
In order to love HaShem, you have to learn to appreciate all the good He 
has done for you. That means giving up the illusion that you alone are 
responsible for your achievements, and admitting that whatever you have 
is a gift from HaShem. 
Why is gratitude such a difficult awareness to sustain? Because a human 
being's ego always craves recognition and independence; it balks at the 
concept of indebtedness to a Higher Power. We prefer to believe that 
we've done it ourselves! 
The counterfeit relationship with HaShem is thinking that someone or 
something else is providing for your needs. If you think that your career or 
your lover is the ultimate fulfillment, then you are mistaken. Because all 

those things can disappear. Only HaShem has absolute power and only 
HaShem is eternal! 
To appreciate the value of HaShem's gift, focus on the fact that anything 
you lack is nothing in comparison to what you already have. Take your 
eyes, for example. You couldn't buy an eye for a million dollars. Yet 
HaShem gave you -- for free -- a pair of eyes that work more accurately, 
quickly and efficiently than the most sophisticated computerized digital 
vision devices. 
It's relatively easy to love HaShem, since everything about HaShem is 
virtuous. Actually, every pleasure in the world is related to the essence of 
HaShem, who is the source of all pleasure. For example: 
• Driving a car = the pleasure of power = HaShem 
• Horseback riding = the pleasure of independence = HaShem 
• Music = the pleasure of harmony = HaShem 
• Dance = the pleasure of feeling alive = HaShem 
Building love of HaShem means to appreciate the enormous gift of life. 
Know when you've had such an experience and then you'll know how to 
find it again. Consciously work to appreciate the pleasure or even simple 
things like taste, breathing, gravity, etc. Ask yourself: "How do I get this 
aesthetic experience as a constant in my life?" 
Once you appreciate the pleasures of life, then see HaShem as the invisible 
Source of all of it. Just as every stroke of Picasso's brush bears his 
signature, so too everything in this world has HaShem's signature. You just 
have to recognize it. 
Developing Love Of HaShem 
HaShem, being "The Place" is everywhere at all times. If you act as if 
HaShem is only here sometimes, or that He doesn't care much about you, 
or that He doesn't pay attention to details of your life, then you're teaching 
yourself that a close relationship with HaShem is impossible. 
That's why you have to be consistent. If you want meaning and 
transcendence in life -- and you do -- then you have to keep in mind that 
HaShem is everywhere at all times, paying attention to you ... waiting for 
you to pay attention to Him. 
In fact, this is the ultimate goal for which man was created. We were put 
on earth in order to overcome illusion and use our free will to build a 
relationship with HaShem. He could have made robots, but HaShem 
doesn't want that. He wants a real relationship -- which means we have to 
choose it. 
Because this level is difficult to attain, Jewish daily life has built-in 
reminders. For instance, we put a Mezuzah on our doorpost. Some people 
think it's a superstitious ritual to ward off ghosts. But if you open up a 
Mezuzah and read what's inside, you'll learn about the greatest pleasures of 
life; that HaShem is one, that He is a personal G-d who cares about us, and 
that He does everything solely for our benefit. Ponder what's written 
inside. Kiss it when you go in and when you go out, to always stay 
focused on what you're living for. 
We also say the "Shema," once in the morning and again at night. What 
does the Shema say? "You shall love the Lord your G-d with all your 
heart, with all your soul, and with all your resources." (Devarim 6:5) 
We see from here the three primary paths to develop love of HaShem, 
corresponding to the three aspects enumerated in the verse: heart, soul and 
resources. Let's examine them one by one... 
(1) Love Of HaShem Through Nature 
If you look at nature and recognize that everything HaShem put in the 
world is a gift, you will come to love Him. And the more you analyze the 
phenomenal genius, beauty and symmetry of nature, the more you'll 
appreciate the perfection and kindness of its Creator. Over all the years, 
science has made more and more discoveries -- yet still hasn't scratched 
the surface of nature's wonders. 
When we look out over the Grand Canyon, we are awed. When we see a 
meadow blanketed in freshly fallen snow, we sense tranquility. And when 
lighting illuminates a black sky, we are both shaken and exhilarated. 
One prerequisite, if you want to be awestricken when you see nature, is to 
be completely open-minded. You have to really want to know, without any 
biases: "What is nature telling me?" 
See how nature was designed to provide all our needs -- both physical and 
emotional. For example, food not only sustains us nutritionally, but 
includes many fringe benefits. Each fruit has its own beauty, taste, texture, 
form, color and smell! 
Imagine if someone gave you a car as a gift and then asked to borrow it. It 
would be your pleasure to let him use it. 
So too with HaShem. He gives you a universe full of material wealth. So if 
He asks us to eat kosher food or re-dispense 10 percent of our income to 
charity, it's hard to object. This recognition brings you to love HaShem 
"with all your resources." 
(2) Love Of HaShem Through History 
Love of HaShem is also achieved by studying history -- both your personal 
history and the national history of the Jewish people. 
See the things HaShem has done for you. How He gave you life and 
continuously sustains you. He keeps you breathing and your organs 
functioning. He endows you with every strength and ability you possess. 
But it's beyond just gifts. If you really care about someone, you want a 
relationship with him. And what if he won't pay attention to you? You do 
something to catch his attention. 
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That's how HaShem works with us. HaShem showers us with gifts, and 
He'll also do something to wake us up if we drift through life. He's not 
punishing us; He just wants to wake us up: "Hey, it's Me, HaShem. I 
missed you!" 
Appreciate His constant care. HaShem says, "Do you want to really live? 
Do you want meaning in life? Do you want to become fulfilled? Perhaps 
you're going about it the wrong way. Perhaps I know better. Pay attention 
to Me!" 
Look at your personal history. It's not that you've managed to fight and 
survive despite everything. On the contrary, HaShem has given you the 
opportunity to grow. He arranges the events of your life, according to your 
special set of circumstances, to teach you and guide you at every moment 
and every stage. 
You can also look at world history and see how HaShem has ensured the 
survival of the Jewish people -- despite impossible odds. As part of the 
eternal Jewish chain, appreciate how HaShem has gone out of His way for 
you. 
If someone has proven He'll do anything to help, you'll get tremendous 
pleasure in expending effort in return. Therefore, the amount of pleasure 
you feel when doing HaShem's commandments, indicates the level of 
"Love of HaShem" you have achieved. 
Love of HaShem means developing our drive to be close to HaShem. 
Don't wait for it to happen -- pursue it. Do it intelligently. Be willing to 
invest time and effort to get this pleasure. 
If there is no limit to the effort you'll expend to serve HaShem, that's 
loving HaShem "with all your soul." 
(3) Love Of HaShem Through Torah 
How do we discover the path of meaning? Through Torah study. Torah is 
HaShem's communication to the world. So the more you study Torah, the 
more you come to love and appreciate HaShem's wisdom -- the ultimate, 
infinite source of wisdom. And the more you build a relationship with 
Him. 
When you get into Torah study, you realize that if something doesn't make 
sense, you have to rack your brains to figure it out ... because you know 
that Torah is intrinsically perfect. Then, every time you succeed in 
working out an issue, the pleasure makes you want more. 
What would cause you to change your desires for HaShem? 
If you appreciate that HaShem and His Torah encompasses the ultimate in 
"meaning," the logical extension is to set aside your personal goals and 
desires in order to do the will of HaShem. You realize that nothing else 
can give you meaning, and you'll drop anything which is not consistent 
with the will of HaShem. 
A person eventually recognizes that any desire to go against HaShem's 
will creates a distance between you and Him. Knowing this, you'll want to 

eliminate these barriers -- not simply because the Torah instructs you to do 
so, but because you can't stand it! It gets in the way of your relationship 
with HaShem. When we recognize there is nothing more precious than 
closeness to HaShem, then every character flaw is seen as an intruder 
trying to break up that relationship. So you squelch those flaws with a 
vengeance. 
If you identify with your soul, you'll pursue this goal your entire life. 
That's loving HaShem "with all your heart." 
The Desire To Share With Others 
One important manifestation of loving HaShem is the desire to share it. 
When you love HaShem and you see other people getting caught up in all 
sorts of trivialities, it hurts. Why? Because it pains you to see a fellow 
human being missing out on such an awesome pleasure. So when you're 
filled with enthusiasm about being close to HaShem, you want all of 
humanity to have that relationship as well. 
This is not like human beings who become jealous when the attention of 
their beloved is directed elsewhere. When it comes to HaShem, there's no 
jealousy when you see other people having a relationship with Him. 
Because HaShem is infinite. 
Why Is "Love Of HaShem" An Ingredient In Wisdom? 
• Every human being has a longing for the transcendental.  
• Take pleasure in the infinite beauty, grace, power, wisdom and 
meaning of our Creator.  
• People shy away from HaShem because they're afraid it will 
stifle them. Yet they'll climb mountains for the ultimate transcendental 
pleasure.  
• Artists think they have it, but there is more. HaShem is the real 
aesthetic experience.  
• Love the Almighty for the gifts He gives you -- hands, feet, 
power of speech, etc.  
• If you feel HaShem's love for you, you'll love Him in return.  
• The pleasure of a gift is according to the one who gives it to you. 
Appreciate who HaShem is.  
• Every pleasure you have can be related back to HaShem as the 
source. Feel His presence constantly.  
• If you have a constant determination to love HaShem, then you'll 
truly strive for it.  
• The best way to attain love of HaShem is to ask continuously: 
"What am I living for? What do I want out of life?" 
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Rabbi Boruch Sholem Abish 

Value System 
In this week's Parshah of “Bechukosai”, we read of the frightening series 
of warning/predictions Hashem warns Israel, awaiting them if they drift 
away and thereby cause damage to their spiritual beings. These are no 
light warnings. Indeed Rashi quotes the Midrash that the Jews were so 
frightened that they paled and Moshe needed to placate them 
(Deuteronomy 29’ 12”). The unspeakable horrors of the holocaust, some 
say, are the actualization of the aforementioned predictions. The well 
known question of why do bad thing happen to good people, is not the 
topic I’ll be addressing, although I will say; the Talmud states (B”K 60a) 
punishment comes to the world on account of the wicked; it starts with the 
righteous, and proceeds to the rest of the population. And for those who 
proclaim; How can a G’ do something like that; did you really think a 
human can understand Hashem. Really? 
The question I would like to address is; how could a culture as advanced 
as the Germans (and Austrians), known for their accomplishments, 
advances and discoveries in Psychology, Philosophy, Music, theatre, 
commerce, science, decadence, debauchery and the arts, living in an era 
known as The Weimar culture or Modernism, espousing independent 
thought, re-examining every aspect of existence, finding that which was 
holding back progress and replacing the old with new ways to reach the 

goal, how could such a high functioning society sink so backwards, into 
the abyss, horrors and dehumanized behaviour of second world war? 
R’ Gifter ob”m (1915-2001 Telshe) asks; why do the Ten Commandments 
consist of rather obvious items? We all know not to kill, steal, swear false 
or bear false witness and can understand idolatry and honouring parents. 
Having such “prime time exposure” why not decree more subtle 
messages, i.e. do a kindness, pray, be honest, be kind to your spouse, love 
thy neighbour as yourself, eat kosher, listen to your Rabbis, don’t cause 
pain? 
He answers, were we left to our own devices to determine the parameters 
of these essential societal commandments we are likely to corrupt and 
reinterpret to our feelings and desires, and justify any behaviour. The 
example R Gifter used was the Bolsheviks’ in Russia who killed in name 
of the motherland. Having morality without value, can lead us to debate 
whether the life of a gorilla is equal to a 4 year old child, or should we let 
some of the old people go in order to free up some hospital beds. The 
Eskimos have a system whereby elderly people no longer capable of 
hunting or such, are placed, alive and well, on an ice floe and allowed to 
drift off into the sea. I’m sure they have a beautiful ceremony. Widows in 
India, who change from she to it, are encouraged to either burn themselves 
dead by their husband’s funeral, or are treated in shame and encouraged to 
travel to Vrindavan city of widows where they pray, live on a starvation 
diet, and wait to die. Why? To atone for their husbands death. We have 
pride parades to celebrate what every religion plainly forbids, kind of like 
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poking ones finger in G’ eye. The Chinese kill their unborn daughters 
because they want to have boy babies. The Nazis decided they are a 
superior race and had the right, the obligation and the rage, to kill all 
others. The Jews, the handicapped, gypsies and any other aberration. 
When your anchor is flexible, your drift is limitless. Flexible values are 
like moving goalposts. One wouldn’t ask for 8 yard downs in football on a 
snowy day. Or adjust standards to have firemen who are not strong 
enough to carry an unconscious person out of a burning building. We hold 
these truths to be self evident with rights endowed by our creator. Why is 
it not logical that our creator set into the world, standards of behaviour 
that are immutable? One may challenge, what about all the progress we 
have made in many areas since the dark ages? (First, many don’t realize 
the term dark ages comes from the fact that it is sandwiched between 
advancement on both sides of the chronological timeline. Society was at 
one point on a much higher level then we give them credit for.) 
Advancement only has inherent value when it builds upon and not when it 
destroys. A penthouse has value only so long as the lobby is maintained. 
The cliché; “a chain is as strong as its weakest link” does have some 
merit. At the time of the declaration of the state of Israel in 1948, there 
was a debate of whether to recognize the existence of Hashem, altogether. 
A compromise was reached and in the signature area they inserted “with 
faith in the rock of Israel”, similar to “the Rock in its perfection/ 
completeness”. (Deuteronomy 32’ 4”). Each one of Hashem’s names is a 
manifestation of one of His attributes. How apropos and Pre-ordained that 
in the founding of Israel we proclaim, in our fealty to Hashem the non 
deviation of His “set in stone” principles. Here is the challenge. Having a 
creator means yielding to His values and not creating alternative values to 
suit our current evaluation. This DVAR Inspired by and written in 
memory of my two namesakes Paternally Boruch ben Shlomo and 
Maternally Sholem ben Avraham. Ob” m, whose yortzeits are 26 Iyar. 
Shabbat Shalom J 
© By; Bryan Abish. For comments / free subscription or to unsubscribe; bryan@thedvar.com 
Subject; Dvar. 
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Parsha Encounters 
Parshas Bechukosai - Holy Headaches 
A Project Of Chicago Community Kollel 26 Iyar 5776 / June 3, 2016 
By Rabbi Moshe M. Willner 
Headaches can be painful and annoying. 
Luckily they usually last for just a couple of 
hours. The Talmud Yerushalmi tells us about a headache that lasted for 
seven weeks! The Gemara relates that after Rebbe Yona would drink the 
“Arba Kossos” his head would hurt until Shavuos. It seems that even 
pain relievers were of no help to him. Isn’t it peculiar that this pain 
lasted precisely until Shavuos? Additionally, how could wine be so 
powerful as to cause a headache for forty-nine days? The Tiferes 
Shlomo offers a novel interpretation of this Gemarah. 
In order to understand this interpretation, though, we must first establish 
what the purpose of Sefiras Haomer is. At the time of Yetzias 
Mitzrayim, Bnei Yisroel underwent a tremendous transition. 
They were suddenly lifted from the forty-ninth level of tumah, impurity, 
to an extreme level of closeness to Hashem. Because Klal Yisroel were in 
grave danger of sinking to the point of no return, Hashem had to redeem 
them. He injected them with this high level of spirituality, even though 
they did not earn it, thus enabling them to leave Mitzrayim with great 
miracles. However, as soon as the immediate spiritual danger for 
Bnei Yisroel had passed, this gift of holiness dissipated. Because this 
holiness was not earned, it did not last. Hashem therefore gave Bnei 
Yisroel an opportunity to recapture that closeness of Yetzias 
Mitzrayim once again. This time though it would have to be through our 
their own effort. The seven weeks fol- lowing Pesach were given to 
Bnei Yisroel to climb the ladder of Holiness. After utilizing this time 
correctly, they were zoche once again to that special closeness with 
Hashem at Har Sinai. 
This sequence of events plays itself out every year. 
When Rebbe Yona would drink the Arba Kosses, he would experience 
the elevation of Yetzias Mitzrayim. The next day, to his dismay, this high 
level was gone. Just as by Yetzias Mitzrayim, he now needed to 
reacquire that spiritual level through his own hard work. For Rebbe 
Yona, having tasted this closeness to Hashem, the seven week waiting 
period was torture. His strong desire to once again be together with 
Hashem caused him to have a headache. Finally, after climbing the 
ladder and reaching Shavuos, the headache was gone! Once again he 
was one with his Creator. 
None of us are afflicted with headaches of this nature. However, the 
counting of the Omer itself can bring us a touch of this yearning for 
Kabbalas HaTorah. By counting each day we pump into ourselves an 
excitement for the upcoming Yom Tov of Shavuos. This excitement can 
be heightened by learning the mishna in Perek Six of Pirkei Avos that 
enumerates the forty-eight ways to acquire the Torah. Although it is hard 
to fathom, we can attain perfection in all forty-eight ways in such a 
short time. We can focus on one kinyan at a time and try to incorporate 

each one into our lives at least for one day. Through putting forth 
effort to feel the excitement building up to Kabbolas HaTorah, while 
working on the forty-eight ways to acquire Torah, we will surely merit 
a truly meaningful Shavuos. 
Rabbi Willner, a rebbi at Yeshivas Tiferes Tzvi, learns daily at the 
kollel. 
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Halacha Encounters 
Early Shabbos 
By Rabbi Yitzchok Cohen 
During the summer season, when Shabbos starts rather late in the 
day, many people opt to begin Shabbos earlier and make what is 
referred to colloquially as an “early Shabbos.” 
While some communities frown upon this practice, considering it 
b’dieved to daven Maariv and make Kiddush before nightfall, in many 
communities it is widely accepted to make early Shabbos, particularly 
when doing so will enable young children and/ or elderly people to 
more easily enjoy the Shabbos seudah. However, one who begins 
Shabbos early must be aware of certain halachos. 
There is a machlokes in the Gemara concerning the earliest permissible 
time to daven Maariv. The Rabbanan hold that the earliest time one may 
daven is nightfall, whereas R’ Yehudah maintains that one may daven as 
early as plag Haminchah, which is 1 ¼ halachic hours before sunset. 
While generally we follow the opinion of the Rabbanan not to daven 
before nightfall save for extenuating circumstances (M.B. Siman 
235, s.k. 
87), on Friday night when it is commendable to accept Shabbos early, 
we may follow the opinion of R’ Yehudah and daven Maariv as early 
as plag (M.B. 267:3) However, by doing so, one is conducting himself 
as if plag is already night. Accordingly, one must be careful to daven 
Minchah before plag, as davening both Minchah and Maariv between 
plag and shekiah would be mutually contradictory (tarti d’sasri). While 
some congregations do indeed daven both Minchah and Maariv 
between plag and shekiah, the Mishnah Berurah (above) does not 
approve of this practice. If one finds himself in a situation where the 
only option to daven b’tzibbur is with a tarti d’sasri, some hold that he 
may rely on the opinions that permit it rather than daven Minchah 
(or Maariv) b’yechidus . Others, however, hold that it is preferable to 
daven maariv b’yichidus after Tzeis rather than daven both tefilos 
between plag and Shekiah. (HaRav Dovid Zucker shlita) 
Another halachah to be aware of is that one is forbidden to light 
the Shabbos candles before plag. One must be careful to avoid this 
pitfall when the husband leaves the home to daven Minchah in a shul 
where they are careful that the “early minyan” davens before plag. In 
such a situation the husband should tell his wife what time plag is and 
instruct her not to light before that time. 
The question that arises is what to do when a woman mistakenly lit 
before plag. The Aruch Hashulchan (263:19) holds that b’dieved 
such a hadlakah qualifies and she should not light again. (This opinion 
is not accepted by the broad spectrum of poskim; however, there are 
those that rely on it in cases of great difficulty, such as in some 
old-age homes where waiting until after plag to begin the Shabbos 
seudah is very difficult for the residents. In such a situation one 
should consult a rav for halachic guidance.) On the other hand, the 
Mishnah Berurah (Biur Halachah 5:263 d”h “m’bead,” quoting Olas 
Shabbos) holds that such a hadlakah is unacceptable as one cannot 
ac- 
accept Shabbos before plag, and perforce if one lit before 
plag, she would have to extinguish the flames and relight after plag 
with a brachah. There is a third opinion (R’ S.B. Cohen, The 
Radiance of Shabbos, p. 32) that holds that the woman should 
relight after plag but without a brachah (unless she can listen to the 
brachah of another woman who hasn’t lit yet). This opinion holds that 
while a person certainly cannot accept Shabbos before plag, 
nevertheless, there are opinions that hold that the lighting that was 
done before plag qualifies as a fulfillment of the mitzvah of Ner 
Shabbos. Consequently, she is permitted to do melachah and therefore 
she can, and should, relight the Shabbos candles. However, in deference 
to those opinions that hold that she already fulfilled her 
candlelighting obligation, she should not make a brachah. In practice, 
we follow the Mishnah Berurah and require the woman to relight with 
a brachah (R’ Shmuel Kamenetsky, R’ Dovid Zucker, and R’ Shmuel 
Meir Katz, shlita). 
Now that we have discussed the earliest time that a woman can light 
when making early Shabbos, let us address the question of how late a 
woman can light when her husband is making early Shabbos. 
There is a concept that a married woman’s Shabbos begins when her 
husband accepts Shabbos upon himself through reciting Mizmor Shir or 
Borchu with the tzibbur (Pri Megadim, M.Z. 263:1). Based on this idea, 
many poskim hold that a woman must be careful to light the candles 
before the mispallelim at the shul where her husband davens have 
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reached Mizmor Shir (R’ Shmuel Kamenetsky, Koveitz Halachos 6:17; 
R’ Feivel Cohen). 
However, there is a teshuvah from R’ Moshe Feinstein (O.C. Vol. 
3, Siman 38) where he introduces a possible leniency in this matter. 
R’ Moshe opines that the aforementioned halachah is only true in a 
situation where the tzibbur is accepting Shabbos early as a stringency in 
tosephes Shabbos (adding on to Shabbos). That condition can only be 
met by a tzibbur which accepts Shabbos early year-round. (For example, 
many shuls in Yerushalayim are careful to say Mizmor Shir prior to 
shekiah throughout the year.) Our early Shabbos, however, is not a 
stringency in tosephes Shabbos but rather merely a matter of 
convenience as we do not want to eat the seudah too late. In such a 
situation, R’ Moshe maintains that the husband’s acceptance of 
Shabbos along with the tzibbur would not be binding upon the wife. 
(R’ Moshe does write that the woman should not perform a melachah 
for her husband [for example, pressing his shirt] after he has 
accepted Shabbos in shul.) The prevalent custom is to rely on R’ 
Moshe’s leniency (R’ Dovid Zucker). 
All of the halachos mentioned above only apply in a city where there 
are many different minyanim at various times. In a place where the only 
minyan in town accepts Shabbos early (e.g. in a camp), even R’ 
Moshe concedes that perhaps no one may do melachah after the 
tzibbur says Mizmor Shir. 
Rabbi Cohen is a full-time member of the kollel. 
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Chamishoh Mi Yodei'a 
Five Questions And Answers On Parshas B'chukosai - Bs"D 
Please send your answers and comments to: Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
1) Ch. 26, v. 3: "Im b'chukosai teileichu" - Rashi quotes the Toras 
Kohanim 26:2 that says that these words teach us that we must toil in 
Torah study. The Toras Kohanim first says that one might think that this 
verse refers to the fulfillment of mitzvos, but that is taught by the words 
"v'es mitzvosai tish'm'ru." Rabbi Ovadioh of Bartenura explains that at 
first one might think that the fulfillment of the mitzvos is a concept that 
fits into the words "im b'chukosei teileichu" more readily, since "teileichu 
- you shall walk," is what is often required to do mitzvos, as not all 
opportunities are at hand. Learning and toiling in Torah study is more 
readily done without walking somewhere, since one can toil in Torah at 
home. If so, why indeed did the Torah express toiling in Torah study as 
WALKING in my statutes? 
2) Ch. 26, v. 4: "GishmeiCHEM" - Why doesn't the verse say 
"g'shomim" rather than "gishmeiCHEM?" 
3) Ch. 26, v. 4: "V'nosnoh ho'oretz y'vuloh" - And the land will give 
forth its produce - What is the word source of "y'vuloh?" 
4) Ch. 26, v. 31: "Vahashimosi es mik'd'sheichem v'lo oriach b'rei'ach 
nichochachem" - And I will lay waste your sanctuaries and I will not 
smell the pleasant aroma of your fragrances - Once the Sanctuary is 
destroyed there is no offering of incense. If so, why is it necessary to add 
that Hashem will not smell the aroma of the incense? 
5) Ch. 26, v. 42: "V'ho'oretz ezkore" - And I will remember the land - 
After Hashem's stating that He will remember His bond with our 
Patriarchs, how does the remembrance of the land add to the mitigation of 
our sins? 
Answers: 
#1 1) Perhaps this comes to teach us that one might feel that toiling in 
Torah is only required when one is in comfortable familiar surroundings, 
when he does not have to WALK any great distance. If however, 
circumstances bring a person to leave his home and community, he might 
not as readily be able to delve into the study of Torah with a clear mind. 
The Torah therefore tells us that even when "teileichu," when you must be 
in foreign surroundings, you must still diligently toil in Torah study. 
2) The gemara Nidoh 30b says that during a child's nine month gestation 
period he is taught the complete Torah. Just prior to birth an angel hits 
him on his mouth and causes him to forget all the Torah that he was 
taught. Rabbi Chaim haLevi Soloveitchik asks, "If one is supposed to 
engage himself in continuous Torah study throughout his life, for what 
purpose is he born if he already has knowledge of the complete Torah?" 
He answers that the Torah study during the pre-birth period is lacking 
TOILING in Torah study as it was spoon-fed to him. Perhaps this concept 
is alluded to in the words "Im b'chukosei teileichu," - which the Toras 
Kohanim interprets as TOILING in Torah. If "teileichu," if you see that 
you are WALKING on the face of the earth, meaning that you realize that 
you were born, and you raise the question, "Why was I born and not left in 
a state of knowledge of the complete Torah," the answer is, so that you 
may toil in Torah study. 
3) The Holy Admor of Modzitz answers the question raised by Rabbi 
Chaim haLevi Soloveitchik by simply saying that by being placed onto 
this physical world we are presented with the opportunity and 
responsibility to FULFILL the mitzvos, not just study them. With this 
answer he explains the words of Rabbi Yochonon in the Medrash 
Tanchuma parshas Ki Sovo #4, who says that one who studies Torah but 
does not have the intention of fulfilling the mitzvos, it would have been 

preferable if he would have died in his mother's womb. Since one has 
learned the complete Torah in his mother's womb, what purpose is there 
for him to be born if he only learns the Torah but does not plan to fulfill 
the mitzvos? 
Possibly answers 2 and 3 are alluded to in our verse - "Im b'chukosei 
teileichu," - which the Toras Kohanim interprets as TOILING in Torah, 
and the next words of the verse, "u'mitzvosai tish'm'ru," - and you will 
guard my mitzvos. 
#2 The B'eir Yoseif answers with the words of the Medrash Vayikra 
Rabboh 27:1. A story is related there of a king from Africa visiting 
Alexander of Macedonia. The African king asked many questions of 
Alexander in the vein of gathering information about the justice system of 
Macedonia. The African king quickly realized that there was no true 
justice and basically Alexander usurped what he could for the 
government, a.k.a. himself. 
Feeling that the people of Macedonia were very unworthy for having such 
an unjust system, he blurted out, "Does it ever rain in this country?" 
Alexander promptly responded in the affirmative. The African king 
retorted, "The rain must come in the merit of the animals that reside here, 
as the people don't merit it." 
The medrash goes on to say that this is a correct concept, as is stated in 
T'hilim 145:9, "V'rachamov al kol maasov - Hashem's mercy is upon all 
his creations (even animals)," and even if the people don't deserve rainfall, 
it may come so that the animals shouldn't suffer, as is also stated in 
T'hilim 36:7, "Odom u'v'heimoh soshia Hashem - You, Hashem bring 
salvation to man and to animals," to be interpreted as "through the merit 
of the animals You bring salvation to man." The blessing of our verse tells 
us that when we follow Hashem's dictates He will deliver YOUR rains, 
rains that will come in the merit of the people and not in the merit of 
animals, in a timely manner. 
#3 1) From the word "boloh," to wither and rot - Produce only comes 
about when the seed withers and decomposes. All matter on this world is 
not permanent, and this is why the world is called "teiveil." (Haksav 
V'hakaboloh) 
2) From the word "hovoloh," carried, transported - The earth carries its 
nutrients into produce. (N'tzi"v) 
3) From the word "bolol," mixed, a mixture - Agricultural produce is the 
result of a mixture of powers, the seed or plant, the nutrients of the earth, 
moisture, and the warmth of the sun. (Nirreh li) 
#4 The gemara Yoma 39b relates that Rabbi Yehoshua ben Korchoh said 
that he met an elderly person who told him that when he was in Shiloh, a 
distance from Yerusholayim and many years after the Beis Hamikdosh 
was destroyed, he smelled the residual fragrance of the Mikdosh incense. 
Residual aroma also has a positive affect spiritually. Our verse tells us that 
if there is ch"v severe sinning the residual fragrance of the daily incense, 
which exists even well after the Beis Hamikdosh was destroyed, will not 
have a calming effect upon Hashem. (Mahari"l Diskin) 
#5 1) The earth did not follow Hashem's dictate to produce trees whose 
wood would have a similar flavour to their fruit. Thus the earth had the 
nature of non-compliance with Hashem's wishes. The same earth gave 
forth mankind. It passed on to mankind the nature of not totally 
complying with Hashem's wishes, thus lessening man's guilt. (Rabbi 
Yehoshua of Apt in Oheiv Yisroel) 
2) Eretz Yisroel was blessed 14 times in the Torah as a land that flows 
milk and honey. This abundance of physical blessing lends towards one's 
sinning, "Va'yishman Yeshurun va'yivot shomanto oviso kosiso" (Dvorim 
32:15). (Ksav Sofer) 
3) Rashi explains that the mention of the covenant with each of our 
Patriarchs means that if the merit of one doesn't suffice, then we add the 
merit of the next. If the merit of all three is insufficient, then as a last 
resort, Hashem remembers the land, i.e. even if there is not sufficient 
merit in all that was mentioned earlier in this verse, Hashem calculates the 
merit of the Holy Land. It did no wrong to deserve being left desolate of 
the bnei Yisroel. In this merit alone they will be brought back. (Kli 
Yokor) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
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Chasidic Insights 
Chasidic Insights Parshas B'chukosai From 5763 Bs"D 
For sponsorships and advertising opportunities, send e-mail to:Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
Ch. 26, v. 3: "Im b'chukosai teileichu" - Rashi explains that this refers 
to toiling in Torah study. It cannot mean to fulfill the mitzvos, as this is 
taught by the words "v'es mitzvosai tishmoru." Since there is a mitzvoh to 
toil in Torah, as derived from "v'hogiso bo yomom voloyloh," we are back 
to the original question, that toiling in Torah study itself is included in 
"v'es mitzvosai tishmoru." We must say that "toiling in Torah" means that 
whatever activity we are toiling in, we must invest it with the sanctity of 
Torah. (Rabbi Zvi Hersch of Lomza in Sh'eiris Menachem on parshas 
Bolok) 
Ch. 26, v. 3: "Im b'chukosai teileichu" - Rashi explains that this refers 
to toiling in Torah study. Why is Torah study considered? Doesn't the 
mishneh in Pirkei Ovos say that the only truly free person is one who 
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engages in Torah study? The answer is that the verse expresses itself in 
the plurl form, "teileichU." Beyond a person himself studying Torah, there 
is the responsibility to see that others do the same. This responsibility 
involves great toil. (question raised by Rabbi Moshe Leib of Sassov, 
answer offered by Rabbi Chanoch Zvi haKohein of Bendin in Y'cha'hein 
P'eir) 
Ch. 26, v. 6: "V'nosati sholom bo'oretz ...... v'cherev lo saavor 
b'artzchem" - If you have internal peace within the land then you will 
have no enemy from the outside disturbing your peace. (Toldos Yaakov 
Yoseif) 
Ch. 26, v. 9: "Ufonisi a'leichem" - An outstanding Chasidic leader gave 
much of his time to guide and advise his followers. He was questioned by 
someone regarding this practice, as he gave up precious time that could 
have been used to pursue his own Torah study and to increase his Torah 
knowledge. He responded that in T'hilim 34:11 it says, "Ki ein mach'sor 
li'rei'ov," - there is no lack (of time) for those who fear Him. Hashem 
makes sure that such a person is given ample opportunity to pursue all his 
spiritual quests. This is the meaning of "ufonisi a'eichem," - I will give 
My "free time" to you who give of their time to help others. (Chidushei 
HoRi"m) 
Ch. 26, v. 13: "Vo'olich es'chem kom'miyus" - We find the word 
"kom'miyus in our daily prayer of "Ahavas Olom" (alternatively "Ahavoh 
Raboh" in nusach Ashkenaz). We pray "V'soli'cheinu KOM'MIYUS 
l'artzeinu." A similar expression with a slight variation appears in "birkas 
hamozone." It is well known that even people who live outside of Eretz 
Yisroel want to be buried in Eretz Yisroel. They are transported there after 
their death in a casket. We pray to Hashem, "May it be Your will that You 
will bring us KOM'MIYUS l'artzeinu," upright in a vertical position to 
Eretz Yisroel, rather than after death in a horizontal position. (Nirreh li) 
Ch. 26, v. 30: "V'go'aloh nafshi es'chem" - How can it be that by virtue 
of the bnei Yisroel's transgressing the Torah Hashem will be disgusted 
with them? Does not the verse say "lo m'astim v'lo g'altim"? "V'go'aloh" 
does not mean "I will be disgusted," but rather, "I will purge." I will 
extract the sins from within you. (Baal Shem Tov in K'so'nes Pasim on 
parshas B'haalos'cho) A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh 
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Oroh V'Simchoh 
Oroh V'simchoh - Meshech Chochmoh On Parshas B'chukosai - Bs"D 
Ch. 26, v. 21: "V'im teilchu imi keri" - The gemara Shabbos 118b says 
that one who recites Hallel daily is considered a blasphemer. On the other 
hand, the gemara Brochos 4b one who recites the chapter of "T'hiloh 
l'Dovid" (T'hilim #145, commonly known as "Ashrei") thrice daily is 
assured that he has a place in the world-to-come. Is one not praiseworthy 
for saying Hallel daily, extolling the great open miracles that Hashem has 
wrought? The Meshech Chochmoh explains that Hallel stresses the open 
miracles that Hashem wrought. We recite it only on the anniversary of 
special occasions. By reciting it daily we give credence to the concept that 
miracles are worthwhile praising daily, and that nature is relegated to a 
lower rung, to the level of "keri," happenstance. However, this is not so, 
as nature itself is also a miracle wrought by Hashem, just that our senses 
are dulled by its constant occurrence (See responsa Chacham Zvi #18 
regarding the gematria taught by Rabbi Dovid Nieto that "Elokim = 
teva.") The praises in Ashrei are of Hashem acting within the rules of 
nature, sustaining all creatures, etc. For praising Hashem daily for His 
"miracles within nature" one is indeed assured that he has a place in the 
world-to-come. 
Ch. 27, v. 4: "V'IM n'keivoh HEE v'hoyoh er'k'cho shloshim shekel" 
- Why does the Torah write HEE here and not HU by the male in the 
previous verse? This might teach us that if she is pregnant we only 
calculate her and not the fetus, hence HEE. Even if she later gives birth to 
a male, the evaluation is calculated at the time of the oath. The male she is 
carrying is under the age of a month, as he is not yet born. The Rabbis in 
the gemara Arochin 5a say that one who makes an oath to give the 
Mikdosh the value of a person who is under thirty days of age does not 
have to give anything. The word HEE is used by the woman who is 
between the ages of twenty and sixty years and not by any other ages, as 
those are the vast majority of the years in which a woman bears children. 
As well there could be another indication that these words teach us that a 
pregnant woman has the same evaluation as one who is not pregnant from 
the word V'IM. If we read this word vowelized with a "tzei'rei" it is read 
V'EIM, - and a mother. Since this is not relevant to a man the word HU is 
not used. 
We find the word V'IM here by the woman who is between the ages of 
twenty and sixty years and not by the male of the same age. As well the 
word V'IM is used by the male over the age of sixty years and not by the 
female. This can be explained as follows: The gemara B.B. 119b says that 
a woman who marries under the age of twenty can bear children until the 
age of sixty. Tosfos on the gemara K'subos 23b d.h. "misoh sh'chichoh" 
writes that men live to an older age than woman on average because of the 
incidence of death during childbirth. However, women who live past their 
childbearing years outlive men. The word V'IM, - and if, indicates a 
situation that is not all that common. In relation to men between the ages 

of twenty and sixty years, women are less common, hence V'IM. Once 
above the age of sixty years, men are less common, hence "V'IM mi'ben 
shishim shonoh." The Meshech Chochmoh has not explained why we also 
find the word V'IM by the five to twenty year old male in verse 5 and by 
the month old to five year old male in verse six. 
Feedback And Submissions Are Appreciated. Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
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Sedrah Selections 
Sedrah Selections Parshas B'chukosai Bs"D 
Ch. 26, v. 32: "V'hashimosi ani es ho'oretz" - And I will lay to waste the 
land - The word "ani" seems superfluous, as it is contained in the suffix 
pronoun of the verb "v'hashimoSI." When the bnei Yisroel are sent into 
exile, "V'es'chem ezo'reh vagoyim" (next verse), unfortunately Hashem 
Himself is also exiled. Translate "es" as WITH. With the destruction of 
the land, Hashem's Holy Presence in the land is likewise laid to waste. 
(Nirreh li) 
Ch. 26, v. 40: "V'hisvadu es avonom" - And they will confess their sin - 
The response to their confessing their wrongdoing is in the next verse. 
1) Why does Hashem say that He will respond in kind to their sin of 
attitude of happenstance with the same? After all, they are repenting and 
confessing that this was their wrongdoing. 
2) Why in the previous verse do we have the plural "baavonOSE," the 
sinS, while here it is in the singular? 
3) Why are they including the sins of their fathers in their confession? 
4) Even with their inclusion of their fathers' sins, why is it mentioned as 
part of their inequity, "v'es avone avosom b'maalom asher mo'alu vi"? 
(This could be understood as the inequity of their fathers and not theirs, as 
the antecedent of the pronoun suffix of "b'maalOM" could well be their 
fathers.) 
5) Why isn't "v'es avone avosom" sufficient? "B'maalom asher mo'alu vi" 
seems like double-talk. 
6) Why is their "walking with Me in a manner of happenstance" coupled 
with their sins and the sins of their fathers? 
7) Why is exiling them to the land of their enemies (next verse) a proper 
response? 
8) Why is sending them to their enemies' land called "I will also walk with 
them in a manner of happenstance? 
9) The next verse ends with Hashem's saying that after this punishment 
their insensitive and insubordinate heart will hopefully become 
submissive, and only then will their sin be appeased. How will exile into 
their enemies' land remedy this? 
10) How is this punishment in kind? 
11) How does becoming subordinate automatically bring about atonement, 
as indicated by the words "oz yikona l'vovom he'o'reil v'oz yirtzu es 
avonom"? 
All the above questions can be answered if we say that the confession is 
more of a "guilty with an excuse" plea than actual total penitence. They 
admit wrongdoing, but are placing the blame squarely on Hashem. "You 
have put us into an environment where we could do nothing else but sin. 
We were born into families where our fathers themselves transgressed 
Your laws. We learned to do the same. What can You expect of us?" This 
is the "keri," happenstance, of the verse. They say that they "happen" to 
find themselves in an environment that is not conducive to keeping the 
laws of the Torah. Thus they are saying that all their sins boil down to one 
sin. They admit that there is technically wrongdoing, but it makes no 
difference if it is one or many sins, as they developed no sensitivity 
towards the importance of Torah observance. Thus their inclusion of their 
fore-bearers' sins within their own is in and of itself a sin, as they are 
pushing the blame off themselves. Their confession is an attempt at 
absolving themselves, and nothing more. They say that "avone avosom" is 
the cause of "b'maalom asher mo'alu vi," of their own sinning. 
Hashem's response is one of compassion. He says that He will act 
likewise, with "happenstance," meaning that He will expose them to "keri" 
that will awaken them to understanding that in spite of their challenging 
circumstances they can succeed. Hashem will send them into exile into the 
land of their enemies, where they will be exposed to the most base and 
depraved behaviours. These are beyond even the "sinning ben Yisroel's" 
experience and tolerance. When coming into contact with these people, 
the bnei Yisroel will likewise hear, "That's the way our parents, our peers, 
and society in general, do things." This is the "keri" of "eretz oyvei'hem." 
This will bring about an awakening in the recesses of their souls, as they 
will feel that this is no excuse for such depraved behaviour, as one could 
easily separate right from wrong and not follow society's decadent 
behaviour. Then their stoic hearts will open up and they will truly repent, 
realizing that they too can break away from their negative environment 
and better themselves. 
In short, beyond their sinning, their excusing themselves by placing the 
blame on circumstances and on others, puts a damper on, or totally 
negates their repentance. It is only when one squarely puts the blame on 
himself, can he be on the path to proper teshuvoh. This is clearly stated in 
the Rambam hilchos teshuvoh 5:4. He brings verses to this affect from 
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Nviim, but according to the above explanation of these two verses we 
have a Torah source for this concept. (Nirreh li) 
Ch. 26, v. 40,41: "V'hisvadu es avo'nom .. b'maalom asher mo'alu vi 
v'af asher holchu imi b'keri, Af ani eileich imom b'keri" - And they will 
confess their sin .. in their inequity that they have misbehaved against 
Me and also that they have to Me with happenstance, I will also respond 
in kind and act with happenstance - Since these people are confessing 
their sin, why does Hashem respond so negatively? It is because the 
confession is only verbal. Even while they are verbally contrite they are 
holding onto their sins, "b'maalom asher mo'alu vi," WITH their inequity. 
They are "toveil v'sheretz b'yodo." (Toldos Yitzchok) 
Ch. 26, v. 41: "B'eretz oyveihem o oz yikona l'vovom" - In the land of 
their enemies hopefully then their heart will become subordinate" - 
Rambam hilchos teshuvoh 2:4 writes that it is the proper path for a 
penitent to go into exile. This brings humility into his heart. 
Ch. 26, 41: "O oz" - Hopefully then - "O," has the numerical value of 7, 
alluding to the sin of not sanctifying Shabbos properly. "Oz" has the 
numerical value of 8, alluding to not circumcising on the 8th day. (Daas 
Z'keinim, Rosh) 
Ch. 26, v. 42: "V'zocharti brisi Yaakov" - And I will remember My 
covenant with Yaakov - This verse, one of comfort, seems totally out of 
place in the middle of this lengthy admonishment. However, it is not a 
consolation. Quite to the contrary, it is a strong indictment. If one is the 
son of an evil person and likewise behaves improperly, there is a 
somewhat mollifying claim, that he did not have a good role model from 
whom to learn. Our verse says that Hashem will also remember that we 
are descendants of the holy Patriarchs, Yaakov, Yitzchok, and Avrohom, 
and nevertheless behaved improperly. This is quite an indictment. 
(Shalo"h Hakodosh) 
Ch. 27, v. 3: "Mi'ben esrim" - From the age of twenty years - Why does 
the Torah give us the redemption values starting with 20 to 60 years, then 
from 5 to 20 years, from 1 month to 5 years, and finally from 60 years of 
age and older, totally out of age order? Why between the ages of 20 and 
60 does the verse tell us the female's value in a separate verse (verse 4), 
and by every other age include it in the same verse? Any help would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Ch. 27, v. 5: "V'im mi'ben cho'meish shonim v'ad ben esrim shonoh" - 
If he is between five and twenty years old - From the ages of twenty to 
sixty years (verses 3 and 4), and from one month to five years (verse 6), 
the ratio of redemption of male to female is 5 to 3. Above the age of 60 
(verse 7) the gap closes, with a 3 to 2 ratio, which is explained by the 
gemara Arochin 19a, "An old man is not very useful, while an old woman 
brings blessing into the home" (she is helpful around the home). This is 
expanded upon by the Chizkuni. He says that between the ages of 20 and 
60, when men and women have strength, the man is trained to do work 
that is physically taxing, while the woman learns to do some skilled work 
that is not so physically demanding. During the "golden years" of 
declining physical strength, the man is totally not suited for work in which 
he was trained, while a woman, although somewhat weaker, can continue 
in a limited manner to do her work. 
What needs an explanation is the ratio between male and female between 
the ages of 5 years and 20 years, where we find a 2 to 1 ratio. Why is a 
male so highly assessed during these years? The mishnoh in Pirkei Ovos 
5:25 says that between the ages of 5 years and 20 years a male enters 
Torah study on different levels and at age 18 he should enter into 
marriage. Because of all these momentous spiritual milestones he is 
assessed at an even higher rate during this period. It is only when he 
reaches the age of 20, when he is a "ben esrim lirdofe," he must pursue a 
livelihood, that he is knocked down a notch and is back at the 5 to 3 ratio. 
(Rabbi Dovid Mordechai Zilber shlit"a) A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh.  
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Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
Bechukosai 5776 – Strolling With Purpose 
In this week’s parsha Hashem promises the Bnai Yisrael a bevy of 
blessings to those who loyally follow Him and His mitzvos. One of those 
blessings is “Vehis”halachti besochechem” - “And I will walk amongst 
you” (Vayikra, 26:12). Rashi explains this is referring to the afterlife in 
Gan Aiden where Hashem will spend time strolling with the (souls of 
those) people who lived an exemplary Jewish life. Now, nearly all of the 
listed blessings are those that are to be enjoyed in this life, such as a 
perfect amount of rainfall, peace, prosperity, bumper crops, a Mishkan etc. 
So what leads Rashi to understand the above blessing as one reserved for 
Gan Aiden?  
Furthermore, what does it mean that Hashem will stroll with us? If this is 
to conjure up in our minds an expression of friendship, why is this the 
reward? Shouldn’t a G-d-fearing Jew merit having a relationship with 
Hashem closer than one of friendship, one more like a father/son 
relationship?  
The above passuk continues with the words “Vehayisi lachem lailokim” - 
“I will be to you as G-d (midas haDin). Rashi explains that Hashem is 

assuring Bnai Yisrael that even though they will stroll together with Him 
in a spirit of conviviality, they will nevertheless still remain in awe of 
Him and he will maintain a spirit of Elokim (with His midas haDin). Why 
is Hashem making this point? Is this something that mankind is really 
worried about? Will Yidden be saying, Oh No! We are going to lose our 
midas haDin relationship with Hashem? 
Perhaps we can say as follows. The Be’air Basadeh (Rav Meir Danon - 
early 19th century) offers an ingenious answer to our first question. He 
tells us that Hashem here is promising the blessing of Him doing the act of 
halicha - walking/strolling. The only other time in the Torah that we find 
halicha in reference to Hashem is in Gan Aiden. This is way back in 
Bereishis where the Torah tells us that after Adam & Chava sinned by 
eating from the Tree of Knowledge Hashem made his presence known. As 
the passuk says “Vayishme’u es kol Hashem Elokim mishaleich bagan” - 
“And they (Adam & Chava) heard the voice of Hashem Elokim travelling 
(lit. walking) in the Garden” (Beraishis, 3:8) Says the Be’air Basadeh, 
since the first and only other instance of halicha by Hashem was in Gan 
Eden, so too, the halicha being promised here in the blessings is to take 
place in Gan Eden. 
Perhaps we can add some depth to this theory. We know that the purpose 
of every Yid ever since the sin of Adam is to repair the fallout that befell 
the world due to that sin. There is perhaps one area of the sin though that 
is not so obvious. Rashi tells us (commentary to Beraishis, 7:4) that the 
Mabul lasted for 40 days as a punishment for the 40 days it takes G-d to 
form a fetus. For there were illegitimate pregnancies caused by the many 
forbidden unions (due to the immorality of that generation), making 
Hashem work unnecessarily to form those fetuses. From here we see that 
it is a sin to cause (due to a forbidden act) Hashem having to do something 
that He never intended to do. Thus by Adam, the sin was not only the 
eating of the fruit, but the subsequent forcing of Hashem having to talk 
with Adam and Chava is also an area that needs to be addressed and 
repaired. 
When Hashem spoke with Adam after the eating of the forbidden fruit, he 
began by saying “Ayecha?” - “Where are you?” (Beraishis, 3:9). Rashi 
explains that Hashem did not immediately begin by punishing Adam lest 
he become too frightened to answer. Instead he began with general 
conversation. This would explain why the passuk says “Vayikra Hashem 
Elokim el ha’Adam...” - “And Hashem (merciful mode) Elokim (din 
mode) called out to Adam” (ibid.). Because in that conversation Hashem 
first addressed him with pleasant small talk (merciful mode) and then 
threw the proverbial book at him (din mode).  
So what we have is Adam eating from the Tree of Knowledge and then 
causing Hashem to converse with him in two different modes. All these 
are considered part of the sin that the world must repair. 
“Im bechukosai tailaichu”- “If you walk in my statutes” begins Hashem to 
those he showers with blessing. Walking in His statutes is how man 
repairs the eating of the forbidden fruit. Adam did not listen to his 
commandment, and we facilitate repair by walking in Hashem’s statutes. 
But how do we repair the sin-spawned conversation? Says Hashem 
“Vehis”halachti besochechem” - we are going back to the scene of the 
crime, Gan Aiden, and there (as Rashi quotes) “atayel imachem” - I will 
stroll with you. And we’ll shmooz with Hashem and spend time with each 
another. [Note the word atayel not only means to stroll, it also can mean 
to spend time (see Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim, Chapter 639).] And by 
doing this we will repair what transpired with Adam. For this time 
Hashem will come willingly to Gan Aiden and willingly exchange 
pleasantries with us, nullifying the forcing of His actions some many 
thousands of years ago. And in order to complete the repair, just as with 
Adam there was of course an aura of Hashem’s midas hadin at that 
appearance, so too that aura of din will be during our stroll with Him. That 
is why Rashi stresses that Hashem’s awe will remain in place. It is purely 
so that Adam’s sin can be mirrored, and finally and fully be put to rest.  
Of course we have a loving relationship with Hashem like a father and 
son/daughter, much deeper than two friends spending time together on a 
stroll. The stroll in the blessings of the parsha is not at all an expression of 
our closeness to Him. It is rather an opportunity to revisit out of love an 
incident that caused our beloved Tatte Hashem much anguish, to pick up 
the pieces, to repair the damage and make man perfect once again. 
The story is told of the Brisker Rav who was taking a stroll with his 
daughter one Shabbos night after the Seudah. He asked her “Vos iz ah 
shpatzir?” – “What is the definition of a stroll?” She responded that a 
stroll was something which they were currently doing. Said the Rav, ‘A 
stroll is only walking away from the house, on the return leg one is 
heading home.” In other words, a stroll is aimless walking. Once one is 
heading home there is a specific purpose to the walk and cannot be 
labeled any more as a stroll. On paper the strolling in the Garden of Aiden 
sounds like ah shpatzir – a mere stroll -where the Tzaddikim from this 
world enjoy the company of their Creator. But in reality this isn’t a stroll 
at all, it has a magnificent higher purpose of Tikkun Olam - fixing the 
world - one step at a time. 
Have a great Shabbos, 
Rabbi Nosson Greenberg, 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway, N.Y. ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
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Rabbi Yaacov Haber 

TorahLab 
Choose To Be Happy 
“In memory of my father in law Matisyahu ben Chaim Refael Poliakoff 
and his father Chaim Refael ben Menachem Mendel, whose Yohrtzeits we 
are commemorating this week. May Hashem give them a lichtigen Gan 
Eden.”  
There are two stark admonishments in the Torah, in our parsha and then in 
parshas Ki Savo, They are connected by the number of dire consequences 
to be found in each - there are 49 here and exactly double 98 in Ki Savo. 
The Torah there explicitly mentions a single reason which could cause the 
whole catastrophic sequence of events to occur, both on a personal and 
global level - ‘because you didn’t serve Hashem with simcha’. 
There is a well known principle in the gemara of ‘schar mitzva b’hai alma 
leica’, there is no reward for mitzvos in this world at all, rather the reward 
for mitzvos is entirely in the realm of the hereafter. This principle seems, 
on the face of it, to contradict a whole theme in the Torah of worldly 
blessings of timely rain, bountiful crops amongst others, as a direct result 
of keeping Hashem’s mitzvos. That is what the beginning of our parsha 
says clearly. 
The Chasam Sofer explains that indeed the reward for mitzvos is in olam 
haba with one important exception - the reward for living and doing 
Mitzvos with simcha. The reward for Simcha is immediate. 
I was privileged to talk to a number of Gedolei Yisroel of the previous 
generation - Reb Moshe Feinstein, the Lubavitcher Rebbe, the Steipler, 
Rav Shach. They were all very different people, every Gadol B’Yisrael is 
unique and highly individual. However they had something in common - 
they all exuded an unmistakable aura of simcha. Not only that, but it 
seemed to rub off, and I felt in a state of simcha on leaving their presence, 
without being able to identify exactly why. 
My occasion to speak to Rav Shach was at Rav Scheinberg’s prompting. I 
had asked him a question which he told me he couldn’t answer, I need to 
go to Rav Shach. I asked R Scheinberg’s son, R Simcha, if I should make 
the bracha of ‘she’chalak m’chachmaso’, on meeting Rav Shach. He joked 
that perhaps the correct bracha should be ‘she’kocho u’gvuraso malei 
olam’ since he was such a powerful personality. Nonetheless meeting him 
felt like meeting my own grandfather, such was his personal warmth. 
I certainly have no delusions of grandeur, yet I often wonder whether I 
ever have the same effect on people when they come to see me, do they 
leave my office feeling happy? 
The Shulchan Aruch states that when Av comes in one must reduce one’s 
simcha, and that when Adar comes in one must increase in simcha. The 
commentaries understand this as a direct implication that the default at 
other times is a state of simcha from which to add or detract as Av or Adar 
require. It strikes me that it often seems so much easier to be less b’simcha 
in Av than more joyful in Adar. 
Why is Hashem so concerned that we should happy? Well, don’t we want 
our children to be happy? Don’t we want our spouse to be happy? Hashem 
wants us to be happy! 
And, crucially, what exactly is this elusive simcha which is so important? 
It comes down to an inner acceptance of one’s circumstances in life. It’s 
so easy to think that really this just isn’t right. I deserve better than this. 
I’ve been handed a raw deal and it’s just not fair. My wife does this, or 
my husband does that (believe me, there’s an equal number of husbands 
and wives out there feeling hard done by). 
This isn’t even about going as far as being happy with one’s portion, as 
pirkei avos recommends, it’s about accepting that what you have has been 
given you for a reason. Resentment is poisonous. It makes you unable to 
maintain an emotional even keel and stops you being satisfied with your 
life. It destroys relationships. 
True simcha comes from acceptance that things are the just the way they 
are and that you have what you have. 
(Transcribed from memory by Dr. Ben Bradley) 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parsha Parables- Bechukosai 5776: Grateful Bread 
Dedicated l'zechus l'refuah shelaima for Yehuda Nesanel ben Basha Baila 
An 18 year old bachur who was in a serious accident  
This week we read Parshas B'chukosai, which entails both blessing and 
curses bestowed upon the Jewish nation in response to its behavior. 
Just like in last week's Parsha which is usually read together there is a 
blessing. The Torah tells us, both B'har and in B'chukosai, that if we 
deserve bracha then "you shall eat to satisfaction and live securely in your 
land." (Vayikra 25:19 & Vayikra 26:5) 
Each time the Torah talks about eating to satisfaction, an agricultural 
issue, it suffixes it with a blessing of security. I understand that the curse 

of war and the blessing of peace has to do with betach, a sense of surety, 
but why mention tranquility in reference to eating? 
The Story 
Yankel was a vagabond. Every Friday he would spend the last of his few 
zloty at the bathhouse and barber and well groomed, he would present 
himself in the synagogue as a respected businessperson from out-of-town. 
Then he would usually get a sumptuous Shabbos meal at the home of the 
wealthiest Jew in town. 
One Friday afternoon he was in the city of Lodz and inquired about the 
wealthiest Jew. "Velvel, the banker," he was told "is definitely the 
wealthiest Jew. But he is also the stingiest. You never get a chance to eat 
the delicious dishes that he serves you!" 
"How's that?" asked Yankel. 
"Well, as soon as you take your first bite he engages you in conversation. 
You begin to speak, and as soon as your eyes leave your plate, a waiter 
comes and snatches your food away!" 
With a game plan in mind Yankel posed as a businessman from Warsaw, 
and got invited to Reb Velvel's magnificent home. The table was set with 
exquisite china, and the delicious smells wafting from the kitchen made 
Yankel's hungry mouth water. 
After kiddush and challah, the first course was served, a succulent piece of 
white fish stuffed with gefilte fish. As Yankel speared it with his fork a 
voice boomed from the head of the table. "So, Yankel, tell me, how is my 
cousin Shloime feeling? You must know Shloime, the tailor of Podolska 
Street in Warsaw?" 
Yankel kept his fork imbedded in the fish and held tight as he nodded 
somberly. "G'shturben -- He's dead." 
"What?" shrieked Reb Velvel, "Shloime is dead? How can that be?" He 
ran to the kitchen and shouted for his wife - all the while Yankel managed 
to finish his fish in comfort. He even got in a few nibbles off an adjoining 
plate. After the shock wore off they served the soup. 
After the first sip, the banker was quick to his old ways. "You don't 
happen to know my father's brother Reb Dovid the bookbinder, do you?" 
With the waiter poised to pounce, Yankel nodded again. " G'shturben -- 
He died too!" 
"What?" cried the stunned host. "How can that be? I just got a lettter from 
him last week!" 
He ran next door to tell his brother, the terrible news all while Yankel 
calmly finished his soup. 
The main course, with chicken, kugel and tzimmes also saw the death of 
more members of the Warsaw community, each tiding throwing the 
banker into a tizzy. Meanwhile Yankel ate his portion and all the portions 
of those who were sickened by the terrible calamities that they had just 
heard. 
By the time dessert came, the banker got hold of the scheme 
"What's going on?" he shouted. "Are you trying to tell me that the entire 
Warsaw has dropped dead?" 
"No," answered Yankel, "what I am trying to tell you is that when I eat, 
the whole world is G'shturben they all drop dead!" 
The Message 
The blessing of plenty is worthless without serenity. Peace in your land is 
not only a blessing for military men. It is a blessing that enhances every 
aspect of life, from breaking ground to breaking bread. What good are 
storehouses of plenty or a wonderful economy without the peace and 
harmony in which to enjoy them? 
Calm and composure are the greatest blessing. For without them, the 
bread of plenty can still be bread of affliction. 
The Torah does not give half-baked blessings. It tells us that we will eat 
our bread to satisfaction because it guarantees us peace among men. And 
we must not only pray for wealth but also the health and wellbeing, and 
confidence of serenity with which to enjoy it. 
Good Shabbos ©2016 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 
 

Rabbi A. Leib Scheinbaum 

Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Bechukosai 
If you will follow My decrees. (26:3) 
So much has been written concerning the meaning of this pasuk. I would 
like to submit my understanding. The word teileichu is translated here as 
"to follow." It also means to walk/go. Together, these meanings imply that 
we are to walk/go forward using Hashem's decrees as our GPS, our moral 
compass, to provide our sense of direction. In other words, a Jew does not 
"lead," he follows - Hashem. Having said that, we might take this idea a 
bit further; chukim are mitzvos whose reasons defy human rationale. 
There are reasons for these mitzvos, but these reasons are Divine. Hashem 
has a purpose and reason for every mitzvah which He commanded. We 
are not privy to these reasons. Thus, chukim are to be viewed as afkaata 
d'Malka, a decree from the King - in this case the King of the Universe, 
Hashem. 
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Hashem wants us to follow His mitzvos, even when they defy our 
understanding. Furthermore, he wants us to take this approach to all 
mitzvos, whether we think we understand them or not. We follow - He 
leads. At times, we think that we have a better, more advantageous route. 
This is quite like the new GPS system, which presents alternate routes, but 
suggests a specific one. It is acutely aware of construction, hazards, 
accidents and other forms of delays. It gathers all of the information and 
decides for us what would be the best route to travel. 
Life also contains chukim, challenges, trials, travail, which we do not 
understand. We do not question the Almighty. He has a reason for 
everything that occurs in our lives. We accept these "life" chukim in stride 
as part of our faith in the Almighty. This is the meaning of bechukosai 
teileichu - following Hashem, regardless of what might seem to be bumps 
in the road. 
How does one stay focused on the journey without distraction, without 
dissipating our energies, becoming restless, questioning every time we hit 
a bump? The story is told that Horav Yisrael Salanter, zl, once left his 
town and made an unannounced visit to a theatre in Koenigsburg, 
Germany, where a rope walker was giving exhibitions. The founder of the 
mussar, ethical character refinement movement, unassumingly took his 
seat among the audience and gazed at the amazing feat before him, a 
talented ropewalker who risked his life four times each day by walking on 
a rope tightly drawn across the theatre some hundred feet in the air. One 
false move, one minute distraction, would spell instant death for him. 
After the show, Rav Yisrael returned home. It did not take long for word 
of his trip to spread. It was truly an anomaly that such a great Rav and 
tzaddik, an individual who probably was the gadol hador, preeminent 
Torah leader of his generation, "found" the time to leave his Torah study 
to travel to Koenigsburg to watch a ropewalker do his thing. This feat was 
primarily performed so that children would stare in amazement, their 
interest piqued. What was the gadol hador doing there? "For years," he 
began, "I found it almost impossible to concentrate for five minutes on my 
tefillos, prayers. As soon as I stand Shemoneh Esrai or sit down for other 
prayers, all kinds of things creep into my mind. Yet, here was an ordinary 
man who, for five rubles a day, risked his life four times daily. The 
slightest distraction would mean untold suffering and even death, and here 
I am, at the risk not of physical death, but of eternal life, and I cannot 
concentrate for a few moments!" 
Rav Yisrael asked the man for his key to success. His response was 
inspiring, "When I am up there," he said, "I see only one thing before me: 
the rope. I look at nothing else, because I know that, if my eyes waver 
from the rope, I am a dead man." Need we say more? When we serve 
Hashem, our focus should be on nothing else but following His directive. 
Indeed, the first command that Hashem gave Avraham Avinu (which is 
recorded in the Torah) is Lech Lecha, "Go for yourself." Later, we find 
Hashem commanding Avraham to Lech Lecha, go, to Har HaMoriah, to 
slaughter Yitzchak Avinu. We also find concerning the command of Bris 
Milah, Hishalech lefanai ve'heyei tamim, "Walk before Me and be 
perfect." All of this halicha, going, walking, defines Judaism. He wants us 
to follow, to walk behind, with, in front of Him - but, from that very first 
Lech Lecha, it must always be to continue walking. Even when we do not 
understand how we will make it: the road is filled with potholes; there is 
danger; it seems very long - Bechukosai teileichu, walk in My statutes. 
You do not have to always understand "why" - but you must walk, follow, 
keep on going. 
On the first occasion of Lech Lecha Avraham was standing at the 
beginning of his career as a Jew: you can make it; fulfillment is within 
reach; you will be a blessing to the world. There is one criteria to which 
you must adhere: Lech lecha, you must go and show the way; your task 
must be achieved, regardless of the challenges, the obstacles and the 
setbacks. How? - Lech lecha, "Go into yourself." From within yourself, by 
introspecting, you will perceive that everything is in order, everything fits 
perfectly with the other, with remarkable precision. True, at first it does 
not seem to make sense, but lech lecha, go into yourself, stay focused, do 
not lose sight of your goals, and you will arrive at your destination. Lech 
lecha, from yourself. The Jew has nothing to learn from the outside world. 
We are not a part of the outside world. We have our own world which 
begins with ourselves. We teach by example. We do not learn from them. 
We will neither ever be the recipient of their blessings, nor will we need 
them. We have Hashem, Who blesses us and, in turn, ve'heyei brachah, 
we are a blessing to the world. Only in faith in lecha/yourself, ourselves, 
will we find faith in Hashem. 
We must, however, continue moving. Even when our personal task 
appears to have been completed, and we are ready to pass it on, we must 
do so by "Kach es bincha, take your son, v'lech lecha." He, too, must keep 
on going. This is how Klal Yisrael achieves bechukosai teileichu. Our 
nation has never stopped going forward. We have had setbacks, but we 
have brushed ourselves off, straightened ourselves up - and forged ahead. 

Hashem told Avraham Hishalech lefanai, "Go before Me" - you go before 
Me in the world: loving Me; emulating Me; glorifying Me; knowing Me; 
and disseminating Me. Perform the mitzvos; teilechu, go in them; see to it 
that your children do the same. It may mean sacrifice, hunger, trial and 
tribulation, but stay focused, and you will get there; you will reach your 
destination. Indeed, this is the only way that you will achieve your 
"homecoming." 
If you will follow My decrees. (26:3) 
Rashi interprets Im bechukosai teilechu, shetiheyu ameilim baTorah, 
"That you engage in intensive Torah study." Ameilus means toil, labor. 
Success in Torah study is not determined by acumen, but by application. 
Given the spiritual nature of Torah as a result of its Divine origin, it is not 
who one is, but how he applies himself to studying and reviewing the 
Torah. Indeed, the greatest gedolim, Torah leaders, achieved their plateau 
not simply because of their brilliance, but due to their extreme ameilus. 
The Raavad writes (Teshuvos 39), "I have relinquished much sleep from 
my eyes; much food became spoiled because I had no time to eat. I 
applied my entire physical body to Torah" (free translation). 
There is no dearth of stories which describe the extraordinary ameilus 
evinced by our gedolim. I have selected two stories that perhaps are not as 
well-known. They are about great people - in the sense that these 
individuals were unusual in their dedication to Torah. They neither had 
large yeshivos, nor were they rabbanim with large followings. They were 
G-d-fearing, Torah observant Jews who viewed Torah as their reason for 
living. 
Horav Daniel Ochayon (Ohr Daniel) relates that he once spent Shabbos in 
Antwerp, Belgium. He went into one of the batei medrash to daven. 
Arriving a few moments early, he began to peruse the sefarim in the large 
bookcase at the back of the shul. Suddenly, he came across a sefer that he 
had never seen before, which was written by an author with whose name 
he was unacquainted. The thick sefer, which was comprised of a question 
on a Mishnah in Meseches Keilim (one of the most difficult mesechtos to 
master) had one hundred thirty-seven answers rendered by the author. 
Clearly, this author was an outstanding talmid chacham, Torah scholar. 
As Rav Ochayon was standing by the bookcase, perusing the sefer in 
amazement (he had mastered the question and was able to read one 
answer), he was approached by a man who was a resident of the 
community. "I want to introduce myself," the man began. "I am the 
nephew of the author of the sefer which you are reading. The author 
perished in the Holocaust. He was a businessman, a Koznitzer chasid, who 
was one of Krakow's (Poland) wealthiest Jews. I was able to salvage some 
of his manuscripts. This is one of them." 
The idea that such a volume of brilliant Torah dialectic was authored by a 
businessman who did not spend his entire day immersed in Torah, but 
only salvaged a few hours in the early morning and late evening, was in 
and of itself an incredible feat. It was the rest of the man's story that was 
truly awakening. "Regardless of how it occurred, I had the sad occasion to 
meet up with my uncle in the Auschwitz concentration camp. We were 
together for three years. One night, he woke me from a deep, exhausted 
sleep and said to me, 'You should know that (because of your youth and 
good health) you will probably be the only one to live through this 
purgatory. I have a feeling that tomorrow is my last day on this world. My 
time has come, and I sense that I will meet my fate in the gas chamber. I 
ask one favor of you; this will be my final testament, my will, which I ask 
you to execute. I have been blessed with a prolific memory. As a result, I 
remember the entire Shas Bavli and Yerushalmi by heart. From the very 
moment that I entered the accursed gates of Auschwitz, I have not stopped 
learning. I have a daily (and nightly) seder, routine, during which I review 
the mesechtos. I figure that by the time they take me in the morning, I will 
have reached Moed Katan daf zayin. I want you to promise me that you 
(when Hashem frees you from here) will be mesayeim, complete the 
meseches for me!'" 
Rav Ochayon concludes with a profound, almost frightening thought. Six 
million lives were brutally snuffed out by the accursed Nazis. They, too, 
have a dying request from us - the living: "Please, we beg you, complete 
the mesechtos, the myriad sefarim ha'kedoshim that were destined to be 
completed - but could not. Do it for us!" 
Ameilus ba'Torah translates itself into many facets. It is our inseparable 
bond with the Torah that motivates and nurtures our ability to maintain 
intense diligence in Torah study. Interestingly, it does not require that one 
be an extraordinary Torah scholar in order to appreciate this bond. The 
ordinary Jew, who senses his attachment to Hashem via the Torah, has 
demonstrated throughout the generations that this bond is indestructible. 
Rav Chaim Shapiro, zl, relates the following story in portraying the 
unusual bond the simple Jew in Europe had with the Torah. 
In the city of Lomza, there was a group of stevedores, observant Jews who 
were very physically fit, thus able to carry large, heavy commodities and 
materials as part of their daily work. All of these men were unique 
specimens of brute strength and physical stature. Yet, one of them stood 
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out in his size (well over six feet) and muscular build. He was nicknamed 
Moshiach due to his unusual physical prowess. Moshiach had eight 
children - six sons and two daughters. When his youngest son was born, 
Moshiach told his wife, "This child will become a Rav." 
"Yehudele," as he was called, was a bright, sweet child. His parents hired 
a special rebbe to tutor him in Torah, because, after all, he was to become 
a rav. Yehudele was study partners with Rav Chaim Shapiro's brother, 
and, as a result, the two youngsters became very close, like brothers. The 
cheder years flew by quickly, and the two teenagers were accepted into 
the yeshivah gedolah of Lomza. Moshiach was ecstatic. He shared his 
good news with everyone. Imagine, his son would become a rav. 
One summer day, the wonderful future that Moshiach saw for his son 
came to a sudden, tragic end. The two fifteen-year-old study partners went 
canoeing on the river. A sudden wave caused their boat to overturn. They 
were caught in the strong current. Chaim Shapiro's brother survived; 
Yehudele did not. Word of the tragedy spread throughout the small 
community. People were shell shocked; there were no words to describe 
the calamity that had struck Moshiach's family and, by extension, the 
entire Jewish community. 
Yehudele's chavrusa, study partner, remembered that his late friend had a 
notebook in which he redacted his rebbe's lectures. In addition, he 
included his own novellae which he felt were worthy of recording. He 
found the notebook, still in its place in Yehudele's shtender, study lectern, 
but lacked the courage to bring it to the home of the deceased. He felt that 
Yehudele's parents should have this unique memento of their son's 
devotion Torah. He personally could not do it. He asked his brother, 
Chaim, to serve as his messenger. 
Rav Chaim walked into the room where the family members were sitting 
Shiva. He walked over to Moshiach and handed him the notebook, "This 
is your late son's chiddushei Torah, novellae." Moshiach took the 
notebook in his hands, as one lifts a Sefer Torah scroll, raised it up into 
the air and exclaimed, "This is our son's Torah! These are his chiddushei 
Torah!" He was so excited, holding the notes recorded by his son's own 
hand. 
At that moment, the Lomza Rosh Yeshivah, Horav Yehoshua Zelig Roch, 
zl, entered the room. Moshiach looked at the venerable Rosh Yeshivah, 
and he fell to the floor at his feet. He began to weep; at first, it was quiet 
weeping accompanied with moaning; then it progressed, becoming more 
intense, the moaning becoming a wail. In between his wailing, Moshiach 
cried out to the Rosh Yeshivah, "Rebbe. I am an observant Jew. All my 
life I have been devoted to serving Hashem to the best of my ability. Why 
did I not merit to have a son that would become a Rav? Why? Why did 
Hashem take from me the opportunity to have such nachas?" 
Every Jew - regardless of his background, level of scholarship, and 
personal level of religious adherence - has one hope: that his son become 
a Torah scholar; that he devote himself to studying Torah; that he become 
a rav. It was this aspiration that burned passionately within the hearts of 
these Jews, who worked tirelessly to earn the few pennies, so that they 
could hire the best rebbeim for their sons. Why? Because Yisrael v'Oraisa 
v'Kudsha Brich Hu chad hu, the Jewish People and the Torah and Hashem 
are one - that is why! 
If you will follow My decrees and observe My Commandments and 
perform them. (26:3) 
A Torah Jew must be the embodiment of emes, truth. Integrity - both 
moral and spiritual - must be reflected in his every demeanor. The image 
of a Torah Jew bespeaks emes under all conditions and circumstances. 
There is no other way. Hashem's chosam, seal, is emes. Since we are to 
emulate the Almighty, we must strive to achieve perfection in this 
character trait. What is this emes? How does one achieve the appellation 
ish emes, a man of truth? 
The roshei teivos, three letters of emes-aleph, mem, tav -- are an acronym 
for the three yesodos, principles, to which a Jew must adhere and by 
which he must live: Aleph - emunah, faith (in Hashem) mem, mitzvos; 
tav, Torah. A Jew who is faithful, studies Torah diligently and performs 
mitzvos, lives by the rule of emes. He is an ish emes. Indeed, a Jew's life 
should revolve around these three principles. 
The Melitzer Rebbe, Shlita, comments that, regrettably, some Jews 
question the need to adhere to all three of these principles. Perhaps one 
may slack off in one. What if a Jew were to be faithful and mitzvah 
observant? He is not much of a learner, always finding an excuse to 
escape being tied down to the bais hamedrash. He leaves the learning to 
others whom he feels are more competent. There is also the Jew who 
maintains a strong affiliation with emunah. He is even a learner, spending 
most of his free time in the bais hamedrash studying Torah. It is just that 
when it comes to mitzvah observance, he is not that adherent. He is 
certainly not a sinner. It is just that when opportunities to perform chesed, 
kindness to others, charity and other wonderful social justice mitzvos 
appear, he is not to be found. 

It is regarding such a Jew who is concerned with the im - aleph, mem; or 
es - aleph, tav, that the Torah says, Im bechukosai teileichu v'es mitzvosai 
tishmaru va'asissem osam, Emunah and mitzvos without Torah study 
leaves a person an 'im' Jew, who can only function if the 'im' is followed 
with bechukosai teileichu, 'Walk in My statutes,' which Rashi interprets as 
Shetiheyu ameilim batorah, that you will toil in Torah. One must round 
off his emunah and mitzvah performance with Torah study. Otherwise, he 
is not emes; he remains a spiritual cripple. 
Likewise, the "es" Jew, who has emunah and studies Torah, but is 
deficient in his mitzvah observance, he is told, es mitzvosai tishmoru; the 
"es" Jew must observe mitzvos, or, he, too, will be handicapped in his 
Jewishness. 
We have just addressed the Jew who observes mitzvos and has faith in 
Hashem; he lacks Torah study. We have also dealt with the Jew who is 
faithful, studies Torah, but is lax in his mitzvah observance. What about 
the Jew who lacks faith? He observes mitzvos and studies Torah, but has 
difficulty maintaining his faith in Hashem. The Torah does not seem to 
allude to such a Jew. The Rebbe explains that the acronym for mitzvos 
(observance) and Torah (study) is meis, dead. Such a person is considered 
spiritually deceased. The only solution is va'asisem osam - aleph, tav, 
mem; you must add emunah to resuscitate him and bring him back to the 
world of living. 
If you behave casually (happenstance) with Me and refuse to heed Me. 
(26:21) 
The word keri, translated as "happenstance," is used quite often in the 
Tochechah, Rebuke. Following the text, we observe that chastisement and 
further punishment are meted out to Klal Yisrael because they behave 
toward Hashem with happenstance. Thus, Hashem responds by acting 
toward us in a like manner. The Rambam defines keri as denying 
Hashem's role, His orchestration of events. When we view what takes 
place in the world in general, and around us in particular, as random 
occurrences, we are acting with happenstance toward Hashem. The 
Ramban calls ignoring Hashgachah Pratis, Divine Providence, "A path of 
cruelty." Horav Noach Weinberg, zl, explains that it goes without saying 
that one who ignores Hashem's messages, attributing them to coincidence, 
is a heretic. Instead, he is explaining the root of this heresy: cruelty. It 
takes a very cruel (and crude) person to imagine (and even suggest) that a 
loving Father would abandon His children to the treacherous whims of 
fate, allowing them to suffer for no apparent reason. Furthermore, by 
reducing what are really Hashem's messages to random occurrences, one 
deprives himself of the possibility of repenting to correct his ways. 
Our parshah's central message is that there is no such thing as 
coincidence. Whatever occurs is the result of Divine intervention. Hashem 
has a reason, and if we are privy to the occurrence, it is because He is 
sending us a message. All too often we are more concerned with either 
complaining or questioning Hashem's actions to realize and think about 
the message He is sending us. Rav Weinberg relates the story of a young 
man who stopped by Aish HaTorah as part of his world tour. Upon 
meeting the Rosh Yeshivah, the young man said, "I do not need a 
yeshivah. You see, G-d and I are quite close. He even performs miracles 
for me." 
He explained, "Recently, I was riding my bike up a winding mountain 
road. A large truck swerved into my lane, coming straight at me. With no 
other choice, I drove off the side of the mountain, falling some fifty feet 
onto jagged rocks. Immediately before impact, I yelled out, "G-d!" When 
I hit the ground, I felt G-d's Hand cushioning my fall. Nothing happened 
to me - not even a scratch! It was clearly a miracle. You see why I say that 
G-d and I are very close." 
The Rosh Yeshivah was a wise man, and, with one astute question, he 
shattered the young man's self-deluded mindset. "Tell me, my friend, who 
do you think pushed you off the cliff?" he asked. 
The young man no longer had an answer. 
"G-d is not superman, waiting for you to stumble off the cliff and then 
coming the last minute to your rescue. Everything in your life is 
controlled by G-d: both the problems and the solutions; the challenges and 
the resolutions. Hashem first sent a truck to run you off the cliff, and then 
He saved you. You might wonder why G-d would cause you to fall off a 
cliff only to save you moments later. He wants your attention. He wants to 
teach you a lesson. What is it? In order to discover the answer to this 
question, you must work on your relationship with Him. How? By going 
to yeshivah. There you will discover the answer to all your questions." 
Hashem is constantly speaking to us via the many messages that He sends. 
The problem is that we are not listening. Listening demands application, 
lending an ear, caring enough to want to know what is being conveyed to 
us. In order to have the proper mindset to connect with Hashem, to hear 
His message, to truly care about its contents and significance, one must 
acknowledge the fact that Hashem loves us and that everything which 
takes place in our life is for the good. They are actions of a loving Father 
Who cares deeply about us. Otherwise, if one's relationship with Hashem 
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is pervaded with distrust and anger, the message will be misinterpreted, its 
meaning distorted by the individual's subjective perspective on life. Our 
attitude will determine the interpretation and application of Hashem's 
message. In other words, when we hear what we want to hear, we do not 
listen, resulting in a failed message. 
And He brings a redeemer to their children's children with love. 
The Haamek Davar distinguishes between the love manifest by Hashem 
toward the Avos, Patriarchs, and the love He shows to their children, Klal 
Yisrael. Love is k'mayim panim el panim, like the reflection of one's face 
in the water: one sees what one reflects. Likewise, Hashem is to us much 
like the way we are to Him. As human beings, we are beset with desires, 
choices, an evil-inclination that is constantly pushing us toward the abyss 
of evil and freedom of choice which allows us to choose from the many 
options that are available to us. The descendants of the Patriarchs have 
great difficulty loving Hashem wholeheartedly, without deviation. There 
is a vicious battle raging within us between the physical ungodly passions 
that would do us in and the desire for spiritual ascendancy. Finally, we 
choose Hashem and serve Him, because we see how vacuous everything 
else is. Can we say, however, that Hashem was our first and only choice? 
It was a choice that evolved. Likewise, Hashem chooses us from among 
the nations, because, although we are not perfect, we are better than the 
other nations. 
Not so the Patriarchs. Their intense yearning for the Almighty was 
unequivocal. For them, there was only Hashem. Nothing else had any 
value; nothing else mattered. Hashem responded in kind and loved them 
as if there were nothing else. 
It is for such a reciprocal love that we, their children's children, strive. We 
must love Hashem as if there is nothing else - as did the Avos. In that 
merit, we will warrant the ultimate Redemption. 
l'zchus refuha sheleima for Yaakov ben Rachel 
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Insights into the Weekly Parsha 
Parshas Bechukosai 
Now and Forever? 
Then will I remember my covenant with Yaakov, and also my covenant 
with Yitzchak, and also my covenant with Avraham will I remember... 
(26:42)  
Rashi (ad loc) points out that there is no mention of remembrance in the 
Possuk by Yitzchak, only by Avraham and Yaakov. Rashi goes on to 
explain that by Yitzchak there was no need to resort to remembering his 
covenant because the ashes of Yitzchak are ever present in front of the 
Almighty and therefore a constant reminder. This is somewhat difficult to 
understand; while it is true that Yitzchak was bound and placed on the 
altar in preparation for him to be sacrificed, it never actually happened. In 
other words, he was never actually burnt to ashes on the altar. What does 
it then mean by "his ashes are ever present in front of HaShem"?  
In the narrative of the Akeidah, immediately following the angel's 
command not to go through with the killing of Yitzchak, the Torah writes: 
"And Avraham lifted up his eyes, and he saw after a ram caught in a 
thicket by his horns; and Avraham went and took the ram, and offered him 
up for a burnt offering in place of his son" (Bereishis 22:13). What do the 
words "and Avraham lifted up his eyes" mean? After all, the words don't 
seem to add anything to the verse, the Torah could have simply said "and 
Avraham saw a ram." "Avraham lifted up his eyes" sounds like the Torah 
is merely adding a poetic statement. Obviously, every letter in the Torah 
is of major significance and the Torah doesn't take poetic license; so what 
do those words add?  
We find the same statement by Avraham, that he "lifted up his eyes," 
during his recovery period immediately following his circumcision. 
Chazal teach us that it means that Avraham, even though he was in severe 
pain, was actively looking for guests to welcome into his tent. In other 
words, the phrase to "lift your eyes" means you are looking for something 
specific. So too by the Akeidah, Avraham had been told that he must not 
slaughter Yitzchak. This actually bothered Avraham; while it is true that 
he put Yitzchak bound on the altar to be sacrificed, Avraham was still 
unsure whether or not he would have been able to follow through. This is 
why Chazal say that Avraham asked if he could at least make a small 
incision. On the face of it, it sounds fairly outrageous.  
But Avraham understood a very basic frailty of the human condition (one 
that is painfully clear to fundraisers the world over); it is one thing to 
make a commitment, but it is another matter entirely to actually PAY that 
commitment. Avraham was concerned that he didn't know if he really 
could have passed the test of the Akeidah. That was why he "lifted his 
eyes," he was looking for an actual vicarious replacement for Yitzchak. 
As Rashi (ad loc) explains the words at the end of the Possuk "in place of 
his son," Avraham literally imagined that he was slaughtering, skinning, 

and burning his own son. Rashi goes on to explain that this is the reason 
that the ashes of Yitzchak are ever present in front of HaShem. The ram 
was an actual replacement for Yitzchak and all the emotional pain that 
Avraham would have experienced in sacrificing Yitzchak was fulfilled 
through the sacrifice of the ram.  
This is why it is only after he puts all the emotional effort into sacrificing 
the ram that the angel returns a second time and gives Avraham all the 
blessings that came with the covenant of the Akeidah. After all, HaShem 
knows everything that is and will be, all of Avraham's tests were really for 
Avraham to understand the level of his devotion to HaShem. It was only 
after Avraham imagined the sacrifice of his son through the ram that he 
had the self-knowledge that he could pass the test.  
Here and There 
If you walk in my statutes, and keep my commandments, and do them... 
(26:3)  
Rashi (ad loc) is bothered why the Possuk would first list "statutes" 
(Chukim in Hebrew) and then use the catch-all phrase of 
"commandments" (Mitzvos in Hebrew) in the second half of the Possuk. 
After all, the Torah's statutes are all included in the commandments of the 
Torah, why mention statutes at all? Rashi answers that the word Chukim 
here refers to the concept of being immersed in Torah study. That is, each 
person has an obligation to become seriously involved with the study of 
Torah.  
Targum Yonason Ben Uziel (ad loc) is seemingly bothered by the same 
question but he takes a different approach: "Chukim" refers to those laws 
that are given without a discernible (or an accompanying) reason for 
doing them, the way a Chok is commonly understood, whereas the word 
"Mitzvos" refers here to Dinnim (laws of social justice). But Targum 
Yonason's understanding of the word "Mitzvos" seems a bit problematic, 
after all the word "Mitzvos" is all encompassing as there are many types 
of Mitzvos; why should it be limited to the laws of social justice?  
The Mishna in Peah (1:1) reads: " ...These are things the fruits of which a 
man enjoys in this world, while the principal remains for him in the World 
to Come: Honoring one's father and mother, acts of kindness, and bringing 
peace between a man and his fellow. But the study of Torah is equal to 
them all." Maimonides, in his commentary to this Mishnah, states a very 
interesting principal of how a person is rewarded for doing the Mitzvos: 
"There are two types of Mitzvos; 1) those Mitzvos that are between an 
individual and HaShem such as Teffilin and Tzitzis, observance of 
Shabbos, and the prohibition against idol worship, and 2) those that are 
between an individual and his fellow man, such as the prohibition against 
stealing and otherwise hurting another, the obligation to love others, and 
honoring one's parents."  
Maimonides continues: "Those Mitzvos that are between man and 
HaShem are rewarded in the next world. Mitzvos that are between an 
individual and his fellow man are rewarded both in this world and in the 
next." Maimonides is explaining a basic principal of reward; Mitzvos as 
they relate to the development of the human soul, in general, are an 
eternal concept. Therefore, their proper reward is in the next (eternal) 
world. But there are also Mitzvos that have substantive benefits to others 
in this world. These Mitzvos are also rewarded in the next world, but 
because they have positive effects in this world, the "interest" on the 
"principal" is paid to the individual in this world as well. This is what the 
Mishna means by the "fruit" is enjoyed in this world but the principal 
remains for the World to Come.  
This week's Parsha is introducing all the benefits in this world of keeping 
the Mitzvos. The reason Targum Yonason Ben Uziel translates Mitzvos as 
the commandments related to social justice is because he agrees with 
Maimonides that those are the only Mitzvos that are rewarded in this 
world as well as the next.  
Fascinatingly, the Mishna equates the study of Torah to all the Mitzvos. In 
other words, there are tangible benefits to this world through the study of 
Torah. Perhaps this is what the Gemara (Brachos 64a) means when it says 
"Torah scholars increase peace in the world." The Gemara in Brachos 
ends with the statement explaining that those scholars are builders of the 
world and increase the peace within it. This might also explain why Rashi 
understands "Bechukosai" to mean immersion in Torah study. 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara in Shabbos (86b) records a Machlokes over whether 
the Torah was given on the 6th or 7th of Sivan. Both opinions 
agree however, that the Torah was definitely given on Shabbos. 
The Chok Yaakov (j”ut 494), calculating from the fact that the 
original Shabbos HaGadol fell on the tenth of Nisan, reaches the 
result that if ohrmn ,thmh was on Thursday, and rnugv ,rhpx began 
on Friday, after seven weeks, the fiftieth day of the Omer would 
also fall on Friday. If so, Shavuos, which is always on the fiftieth 
day of Omer, could not have been the day of vru, i,n which took 
place on the next day - Shabbos. Why then is Shavuos referred to 
as ubh,ru, i,n inz, and why do we stay up learning all night on that 
first night, if the Torah wasn’t given until the next day ? The 
Magen Avraham cites an opinion that the establishment of 
Shavuos on the 51st day of Sefirah was a znr (allusion) to the fact 
that someday, we would celebrate two days of Shavuos instead of 
only one. However, the Chok Yaakov points out that this hardly 
explains the practice in Eretz Yisroel, where only one day of 
Shavuos is celebrated - on the 50th day of the Omer ! The Chasam 
Sofer (jxp ‘kv 430) quotes the Baal Haflo’oh’s opinion that 
before vru, i,n the Bnei Yisroel operated under the same rules of 
nature that applied to gentiles - the night followed the day, rather 
than vice-versa. Therefore, Friday and Friday night were the first 
day of the original Omer, just as the Friday and Friday night 
combination also constituted the 50th “day” of the Omer at the 
end. However, since vru, i,n on Shabbos reversed the 
arrangement, so that day now followed night, Friday night’s 
status as (part of) the 50th then applied itself to its attached day - 
Shabbos as well, resulting in vru, i,n’s connection to the 50th day 
of the Omer. To commemorate this critical night during which we 
changed from day-night to night-day, we stay up and learn the 
Torah that effected this change in us.    

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
If one mistakenly davened a Shabbos Shemona Esrei on Yom Tov, 
but remembered to say Yaaleh V’Yavo, was he tmuh ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(On which Erev Shabbos is it recommended vfkvk to make an early Shabbos ?)  
The Mishna Berurah (527:3) cites Poskim who say that when 
Friday is Yom Tov and one has prepared an Eruv Tavshilin to 
permit cooking on Yom Tov for Shabbos, since whatever is 
cooked must be cooked at least 33% (or 50%) before Shabbos in 
order to comply with khtuv (since theoretically guests could arrive 
to be fed still on Yom Tov), it is best to make an early Shabbos so 
as to stop the cooking etc.. sufficiently before Shabbos. a”g  

DIN'S CORNER:  
One may instruct a non-Jew on Shabbos to remove or deposit 
items in a refrigerator even if a light will go on when he opens the 
door, and to turn on and use hot water, even if doing so will cause 
the boiler to cook water. (Shemiras Shabbos K'Hilchaso 1:31) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Mishna (Tomid 1:1) states: ,unuen vakac – in 3 places the 
Kohanim would be stationed to stand guard in the Beis 
HaMikdash - in the Beis Avtinas, the Beis HaNitzutz and the Beis 
HaMokad. This requirement was to fulfill: h,rnan ,t urnau. The 
Nezer HaKodesh notes that the Gemara does not ask (as it usually 
does) hk vnk tbhhbn (why is the number stated – can’t we count 
them ourselves ?) and suggests that the number is to teach us that 
Shemirah should take place only in these 3 places; any more 
would violate ;hxu, kc. The Meforshim question this, pointing out 
that in other areas, such as 3 Shabbos meals or 3 Succah walls, 
the number 3 is used as a minimum. Would there be a problem 
with additional Shabbos meals or Succah walls ? In fact, 4 walls 
for a Succah would fulfill the requirement of urus, ihgf uca, in a 
better way than the minimum of 3 walls. Should not providing 
added Shemirah for the Beis HaMikdash be a better fulfillment of 
the mitzvah as well ? Tosafos (Rosh HaShanah 16b) states that 
;hxu, kc does not apply where one performs a mitzvah twice. The 
Har Tzvi suggests that since the Torah did not specifically 
designate the 3 places for Shemirah, merely that 3 places were 
necessary, adding on more places was simply doing the mitzvah 
another time (such as wearing 2 sets of Tefillin) which should not 
violate ;hxu, kc, especially if there is a different Kohen stationed 
at each place. Why then does the Mishna mention a number ? 
Perhaps it is to rule out the possibility that one might explain the 
mitzvah as requiring a guard at either Beis Avtinas or Beis 
HaNitzutz or Beis HaMokad, without requiring all 3 at the same 
time, similar to the Mishna (Megilah 2a) which states that the 
Megilah is to be  read on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th of Adar, 
where Rashi explains that it is read sometimes on the 11th and 
sometimes on the 12th etc.. Therefore the Mishna in Tomid stated 
the number 3 to establish that all 3 were required at once. 

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
The Rov of Stovisk was renowned to be so astute and impartial a judge 
that goyim also preferred to bring him their disputes, for a quick and 
equitable resolution. Once, the Rosh HaKahal (community leader) of 
Stovisk had a money dispute with the local pharmacist. Although the 
pharmacist was a scoffer and the only ,ca kkjn in town, the Rov took 
his side. When the furious Rosh HaKahal refused to pay, the pharmacist, 
at the Rov ’s suggestion, brought the matter to court. The court found, 
inexplicably, for the Rosh HaKahal. The Rov then encouraged the 
pharmacist to appeal the decision, promising to testify on his behalf. A 
few months later, the Rov  received a subpoena, requiring him to appear 
in St. Petersburg, and testify on the first day of Shavuos. The Stovisker 
Rov did not hesitate, arriving at the capital on Erev Shavuos, and 
appearing the next day to testify. Upon his return, those close to him 
wondered why he had gone to such lengths, to actually sacrifice his 
Yom Tov for a ,ca kkjn even if he was right. The Rov  explained that 
the Torah says: ypan vy, tk - do not bend the law. The Torah then 
repeats it: uchrc lbuhct ypan vy, tk - do not bend the law of your 
poor in his dispute. The Mechilta explains that lbuhct refers to one who 
is poor in mitzvos. If one presumes to treat the ypan of a ,ca kkjn 
differently, he will violate a utk. “How could I have acted otherwise ?”   
P.S. Shavuos schedule, agenda and topics will be sent separately.  


